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PREFACE 

The biological sciences are dominated by the idea that cells are the 
functionally autonomous, physically separated, discrete units of life. 
This concept was propounded in the 19th century by discoveries 

of the cellular structuring of both plants and animals. Moreover, the ap
parent autonomy of unicellular eukaryotes, as well as the cellular basis of 
the mammalian brain (an organ whose anatomy for a long while defied 
attempts to validate the idea of the cellular nature of its neurons), seemed 
to provide the final conclusive evidence for the completeness of *cell theory', 
a theory which has persisted in an almost dogmatic form up to the present 
day. However, it is very obvious that there are numerous observations which 
indicate that it is not the cells which serve as the basic units of biological 
life but that this property falls to some other, subcellular assemblage. To 
deal with this intricate problem concerning the fundamental unit of living 
matter, we proposed the so-called Cell Body concept which, in fact, devel
ops an exceedingly original idea proposed by Julius Sachs at the end of the 
19th century. 

In the case of eukaryotic cells, DNA-enriched nuclei are intimately 
associated with a microtubular cytoskeleton. In this configuration—as a 
Cell Body—these two items comprise the fundamental functional and struc
tural unit of eukaryotic living matter. The Cell Body seems to be inherent to 
all cells in all organisms. In effect, the cell is an elaboration of the Cell Body: 
the cells periphery is a result of a Cell'Body-org9.mzed secretion which can 
also produce an extracellular matrix within which cells are embedded to 
form tissues. From an evolutionary perspective, it is proposed that the nuclear 
component of the Cell Body is descended from the first endosymbionts 
which were the invaders of an ancient host structure, and which later be
came specialized for the storage and distribution of DNA molecules to 
daughter nuclei after a binary nuclear division. It follows that the eukary
otic nucleus corresponds to the entire cell of a prokaryote. Although prokary-
otes have a different organization, these organisms can also be accomodated 
within our present version of Cell Body theory. This is because, in prokary-
otic cells, just as in eukaryotes, both the organization and the partitioning 
of DNA molecules are dependent upon a physical linkage between DNA 
and cytoskeletal elements. 

Contemporary prokaryotes and eukaryotes have an inherent property 
of being joined together via temporary or stable cell-cell channels. Some
times these channels even lead to the complete fusion of cells. In bacteria, 
these channels serve for conjugative transfer of DNA while in ciliates they 
permit the conjugative transfer of whole nuclei. Similarly, whole nuclei 
can pass through cell-cell channels in fungal cells. In the case of plants. 



cells are linked via permanent or semi-permanent channels known as plas-
modesmata. These sometimes enlarge into pores which can then transfer 
whole nuclei from cell to cell. Also, animal cells can be linked with 
membraneous cell-cell channels which can allow the intercellular passage 
of whole organelles. Intriguingly, plasmodesmata of plant cells are similar 
in many respects to nuclear pores, suggesting that nuclear pores are repre
sentatives of a prototypic cell-cell channels that already existed, in their 
primordial form, between the original guest and host cells which merged 
together in the early formation of the eukaryotic cell. All these consider
ations call for an update of the traditional 'cell theory'. 

This book covers the topic of cell-cell channels at all levels of biologi
cal organization, starting with bacteria and unicellular ciliates, via algal, 
fungal and plant cells, up to and including the diverse cell types of ani
mals. We hope that this book will help update the traditional cell theory 
and will also stimulate new discussions concerning the basic units of life. 

Frantisek Baluska 
Dieter Volkmann 
Peter W Barlow 

Bonn - Bristol 6April 2006 



CHAPTER 1 

Cell-Cell Channels and Their Implications 
for Cell Theory 
Frantisek Baluska,'*' Dieter Volkmann and Peter W. Barlow 

Abstract 

Cells show diverse appearances and sizes, ranging from some 30 nanometers up to several 
meters in length. Besides the classical prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells, there are also very 
bizarre cells such as the highly reduced symbiotic mitosomes which lack DNA. Other 

examples of extremely small cells in the nanometre range are the mycosomes and nanobacteria. On 
the other hand, there are huge eukaryotic cells, the size of which can reach up to several meters. Most 
of these are multinucleate (coenocytic) due to mitotic divisions not having been followed by 
cytokinesis. Moreover, cells at all levels of cellular complexity show an inherent tendency to form 
cell-cell channels. The most conspicuous example is the plant 'supercell' where all the cells of the 
plant body are permanendy connected via plasmodesmata. In the last year, the first reports of similar 
cell-cell channels between animal cells have been published. Moreover, fungal cells fuse together 
into supracellular mycelia, even exchanging their motile nuclei. This phenomenon is also known for 
plant cells. Intriguingly, transcellularly moving fungal nuclei communicate with their mating parmers 
via pheromone-like signaling mechanisms. 

Already in 1892 Julius Sachs was aware of most of the problems associated with the Cell Theory, 
which in fact survive until the present. Sachs proposed the Energide concept, postulating that it is 
the nucleus and its protoplasm which represent the vital unit of living matter within a supracellular 
construction, while the cell periphery is only a secondary structure generated by the active Energide 
for its shelter and protection. Recently, we elaborated the Cell Body concept which explains how 
and why the nucleus and the microtubular cytoskeleton have become merged together to build a 
coherent and universal unit of eukaryotic life which is autonomous and can synthesize the rest 
of the cell. However, there are several problems with the term Cell Body as it is sometimes 
used in other meanings. Here we show that the Energide concept of Sachs can be united with the 
Cell Body concept. Moreover, we agree with JuHus Sachs that the term Energide better invokes the 
unique properties of this universal unit of supracellular living matter endowed with the vital energy. 

Introduction 
Current biological thinking is dominated by cells. All living things are defined as either being 

composed of cells or are cells themselves—membraneous compartments filled with organic mol
ecules in a way that allows them to be autonomous self-replicating units of life. The cell concept 
originates from Robert Hookes seminal observations of plant tissue in 1665 when he saw small 
chambers (in fact, dead and empty cells of cork tissue) which he called 'cells*.̂  These were later, 
during the next 200 years (when living cells were being examined), shown to contain a nucleus and 
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all the other now familiar organelles. In 1838, Matthias Schleiden and Theodor Schwann proposed 
that both plants and animals are built of cells; Rudolf Virchow announced his famous dictum 'omnis 
cellula e cellula in 185S. Virchow also wrote that: 'every animal appears as the sum of vital units, each 
of which bears in itself the complete characteristics of life. After the cellular nature of brain tissue was 
confirmed, cells became synonymous with life. Cell Theory has been ever since the most influential 
dogma of contemporary biology.^'^ 

The Permanent Crisis Surrounding Cell Theory 
There are fundamental problems with the Cell Theory. In fact, many of these problems started 

to be apparent soon after Schleiden and Schwann proposed the cellular basis of plants and ani-
mals.^'^ First of all, multinuclear cells were found. Next, prokaryotic cells were discovered which 
lacked organelles, and their simple architecture was taken as evidence for their ancient or archaic 
nature. Nowadays, however, several genome-based data have emerged which suggest just the op
posite—that the contemporary prokaryotic cells are not so ancient and primitive after all.̂ ®'̂ ^ 
More importantly, the eukaryotic cell is defined as a structurally coherent and physically autono
mous entity being completely separated from its surroundings by a plasma membrane. However, 
there are numerous examples, listed in the next sections of this chapter as well as in other chapters 
of this volume, of cells which are interlinked via cell-cell channels (Fig. 1), cells which contain 
many nuclei either due to nuclear divisions not followed by cell divisions, or which are generated 
by fusions between cells. 

Permanent cell-cell channels are typical of plant tissues. Similar supracellular constructions which 
allow the exchange of organelles occur also in the animals kingdom (see other chapters in this 
volume).̂ ^'^^ Furthermore, classical cell organelles such as mitochondria and plastids have finally 
been demasked, after many years of discussion, as being cells too. They are highly reduced descen-
dents of once free-living cells. Besides these smaller organelles, nuclei can also be considered to 
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Figure 1. Cell-cell channels in viruses (A), 
bacteria, organelles, eukaryotic cells (B). 
In eukaryotic cells, whole Energides (C) can 
move from cell-to-cell via microtubule-based 
motility. 

Figure 2. 61 years old Julius Sachs, taken 
one year after the publishing of his Energide 
concept and four years before his death. 
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Box 1. Energide (Cell Body) at a glance 
An Energide consists of a nucleus, centrosome, microtubules, endoplasmic reticulum (ER), 

Golgi apparatus (GA), GA-based secretory vesicles, and ribosomes. it gains control over the original 
cell periphery-based structures, such as the actin cytoskeleton and endosomes. This provides the 
Energide with the tools necessary to regu late its ov^n moti I ity, the distribution of organel les and the 
reproduction of its enclosing cell. The Energide can form a new cell periphery from endosomes 
fil led with cell wall molecules and enclosed by membranes derived from the plasma membrane. 
Thus, the Energide rapidly generates a new cell surface in the case of accidental damages to the 
cell periphery. 

The Energide produces the rest of the cell by means of its synthetic activities. It resides in a 
space derived from the ancient host cell, now known as cytoplasmic space, which provides the 
Energide with a unique environmental niche. Some autonomy is still maintained by other guest 
cells, mitochondria and plastids. The cell periphery consists of the plasma membrane, cell wal l , 
and actin cytoskeleton. All host DNA has been transferred into the nucleus. Nevertheless, the cell 
periphery still maintains some structural independence as it is essential for sheltering the Energide, 
providing it with information about the environment outside the cell, and generating the 
endosomes, lysosomes, as well as vacuoles in order to provide the Energide with nutrition and to 
store nutritive and energy-rich compounds. Also, this system is responsible for detoxification of 
toxic compounds entering cells. Early in cellular evolution, this endosomal system was adjusted 
for rapid repair of damaged cell periphery and for final events in cytokinesis. Later in the evolution 
of multicellular organisms, this endosomal and recycling machinery was used for synaptic 
cell-to-cell communication, the formation of immunity, cell/organism individuality (self, nonself 
recognition), the brain and consciousness. Importantly, the inherent feature of eel Is at all levels of 
cellular complexity is the formation of cell-cell channels. If these are sufficiently large, even the 
whole of an Energide can move from its original cell into an adjacent cell. Intriguingly, 
transcellularly moving fungal nuclei communicate with their mating partners via pheromone-like 
signaling mechanisms. This is the ultimate evidence that the Energide is an autonomous organism 
representing the universally valid unit of supracellular eukaryotic life. 

represent vestiges of ancient endosymbionts.^^'^ '"̂ ^ In fact, the nucleus emerges as the first 
endosymbiont to have invaded the ancient host ceil. Recendy, we have reviewed numerous data in 
favour of the Cell Body concept which considers not the cell but rather the nucleus with its associ
ated microtubules, the so-called Cell Body, to represent the smallest unit of life in the construction 
of multicellular or, more exactly, supracellular, organisms. ̂ "̂ '"̂ ^ However, by 1892, Julius Sachs (Fig. 
2) had already discussed these problems from the perspective of giant cells, such as multinucleate 
coenocytes and syncytia, which did not obviously conform with the Cell Theory. In order to resolve 
this problem, he proposed the 'Energide' concept. '"̂ "̂ '"̂ ^ 

Below, we discuss the Energide concept of Sachs in relation to our Cell Body concept and we 
conclude that both concepts can easily be combined, resulting in an ultimate concept that explains 
the smallest autonomous unit of supracellular eukaryotic life (summarized in Box 1 and Fig. 3). As 
the Cell Body is not as suitable term, from now on we will use 'Energide' instead of 'Cell Body for 
this universal unit of eukaryotic life. 

More Problems with Cell Theory: What Is a Cell? 
Obviously, the definition of a cell is very vague. If the cell should be the smallest unit of life 

showing all the attributes of living matter, how can Cell Theory accommodate the fact that cellular 
organelles are, or have been, cells also? Even recendy evolved eukaryotic cells have been internalized 
and enslaved by a recent endosymbiotic event and now act as chloroplasts. ' There are other 
obvious examples of 'cells within cells' such as bacterial and yeast spores, as well as pollen tubes and 
embryo sacs in plants.^'^^ Moreover, as Sachs noted more than a hundred years ago, the structural 
organization of multinucleate cells of coenocytic algae, for instance, those of Ventricaria ventricosa^^ 
cannot be explained by the Cell Theory.̂ '"^ '̂"^^ 
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Cell-merging is one of the most important factors shaping the evolution of more complex eu-
karyotic cells. ̂ ^ Not only are these fusions examples of secondary endosymbiotic events, but the 
enslaved cells accomplish dramatic reductions which do not permit their recognition as cells any 
more.^ Hydrogenosomes are endosymbiotic organelles related to mitochondria, and some of them, 
like those of Trichomonas and Neocallimastix^ lack any DNA.^^ Moreover, another type of mitochon
dria-derived relict organelles of human pathogen. Entamoeba histolytica, the so-called mitosomes, 
have sizes below 500 nm and lack any DNA. Nevertheless, these mini-cells can reproduce them
selves as their numbers are maintained at about 250 for one host cell. Both mitosomes and 
hydrogenosomes provide us with convincing evidences that DNA can be completely removed from 
one parmer cell during an endosymbiotic partnership. Further examples of exotic cellular organisms 
are mycosomes (0.1-1.0 mm in diameter) isolated from plant plastids and which can give rise to 
yeast-like cells.̂ ^ Even smaller are nanobacteria which are about 30-100 nm in diameter. These tiny 
spheres are predicted to cause several human diseases. The bacterium Spiroplasma is one of the 
smallest of cells, comparable in size to the diameter of a bacterial flagellar bundle. Despite its ex
tremely small size, it is equipped with a quite complex cytoskeleton.^^ On the other hand, there are 
some viruses which are larger than the smallest bacteria.̂ ^ Even more, there are large eukaryotic cells 
which are visible to the naked eye. Avian egg cells are the largest cells by volume organized by a single 
nucleus. Plant pollen cells grow several centimeters in length to deliver sperm cells to ovules deeply 
buried within flower tissues, and multinucleate laticifers may extend the whole length of a Euphor
bia plant. The marine algae, Caulerpa 2nd Acetabulariay are single cells which can attain up to several 
meters in length (in the case of Caulerpa). They are filled with numerous nuclei, each organizing its 
own microtubular array and cytoplasmic domain. One of the most dramatic examples of huge cells 
is the mammalian placental syncytiotrophoblast whose surface area can reach up to ten square meters. 

In the classical cell concept, the limiting membrane plays the dominant role whereas the internal 
parts are not as important and vary from having no DNA, such as in the above-mentioned mitosomes 
and some hydrogenosomes, to having just a few DNA molecules encoding several proteins within 
highly reduced organelles, up to the extremely complex cellular interiors encompassing hundreds of 
nuclei and enormous numbers of other organelles (also cells) with a cytoplasm. In contrast to this 
diffuse and vague situation with cells, the structure and morphology of the Energide (Cell Body) 
units are essentially the same throughout the eukaryotic superkingdom (see below), implying that 
they are much more useful for defining the basic vital units of supracellular eukaryotic life. As we 
discuss below, cell-cell channels are inherent for all these cell types, starting with the prokaryotic 
cells and symbiotic cellular organelles, up to eukaryotic cells covering all kingdoms including fiingi, 
plants and animals. If we really need a basic unit of supracellular eukaryotic life, then we must define 
a new one. 

Julius Sachs: Energide as the Basic Unit of Eukaryotic Life Endowed 
with Vital Energy 

Julius Sachs was well aware of all these problems of Cell Theory 110 years ago. He proposed the 
Energide concept in which it was not the cell, but rather the nucleus with a surrounding sphere of 
protoplasmic influence (*Wirkungssphare') that defined the autonomous vital unit bearing all the 
attributes of life. ' Energide does not encompass the plasma membrane ('Zellhaut') and cell wall 
which, in contemporary cells, are postulated to be of a secondary nature produced by the active 
Energide to protect itself from the hostile environment."^^ Importandy, while the Energide contains 
the Vital energy* (*Lebenskraft') and divides by a template-based duplication followed by fission, the 
cell periphery cannot multiply in this way and grows rather via fusion of vesicles generated by the 
secretory activities of the Energide ('.. .von ihm selbst erzeugten Gehause'). For Julius Sachs, the cell 
is only a chamber (*Zellstoffkammer') which can harbour one, several, or many Energides. Recendy, 
we discussed numerous modern data confirming most of the predictions made by Julius Sachs more 
than 100 years ago.̂ '̂ ^ In order to convey his line of arguments to contemporary cell biologists as 
well as to a broader community of scientists, we translate from German into English the most 
important parts of his text. 
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Julius Sachs, Flora 1892; 75:'b7^7. 
Pages 57, 59: 

'UntereinerEnergidedenkeich mireinen einzelnenZellkem mitdem von ihm beherrschten 
Protoplasma, so zwar, doss ein Kern unddas ihn umgebende Protoplasma als ein Ganzes 
zu denken sindund dieses Ganze isteine Organische Einheit, sowohlim morphologischen 
wie im physiologischem Sinne. Den Namen Energide wdhle ich, um damit die 
Haupteigenschafi diese Gebildes zu bezeichnen: doss es ndmlich innere Thatkraft, oder 
wenn man will: Lebenskraft besitzt' \ ..die einzelne Energide fur sichfrei leben kann, ohne 
von einerZellhautoderZelle umgeben zu sein...' 'Zum BegnffderEnergidegehortalso die 
Zellhaut nicht; die Sache liegt vielmehr so, dass jede einzelne Energide sich mit einer 
Zellhautumgeben kann, oderaber mehrereEnergidenzusammen bilden eineZellhaut...* 

Energide is represented by a nucleus associated with its protoplasm in such a way that the 
nucleus and surrounding protoplasm form an organic unit, both from the morphological 
and physiological perspectives. The name Energide is chosen to stress the major property of 
this structure: endowment with the inner power for action or, if one wants: endowment 
with a vital power, "...an individual Energide is capable of living freely, without being 
enclosed within the cell skin or cell chamber...' 'The term Energide does not encompass the 
cell skin; the case is more that each individual Energide is able to enclose itself by a cell skin, 
or that several Energides together can enclose themselves with one single cell skin ...' 

Page 60: 

"... dagegen beginntdie Wissenschaft von den lebendingen Dingen miteinem Wort, welches 
vor mehr als 200Jahren infblge eines Irrthums entstanden unddann beibehalten worden 
ist: dem Wort Zelle. 

Bekantlich ist das Wort Zelle als Terminus technicus der Botanik nur historisch zu verstehen, 
insofem Robert Hooke 1667die innere Configuration des Korkes undder Hokkohle eine 
zellige, im Sinn einerBienenwabe, nannte. Auch dieZootomie hatspdterdieses ungluckliches 
Wort aufgegriffen undfilr die Elementartheile des thierischen Organismus verwendet, 
obgleich es dort noch weinger Sinn hatte, als bei denn Pflanzen. - In der 40er fahren 
erkannten die Botaniker, dass dasWesentliche der Pflanzenzelle nich ihr Gehduse, sondem 
ihrlnhalt, wie wirjetzt sagen, das Protoplasma mitdem Kern ist, undso unterschiedman 
Zelle und Zellinhalt." 

\.. the science which deals with living matter commenced with a controversial word, 
originating as a mistake more than 200 years ago, and then maintained up to the present 
day: it is the word Cell.' 

It is well-known that the word Cell should be understood only from a historical perspective 
as Robert Hooke referred to the inner structures of cork as being cellular because they closely 
resembled hexagonal wax cells of honeycomb. Later, zoology also accepted this unfortunate 
term, despite this word being even more controversial when applied to animals. In the 
forties [i. e., 1840s], botanists realized that the true living matter is not the shell, but that 
it resides inside the Cell, and is called protoplasm and nucleus. One should therefore be 
careful in distinguishing the Cell's interior from its external boundary. 

Energide versus Cell Periphery 
Julius Sachs stressed that although the Energide can undergo autonomous template-based growth 

followed by binary fission, its boundary structures ('Gehause' or *Zellstoffkammer') can divide only 
after the accomplishment of Energide-based growth and Energide-instructed division. Importantly, 
Energide division does not need to be followed by cell periphery division, and this results in the 
formation of coenocytes. Even more importantly, the opposite situation, that cell divison could 
occur without a preceding mitosis, was never recorded. Moreover, 'cells' lacking their Energides, 
so-called cytoblasts, cannot divide. On the other hand, Energides can be released from ruptured 
coenocytic algae, whereupon each Energide regenerates both its plasma membrane and cell wall to 
form a new complete cell.^ The Energide is the primary unit of supracellular life as it can escape 
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from its cellular boundaries and, later, it can autonomously regenerate these boundary structures. 
Cell periphery structures can not undergo sustained growth and binary fission without being sup
ported by an Energide. 

Recently, we have discovered that cytokinesis in plant cells is driven by the fusion of endosomes 
which are enclosed by the plasma membrane-derived membrane and enriched with cell wall 
pectins.^^'^^ These endosomes are recruited to the division site by the Energide (Cell Body) 
microtubules.^^ In animal cells, too, Energide microtubules specify cytokinesis both spatially and 
temporally.^^ Similarly, sporulating yeast cells generate their plasma membrane de novo from early 
endosomes enriched with PI(3)P.̂ ^ Also, in this situation, the Energide and its microtubules play the 
essential role of enclosing the cell with a plasma membrane.^^ Last, but not least, de novo formation 
of the plasma membrane was demonstrated during the fragmentation of coenocytic algae, releasing 
*naked' Energides which then enveloped themselves with boundary structures, thus regenerating 
new cells.^ All these examples, fi-om throughout the eukaryotic superkingdom, convincingly docu
ment the secondary nature of the boundary structures, including the plasma membrane and cell 
wall/extracellular matrix. This is evident also from the mode of their growth and division. In 
contrast to the Energide, cell periphery grows and divides by fusion of vesicles. 

Adaptability versus Complexity in Cellular Evolution 
The formation of eukaryotic cells represented a great leap forward in cellular complexity. The 

Darwinian selection-based evolution towards increased fimess, which acted even on ancient proto-cells 
early in the development of life, ' cannot explain the dramatic increase in cellular complexity. In 
fact, both viruses and prokaryotic cells are far better adapted to harsh environments, and this is the 
reason why they have been so successful up to the present time. They have been selected by their 
environment to be efficient mutators and replicators. In several aspects, these simple cells are not 
primitive at all, and they clearly dominate the biosphere of the Earth. Darwinian evolution is strong 
in explaining how their adaptability comes about, driven by variation, competition, and selection. 
However, Darwinian adaptive evolution is weak in explaining satisfactorily why cells should proceed 
from the less complex towards the more complex forms of cellular organization. It may be a question 
of selection creating the most efficient combinations of molecular modules at the subcellular level, ^ 
whereas at the cellular level evolution is a question of finding the best combination of symbiotic 
associations. 

In fact, we know several examples where complex cells undergo 'regressive' evolution towards a 
less complex type of cell if they are enslaved by other cells or exposed to extremely challenging 
environments. Recent advances in the study of symbiogenesis and its role in cellular evolution al
lowed a breakthrough in our understanding of this paradigm. It was primarily Lynn Margulis^^' ^ 
who revived this old concept, after more than 70 years of oblivion. It appears that the most pow
erful source of innovation with regard to cellular complexity is the merging of individual cells. ̂ ^ Of 
course, this cellular merging is a by-product of cellular competition. But this time it is not the 
adaptive competition in the sense of Darwinian adaptive evolution, but it rather \s predative 
competition^ in the sense of Margulisian symbiotic evolution which is based on serial endosymbio-
sis.̂ '̂̂ ^ In other words, adaptive evolution towards increased fitness is driven by the conflict of 
organisms within a harsh selectionist environment, yAvctc^s predative evolution that drives towards 
increased cellular complexity is powered by nutritive conflicts between heterotrophic unicellular 
organisms entertaining a predator/prey based life style. Sometimes, a balance of Torces' is reached 
between predator and prey cells allowing the development of stable symbiotic relationships between 
the host and its guest. This ultimately leads to the generation of more complex cells. ̂ '̂ ^ 

Recent analysis of genomes and their genes have revealed that the last universal common ances
tor of eukaryotic cells was formed by cell-cell fusion.^ ' ^ This universal ancestor enslaved endosym-
biotic cells (organelles) via predatory phagocytosis.̂ '̂ '̂̂ ®' ^ '̂50-52 fhus there are two processes which 
pave the way towards more complex eukaryotic cells and which disobey Darwinian evolution: lateral 
gene transfer and endosymbiosis. ' Both these processes played a crucial role in evolution of 
complex eukaryotic cells endowed with nuclei and Energides.̂ '̂ ^ 
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Recently, even viruses have come into consideration as having invented the first nucleus in 
ancient protocells. Viruses have the inherent abiUty to invade cells and there are several intriguing 
similarities between nuclei and viruses. Nuclei and viruses lack the protein synthesis machinery 
and lipid-producing pathways; both transcribe DNA but do not translate RNA, and they contain 
linear chromosomes equipped with primitive telomeres rather than the circular chromosomes found 
in bacteria, mitochondria, and plastids.^"^ Furthermore, viruses are well-known for their abiUty to 
induce cell-cell fusion,^^ a phenomenon which was essential for the early events required for the 
formation of ancient eukaryotic cells. 

Duality of Eukaryotic Cells 
Eukaryotic cells are characterized by a distinct duality at the structural level (Energide and cell 

periphery), at the level of genome organization (eubacterial and archaebacterial features), cytoskeleton 
(actin and tubulin), membrane flow (exocytosis and endocytosis), and cell division (mitosis and 
cytokinesis).^ These features strongly suggest that the most ancient eukaryotic cell was generated 
from at least two cellular organisms fusing together and generating the ancient nucleus by transfor
mation of the host cell via recruitment of all the host DNA.^ Recent analysis of diverse genomes has 
revealed that the eukaryotic genome was, in faa, generated from a fusion of at least two prokaryotic-like 
genomes, an event which massively speeded-up horizontal gene transfer.^ ' ^ Due to this, all host 
DNA was transferred into the guest cell which was then transformed into a eukaryotic nucleus. 
Moreover, some mitochondria-related hydrogenosomes have also lost all of their DNA."^^ This new 
twist in the evolutionary origin of the contemporary eukaryotic cell is in accordance with the 
symbiotic origin of eukaryotic nuclei,^'^ '̂ ^ and it can also explain the absence of DNA from the 
plasma membrane. Very convincing examples of the complete loss of DNA from endosymbiotic 
cells are mitosomes. In fact, any DNA introduced into a eukaryotic cell is transported into the 
nucleus and integrated into the genome, allowing for the easy transformability of eukaryotic cells. 

As mentioned above, endosymbiosis and lateral gene transfer are not only the most important 
processes shaping evolution of complex eukaryotic cells, but also these are phenomena which 
disobey Darwinian evolution. Thus, the mechanisms shaping the evolution of eukaryotic cells are 
extremely important for understanding biological evolution in a much broader perspective. Evolu
tion of complex eukaryotic cells provides us with an important paradigm for the elusive nature of 
living matter and why it should evolve from low to high complexity. The next big issue to be solved 
by cell biology is the topic of this book—cells at all levels of complexity are characterized by cell-cell 
channels. Why and what for? This feature must be very ancient and of extreme importance because 
it is evident in all contemporary cellular organisms, at all levels of cellular complexity. It seems that 
both RNA and DNA molecules could be relevant in this respect. Importantiy, viewing nuclear pores 
as cell-cell channels not only supports the endosymbiotic origin of nuclei but also explains the 
perplexing similarity between nuclear pores and plasmodesmata. 

Cell-Cell Channels: Supracellularity Is Found at All Levels 
of Cellular Organization 

As is apparent throughout this book, cells which have been created by division also seem to have 
an inherent tendency to fuse into supracellular assemblies. The first breakthrough in this respect was 
the early discovery of plasmodesmata by Eduard Tangl in 1867.^^ It is perhaps typical of biology that 
this discovery was not fully accepted until some 100 years later when electron microscopy allowed 
the submicroscopic resolution of these cell-cell channels.^^ Much more recentiy, cell-cell channels of 
animal cells have been discovered. Hopefully it will not take a further 100 years to have this 
discovery accepted (or definitely rejected) by mainstream biology. 

Cell-Cell Channels in Viruses, Prokaryotes and in Eukaryotic Organelles: 
Something Special about Cellular End-Poles 

Cell-cell channels can be found at all levels of cellular complexity, suggesting that this feature is 
inherent to cellular organization. Bacterial viruses inject phage DNA into host cells via a channel 
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which is still not characterized in detail (Fig. lA).^^ This ability of viruses suggests that they should 
be considered as highly reduced cells specialized for a unique form of cellular parasitism. Bacteria 
also develop a wide spearum of transcellular injection machines for cell-cell delivery of their virulence 
factors into host cells (Fig. IB). Interestingly, the nongrowing cellular end-poles assemble these 
injection organelles which export DNA to other prokaryotic or eukaryotic cells. '̂̂ ^ In Streptomyces 
colonies, pore-like structures assemble at end-poles for the conjugative spread of plasmids throughout 
the colony. These cells interacting via their end-poles are also equipped with pores secreting slime 
and motile hair-like filaments known as pili.^'^^ Could this polarisation of cell-cell interactions at 
the end-poles have implications for the siting of plant plasmodesmata? 

Dynamic pili protruding from the bacterial end-poles can rapidly extend and then retract, 
exerting pulling and pushing forces.̂ ^ These might contribute to the alignment of cells into fila
mentous rows '̂̂ ^ resembling the cell files of plant tissues. ^ In the cyanobacteria, Phormidium 
and AnabaenUy junctional pore complexes are similarly formed at the end-poles of cells which are 
also arranged into cell files.^^ These end-poles are traversed by cell-cell channels which allow 
direct transport of metabolites as well as communication between heterocysts specialized for nitro
gen fixation and other cells accomplishing photosynthesis.^ Similarly, end-poles/cross-walls of 
plant cells are abundantly traversed by plasmodesmata. Intriguingly, prokaryotic cell-cell 
channels can be targeted by movement proteins of plant viruses which then modify these prokary
otic cell-cell channels in a manner known from virus-affected plant plasmodesmata.^^ This finding 
strongly suggest that prokaryotic and eukaryotic cell-cell channels are evolutionarily related. In
triguingly in this respect, nongrowing end-poles traversed by cell-cell channels, play a central role in 
polarity of both bacteria and plant cells. Furthermore, viruses are well-known to induce cell-cell 
channels and cell-cell fusions in eukaryotic cells. ̂ ^ 

In conformity with free-living bacteria, bacteria-like descendent organelles of eukaryotic cells, 
such as plastids, mitochondria, and peroxisomes, are all known to fuse together, an event which 
necessitates the existence of fusion channels. Plastids generate stroma-fiUed long tubules, so-called 
stromules. These are highly dynamic structures interconnecting adjacent plastids and allowing an 
exchange of molecules as large 560 IcDa.̂ '̂̂ ^ Mitochondria are also well-known to undergo fusion 
and fission processes.̂ '̂̂ ^ The fusion machinery for plastids are not known yet, but there are data 
accumulating on the fusion machineries of mitochondria^^ and peroxisomes.^ It is obvious that 
these *cell-ceir fusion mechanisms differ from those which drive membrane fusion in exocytic and 
endocytic pathways.^^ 

The outer leaflet of the nuclear envelope extrudes endoplasmic reticulum (ER) whereas the inner 
leaflet is anchored via the nuclear lamina, to the chromatin complex. ER pervades the whole 
cytoplasmic space, budding as a Golgi Apparatus (GA) and secretory vesicles (Fig. 3), as well as 
interacting with other organelles.^ In plants, ER elements extend from cell-to-cell across the 
plasmodesmata,^ '̂ ^ but this is likely to be a secondary event following from the primary contact 
and fusion of adjacent cell peripheries. Microinjection of 3 kDa dye into the lumen of ER enables 
visualization of dye movement into adjacent cells where it first appears within the nuclei. Obviously, 
Energides from adjacent plant cells are now able to interact via the physical continuity of their ER 
membranes. 

Nuclear Pores as Prototypic Cell-Cell Channels 
If the endosymbiotic origin of nuclei can be definitely confirmed, then nuclear pores also can be 

viewed as specialized cell-cell channels resembling plant plasmodesmatal cell-cell channels.̂ "* These 
are optimized for effective cell-cell transport of proteins, as well as RNA and DNA molecules. 
Intriguingly, nuclear pores are highly selective with respect to the macromolecules which they 
transport. Particles as large as ribosomes can pass through nuclear pores whereas much smaller 
molecules may be actively excluded. Similarly, plant plasmodesmata support transport of 
certain large proteins whereas the small auxin molecule, for example, is excluded from direct cell-cell 
transport.̂ "^ Recently, both plasmodesmata^ '̂̂ ^ and nuclear poreŝ '̂̂ ^ were revealed to be closely 
associated with molecules driving endocytosis. Viruses, RNA and DNA molecules all are internalized 
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Figure 3- Energide (Cell Body), shown in continuous lines, settled within a highly reduced guest cell, shown in 
dotted lines, which serves predominandy as a shelter. ER: endoplasmic reticulum, GA: Golgi apparatus, SV: 
secretory vesicles, EV: endocytic vesicles. 

into endosomes which then deliver them into either the ER or the nuclear pores.^^'^^ Many cell 
periphery and endocytic proteins use this endosomal route for their transport into and out of the 
nucleus. ̂ ^̂ '̂ "̂̂  Interestingly in this respect, endosomes are the only type of organelle which invades 
and travels through cell-cell channels of animal ceils. ̂ ^ Furthermore, the acrosomal compartment 
which drives the cell-cell fusion between sperm cells and oocytes, has endosomal features; and it is 
also enriched with synaptic molecules which recycle via secretory endosomes.^^^'^^ 

Cell-Cell Channels in Filamentous Fungi, Plants and Animals 
Cell-cell channels are found in all multicellular organisms, including filamentous fungi, plants 

and animals. As their presence, structure, and functions are extensively discussed in several chapters 
of this volume, we limit ourselves to just some basic information. Fungal hyphae are tip-growing 
tubules which inherently fuse together. As a result, complex mycelial networks are formed to allow 
the exchange of large masses of protoplasm, organelles and, importantly, the highly motile 
Energides.^ '̂̂ ^^ All cells of plant bodies are well-known to be interconnected via plasmodes-
mata,^ '̂̂ '̂̂ '̂  and if they are not formed as an accompaniment of cytokinesis, they can form later as 
so-called secondary plasmodesmata. But plant tissues also form much larger cell-cell channels, known 
as cytoplasmic channels or intercellular bridges.^ ̂ '̂̂ ^̂  These macro-channels allow transfer not only 
of large organelles but also of nuclei (Energides). This spectacular process was documented both in 
situ^^ '̂̂ "̂̂  and in vivo.^^^ In addition, plasmodesmata can be transformed into the massive pores of 
sieve plates, thus allowing the mass flow of metabolites along phloem elements. 

There are numerous examples of cell-cell channels in animals. Well studied are fusomes and 
intercellular bridges of germinal cells of numerous taxa. They form as a result of incomplete cytoki
nesis.^ ̂ '̂̂ ^̂  Fusomes develop from spherical vesicular compartments into large cell-cell channels 
which not only nurse developing oocytes but also determine their polarity due to the anchoring of 
the Energide microtubules. ̂ ^̂  Similar to plasmodesmata of plant cells, fusomes provide direct 
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Energide-Energide connectivity via ER elements. Recently, exciting observations have revealed 
thin (50-200 nm) nanotubules between cultured PCI2 rat neural cells and kidney cells.^^ These 
actin-based cell-cell channels allow transcellular transport of myosin-associated endosomes. Similar 
nanotubes were found also at immunological synapses where exchange of GPI-anchored proteins 
and class I MHC protein was noted.̂ *''̂ ^ Even larger (100 nm-5 îm in width, and up to 100 fim in 
length) cell-cell tubules were reported between D U 145 human prostate cancer cells. These are 
positive for alpha-tubulin and transport very large membrane vesicles (up to 3 Jim in diameter). 

Cell-Cell Channels and the Energide: Implications for Cell Theory 
Microtubules radiating from the Energide/Cell Body represent an ideal instrument by which to 

delimit the cytoplasmic, cellular boundary. Moreover, this limit is somehow controlled by the DNA 
mass, or amount, stored within the nucleus. The dynamic instability of microtubules allows the 
Energide to measure continuously the size and shape of its *sphere of influence' (cell). Also, the 
microtubules collectively serve as a highly effective tool for Energide motility within the confines of 
its cell. But it is mysterious how DNA, irrespective its coding information, can determine both 
the size of the nucleus (Energide) and the size of its cell. Concerning the DNA amount/size of the 
nucleus correlation, the skeletal DNA hypothesis has been proposed^^^ while the Energide/Cell 
Body concept can explain the tight correlation between DNA amount and cell size.̂ '̂ "̂ ^ 

Energide/Cell Body Microtubules Act as a Tool to Prevent Their Fusion, 
to Obtain Information Which Is Acquired and Processed at the Plasma Membrane, 
to Explore the Cellular Space and to Invade Adjacent Cells, as Well as to Repair 
Old and Generate New Cell Periphery 

What features are so special about the Energide (Cell Body) that confer upon it properties which 
have allowed the Energide to act as the vital unit of supracellular eukaryotic organisation involving 
constructions composed of millions of Energides? We argue that this feature is due to the unique 
association between the DNA-based nuclei and the tubulin-based microtubular cytoskeleton.^ Julius 
Sachs obviously could not incorporate microtubules into his Energide concept. So, by merging the 
Energide concept with the Cell Body concept,̂ '"̂ ^ we should be able to unravel the full scope of the 
unique properties of the Sachsian Energide. 

First of all, whereas cells show an extremely wide range of sizes and structural organizations, 
Energides are basically constant structures, always consisting of nucleus sheathed within perinuclear 
radiating microtubules. These are instrumental for numerous properties of a vital Energide. Energide 
microtubules are essential for preventing accidental nuclear fusions which would easily happen either 
during cytokinesis or after cell-cell fusions.^ In fact, depolymerization of Energide microtubules 
during mitosis results in the immediate fusion of daughter Energides and the subsequent formation 
of a polyploid nucleus. ̂ "̂  This inherent tendency of adjoining nuclei to fuse together, if they are not 
ensheathed with microtubules or cell periphery boundaries, is a very strong argument for cellular 
nature and endosymbiotic origin of nuclei. Energide-Energide fusions can be observed in some 
ephemeral plant tissues like endosperm. ' This is because radiating microtubules from 
adjacent Energides, which interact via plus ends of their microtubules so that they usually keep their 
distance from each other, under some circumstances can fail to be effective organizers of their 
cytoplasmic 'spheres' of influence.̂ '"^^ 

Next, Energides of syncytial and coenocytic cells are regularly distributed in their cytoplasmic 
space. This is also due to the physical interactions between plus ends of microtubules from the 
adjacent Energides.̂ '"̂ ^ The claim upon protoplasmic space, the volume of which is directly related 
to the amount of DNA stored within a given nucleus, leads to the phenomenon known as the 
nucleo-cytoplasmic ratio. However, also important is the way in which DNA is packed within 
the nuclei: highly condensed generative nuclei of pollen grains form small Energides whereas 
decondensed large vegetative nuclei form large Energides, despite the fact that the DNA amount in 
both these nuclei can be the same. The mechanisms behind these phenomena include both 
nucleus-stored molecules having MTOC propertieŝ "̂ ^ and the Energide's ability to generate longer 
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microtubules when more MTOC molecules are available. '̂"^^ Microtubules initiated at the nuclear 
surface, and having their dynamic plus ends interacting with the plasma membrane, are ideally 
suited for the transfer towards the Energide nucleus of information acquired and processed at the 
cell periphery and plasma membrane. Importantly, Energide-associated dynamic microtubules can 
act as vehicles allowing the movement of whole Energides/Cell Bodies through cellular space. ̂ "̂^ 

Finally, these microtubules can gain control over the distribution of cell periphery-derived 
endosomes filled with internalized cell wall material and enclosed by a membrane, which are ideally 
suited for cell periphery repair or for rapid generation of a new cell periphery.^^'^^'^^ In plants, 
Energides are actively recruited to cell periphery sites which have been compromised by pathogen 
attack or which accomplish rapid and highly polarized cell growth via tip-growth.^'^^'^^'^ Similar 
tipward localization of Energides is typical also of filamentous fungi. ̂ ^̂ '̂  ' 

Energide/Cell Body Can Use Cell-Cell Channels to Travel 
across Cellular Boundaries 

As briefly mentioned above, Energides (Cell Bodies) not only explore the confines of their own 
cellŝ "̂̂  but can also move to an adjacent cell if the connecting channels are sufliciendy large. This 
phenomenon, which is clearly incompatible with the current version of Cell Theory, is the final 
proof for the autonomous primary nature of the Energide. In plants, there are numerous ultrastruc-
tural observations of this process, known also as cytomixis. ' However, these findings have been 
criticized as representing nothing more than aberrant cytokinesis where daughter nuclei have been 
squeezed thtough a maturing cell plate. But in vivo studies provided the final proof for a genuine 
cytomixic cell-cell movement of nuclei (Energides).^^^'^^^^^^'^^^ Moreover, other well studied 
examples of nuclear transfer involve a structure called the conjusome, a cell-cell channel specialized 
for conjugation in TetrahymenaP^'^^^ 

A rather exotic cell-cell transfer of nuclei occurs between the parasitic alga, ChoreocolaXy and cells 
of its red-alga host. Poly sip honia}^^ This resembles the situation in fusing fungal hyphae in which 
genetically different Energides co-exist and are exchanged. ̂ ^ '̂̂ ^ '̂̂ ^ '̂̂  Intriguingly, the fungal 
Energides can recognize their respective mating Energide partners. This mysterious process is 
accomplished via a pheromone/receptor system operating at the level of Energides (Cell Bodies) of 
the opposite mating types.^^ '^^^This pheromone-like communication between individual Energides 
is a further very strong argument for the cellular and endosymbiotic nature of nuclei. When a 
spindle pole body is inserted into the nuclear envelope, it acts as an MTOC and interacts with the 
DNA. This DNA-spindle pole body complex was proposed to be responsible for the recognition of 
self and nonself at the level of individual Energides. ̂ ^̂  

Energide microtubules are extremely sensitive to mechanical treatments. Thus, it is not surprising to 
find an extremely low (typically between 0-4%) success rate in experiments of animal cloning which 
have involved nuclear transfer. We can safely envision that if more care were taken over the 
intactness of the whole Energide during this process,the success rate (as judged by the frequency of 
developing embryos) would increase considerably and would help optimize the cloning process. To 
achieve this, one needs to be aware that the whole intact Energide (Cell Body), including its 
ensheathing microtubules, must be transferred into the recipient cell, not just the nucleus alone. 

Impacts of Cell-Cell Channels on a Hypothetical Scenario ofEukaryotic 
Cell Evolution 

From the currently available data, two major phases in the evolution of complex eukaryotic cells 
can be envisioned. An initial 'communal' phase^ "̂ '̂  ^ dominated by repeated fusion events between 
proto-cells allowed the early cells to increase their amounts of DNA. As a vestige of this primordial 
phase, the cell periphery of contemporary cells still shows an inherent tendency to fuse together 
thereby forming cell-cell channels. Some ancient proto-cells were more effective in this fusion 
process than others, which resulted in their larger cell size. These large cells suffered from osmotic 
imbalance resulting in the rupture of the early plasma membrane. ' The frequent bursting of 
these proto-cells forced them to develop a means of rapid repair of the cell periphery as well as an 
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ability to assemble more robust peripheries by enveloping the plasma membrane with a cell wall. 
These events heralded the second 'predatory' phase which, in fact, continues up to the present time. 
A convincing example of this is, the mutual enslavement of eukaryotic algae thereby generat
ing eukaryote-eukaryote chimaeras.'̂  '"̂^ 

The onset of the predatory' phase was preceded by the generation of the most ancient eukaryotic 
cell. Now it is clear that this last common ancestor of eukaryotic cells was a complete cells equipped 
with nucleus, cytoskeleton, mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus, and vesicle traf
ficking.^ '^^ Merging of cells was accomplished presumably with the invasion of a large and 
soft-periphery host cell, still suffering from the frequent bursting events, by a more advanced smaller 
guest cell already equipped with a more rigid-periphery.^ These ancient nucleated proto-cells then 
went on to 'invent' actin-based phagocytosis which allowed them not only to initiate an active 
predatory lifestyle but also to accomplish a very efficient cell periphery repair process using recycling 
secretory endosomes filled with extracellular matrix components and enclosed by a plasma 
membrane-derived membrane.̂ '̂̂ ^ Similarly, a phagocytosis-like process is known to be accomplished 
in the bacterium Bacillus subtilis during the formation of spores. ̂  ^' The cellular prey internalized 
by these proto-cells active in phagocytosis, and perhaps not ftiUy equipped with all the enzymes 
needed to digest prey, often survived and developed into organelles such as peroxisomes, mitochon
dria, and plastids which are now features of eukaryotic cells.^ During evolution, lateral gene transfer 
resulted in loss of DNA from developing organelles (DNA-losing ancient guest cells) and their 
accumulation within nuclei (DNA-gaining ancient guest cells). In some situations, all DNA can be 
lost: for example, mitosomes are remnants of mitochondrion-related organelles that lack any detect
able DNA.^^ Furthermore, some hydrogenosomes also lost all of their DNA. Similarly, all DNA 
from the host cell (the cell contributing the plasma membrane) was transferred into the guest cell 
(the cell which became the nucleus), and it might well be that peroxisomes and centrosomes also 
represent highly reduced guest cells, having lost all DNA via lateral gene transfer. ̂ ®̂ For instance, 
the cell wall of plant cells appears to be descended from endosymbiotic cyanobacteria which, during 
their evolutionary transformation into plastids, have donated their cell wall genes to the guest cell.̂ ^^ 

Conclusions and Outlook 
The most important message of this chapter (and the whole book) is that cell-cell channels are an 

inherent feature of cells at all levels of complexity, from relatively simple bacteria up to large and 
complex plant and animal cells. In fact, plants are supracellular organisms because most of their cells 
(Energides) are interconnected by plasmodesmatal channels. This might turn out to be true for 
animals. Conclusive evidence would be if the sensitive and apparently short-lived nanotubes^^'^ '̂ ^ 
were found in intact tissues. There are some intriguing generalities with respect to cell-cell channels. 
First, viruses and molecules of RNA and DNA seem to have the ability to induce cell-cell channels. 
Both viruses and bacteria—and here for plant cells, consider Agrobacterium tumefaciens^^^— 
can induce cell-cell channels, enabling them to invade host cells and then to pirate the nuclear pores 
and thereby gain access to the DNA replication machinery within the host nuclei. After their repli
cation, they escape from the nucleus and return to the cytoplasm; they then either kill the cell to 
gain access to other cells (animals) thereby inducing new cell-cell channels, or they gate the existing 
channels to allow cell-cell spread of virus or bacterium throughout the whole organism (plants). 
Besides viruses and bacteria, small RNA molecules also can spread from cell-to-cell, and this ability 
is used for transcellular and global silencing of specific genes. This transfer of small RNAs across cell 
boundaries is an ancient feature, allowing application of the RNA interference (RNAi) technology 
for both animals and plants.̂ ^ '̂̂ ^^ The original discovery of RNAi was in C. elegans^^^ where the 
transport of RNAs across cellular borders is dependent on the transmembrane protein SIDl.^^^ 

Darwinian adaptive evolution that tends towards increased fitness is still the major force with 
respect to the adaptation of cells and other more complex units of life, like multicellular organisms, 
to the ever-changing ambient environment. However, it operates in parallel with the Margulisian 
symbiotic evolution which generates an increased complexity of evolving systems such as eukaryotic 
cells and their vital units of supracellular life, which are here called Energides. This is true both for 
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the evolution of complex eukaryotic cells, as well as for their assembly into multi-cellular or, better, 

supra-cellular, organisms. Cell-cell fusion emerges as important factor determining animal cell 

behavior.^^^ Cell-cell channels are inherent not only to plants^'' but also to animals.^^'^^'^^ Both 

unicellular^^ as well as supra-cellular organisms^'' should be considered as complex ecosystems com

posed of numerous modified cellular micro-organisms. ̂ ^^ Finally, in contrast to cells which are 

widely heterogeneous in their size (ranging from 30 nanometres up to several metres), architecture, 

and mechanism of their divisions; Energides are extremely conservative in all these respects. This 

makes the Energide an ideal candidate for the universal unit of supracellular eukaryotic life. Appre

ciation of Energides as vital units endowed with all attributes of life is critical for our understanding 

of still enigmatic processes and phenomena of contemporary cell biology, ̂ ^^'^^^ such as transforma

tion, plasticity, and cloning of eukaryotic cells. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Mating Cell-Cell Channels 
in Conjugating Bacteria 
Elisabeth Grohmann* 

Abstract 

Conjugative plasmid transfer is the most important mechanism for bacteria to deliver and 
acquire genetic information to cope with rapidly changing environmental conditions. To 
transfer genetic information intercellularly mating cell-cell channels between donor and 

recipient bacteria have to be established. For plasmid transfer in Gram-negative bacteria, subassem
blies of these mating channels have been discovered, the order in which the transferred DNA con
tacts the transporter proteins has been determined and crystal structures of key components of the 
so-called conjugative type IV secretion systems have been solved. In contrast to this, knowledge on 
conjugative plasmid transfer of sex pheromone-inducible plasmids in Enterococcus faecalis is limited 
to molecular details on the complex regulation processes whereas for broad-host-range plasmids 
from Gram-positive bacteria investigations on the structure of the conjugative transfer apparatus 
and the interplay of the secretion components have recendy started. The following chapter has the 
intention to give an overview of the state of the art on conjugative plasmid transfer in Gram-positive 
and Gram-negative bacteria. 

Introduction 
Bacterial conjugation is the most important means of gene delivery enabling adaptation of bac

teria to changing environmental conditions including spread of antibiotic resistance genes, thereby 
generating multiply antibiotic resistant pathogens. Multiply resistant pathogens, such as Pseudomo-
nas aeruginosa^ Staphylococcus aureus and Enterococcus faecalis represent a serious threat to antibiotic 
treatment of hospitalized and immuno-suppressed patients. Therefore, much effort has been and is 
still made towards elucidating the molecular mechanisms of conjugative plasmid transfer. 

Bacterial conjugation systems are specialized types of type IV protein secretion systems (T4SS) 
dedicated to transport proteins (e.g., virulence factors, toxins) from bacterial pathogens to their 
mammalian hosts. The conjugative T4SS have evolved to transport DNA substrates in addition to 
proteins intercellularly. 

Relevant progress has been made in deciphering the transport pathway of DNA and protein 
substrates through the Gram-negative (G-) cell envelope (see refs. 1,2). Recendy the Christie group"^ 
provided evidence for the order of transferred (T)-DNA contact with the T4SS proteins of the 
prototype T4SS o^Agrobacterium tumefaciens during T-DNA export to the plant nucleus. The best 
characterized T4SS are the Agrobacterium T-DNA transfer system and the conjugative transfer sys
tems of plasmids RP4, F and R388, all originating from G- bacteria. Intense investigations on the 
transfer mechanisms of plasmids from Gram-positive (G+) bacteria have started only a few years 
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ago. An exception represent the well-studied sex-pheromone responsive plasmids o^E.faecalis whose 
transfer underlies a complex regulatory mechanism exerted by small secreted signal molecules, the 
so-called pheromones (for recent comprehensive reviews see refs. 3,4). 

The chapter is divided into three parts summarizing the current knowledge of conjugative trans
fer mechanisms, mating cell-cell channel assembly and structure: 

i. in G- bacteria; 
i. of pheromone-responsive conjugative plasmids in E.faecalis; and 

ii. of nonpheromone-responsive plasmids in G+ bacteria. 

Conjugative DNA Transfer in Gram-Negative Bacteria 
Conjugative DNA transfer systems in G- bacteria, nowadays generally referred to as specialized 

T4SS, have been extensively studied for more than two decades. T4SS translocate DNA and protein 
substrates across the bacterial cell envelope. In general, T4SS transport their substrates to recipient 
cells via direct cell-to-cell contact. But there are also examples of contact-independent protein ex
port and DNA release to and uptake from the extracellular milieu. ̂ '̂ '̂  

Considerable progress has been made towards the mechanistic understanding of intercellular 
DNA transport in the plasmid model systems RP4, R388 and F (for recent reviews see refs. 7-9) and 
in theT-DNA transport system of^. tumefaciens}'^^ Several models for transenvelope DNA/pro-
tein transport have been proposed (for a summary see ref. 11) which match considerably well with 
the experimental data. Recendy the order in which T-DNA contacts T4SS proteins on its way 
through the^ . tumefaciens cell envelope has been determined by Christies' group.^'^^'^^ This discov
ery is a milestone towards the elucidation of the conjugative DNA/protein secretion mechanism. 

On account of these very interesting results the state of the art of T4SS in G- bacteria will be 
presented on basis of the prototype T4SS, t h e ^ . tumefaciens T-DNA system (VirB/VirD4 transfer 
system). 

The T4SS Operon Structures 
The A. tumefaciensYii^lDA T4SS is encoded by the virB and virD operons.^^ The virB operon 

codes for 11 genes, virBl to virBll. The VirB proteins, termed the mating pair formation (mpf) 
proteins, build a cell envelope-spanning structure required for substrate transfer, and an extracellular 
filament, the T pilus that mediates attachment to recipient cells. ̂ ^ The virD operon encodes five 
genes, virDl to virD5. virDl and wrZ)2 encode gene products processing the DNA substrate (T-DNA) 
for transfer. These are named the DNA transfer and repUcation (Dtr) proteins. ̂ ^ virD3 and virD5 
encode proteins that are not essential for processing or transfer. virD4 codes for the coupling protein 
(CP).^'^'^^ The VirD4 CP is not involved in T-DNA processing or formation of the T-pilus but 
delivers together with the mpf structure substrates across the cell envelope. '̂ ^ 

T4SS Substrates 

The T-Strand-Relaxase Complex 
The key enzyme of conjugative plasmid transfer is the DNA relaxase, a transesterase which cleaves 

a specific phosphodiester bond in the origin of transfer (oriT) thereby initiating the conjugative 
transfer. The relaxase preserves its energy from cleavage of the phosphodiester backbone of theT-strand 
as a stable phosphotyrosyl intermediate with the T-strand.^^ The complex of processing proteins at 
onT(relaxase and accessory proteins) is termed the relaxosome. Conjugative DNA transfer proceeds 
in a 5 ' -3 ' direction^ suggesting that the relaxase, covalently bound to the 5 ' end of the T-strand, 
supplies substrate recognition signals and possibly also exerts a piloting function to direct DNA 
transport through the secretion channel.̂ ®'"^^ 

Protein Substrates 
Conjugation systems also export proteins independentiy of DNA."^ '̂̂ ^ T h e ^ . tumefaciensT-DNA 

transfer system translocates the VirE2 protein in a chaperone-independent and the VirE3 and VirF 
protein in a chaperone-assisted way into the recipient cell. Indirect evidence was also obtained for 
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translocation of the relaxase-T-DNA complex to plant cells.̂ ® T4SS substrates contain potential 
secretion signals at their C-termini. The C-termini of^. tumefaciensViTB/D4 T4SS substrates carry 
a conserved Arg-X-Arg motif, whereas many T4SS substrates—including relaxases from various 
conjugation systems—carry many positively charged residues, mosdy Arg within the last 30-50 
residues. ̂ ^ Recently it was shown that the C-Terminus mediates an interaction between the VirE2 
secreaon substrate and the VirD4 CP of the VirB/D4 T4SS.^^ It can be suggested that the charged 
C-termini of T4SS substrates probably contribute to substrate recognition by mediating productive 
contacts with the CP of the T4SS.^^ 

Initiation ofT-Strand Transfer: Substrate Recruitment by the Coupling Protein 
It is well established that a given T4SS, e.g., encoded by plasmids R388 or RP4 or they4. tumefaciens 

VirB/D4 system, translocates a restricted set of substrates including the cognate plasmid or onco
genic T-DNA, one or a few mobilizable plasmids such as ColEl or RSFIOIO, and one or a few 
proteins. ̂ '̂̂ ^ 

The selectivity of the T4SS is exerted by the respective CPs.̂ '̂̂ ®'̂ ^ Many experimental data on 
chimeric T4SS (composed of a CP from one T4SS and a mpf structure from a second T4SS) suggest 
that the CP links the Dtr processing proteins bound at oriT- the relaxosome- to theT4SS, hence the 
origin of the term "coupling protein".^® In vitro and in vivo studies have demonstrated several 
CP-relaxase interactions. ̂ '̂̂  

Upon recruitment of the relaxosome, how does the CP mediate the next step of transfer? Struc
tural studies have begun to shed light on the answer to this question. Topology studies have shown 
that CPs consist of an N-proximal region that includes two transmembrane helices and a small 
periplasmic domain, and a large C-terminal region that resides in the cytoplasm.^^'^^ The crystal 
structure has been solved for the soluble domain (TrwBAN70) of theTrwB CP of the IncW plasmid 
R388. The TrwBAN70 crystal consists of six equivalent protomers that form a spherical particle of 
overall dimensions of 110 A in diameter and 90 A in height. This ring-like structure possesses a 
central channel of 20 A in diameter, which traverses the structure, possibly connecting cytoplasm 
with periplasm.^'^'^^ Based upon the collected data on CP interactions with mpf subunits the role of 
the CP can be summarized as follows: 

The CP delivers DNA substrates to the secretion apparatus through contacts with the 
DNA-processing proteins. Then, through contact with VirBlO, a putative structural scaffold pro
tein for assembly of the transenvelopeT4SS, the CP coordinates passage of theT-strand through the 
mpf channel. Due to the known structure of the CP one possibility how this translocation occurs 
would be that the CP acts as a translocase to transport the substrate across the inner membrane.^® 

A Transenvelope Secretion Channeh The mpf Structure 
All of the VirB proteins except for the VirB 1 lytic transglycosylase are required for substrate 

export.^^ Thus far, no supramolecular organelles at cellular junctions of mating cells have been 
identified by high-resolution electron microscopy. However, several experimental findings support 
the existence of an envelope-spanning secretion apparatus. For example, the presumptive VirB/ 
VirD4 mating channel or subcomplexes thereof have been isolated by membrane solubilization with 
nonionic detergents. At least two large complexes were detected, one composed of the T-pilus asso
ciated proteins VirB2, VirB5, and VirB7, and the second consisting of several other VirB proteins 
and the VirD4 CP."*® Independent studies have also reported the isolation of a VirB2A^irB5/VirB7 
complex and subcomplexes of other VirB proteins, such as VirB7A^irB9, VirB6/VirB7/VirB9 and 
VirB7A^irB9/VirB10 by detergent solubilization and immunoprecipitation or GST-pull-down as
says (summarized in ref 10). These results were confirmed by two-hybrid screens and further pairwise 
interactions were detected in vivo. '̂ ^ 

Taken the above mentioned results together with computer-based predictions and topology studies 
of individual VirB subunits, a general architecture for the VirB/VirD4 T4SS can be presented: The 
VirD4 CP and the two mpf ATPases, VirB4 and VirBl 1, are localized predominantly or exclusively 
at the cytoplasmic face of the inner membrane. VirB6 is a highly hydrophobic protein predicted to 
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Figure 1. A model showing the A. tumefaciensY'iihlY^A T4SS as a single, supramolecular organelle. The VirD4 
CP is a homomultimeric integral membrane complex required for substrate transfer. The VirB proteins assemble 
as a secretion channel and an extracellular T pilus. VirD4 and the VirB proteins function together to mediate 
substrate transfer, and the VirB proteins direct pilus assembly. The adhesive T pilus at the cell surface is 
postulated to promote aggregation of donor and recipient cells on solid surfaces. IM, inner membrane; P, 
periplasm; OM, outer membrane. Reprinted with permission from: Christie PJ. Biochim Biophys Acta 2004; 
1694:219-234,^° ©2003 Elsevier. 

span the inner membrane several times. VirB8 and VirB 10 are bitopic proteins with short N-terminal 
cytoplasmic domains, a transmembrane helix and large C-terminai periplasmic domains. VirB2 (the 
major pilin protein), VirB3 and VirB5 are located in the periplasm,VirB2, VirB5, and VirB7 as
semble as the extracellular T pilus. VirB7 is a small lipoprotein, which forms together with VirB9 a 
covalently cross-linked dimer. This dimer or a higher-order VirB7-VirB9 multimer assemble at the 
outer membrane. VirB9 has nine possible p-sheet outer membrane-spanning segments according to 
the Schirmer-Cowan algorithm. ^ Therefore, it is the best candidate for forming an oligomeric 
secretion-like pore mediating secretion of substrates and/or protrusion of the T pilus across the 
outer membrane. ̂ ^ A model for the general architecture of the T4SS is shown in Figure 1. 
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Energy Supply'VirB4 and VirBll 
VirBl 1 belongs to a large family of ATPases associated with macromolecule secretion systems. 

Homologues are widely distributed among the G- bacteria, and they are also functional in secretion 
systems of G+ bacteria and in Archaea.^^ VirBl 1 is highly insoluble and has been difficult to analyze 
biochemically. But soluble forms ofVirBl 1 homologues have been characterized enzymatically and 
structurally. The VirBl 1-homologue of the Helicobacter pylori ipAxhogtmcivy island, HP0525cag and 
several plasmid-encoded VirBl 1-homologues were shown to assemble as homohexameric rings as 
demonstrated by electron microscopy. ^ HP0525cag also presented as a homohexamer by X-ray 
crystallography. It is a double-stacked ring with a central cavity of about 50 A in diameter. ^ The 
overall HP0525cag structure appears to be highly conserved, even among distantly related NTPases 
encoded by other transport or fimbrial biogenesis systems. ̂ ^ HP0525cag is also structurally similar 
to members of the AAA ATPase superfamily. '^ Many AAA ATPases act as energy-dependent unfoldases 
in substrate remodelling. Considering that the T4SS are export systems, the VirBll-like ATPases 
might act as chaperones to unfold the protein substrates at the channel entrance.*^ VirBll-like 
ATPases associate tightly but peripherally at the inner face of the inner membrane. '̂ ^ Genetic 
studies showed the coordinated action of VirBll and the VirD4 CP for substrate transfer. ^̂  Mu
tagenesis analyses of VirB 11 proved that it participates both in pilus biogenesis and assembly or 
function of the secretion machine.^^ It is likely that VirD4 and VirBll hexamers localize next to 
each other at the inner membrane as depicted in Figure 1. Llosa et al̂ * described a model that 
presents conjugation systems as two separately acting inner membrane translocases: the CP func
tions as a general recruitment factor for all T4SS substrates which is in agreement with all other 
prominent T4SS models, as shown in Figure 2. Although it is tempting to assume that the CP 
delivers the whole substrate to the mpf complex, they propose that the CP translocates the T-strand 
across the inner membrane while simultaneously transferring the relaxase to VirBl 1 and the other 
mpf proteins for secretion. The model of Llosa and coworkers explains very well most experimental 
data but it still remains difficult to envision how two transport proteins localized next to each other 
at the inner membrane coordinate their activities to mediate secretion of one substrate, the 
T-DNA-relaxase complex across the inner membrane. ̂ ^ 

VirB4 possesses two putative membrane-spanning domains, one close to the N terminus and 
another located more centrally near the Walker A nucleoside triphosphate binding motif "̂^ VirB4 
self-interacts as shown by Dang et al̂ "̂  and Ward et al. "̂  ATP hydrolysis has not been convincingly 
shown for VirB4-like proteins, but these proteins require intact Walker A motifs to mediate sub
strate export.^^'^ Bohne et al^^ reported that the presence of a subset of VirB proteins including 
VirB4 in Agrobacterium recipient cells increases the efficiency of plasmid uptake in intraspecies 
matings significantly. These data led to the proposal that these VirB proteins assemble as a complex 
that stabilizes mating junctions or perhaps they directly facilitate DNA transport across the recipient 
cell envelope.^ However, it was also demonstrated that a Walker A mutation does not decrease the 
capacity of VirB4 to stimulate plasmid DNA acquisition by recipient cells. Dang et al^^ argued that 
VirB4 probably contributes structural information required for substrate transfer in either direction 
across the cell envelope. But an intact ATP-binding motif is necessary for configuring this T4SS 
specifically for substrate export. Christie concludes that the VirD4 CP, VirBl l , and VirB4 must 
interact in complex and dynamic ways—probably through ATP-powered conformational changes— 
to energize substrate transfer to and across the inner membrane (ref 10 and Fig. 1). 

Working Models for T4SS 
Three different working models describing the possible T4SS architecture and translocation 

routes are discussed at present (Fig. 2). The first model proposed by Christie suggests that the mpf 
proteins assemble as a transenvelope channel for substrate export in one step. This model predicts 
that the T4CP recruits DNA and protein substrates to the translocation apparatus and then coordi
nates its activity with a VirBl 1-type ATPase to drive substrate transfer through the mpf channel.^^ 
The second model is a generalized version of the two-step routing pathway described for the export 
of the Bordetellapertussis toxin. ̂ ^ In the first step, an inner membrane translocase delivers substrates 
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Figure 2. Possible architectures and substrate transloction routes for theT4SS. Numbers refer to VirBA'^irD 
proteins oix)[it Agrohacterium^-\y\^K transport system. Three working models describe the possible machine 
architectures and translocation routes: (1) a one-step model using a transenvelope channel, (2) a two-step model 
using theT4CP or alternative translocase for substrate transfer across the inner membrane (IM) and the mpf 
complex for outer membrane (OM) translocation, and (3) another two-step model, the "shoot and pump 
model", whereby theT4CP recruits substrates and transports DNA across the IM and delivers protein substrates 
to the mpf protein export machinery. Blue line, T-strand; red circle, relaxase bound to the T-strand; green circle, 
protein substrate; P, periplasm. Reprinted with permission from: Ding Z et al. Trends Microbiol 11:527-535, ' ' 
©2003 Elsevier. 

across the inner membrane. In the second step, the T4SS translocase, composed of mpf proteins, 
transports substrates across the outer membrane.^ This model predicts that the CP, when present, 
acts as an inner membrane translocase for both DNA and protein substrates. This activity is exerted 
completely independent of the mpf proteins. ̂ ^ An alternative two-step model, termed the "shoot 
and pump" model also suggests two inner membrane transporters. However, in this model the 
T4CP acts as a DNA translocase, whereas the mpf complex translocates protein substrates. In the 
periplasm, both pathways converge for mpf-dependent transport across the outer membrane. The 
"shoot and pump" model does not exclude the proposed function of the T4CP as a general recruit
ment factor. But it postulates that upon recruitment the T4CP translocates DNA and delivers the 
protein substrate to the mpf channel. The "shoot and pump" model is especially attractive: first, 
because it accommodates most experimental findings to date and second, because it nicely explains 
why T4SS evolved to be so highly flexible.^ ̂ '̂ ^ 
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Pheromone-Responsive Conji^ative Plasmids in E. faeadis 
Though the enterococcal pheromone-inducible conjugative plasmids such as pCFlO, pADl , 

and pPDl represent a unique class of mobile genetic elements spreading virulence traits readily with 
high transfer efficiency even in aqueous systems, the mechanism of their conjugative DNA secretion 
system has not been studied intensively. However, the complex regulatory mechanisms underlying 
specific efficient plasmid exchange has been investigated in great detail. The hereafter presented state 
of the art will focus on the regulatory machinery that interacts specifically with the pheromone 
peptides thereby controlling plasmid acquisition of plasmid-free enterococcal recipient cells. The 
data were derived mainly from a comprehensive review on enterococcal peptide sex pheromones by 
Chandler and Dunny. 

The pheromone plasmids are induced to transfer from donor cells by mating pheromones that are 
produced by potential recipient cells. The pheromone plasmids have evolved a fascinating and com
plex regulatory system to ensure their maintenance and stable existence in a population. Their trans
fer genes are induced by small (7-8 amino acids (aa)) peptides chromosomally encoded by all known 
enterococcal strains. Each peptide is highly specific for a cognate plasmid or for a family of closely 
related plasmids. All pheromones analyzed so far are produced by proteolytic processing of the cleaved 
signal sequences of secreted lipoproteins. The processed peptides are secreted into the growth me
dium and are utilized by the plasmid-containing donor cells to sense the presence of a nearby recipi
ent cell. The pheromone-responsive plasmids use an interesting combination of host and plasmid 
encoded proteins to sense exogenous pheromone in order to activate the expression of transfer genes 
and to avoid self-induction by pheromone that is encoded on the chromosome of the host cell. An 
overview of the main steps involved in pheromone-induced conjugation in enterococci will be given 
based upon data obtained from plasmid pCFlO, the model plasmid of the Dunny group. 
pCF 10-transfer is induced when the recipient-produced pheromone is detected by the donor cell at 
the cell surface by the plasmid-encoded lipoprotein PrgZ.^^ PrgZ acts together with the chromo
somally encoded oligopeptide permease system (Opp) to import the pheromone into the cytoplasm 
of the recipient cell. Import of the pheromone is necessary for pheromone response. The interac
tion process that likely initiates the induction in donor cells is binding of the imported pheromone to 
the plasmid-encoded cytoplasmic protein PrgX. PrgX is a negative regulator of expression of conju
gative functions. Binding of pheromone to PrgX abolishes its repression so that transfer genes are 
synthesized. Two additional pCFlO-encoded proteins, PrgY and iCFlO, are required to keep the 
transfer system off in pCFlO-harbouring cells grown in the absence of exogenous pheromone. PrgY 
and iCFlO are supposed to block self-induction of donor cells by endogenous pheromone. 

Exposure of pCFlO-containing cells to exogenous pheromone, cCFlO, is phenotypically visible 
by aggregation of the culture resulting from up regulation of the expression of aggregation substance 
PrgB from the pCF 10-encoded prgB gene.̂ ® The aggregation results in close contact between do
nor- and recipient cells probably enabling effective plasmid transfer, even in liquid medium. Ap
proximately 15 additional genes are encoded 3 ' (romprgB. Data from the Dunny group suggest that 
many of these genes are upregulated by pheromone. 

The PrgZ pheromone binding protein is critical in the first step of pheromone induction: recog
nition of pheromone and import into the cytoplasm. All pheromone-responsive conjugative plas
mids encode a PrgZ-Uke protein. They are homologues of the peptide-binding OppA proteins found 
in a wide range of bacterial species. The PrgZ-type proteins are cell surface proteins anchored to a 
lipid moiety on the outer surface of the cytoplasmic membrane.^^ The PrgZ family of 
pheromone-binding proteins have been shown to increase the sensitivity of each plasmid system to 
its cognate pheromone.^ ̂  

The pheromones themselves are encoded within the chromosome o(E. faecalis, processed by host 
proteins and secreted in extremely small amounts into the culture medium. In the case of pCFlO, 
cCFlO is released at -10'^^ M and can induce a donor cell at concentrations o f 2 x 10-̂ 2 M corre
sponding to less than five molecules per cell under the conditions tested.^^ Despite multiple phero
mones with different spectra of activities secreted by a single cell, each plasmid responds specifically to 
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its cognate pheromone with surprising sensitivity. '̂ ^ The nucleotide sequence of the E.faecalis strain 
V583^ showed that the pheromone precursors lie within the N-terminal signal sequences of pre
dicted surface lipoproteins. ^ Proteolytic processing of the pheromone precursor is required prior to 
release of the mature pheromone into the culture medium. Signal peptidase II cleaves at a specific 
cysteine residue liberating the signal peptide from the lipoprotein.^^ 

How does the plasmid prevent a response to its own host's endogenously produced pheromone.^ 
The pheromone plasmids have evolved two independent mechanisms of avoiding this self-induction 
such that the transfer response is only induced if a nearby recipient is detected. One mechanism is 
exerted by the synthesis of a plasmid encoded inhibitor peptide, iCFlO in the case of pCFlO, which 
neutralizes endogenously produced pheromone in the culture medium. The inhibitor peptides are 
proposed to compete with the pheromone for binding to the surface binding protein PrgZ.̂ '̂̂ o The 
level of iCFlO in donor cultures has been found to be 10-100-fold above the pheromone level. This 
molar ratio is just sufficient to neutralize the cCFlO activity released by the same cells. The inhibitor 
peptides are very similar to each other and to the inducing pheromones. They are 7-8 aa hydropho
bic peptides likely being processed from 22 to 23 aa precursors. Despite the apparent homology 
between the inhibitors and their peptides, their fiinctions are very specific. Data on the pPDl and 
the pCF 10 plasmid imply that the function of the inhibitor may include more than just competitive 
inhibition of PrgZ and may instead involve specificity at some other level, since the response of the 
systems to their cognate pheromones and inhibitors is highly specific. ' This specificity determi
nant/mechanism remains to be unravelled. 

PrgYis the other pCFlO-encoded element involved in control of endogenous pheromone. While 
the inhibitors control endogenous pheromone in the culture medium, the membrane protein PrgY 
controls endogenous pheromone activity that remains associated with the cell. Buttaro et al̂ ^ showed 
that a significant amount of pheromone in cCF 10 producing cells remains associated to the cell 
wall. The average plasmid-free recipient cell appears to have twice as much cCFlO in its cell wall 
than the amount that is secreted into the supernatant. When pCFlO is acquired, the concentration 
of cCF 10 in the supernatant is not affected^® whereas the cell wall-associated cCF 10 is decreased 
8-fold from that of plasmid-free recipient cells.̂ ^ PrgY was shown to be involved in this reduction of 
envelope-associated cCFlO after acquisition of the plasmid, but its mechanism of action is not clear. 
Other PrgY-like proteins have been identified in recent genome sequencing projects. Curiously, the 
bacterial species that have been found to encode a PrgY-type protein, do not have characterized 
peptide-signal systems and are quite distandy related to E. faecalis. This finding fiirther deepens the 
mystery surrounding the role of this protein in the regulation of the pheromone induction process. 

So far, no data are available on the DNA transport mechanism of pCFlO and the other 
pheromone-inducible enterococcal plasmids. However, it seems reasonable to argue that the DNA 
secretion process of these plasmids might proceed via aT4S-like mechanism as proved for all known 
G- systems and currently being studied for the broad-host-range conjugative plasmids from G+ 
bacteria (see below): The following findings are in favour of aT4S-like mechanism: On two phero
mone plasmids, namely pADl and pAM373, oriTs have been found. pADl has two on 7s, oriTl 
and oriT2 and encodes a relaxase, TraX, which has been demonstrated to specifically nick in oriT2. 
oriT^M^yji î as been shown to be similar to oriT2^f>^xy\. Both plasmids are able to mobilize the non 
conjugative plasmid pAMal, which encodes two relaxases that are involved in transfer.̂ ^ ORF53 
encoded by pADl is a protein essential for conjugation, which exhibits structural similarities to 
TraG-like CPs.̂ ^ Recendy nucleotide sequencing of the 67,673-bp pheromone plasmid pCFlO has 
been completed. pCFlO contains 57 orjk^ orfB5 encodes a relaxase,/jc/tz with highest homology to 
LtrB, the relaxase of the Lactococcus lactis conjugative plasmid pRSOl.^^ 

Nonpheromone-Responsive Plasmicb in G+ Bacteria 
Enterococci harbour also a pheromone-independent conjugative plasmid, namely the 65.1-kb 

pMG 1, that transfers efficiently in broth matings. Interestingly, Southern hybridization of pMG 1 
DNA showed no homology to pheromone-responsive plasmids and the broad-host-range conjuga
tive plasmids pAMpi and pIP501.^^ 
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Aggregation-mediated plasmid transfer in Bacillus thuringiensis and in lactic acid bacteria has 
been summarized in Grohmann et al̂ ^ and will not be discussed further here. Recently Belhocine et 
al̂ ^ demonstrated that conjugation is one of the mechanisms by which group II introns, originally 
discovered on a L. lactis conjugative plasmid (pRSO 1) and within a chromosomally located sex factor 
in L. lactis 712, are broadly disseminated between widely diverged G+ organisms. 

Conjugative Transfer of Broad-Host-Range Plasmids 
Transfer of broad-host-range G+ plasmids occurs at a variable frequency (generally in the range 

of 10'^ to 10'̂ ) depending on the plasmids and the mating-pair genotype, and mating requires 
cocultivation of donor and recipient cells on a solid surface.'̂ '' Most conjugative plasmids identified 
so far in streptococci and enterococci actually show a broad host range (and hence are referred to as 
broad-host-range plasmids,"^ '̂̂ ^ while those found in staphylococci seem to be limited to the genus 
Staphylococcus. 

The complete nucleotide sequences of the staphylococcal plasmid pSK4l,̂ '̂̂ '̂  the lactococcal 
plasmid pMRCOl,^^ the enterococcal plasmid pRE25, the streptococcal plasmid pIP501 '̂̂ '̂ ^ and 
the complete tra region of the staphylococcal plasmid pGOl^ have been determined. Sequence 
comparisons revealed interesting similarities of the tra regions of these self-transmissible plasmids.'^^ 
All of the tra regions show a highly modular organization so that the arrangement of the first seven 
genes is well conserved among the compared tra regions, with the exception of an insertion of two 
genes of unknown fiinction between the putative relaxase gene troA and gene traB in pMRCOl. The 
pMRCOl tra region is the most distantly related and contains seven unique genes. Interestingly, a 
traG gene homologue coding for a putative lytic transglycosylase is present in all plasmids except for 
pMRCOl, while /̂ r^AThomologues coding for a putative CP are present in all five plasmids (Fig. 3). 
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Figure 3. Comparison of the tra regions of pIP501, pRE25, p G O l , pSK4l , and pMRCOl. Similar gene 
products are shown in the same colour. Cream-colored boxes represent tra genes unique to pMRCOl. The 
putative transfer proteins of pRE25 and pIP501 show a high degree of identity (between 80 and 100%), ORF1 
to ORF6, ORF8 to ORF9, and ORF 14 are 100% identical to the corresponding pRE25 gene products. In 
pIP501, one big ORF (ORF 11) comprises the regions of the corresponding ORF34 and ORF35 in pRE25. The 
gene products of the tra region of p G O 1 {triA to trsM) and pSK41 {troA to traAf) also exhibit a very high degree 
of similarity (between 97 and 9 8 % identity). Tra proteins of pMRCOl show 25 to 42% identity to the corre
sponding proteins of p G O l . ^ p G O l and pSK4l encode at least one additional tra gene, neSy located outside 
the tra region. Specific single-strand nicking mediated by Nes at the respective oriTsite: was demonstrated for 
pGOl.'^ Reprinted with permission from: Grohmann E etal. Microbiol Mol Biol Rev 67:277-301,^^ ©2003 
American Society for Microbiology. 
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Information about the regulatory processes involved in gene transfer of nonpheromone-responsive 
plasmids in G+ bacteria is scarce: TrsN, a 7.2-kDa protein encoded by p G O l , was shown to repress 
the synthesis of essential tra genes by binding to promoter-like sequences upstream o( trsAy the first 
gene of the conjugative gene cluster trs.^^ 

Tanimoto and Ike^^ detected a gene, troA, in the unrelated plasmid p M G l , which is upregulated 
during conjugation. They found that the troA gene product is associated with the formation or 
stabilization of mating aggregates during broth mating. 

Regulation of the pIPSOl tra Region 
The operon organization of the pIP501 tra region was elucidated recently by reverse transcrip

tion PCRofmRNA isolated from £.^^f^//VharbouringpIP501. All 15 pIP501 ?m genes, orfl-orfl5, 
are transcribed as a single operon of 15.1 kb (Kurenbach and Grohmann, unpublished data). The 
compact organization of the pIP501 tra region makes autoregulation of the tra operon by the TraA 
protein likely. The -10 region of the operon promoter P^^ overlaps an inverted repeat structure, 
proposed to represent the binding site for the TraA relaxase.^^ TraA-binding to Vf^a has been proved 
by gel retardation and DNase I footprinting assays. Vtra-l^cZ fiisions showed strongly reduced pro
moter activity when TraA was supplied in trans (Kurenbach and Grohmann, unpublished data). 

Environmental stimuli for pIP501 tra gene expression have not been detected so far. The tra 
genes are expressed throughout the life cycle oiE. faecalis and the expression level is independent 
of the growth phase (Kurenbach and Grohmann, unpublished data). Thus, we conclude that the 
pIP501 tra operon is negatively autoregulated at the transcriptional level by the conjugative DNA 
relaxase TraA. 

Homologies to T4SS Components 
Macromolecular transfer systems ancestrally related to the conjugative mpf complexes are called 

T4SS, as originally proposed by Salmond.^^ T4SS include conjugative transfer apparatus, protein 
secretion systems of G- pathogens, and natural transformation systems. T4SS are widely distributed 
among the G- bacterial world (for recent reviews see refs. 1,10,91). We have also found T4 homo-
logues on conjugative elements of G+ bacteria.^^ Exemplarily, the pIP501-encoded T4 homologues 
will be discussed here. pIP501 encodes oneT4 homologue of each of the protein families involved in 
T-DNA transfer and in G- bacterial plasmid transfer.̂ "^ 

Energy Supply 
ORF5 (pIP501) encodes a putative VirB4-like ATPase, which could deliver energy for DNA/ 

protein transport by hydrolysis of ATR ORF5 shows a score of 71.2 and E value of 3 x 10'^^ as a 
member of the VirB4 family of intracellular trafficking and secretion proteins (COG3451). ORF5 
(653 aa) is the largest protein encoded by the pIP501 tra region, consistent with the fact that 
VirB4-homologues of G- bacteria also represent the largest gene product (e.g., VirB4 of the 
AgrobacteriumTx plasmid: 789 aa) of the respective tra region. VirB4-type proteins are ubiquitous 
among the T4SS and are sometimes present in two or more copies. Experimental evidence for a 
structural contribution ofVirB4 to mpf channel formation that is independent of the VirB4 ATPase 
activity has been provided (for a review see ref 10). 

Mating-Channel Proteins 
ORF7 (pIP501) is weakly similar to the family of lytic transglycosylases (pfamOl464, score, 

36.1; E value 0.007) encoded by bacteriophages and T3 and T4SS. ORF7 contains the soluble 
bacterial lytic transglycosylase (SLT) domain at its N-terminus. This domain is present in SLTs and 
in "goose-type" lysozymes (GEWL). It catalyzes the cleavage of the p-l,4-glycosidic bond between 
acetylmuramic acid and N-acetylglucosamine. At the C-terminus ORF7 possesses high similarity 
with the COG3942 family of surface antigens (score, 108; E value, le~^^) and with the pfam05257 
family (score 96.6; E value, 4e~^') consisting of amidases involved in the cell wall metabolism of 
bacteria. The pfam05257 family is also known as CHAP (cystein, histidin-dependent amidase/ 
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peptidase) domain family.^^'^ The CHAP domain is often found in association with further protein 
domains involved in cleavage of peptidoglycan.^^ Proteins containing a N-terminal lytic 
transglycosylase domain and a C-terminal CHAP domain or vice versa have been characterized. 
ORF7 also appears to exhibit such a modular structure: a SLT domain at the amino-terminus, 
between aa 60 and 165, and a CHAP domain between aa 255 and 369. A transmembrane helix has 
been predicted for the N-terminal moiety of ORF7, approximately between aa 19-35 by several 
computer programs (HMMTOP, PHDhtm, PROSITE, PSORT etc.). The putative membrane lo
calization is consistent with its proposed role in locally opening the peptidoglycan to facilitate con-
jugative DNA/protein transport. Interestingly, ORF7 also contains a possible processing site similar 
to that found in the lytic transglycosylase VirBl. It could be processed to a ORF7* protein (consist
ing of 210 aa of total 369 aa). 

Coupling Proteins 
ORFIO (pIP501) belongs to die pfam02534 TraG/TraD family of CPs (score, 291; E value, 1 

e-^^. These proteins contain a P-loop and a Walker B site for nucleotide binding. Putative homo-
logues of CPs have been detected on the chromosomes of many sequenced G+ bacteria (e.g., E. 
faecalisY'bSy) as well as on transposons harboured by them. 

Functional Characterization and Protein-Protein Interactions of pIPSOl-Encoded 

T4'Homologues 
The pIP501-encoded T4 homologues have been expressed with N-terminal tags in E. colt and 

partially purified. ORF7 protein showed hydrolysis activity on peptidoglycan isolated from E.faecalis 
by zymogram analysis (Arends and Grohmann, unpublished data). ATP-binding and ATP-hydrolysis 
assays for the ORF5 and ORFIO protein are in progress. 

The following interactions between putative T4 components have been detected by the yeast 
two-hybrid assay so far (Abajy and Grohmann, unpublished data). The putative ATPase ORF5 
interacts with itself which is consistent with dimerization/oligomerization of the VirB4 protein. 
ORF5 also binds to ORF7 in the in vivo yeast system. This finding is in agreement with detected 
VirB4-VirBl interaction."^^ ORF7 interacts with itself, with ORF5 and with the putative CP ORFIO. 
ORF7 self-association is consistent with VirBl-dimerization shown by yeast two-hybrid assay. ^ 
Interaction of ORF7 with ORF5 and ORFIO might possibly help incorporate these components in 
theT4SS structure. ORFIO has been shown to self-associate in vitro (Chmielinska and Grohmann, 
unpublished data). Further interactions have been detected between T4 homologues and other pro
teins encoded by the pIP501 tra region (Abajy and Grohmann, unpublished data). 

Working Model of a T4S-Like Conjugative Mechanism in G+ Bacteria 
Based upon our protein-protein interaction data, the predicted localization and function of the 

(T4SS-like) proteins and preliminary functional characterization of ORF7 we developed a working 
model for a simplified T4S-like mechanism in G+ bacteria: We suggest that the putative lytic 
transglycosylase ORF7 should be more important than the VirBl-homologues in G- bacteria, be
cause of the multilayered peptidoglycan in G+ bacteria in contrast to the thinner monolayer of 
peptidoglycan in G- bacteria: We propose that ORF7 locally opens the peptidoglycan thereby facili
tating the establishment of the transenvelope secretion channel. By interaction with ORF5 and 
ORFIO ORF7 might recruit these proteins and enable their incorporation in the transport appara
tus. The putative ATPase ORF5 with high homology to the COG3451 family of intracellular traf
ficking and secretion proteins could deliver energy for the DNA/protein secretion process by hy
drolysis of NTP. The putative CP ORFIO which interacts with the pIP501-encoded relaxase TraA 
could link the relaxosome consisting of TraA bound at oriTpip^oi> with the transport apparatus. The 
transport channel presumably consists of ORF5 and non T4SS-like proteins with proposed trans
membrane helices such as ORF8, ORF12 and ORF15. Which of these proteins actually act(s) as 
transporter is currently under investigation. 
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CHAPTER 3 

The Tetrahymena G)njugation Junction 
Eric S. Cole* 

Introduction 

Life History: Sexual and Asexual Reproduction 

Those who study ciliates have struggled over the years to estabUsh a place in the pantheon of 
model organisms. ̂  Eukaryotic cell biologists have turned profitably to yeast models for the 
powerful genetic tools at their disposal, while developmental biologists have cultivated a 

gallery of metazoan embryos with contributions from the plant and fungal worlds. Yet ciliates con
tinue to contribute to fundamental aspects of both cell biology and development, often by extreme 
example, and among the ciliates, Tetrahymena has emerged as one of the stars. 

Tetrahymena is a freshwater, unicellular organism, approximately 40 to 60 microns in length. 
They feed on bacteria which they capture by means of four ciliated "membranelles** that form a set 
of three combs that brush particles into a curved buccal cavity rimmed by a fourth "undulating 
membrane" (Fig. 1). Ciliates are characterized by three conspicuous features, ciliature that can be 
specialized for locomotion or food capture, alveolar membranes that lie just beneath the plasma 
membrane forming a set of flattened sacks, and "nuclear duality". Ciliates posses both a somatic, 
transcriptionally active macronucleus, and a germinal, transcriptionally silent micronucleus. It has 
been attractive to borrow the language of germline and soma from the world of metazoan embryos 
and recent findings suggest that this may reflect more than creative license. Indeed, ciliates may 
represent the simplest form of life to generate distinct somatic and germinal nuclear lineages. 

During vegetative growth, ciliates reproduce by binary fission. In Tetrahymena^ this involves a 
remarkable reorganization of the cortical cytoskeleton. The equatorial fission zone separates the 
anterior division product (proter) containing the functional oral apparatus from the posterior fission 
product (opisthe) containing the functional water-expulsion organelle, (the contractile vacuole sys
tem) along with the cell "anus" or cytoproct (Fig. 1). Each division product would perish without 
the coordinate synthesis of a new oral structure (Oral Primordium, see Fig. 2) in the posterior 
opisthe, and a new Contractile Vacuole Pore system in the proter. Events that attend the cortical 
patterning associated with vegetative cell division have been studied extensively. 

When Tetrahymena cells are removed from nutrient medium and starved, they have a repertoire 
of morphogenetic responses that seem adaptive. Starved cells frequently undergo a process of "oral 
replacement". This involves disassembling the existing oral apparatus and reforming a new one 
through de novo basal body synthesis. Cells that are maintained under nutritional stress may un
dergo a second type of transformation to a "dispersal" form, or fast swimmer.^' Finally, nutritional 
challenge can predispose Tetrahymena for sexual reproduction including meiosis, chromosomal re
combination and the exchange of meiotic products with another cell. Sex as a strategy for grooming 
ones' genome has also been richly discussed in ciliates.^ 

*Eric S. Cole—Biology Department, St. Olaf College, 1520 St. Olaf Avenue, Northfleld, 
Minnesota 55057, U.S.A. Email: colee@stolaf.edu 
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Figure 1. A diagrammatic sketch of cortical structures on Tetrahymena. Linear rows (kineties) indicate the longitu
dinal rows of ciliated basal bodies. A) This represents a nondividing cell showing the oral apparatus located at the 
anterior end of the cell, and a cytoproct and contractile vacuole pores located at the posterior end of the cell. B) This 
represents a dividing cell showing the newly formed oral primordium, fission zone and contractile vacuole pores. 
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Figure 2. This figure depicts stages in oral development (stomatogenesis) and corresponding stages in nuclear 
division and cytokinesis (after Lansing et al).̂ ^^ Dots represent individual basal bodies. 
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Nuclear exchange in Tetrahymena (and in ciliates in general) is performed in a distinctive way. 
Metazoan embryos achieve fertilization through whole-cell fusion of sperm and egg. Whole cell 
fusion also mediates sexual events in haploid, unicellular yeasts {Saccharomyces) and algae such as 
Chlamydomonas. Tetrahymena^ on the other hand, generate a transient region of limited cell fu-
sion.^'^Two diploid cells form this fusion junction anterior to their oral apparatus, and emerge from 
conjugation 12 hours later having exchanged haploid nuclei, while reestablishing cortical integrity. 

Developmental Biology 

Time Line for Assembly and Disassembly 
Events leading to assembly of a nuclear exchange junction have a rich laboratory history. Tetrahy

mena exhibit three requirements for pair formation. First cells must be nutritionally deprived for a 
minimum of 2 hrs at 30°C. This starvation step has been named "initiation".^® Second, cells of 
complementary mating types must be present. Tetrahymena possess seven different mating types, ̂ ^ 
determined by the mating-type locus.̂ "^ Any two of these can mate with one another, but under 
normal circumstances none will mate with themselves. There are, however, cases of "self-mating" 
cultures associated with clonal senescence. ̂ '̂̂  Finally, after starvation-induced initiation, cells of 
complementary mating types must be allowed to collide with one another in a nonshaking culture. 
This period of cell-cell contact has been referred to as "costimulation".^®'^^ The events of initiation 
and costimulation are illustrated on a time line in Figures 3 and 4. 

Developmental Time-Line for Assembly of the Nuclear 
Exchange Junction (Early Events) 
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Figure 3. This figure depicts early events associated with pair formation along a developmental time line. Time zero 
indicates when starvation is initiated. Initiation represents an obligatory period of nutritional deprivation. 
Costimulation represents the period of obligatory cell-cell collisions. This figure depicts the first 30 minutes of 
costimulation, also referred to as "activation". By the end of this activation period, loose cell-cell bonds have 
formed. Arrows indicate the location of membrane remodeling that creates the conjugation jimction. 
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Developmental Time-Line for Assembly of the Nuclear 
Exchange Junction (Later Events) 
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Fig^re 4. This figure depicts the later events associated with pair formation. After activation, it takes another 90 
minutes for the conjugation junction to become ftilly mature. The nuclear events associated with conjugation are 
only hinted at (see Cole et al and Cole and Soelter*'^ for a complete description of nuclear events). 

Starvation-Induced Initiation 
The first step in preparing cells for conjugation is starvation. This has been accomplished in one of 

two ways. Tetrahymena can be allowed to deplete a monoxenic culture of bacteria such as Klebsiella 
pneumoniae or, with the development of a defined axenic medium, one can transfer ceils from 
nutrient medium to a nonnutritive medium by centrifiigation and resuspension. '̂ ^ There are obvi
ous advantages to transferring cells fi-om a defined nutrient medium to starvation medium by centrifii
gation in that one gains control over the synchrony of subsequent developmental events. Initiation can 
take as litde as 70 minutes, (though laboratories routinely starve cells overnight). Inidation can be 
blocked by exposure to hyperosmotic conditions after 34 minutes of initiation.^^'"^^ Following initia
tion, a 15-minute exposure to food can erase most of the program of initiation. This means that 
starved, mixed cells will require an additional 45 minutes of starvation plus costimulation, (see below) 
before they are once again ready to pair. Curiously, no single nutrient can block initiation by itself. 
Only a nutritional upgrade to complete media will inhibit initiation suggesting it is the total nutri
tional state of the cell that determines readiness for mating, and no single molecular trigger.^^ 

Costimulation 

Contact-Mediated or Soluble Signal Molecule? 
After starvation, cells of complementary mating types can be mixed thereby provoking the 

mating reaction. This involves a series of developmental events that remodel the anterior cell 
membrane and its associated cytoskeleton, and results in the formation of a remarkable and dy
namic system of cell-cell junctions. This period of obligatory cell-cell interaction lasts between 
one and two hours. ' There has been some controversy as to whether or not costimulation 
involves soluble signal molecules, or strictly physical cell-cell contact. In reviewing the literature, 
both appear to play a legitimate role, though cell-cell contact seems the principle trigger. 
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The first suggestion that there might be a soluble factor associated with mating in Tetrahymena 
came from Takahashi.^ More extensive evidence came from the Wolfe laboratory."^ '̂"^ These early 
studies demonstrated that both costimulation and pair formation were profoundly delayed when 
cells were washed into fresh starvation medium. This delay was eliminated if, after washing, cells 
were returned to a conditioned starvation medium. The factor that was present in conditioned 
medium was a macromolecule (retained by dialysis) that was heat-stable (30 minutes in boiling 
water) and secreted constitutively by cells in either nutrient or starvation medium from sexually 
mature or immature cells. It had no mating-type specificity, and its synthesis was blocked by cyclo-
heximide treatment suggesting that it was an unusually heat-stable, secreted protein. Wolfe named 
this compound FAC (factor active in conjugation)."^^ He went on to demonstrate that FAC acts like 
neither a hormone (as seen in yeast mating systems and the ciliate Blepharismd) nor an agglutinin (as 
seen in Chlamydomonas and Paramecium). It does not trigger conspicuous changes in the recipient 
cell, nor does it cause immediate aggregation of cells. Rather, it seems to somehow facilitate those 
cell-cell contacts that bring about both costimulation and subsequent cell adhesion, Adair et al^^ 
suggested we think of this factor as a type of extra-cellular matrix molecule, a provocative idea in that 
it would suggest a role for ECM proteins in cells that do not form tissues, yet need to stabilize 
cell-cell interactions for this one event in their life histories. Consistent with this notion is the 
demonstration that both initiation and costimulation require trace amounts of calcium ion."̂ "̂  

Recent studies lend further support to the idea of a soluble mating factor, and raise new ques
tions. Fujishima et al characterized a very early morphological response in cells undergoing 
costimulation. Starved Tetrahymena of complementary mating types exhibit a subtie, yet reproduc
ible and consistent "rounding" of their shape within ten minutes of mixing. Stirring a mixed culture 
(which can prevent costimulation and subsequent pairing) also prevented cell rounding. When starved 
cells were washed and mixed into fresh starvation medium, there was a 30-minute delay in both 
rounding and pairing that was eliminated when cells were washed into conditioned medium. Me
dium from cells exhibiting a complementary mating type could not bring about rounding in starved 
cells until both mating types were present. In short, rounding was induced when starved cells of 
complementary mating types were able to undergo collisions in the presence of some secreted factor 
(possibly Wolfe's FAC). 

Finally, in a very recent study Anafi et al (personal communication) demonstrate that ten minutes 
after one mixes starved cells of complementary mating types, there is a wave of tyrosine phosphoryla
tion on cytoplasmic proteins as revealed by immuno-fluorescence and western blotting using a mono
clonal antibody directed against phospho-tyrosine residues. Furthermore, starved cells of one mating 
type show elevated tyrosine phosphorylation in response to cell-free, conditioned medium from an
other mating type. Significantiy, conditioned media only stimulates phosphorylation in cells of a dif
ferent mating type from the cells that were used to condition the medium. This result, if valid, may 
force us to reopen the question of whether or not there are mating-type specific signal molecules 
secreted by Tetrahymena in addition to soluble factors that promote costimulation and pair formation. 

Activation and Maturation 
Costimulation can be divided into two stages: activation (first half hour following mixing) and 

maturation (30 to 120 minutes following mixing,"^^ see Figs. 3, 4). During the initial "activation 
stage," costimulation is sensitive to cycloheximide (10 fig/mL), actinomycin D (20 ^g/mL), physical 
agitation and nutritional enhancement of the medium. After this initial period of activation, loose 
pairs begin to form that can still be disrupted by either feeding, or mechanical agitation. Curiously, 
there is a brief period in which loose, "homotypic" pairing can occur. That is, cells of the same 
mating type form brief associations. These are intrinsically unstable, however, and give way to het
erotypic pairing that is reinforced during the subsequent maturation step. 

By one hour, mixed cells become "fully stimulated".^® This condition is revealed when cells are 
maintained in physical contact with one another for a full hour while weak-pair associations are 
disrupted through periodic bouts of mechanical agitation. Such cells will form pairs immediately 
following cessation of the last bout of agitation, but only if they have accumulated one hour of 
nonshaken contact with one another. 
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Ninety minutes after mixing, pairs that are violently disrupted (as opposed to gende disruption) 
produce cell isolates that can complete the ftiU 12-hour developmental program involving meiosis, 
mitosis, self-fertilization and differentiation of the macronuclear anlagen.^^'^^ This strange scenario 
suggests that after only one and a half hours of interaction, the conjugation program can be initiated 
and maintained even in the absence of a mating partner. Two hours after mixing, (1.5 hrs after initial 
cell pairs are observed), pairs have ftiUy matured. They are now resistant to feeding, cycloheximide, 
and agitation. This period may be associated with the formation of actual pores connecting the 
cytoplasm of the mating parmers"^^ (see below). 

Tip Transformation 

Membrane Events 
In response to costimulation, Tetrahymena remodel their anterior tips in a process called tip trans

formation.^^ Specifically, physical collisions induce a shape change in the anterior region of the cell that 
begins approximately 30 minutes after mixing. The anterior pole changes from a pointed cap that 
forms from the convergence of numerous longimdinal ciliary rows and intervening ciliary ridges (Fig. 
5A), to a region of smooth, naked membrane (Fig. 5D, asterisk). In costimulated cells, the intervening 

Figure 5. Scanning electron micrographs showing "tip transformation" (reprinted with permission from: Wolfe J, 
Grimes GW. J Protozool 1979; 26:82-89^^). OA indicates the oral apparatus at the anterior end of the cell. A) This 
shows the anterior end of a de-ciliated nonstarved cell in stationary growth phase. Nonciliated ridges "R", can be 
seen converging at the anterior tip (diagonal arrows). B) This shows a cell after starvation (initiation), and one hour 
of mixing (costimulation). The first sign of tip transformation is a broadening of the midline seam (*). The 
membrane now appears smooth in the region where the cortical ridges converged. C) The midline seam (*) has 
now broadened and the cell's anterior tip appears blunt. D) Two hours after mixing, the tip has been fiilly modified. 
This specimen was taken from a culture in which pairs were already observed. 
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Figure 6. Transmission electron micrographs showing a fully formed conjugation junction. A) This image was 
captured just prior to nuclear exchange (courtesy of Judy Orias). The transfer pronucleus is pressed up against the 
conjugation junction that has already formed a series of pores (see arrows coming from right). In the upper part 
of the photo a golgi apparatus is seen. The insert is from a photo by Elliott (reprinted with permission of the 
publishers'^). This clearly shows a set of stacked golgi lamellae (go) adjacent to a conjugation junction pore. 

ciliary ridges converge in a seam, or chevron just anterior to the Oral Apparatus. This seam appears to 
be the site of novel membrane synthesis. In nonmating cells, the endo-membrane system is dispersed 
predominandy in the form of dictyosomes, or simplified membrane lamellae associated with ciliary 
basal bodies and the "deep face" of cortical mitochondria. The only time a well-organized, 
multi-lamellate golgi apparatus has been reported in Tetrahymena is during mating when it forms 
adjacent to the developing conjugation junction (Fig. G)?^ As tip transformation proceeds, the ridge-seam 
broadens, producing a blunt, naked, protruding region of membrane at the anterior tip that extends 
down the ventral face just anterior to the Oral Apparatus (Fig. 5B-D). When a sufficient number of 
costimulated cells complete tip transformation, loose adhesions form between mating parmers (Fig. 
7A). As mentioned earlier, transient adhesions can and do form between homotypic pairs (same mat
ing types), but these fail to stabilize and are replaced by heterotypic pairings.^® As the region of adhe
sion broadens it forms the "fusion plate"^ (Fig. 7B). This becomes perforated with hundreds of 0.1-0.2 
|im pores that join the cytoplasm of the two mating parmers (Fig. 8). Rows of intra-membrane par
ticles form at the perimeter of the fusion plate, as revealed by freeze fracture electron microscopy.^ 

Membrane Proteins and Cell Adhesion: Concanavalin a Receptors 
In 1976, Ofer et al^^ demonstrated that the plant lectin concanavalin A (25 micrograms per 

mL) could inhibit pairing in costimulated Tetrahymena^ and cause loosely bound pairs to dissociate. 
ConA is known to bind to mannose-containing glycoproteins. When conA was conjugated to Fluo
rescein (FITC-conA) and delivered to a mixed, mating culture, it was found to bind strongly to the 
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Figure 7. Scanning electron micrographs of mating pairs. A) This figure shows loosely paired cells (reprinted with 
permission from: Wolfe J, Grimes GW. J Protozool 1979; 26:82-89^^). B) Mating pairs are shown with a mature 
conjugation junction (reprinted with permission from: Wolfe J et al. Differentiation 1986; 31:1-9^^). 

developing conjugation junction in Tetrahymena?^ The pattern of conA receptors on Tetrahymena 
during costimulation and pairing has been carefully documented using both FITC-conjugated conA 
with fluorescence microscopy,^^ ^ and ferritin-conjugated conA with transmission electron mi
croscopy.^^' "̂  FITC-conA decorates the oral region in nonpairing cells, and is also incorporated 
into food vacuoles. As cells undergo costimulation, labeling of food vacuoles diminishes (ceasing by 
20 minutes),^^ suggesting that mating cells cease to feed. Within 15 minutes of mixing, 
conA-receptors appear in "small clusters near the anterior end, but posterior to the actual tip" (Fig. 
9A). Subsequently, punctate conA labeling appears within the region of membrane remodeling 
located at the anterior tip of the cell (the future conjugation junction), and consoUdates into a 
vertical line (Fig. 9B). Morphologically, this region appears as a region of smooth membrane devoid 
of the cilia, or membrane ridges that characterize the anterior surface of costimulated, nonmating 
cells. By one hour after mixing, conA labeling is dense and uniform within the, now broadened 
and transformed tip (Fig. 9C). Pairing follows shortly, and fluorescence becomes restricted to a 
heart-shaped ring around the perimeter of the conjugation junction^^ (Figs. 9D,10,11). 
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Figure 8. This figure depicts both (A) a fi-eeze firacture image of the conjugation junction and (B) a transmission 
EM image of a microtome section that grazes the conjugation junction. A) This freeze fracture image shows the 
surface membrane of one mating partner, from which the adjoining partners membrane has been sheared. (Re
printed with permission from Wolfe J. J Morphol 172:159-178,^ ©1982 Wiley-Liss, Inc., a subsidiary of John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc.) Several hundred 0.1-0.2 micron pores have formed at regular intervals. They appear to be 
plugged with some kind of button-like material. B) This glancing section through the conjugation junction 
(arrows) also reveals pores filled with whorls of electron dense material (courtesy of Judy Orias). 

It has been pointed out that conA molecules exhibit cross-linking activity, and this could drive 
the observed "tipping" phenomenon in which conA receptors form aggregates. This has been ruled 
out by first fixing cells with a variety of agents, and then labeling with conA.^^'^^ The study by 
Watanabe's group is of particular interest in that they demonstrated that when conA labeling is 
performed prior to observation or fixation, surface labeling is underestimated. Only the most in
tensely labeled regions appear. When cells are fixed (3 % glutaraldehyde) and then labeled with 
FITC-conA, a more extensive labeling appears in the anterior end of the cell, though the details of 
conA tipping and ring formation remain unchanged. 

Several studies set out to search for newly synthesized conA-binding glycoproteins as cells under
went costimulation and pairing. Van Bell performed extensive SDS-PAGE analysis on mating and 
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Figure 9. This figure (modified fi-om Wolfe and Feng, 1988"̂ )̂ depicts the pattern of appearance of concanavalin 
A receptors at the anterior tip of a costimulated cell. In stage (A) receptors appear at the oral apparatus and in 
patches posterior to the cell's un-modified tip. In stage (B) the tip has broadened, and conA receptors appear 
within this modified surface. In stage (C) the tip is fully modified, and saturated with conA receptors. Finally, 
after pair formation, conA receptors have cleared from the region of cell-cell contact and appear in a ring 
circumscribing the conjugation junction. 

costimulating cells and probed gels with ^^^I-conA. Although a number of conspicuous conA-binding 
proteins were detected, none showed changes in their level of expression during prepairing or conju
gation. Wolfe and Feng, ^ isolated cytoskeletal frameworks (triton-extracted cortical residues) and 
analyzed conA-binding proteins associated with these by Western Blots using conA as a probe. 
Again, there were no changes associated with pair formation. Other studies identified a number of 
conA labeling surface proteins (Dender, 1992). The most recent study by DriscoU and Hufnagel 
discovered a conA-labeling 28kD protein associated with ciliary membranes that appears to be down 
regulated in response to starvation, but again, no conA receptors seemed to be synthesized during 
the period of costimulation. These studies suggest that costimulation induced conA receptor tipping 
is brought about not by novel synthesis of the conA receptors themselves, but by reorganization of 
existing surface glycoproteins resulting in recruitment and aggregation of these membrane proteins 
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Figure 10. Fluorescence images of conA receptors during tip transformation and pair formation. A) This cell has 
been costimulated for 1.5 hours. A rhodamine (TRITC)-conjugated conA probe has been employed (red), and 
a DAPI nuclear counter stain reveals the nucleus in blue. Food vacuoles have incorporated TRITC-conA, and a 
line of labeling (large arrow) appears anterior to the oral apparatus (small arrow, OA). B) A live mating pair that 
has been triple-labeled. The conjugation junction (arrow) appears in red (TRITC-conjugated conA), the macro-
nucleus (and some vacuoles) appear blue (DAPI labeling), and the micronuclei have been labeled with a green 
fluorescent GFP-micronuclear histone (mlhl) as they initiate meiosis I (MLH1::GFP cells courtesy of Douglas 
Chalker). These images were made from living cells. 

at the anterior, conjugation junction. Curiously, general membrane protein synthesis is essential for 
conA receptor tipping to occur. Pair formation can be blocked by general inhibitors of protein 
synthesis such as cycloheximide.'^'^ More specifically, tunicamycin, a reagent that blocks protein 
glycosylation, blocks pair formation as well. ^ These studies suggest that though conA receptors may 
already exist diffusely distributed on the surface membrane prior to costimulation, their redistribu
tion and aggregation at the future conjugation junction may depend upon synthesis of other surface 
membrane glycoproteins. In 1987, Pagliaro and Wolfe demonstrated that binding of conA to 
membrane receptors causes certain conA binding proteins to become tightly associated with the 
underlying cytoskeletal frameworks. Specifically a 23 kD and a 25 kD protein become triton-insoluble 
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Figure 11. This image depicts isolated conjugation junctions labeled with FITC-conjugated conA. This prepara
tion was made from sonicated mating pairs produced by Johanna Savage. A) 400X micrograph showing heart-shaped 
conjugation junctions. B) 600X oil immersion image of a single, conA labeled conjugation junction. 

when cells are first exposed to conA prior to extraction. This becomes intriguing when coupled with 
the later discovery that two calcium-binding proteins (TCBP23 and TCBP25) sharing the same 
molecular weights can be isolated fi-om cortical fractions and appear to decorate the conjugation 
junction (see below). 

One can envision a model in which costimulation induces rapid synthesis of a spatially localized 
"anchor protein" in the newly formed membrane of the conjugation junction. ConA receptors that 
were diffusing freely in the plasma membrane would then aggregate at this site and help to mediate 
cell adhesion while triggering cytoskeletal association of cytoplasmic proteins. In short, conA receptor 
tipping is one of the first biochemical changes associated with pairing, and it appears to be essential 
for mediating early cell adhesion events that precede construction of the conjugation junction. 

Ultrastructure of the Early Junction and Pore Formation 
The finest studies documenting the ultrastructure of the early conjugation junction come from two 

laboratories, that of Jason Wolfe^' and Judy and Eduardo Orias. ' Normal cortical architecture in 
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Tetrahymena consists of three membranes: a plasma membrane and alveolar sacs which appear as an 
outer and inner alveolar membrane in cross section.̂ ® Beneath the inner-most membrane (the inner 
alveolar membrane) is a proteinaceous layer referred to as the epiplasm.̂ ^ This layer can be isolated as 
an intact, cell-ghost structure, and has undergone a great deal of biochemical analysis.̂ "̂ '̂ ^ During tip 
transformation, the novel membrane that forms the conjugation junction is devoid of cilia, and has 
none of the typical cortical organelles: basal bodies, mitochondria, mucocysts, and alveolar sacks. The 
epiplasm layer that lines the cell cortex appears continuous with a denser, tighter layer that lines the 
membrane of the conjugation junction. This has been referred to as the sub-membrane scaffold (ss), ^ 
and it too can be isolated as an intact structure (Cole, unpublished, Fig. 11). 

As cells become firmly attached, their plasma membranes are separated by a 50 nm gap with 
strands of "matrix material" extending between them^ (Fig. 12). On the cytoplasmic side the 
sub-membrane scaffold appears as a 50 nm thick layer of electron dense material. '^ Transmission 

iosisi 

Figure 12. T E M images of the early conjugation junction. A) This depicts a T E M section through a mating pair 
during early meiosis (crescent stage). The crescent micronucleus appears in the left partner (arrows). A single 
junctional pore appears at the conjugation junction in this section, (see arrow). (Photo courtesy of Judy Orias.) 
B) A mating junction after completion of meiosis. Haploid nuclei appear to the left and right of the conjugation 
junction. In this section, three junctional pores appear (arrows). Photo taken by Anita Ramesh. C) Another, 
post-meiotic conjugation junction showing seven junctional pores, most concentrated near the apposed nuclei. 
(Photo courtesy of Judy Orias.) D) A close-up of two junctional pores showing also the 50 nm gap between cells, 
and the 50 nm layer of electron dense matter lining the cytoplasmic face of the junctional membrane (arrows). 
(Photo courtesy of Judy Orias.) 
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electron microscope profiles of the developing conjugation junction reveal that, two hours after 
mixing, numerous independent membrane fusion events are initiated all across the fusion plate. 
These result in the formation of hundreds of well-spaced 0.1-0.2 |im diameter pores. Wolfe ex
plains that the scaffolding material becomes thin over regions of future pore formation, the apposed 
membranes indent towards one another and the space between the membranes fills with some 
electron dense material. ^ In certain sections, it appears that membrane indentation originates in 
one cell partner, and somehow evokes response in the apposed membrane. 

As pore formation proceeds, the 50nm gap collapses bringing the two apposed membranes into 
intimate proximity just prior to fusion. Details of the actual membrane fusion event are lacking. 
After membrane fusion results in pore formation, these appear to be occluded by a "wispy filamen
tous material". ^ In TEM, these occlusions appear as wheels of electron dense material filling the 
pore and extending out into the cytoplasm (Fig. 8). In freeze fracture, SEM preparations these 
appear as plugs of material (Fig. 8A). This material, as well as the "extracellular matrix** material and 
the sub-membrane scaffolding survive detergent extraction suggesting linkage between sub-membrane 
scaffolding, integral membrane proteins, and extracellular matrix materials within the conjugation 
junction. One problem that remains to be explained is how a "fusion plate** perforated by hundreds 
of 0.1-0.2 micron pores permits transfer of a migrating pronucleus that is over 10 times the diam
eter of any given pore. 

Transformation of the Fusion Plate into the Nuclear Exchange Junction 

Membrane Events 
At the time of pore formation, the junction becomes stabilized and begins to permit cytoplasmic 

exchange.^^ The initial pores show fairly consistent dimensions (0.1 -0.2 |iin in diameter). From casual 
examination of a number of TEM images, it appears that more pores form over regions of membrane 
that are adjacent to a nucleus. Over the next 2 hours, pores broaden (possibly fusing with neighboring 
pores) creating ever larger apertures separated by ever thinner regions of double membrane reticulum. 
As the transfer pronucleus associates with the membrane of the conjugation junction, that is where we 
see the most pronounced broadening and fusing of adjacent membrane pores. The largest pores docu
mented by Wolfe,^ had diameters of nearly 0.45 ^m> though more typically 0.32 pm (ten times the 
area of the smaller, earlier pores). This transformation (depicted in Fig. 16) reaches an extreme when 
the membrane reticulum separating the apertures is reduced to a network of branching inter-connected 
tubules with circular cross section of uniform, 90 p-m diameter (Fig. 13). This transformation has been 
beautifully captured by Judy Orias employing both conventional, and high voltage TEM. ' As 
junction membranes are transformed into this reticulum of branching spaghetti, the electron dense 
scaffold proteins disappear, and the membranes appear naked (Fig. 13B,D). It is likely that the 
curtain-organization of the membrane at this point represents an energetically favored state, and does 
not require protein scaffolding to maintain it (E. Orias, personal communication). 

Nudear-Cytoskeletal Events 
As events remodel the membranes of the conjugation junction, the micronucleus of each mating 

parmer undergoes a series of three divisions, meiosis I, meiosis II and a third gametogenic nuclear 
division that is mitotic in nature. During meiosis, there is some form of nuclear assessment 
going on.^^ When a nucleus is found "defective** by some, as yet ill-understood criterion (aneup-
loidy, loss of chromosomes, broken chromosomes), meiosis terminates, and all four meiotic prod
ucts are destroyed. When a nucleus "passes** assessment, one of the four haploid products becomes 
tethered to the conjugation junction via microtubules^'^ and/or 14 nm filaments,^^'^^ where I t IS 
shielded from signals that trigger destruction of the other three meiotic products. The surviving, 
nucleus initiates a third, gametogenic nuclear division. This tethering has been named "nuclear 
selection".^^ The third nuclear division produces what may be accurately thought of as two gametic 
pronuclei. The resident pronucleus remains in the cytoplasm of its parent cell, while the transfer 
pronucleus becomes pressed against the conjugation junction. At this point, both resident and transfer 
pronuclei of a single mating parmer show strands of microtubules between them^^ and they (and the 
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Figure 13. TEM images of the conjugation junction during pronuclear exchange. A) The moment of pronuclear 
exchange has been captured in this TEM photograph. Black and white arrows He over the transfer pronculei as 
they press into and deform the conjugation junction that has become perforated with pores (black arrows). 
White arrows indicate the short, criss-crossing microtubules (enlarged in C) that have been implicated in 
providing the motive force driving the pronuclei across the junction. (Reprinted with permission from: Orias 
JD et al. Science 222:181-184,'^^ ©1983 AAAS.) B) A high voltage, thick section image showing how the 
conjugation junction membrane has been reduced to a branching curtain of fine, 90 nm diameter tubules. (This 
image has been enlarged in D). The 50 nm electron dense lining of the conjugation junction (Wolfe's 
sub-membrane scaffold) is now gone from the membrane. (C,D reprinted with permission from: The Molecular 
Biology of Ciliated Protozoa. Academic Press, 1986:45-94,'̂ ^ ©1986 Elsevier.) 

conjugation junction) are decorated with the proteins fenestrin, and TCBP-25 (see below). The 
transfer pronucleus bears a striking cytological asymmetry in the electron microscope. On the cyto
plasmic side, the pronucleus has acquired a thatched cap of short microtubules cris-crossing to form 
a type of net (Fig. 13C). Some microtubules even appear to form "T"-junctions with one another 
(Fig. 14). On the junction side, the pronucleus is nearly devoid of microtubules, and closely pressed 
against the, now-perforated plasma membrane. It is widely assumed that some form of 
microtubule-based motility is responsible for the impending nuclear exchange event. Vinblastine 
and nocodazole (drugs that destabilize microtubules) are eflFective at preventing nuclear exchange. '̂  
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Figure 14. This TEM image (courtesy of Judy Orias) reveals a remarkable series of microtubule "T"-junctions 
associated with the pronuclear basket. 

Both fluorescence microscopy using antisera raised against tubulin,^^ and electron microscopy 
reveal microtubule involvement. Some type of mechanical pressure appears to be generated in that 
(A) the transfer pronuclei lose their spherical shape and become flattened or lens-shaped as they 
press up against the conjugation junction, and (B) the junction itself bows out, deforming as the 
microtubule driven pronuclei press into it from opposing sides (Fig. 13A). The transfer pronuclei 
pass, side by side at the same anterior-posterior level within the celF migrate towards the partner's 
resident pronuclei, and undergo karyogamy (pronuclear fusion). After pronuclear transfer, the con
jugation junction is severely disrupted, and the cap of short microtubules and fenestrin that had 
previously decorated the nucleus remains behind as a "patch" in the gap within the conjugation 
junction (Fig. 15). How the two plasma membranes are reestablished prior to pair separation has 
never been studied, though membrane pores persist long after nuclear exchange. A model depicting 
membrane changes during nuclear exchange appears in Figure 16. 

The Conjusome: A p-Granule Nuage Assemblage? 
In 1999, Janetopolous et al,^^ discovered a novel, nonmembrane bound, electron-dense struc

ture located adjacent to the nuclear exchange junction. It appeared late in conjugal development 
at the time that the developing macronucleus was being remodeled. Antibodies to the 
chromodomain protein pddl (implicated in chromatin remodeling during development)^^'^^ la
beled this structure.^^ This structure, the conjusome, begs further inquiry. It resembles p-granules 
seen in the embryos of Caenorhabditis and DrosophilUy or the so-called nuage of higher metazoan 
embryos. These structures have been implicated in distinguishing germ cells from somatic cell 
lineages early in the development of numerous metazoan embryos. The molecular machinery that 
is involved in germ-cell determination oiDrosophila has been found in Tetrahymena, where it is 
involved in the developmental remodeling of the somatic nucleus.^^'^^ It is tantalizing to contem
plate that the conjusome may represent a ciliate, unicellular version of the nuage assemblage that 
drives this fundamental developmental decision that distinguishes nuclear fates. It is also interest-
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Figure 15. This figure, aflFectionateiy named "the morning after", shows the conjugation junction just after 
migratory pronuclei (M) have been exchanged (photo courtesy of Judy Orias). Black and white arrow indicates 
the direction of migration of the post-exchange pronucleus. Elongation is due to intranuclear microtubules which 
appear preparatory to the first post-zygotic mitosis. Thick black arrows indicate the intact portion of the conju
gation junction. Thin black arrows indicate the residual microtubule basket left behind as a kind of plug at the 
post-exchange junction. 

ing to note that the conjusome assembles in the anterior qrtoplasm that is associated with the 
conjugation junction, very near where the golgi assembles early in development. 

Biochemical Studies 

PAGEAnalysis 
A number of extensive studies have characterized novel protein synthesis in association with 

initiation, costimulation, and pair formation. '̂̂ -̂̂ ,̂86 £)e5pi^e these efforts, little progress has been 
made to assign functions to even the most Ukely candidates. During starvation -induced initiation, 
it would seem that there are no new proteins synthesized. Three proteins show a significant reduc
tion in abundance, however: a 43kD, 47kD and 56kD protein. This has lead to speculation that 
mating readiness may involve removal of inhibitory proteins rather than the acquisition of 
pair-stimulating proteins. This view is consistent with data from Paramecium^ suggesting that 
"immaturin** is expressed in cells that are not yet competent to pair, and vanishes from pairs that are 
fully mature. ̂ '̂̂ ^ 

During costimulation, numerous authors have seen up-regulation of a protein (or proteins) with 
the approximate molecular weight of 80kD. '̂̂ -̂ '̂ ^ Garfinkel and Wolfe noticed that their 80kD 
protein was present in isolated nuclear preparations, and speculated on its role as a transcription 
factor. Van Bell used 2-D PAGE to identify two sets of induced proteins; one set that showed 
induction early in development (15-60 min after mixing), and a second set that was induced later in 
development (peaking at 4-6 hrs). In both sets the most prominent protein shares a molecular 
weight of 80kD, and the author speculates that these may represent post-translational modifications 
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Figure 16. This illustration provides a model for the membrane remodeling that accompanies formation of the 
conjugation junction (artwork courtesy of Eduardo Orias). In part (A) 0.1 -0.2 p.m pores have formed between the 
two cell membranes. In part (B) junctional pores have widened and possibly ftised with adjacent pores to create 
openings of ever larger diameter, and irregular oudine. Part C) The process of porewidening has reached its 
maximum, and adjacent pores are now separated by thin (90 nm) membrane tubules forming a curtain or 
reticulum. Part (D) shows an en face view of the entire conjugation junction at the time of pronuclear exchange. 
One can imagine that the pronuclei have just passed each other in their transit across the junction. 

of the same molecule. Although this protein has become a familiar marker of mating readiness, no 
substantive information has been forth-coming regarding its function or identity. 

Immunofluorescence 
A different quest for proteins of the conjugation junction has involved generation of monoclonal 

antibodies or polyclonal antisera to novel Tetrahymena proteins. Three potentially interesting pro
teins have been identified. 

Fenestrin 
This 64kD protein was first identified from a screening of monoclonal antibodies generated 

against cortical residues of Tetrahymena pyrijhrmis7 The antibody 3A7 cross-reacted vv̂ ith proteins 
from both T. pyriformis and T. thermophila. In vegetative cells, the 3A7 antibody binds to all the 
'Vindovs^s" in the cell; the oral apparatus, contractile vacuole pores, the cytoproct and the fission 
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ring. In mating cells this antibody decorates the conjugation junction on the cytoplasmic face of the 
membrane in much the same pattern as that seen by FITC-conA on the extracellular face of the 
membrane, though it remains in the central disk and is not excluded to the perimeter as seen with 
conA labeling. 3A7 also decorates both the migratory and stationary pronuclei, though not before 
the third gametogenic nuclear division. Fenestrin appears to adhere to the cytoplasmic face of the 
sub-membrane scaffolding (ss) first recognized by Wolfe.^ It also appears to decorate filaments that 
extend out from the conjugation junction and appear to anchor the pronuclei. Recently, a group 
claims to have sequenced the fenestrin gene by mass spectrometry of the protein fragments.^^ 

Calmodulin Homologs 
Takemasa et al^ '̂̂ ^ cloned the genes for two Tetrahymena calmodulin homologs: TCBP-25 and 

TCBP-23 respectively. These genes encode EF - hand, Ca"̂ ^ binding proteins. Polyclonal antisera 
were generated directly against these proteins that had been expressed in E. coli. Both proteins 
appear to associate with the epiplasm. Furthermore, the antisera to TCBP-25 labels migratory 
and stationary pronuclei in mating cells, and faintly decorates the exchange junction as well. 
This pattern is quite similar to the fenestrin labeling of the conjugation junction, though other 
"windows" into the cell were not labeled. A similar protein was found in Paramecium, (PCBP 
25a) where it was shown to be a target for phosphorylation.^^ These findings are significant in 
that they may implicate calcium ions in the dynamic processes associated with nuclear exchange 
during conjugation. 

49 kD Filament-Forming Protein 
This curious protein was isolated from Tetrahymena thermophila by in vitro assembly /disassem

bly.̂ ^ It appears to form 14 nm filaments in the presence of calcium and ATR A polyclonal antiserum 
was generated against it̂ '̂̂ ^ and its gene was later cloned.^^ The sequence revealed it to have homol
ogy to citrate synthase and it has been touted as a dual-function protein.^^ Immuno-fluorescence 
revealed that this protein forms fine cables that radiate from the conjugation junction at the time of 
nuclear selection, and appear to associate with the gametic pronuclei. '̂ ^ This protein is of interest 
for two reasons. First, this protein may be involved in capturing one of the meiotic nuclei, shielding 
it from programmed nuclear elimination, and tethering it to the conjugation junction for a subse
quent gametogenic mitosis. Second, if its assembly is mediated by calcium, then we may see one 
reason for calmodulin family proteins to also be assembled at the conjugation junction. 

Genetic Studies 
Two types of mutant analyses have been conducted in Tetrahymena. First, clonal senescence pro

duces cell lines (referred to as "star" cells) which show varying degrees of micronuclear aneuploidy, 
and are infertile. Star-cells reveal interesting defects during conjugation. Second, chemical mutagen
esis using nitrosoguanidine, has produced a growing gallery of conjugation mutants in a series of 
mutant screens. ' ^ 

Aneuploid Cells and Their Developmental Phenotype 
When an aneuploid, "star" cell partner is mated to a diploid partner, conjugation is aberrant. 

Pairing occurs, and micronuclei in both partners undergo meiosis. In the diploid partner, one of the 
meiotic products is "selected", becomes tethered to the conjugation junction, and undergoes the 
third gametogenic division. The other three haploid nuclei are destroyed. In the aneuploid, "star" 
parmer, none of the meiotic products is selected, and all four are destroyed. The diploid partner 
transfers its gametic pronucleus across to the star partner, but receives nothing in exchange. After 
unilateral nuclear transfer, development arrests, and pairs separate prematurely (9 hours rather than 
12 hours at 30 C). The exconjugants are capable of remating immediately, and the second round of 
pairing proceeds normally establishing whole genome homozygotes. This alternative developmental 
program has been called "genomic exclusion". 

Two points are worth emphasizing about genomic exclusion pairs. First, such pairs are mechani
cally weakened, and easily disrupted. ̂ "̂̂  One could predict, that unilateral nuclear association would 
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result in the formation of fewer nuclear pores on the unoccupied site, and that this would result in a less 
robust conjugation junction. This could be tested by performing TEM sectioning on Star X Star 
matings. Second, it has been shown that star-matings produce a transferable factor that inhibits the 
developmental program in diploid X diploid matings. Furthermore, it has been argued that some 
form of micron uclear assessment occurs during first meiosis (Cole et al, in preparation). When mating 
involves an aneuploid "star" cell, micronuclear assessment results in the generation of a dominant, 
conjugal arrest activity that prevents the pair from entering the postzygtotic developmental program. 

bed Mutants Affect Nuclear Selection and Fusion 
Nitrosoguanidine mutagenesis produced bed, (broadend cortical domains), in a 1987 screen for 

pattern mutants. These cells exhibit supernumerary cortical organelles: multiple oral apparatuses, 
extra contractile vacuoles and extra cytoprocts.̂ ®^ Subsequent studies revealed that they were also 
sterile, and exhibited an interesting, pleiotropic conjugal phenotype.^ First, in matings between 
bed homozygotes, nuclear selection frequently captured two meiotic nuclei rather than the typical 
one. These each divided and one saw pairs with two pronuclei on each side of the conjugation 
junction. Second, such pairs arrested shortly after nuclear exchange, and multiple pronuclei aggre
gated at the conjugation junction without undergoing nuclear fusion. One interpretation, is that the 
bed mutant results in a broadening of the nuclear-selection field as well as all the other cortical 
domains. It has not escaped our attention that every cortical domain affected by the bed mutation is 
also a target for fenestrin involvement. It is attractive to consider that the bed mutation may affect 
fenestrin distribution, either directly or indirectly. 

Pair Separation Failures 
A second pattern mutant that exhibits a conjugation phenotype is janus A. This mutant pro

duces a mirror image duplication of its ventral cortical pattern. ̂ ^̂  Mating is substantially normal up 
to 12 hours, when pair separation normally occurs. At this point, pairs remain attached at the 
conjugation junction.^^ This proves fatal, in that pairs are unable to rebuild their oral apparatus and 
enter the vegetative feeding pathway. Other mutants have been shown to produce the same pheno
type: cnj6 and mra. '̂ ^̂  Actinomycin D or cycloheximide treatments delivered after macronuclear 
anlagen formation also result in a pair-separation failure.̂ ®^ This phenotype is difficult to under
stand without more facts. The janA connection to this (a cortical phenotype derangement) remains 
mysterious, though potentially, janA pairs produce an expanded region of pair fusion, resulting in 
two-cell parabiosis. 

cnjlO Pleiotropy 
This mutant exhibits a conjugal phenotype that is quite intriguing. cnjlO X cnj 10 matings show 

three instances where there is a failure of nuclear-cortical interaction. First, nuclear selection frequentiy 
fails. Second, even in pairs that complete nuclear selection and generate gametic pronuclei, nuclear 
transfer fails. Nuclear fusion also fails in most parmers. Finally, even though postzygotic development 
proceeds relatively normally in some pairs, none of the post-zygotic nuclei become anchored at the 
posterior cortex (the normal fate of two postzygotic nuclear products destined to become micronu-
clei). Hence, all the nuclei wander freely in the cytoplasm and differentiate into a plethora of macro-
nuclear anlagen. It is compelling to suggest that the gene identified by the cnj 10 mutation is necessary 
for nuclear-cortical interactions and nuclear-nuclear interactions during fertilization. 

Epilogue 
The Tetrahymena conjugation junction presents a remarkable biological system promising in

sight into a number of fundamental problems of cell biology and development. It represents a rare 
case in which one sees specific, developmental induction of a golgi complex. Moreover, it also repre
sents a unique event that somehow coordinates hundreds of independent membrane fusion events 
within a confined membrane domain. It reveals a potentially novel microtubule-based motility sys
tem in the appearance of "T-junctions" within the pronuclear transfer basket. It may participate in 
the developmental assembly of a p-granule/ nuage-like organelle that directs differentiation of a 
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somatic nucleus from a germ-line nucleus, and finally, it represents a rich, dynamic dialog between 
nucleus and cell cortex. This dynamic structure will bear watching in the years to come. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Cytoplasmic Bridges in Volvox and Its Relatives 
Harold J. Hoops, Ichiro Nishii and David L. Kirk* 

...we believe that there are enough reasons from the developmental and structural aspects as shown in 
this work to distinguish the cytoplasmic conneaing strands ofVoh/oxfrom theplasmodesmata of higher 
plants. In this regard it would be more suitable to refer to the connecting strands described in this work 
simply as "cytoplasmic bridges V 

Abstract 

The volvocaceans are a closely related group of green flagellates that range in size and 
complexity from colonial forms that contain a small number of identical cells, to Volvox in 
which there is a division of labor between several thousand terminally differentiated somatic 

cells and a small number of asexual reproductive cells called gonidia. Similar cytoplasmic bridges 
link the cells of all volvocacean embryos, but the formation, structure and function of such bridges 
have been studied most extensively during Volvox carteri embryogenesis. 

Each mature V. carteri gonidium produces an embryo that executes 11-12 rounds of rapid, ste
reotyped, synchronous cleavage divisions in the absence of any growth. Large numbers of cytoplas
mic bridges are formed in each cleavage furrow as a result of incomplete cytokinesis. The bridges are 
tighdy packed in bands that are concentric with the inner surface of the hollow embryo, and the 
bridge bands of all cells are linked to form a single, coherent cytoplasmic-bridge system that runs 
through the entire embryo and holds it together. 

A fully cleaved embryo contains all of the cells that will be present in an adult of the next genera
tion, but it is inside-out with respect to the adult configuration: its gonidia are on the outside and the 
flagellar ends of its somatic cells are on the inside. This awkward arrangement is corrected by inversion, 
in which the embryo rapidly turns itself right-side-out through a combination of cell shape changes 
and movements. The cytoplasmic-bridge system plays a central role in inversion by providing the 
physical framework against which the cells exert force to reverse the curvature of the cellular sheet. 
Recent studies show that a kinesin located in the cytoplasmic bridges appears to provide the critical 
driving force of inversion. Inversion is a defining characteristic of the volvocaceans, and all of the 
volvocaceans that have been tested have a gene product that is homologous to the kinesin that drives 
inversion in V. carteri. So we think that the mechanism of inversion is probably similar in all of them. 

In all of the smaller volvocaceans, and in about half of all Volvox species, the cytoplasmic bridges 
disappear soon after inversion has been completed and a newly formed ECM has taken over the job 
of holding the organism together. However, three lineages of Volvox have independendy evolved the 
trait of retaining cytoplasmic bridges throughout the life of the adult. And in each case this trait has 
coevolved with a novel form of embryonic development in which embryos begin to divide while 
they are still quite small, and then grow between successive divisions—all the while remaining con
nected to the adult somatic cells. Here we provide new information about the formation and the 
structure of persistent cytoplasmic bridges in one such species of VolvoXy and review the evidence 
that leads us to believe that adult cytoplasmic bridges serve as conduits to convey nutrients from 
somatic cells to developing embryos. 
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Introduction 
Late in the 17th century Antoni van Leeuwenhoek watched with fascination as the little, round 

green "animalcules** to which Linnaeus would later give the name " Volvox* rolled about restlessly 
before his simple lens. More than 130 years would pass before microscopes were improved suffi-
ciendy that another great microbiologist, Christian Ehrenburg, would realize that each cell within 
such a V^/wx spheroid was connected to its neighbors by "filamentous green tubes''.^ Such intercel
lular connections were seen in free-swimming adults of both species of Volvox then known (V. globator 
and V. aureus), and in 1896 Arthur Meyer used plasmolysis to demonstrate that these intercellular 
connectors were actually cytoplasmic extensions of the cells, indicating that the adult organisms in 
both of these species were syncytial. In that same paper, however, Meyer described a third species of 
Volvox (which he imaginatively named V. tertius) in which fine connections existed between cells of 
the developing embryo, but then those bridges disappeared as the embryo developed into an adult. 

It would turn out that the latter pattern—cytoplasmic bridges present in the embryo but not the 
adult—is ancestral. It is the pattern seen in all of the smaller and simpler relatives of Volvox in the 
family Volvocaceae (genera such as Pandorina, Eudorina and Pleodorina) as well as in about half of all 
species of Volvox. Persistence of bridges in the adult is a derived trait that is seen only in some species 
of Volvox. We will return to a discussion of that derived trait toward the end of this chapter. 

A Brief Overview of Volvox carteri Development 
In her 1933 paper describing embryonic development in two species of Volvox found in her 

native South Africa, Mary Agard Pocock first suggested that cytoplasmic bridges probably were 
formed as a result of incomplete cytokinesis. Over the years, that suggestion was repeated by inves
tigators studying development in various members of the family Volvocaceae,^' but formation of 
the cytoplasmic bridges has been studied systematically only in Volvox carteri embryos. ̂ '̂̂ ^ For that 
reason, a brief overview of embryonic development in V carteri is called for as background for the 
subsequent discussion of cytoplasmic-bridge formation and function (details of V carteri develop
ment are available elsewhere.̂ ^ 

A young adult spheroid of V carteri consists of several thousand small, biflagellate somatic cells 
at the surface of a transparent sphere of glycoprotein-rich extracellular matrix and a few large asexual 
reproductive cells, called "gonidia", that lie just beneath the somatic cell monolayer (Fig. 1). When 
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Figure 1. Volvox carteri. Ayoung adult asexual spheroid, as shown here, contains several thousand Chlamydomonas-^^&&, 
biflagellate somatic cells at the surface, and 16 large gonidia (asexual-reproductive cells) just beneath the surface, 
of a transparent sphere of extracellular matrix. 
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Figure 2. Scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of cleaving V. carteri embryos in polar view (cleavage normally 
takes place inside the adult spheroid.). Each mature gonidium undergoes a stereotyped set of rapid, synchronous 
cleavage divisions. A) The first five divisions are symmetrical, producing a 32-cell embryo in which all cells are 
about the same size and shape. B) The cells in one half of the 32-cell embryo divide asymmetrically to produce 
large-small sister-cell pairs (here shown linked by arrowheads). The large cells are gonidial initials that will 
produce one gonidium each, whereas the small cells are somatic initials, each of which will divide symmetrically 
to produce a clone of somatic cells. C) Gonidial initials divide asymmetrically a total of three or four times 
(producing additional somatic initials at each division) and then withdraw from the division cycle while the 
somatic initials continue to divide two or three more times. D) By the end of cleavage the embryo contains all 
of the cells of both types that will be in an adult spheroid of the next generation, but the embryo is inside-out 
with respect to the adult configuration: the gonidia are on the outside, and the flagellar ends of the somatic cells 
are on the inside. The swastika-shaped slit at one pole of the embryo is called the phialopore; it was formed in 
early cleavage, and it is the opening through which the embryo will now turn itself right-side-out. Bar: 10 ^m. 

a gonidium is mature, it behaves like a stem cell and initiates a series of rapid, synchronous cleav
age divisions that produce a new juvenile individual containing a new cohort of somatic and 
gonidial cells (Fig. 2). The prospective gonidial and somatic cells of the new generation are set 
apart during cleavage by a stereotyped set of asymmetric cleavage divisions (Fig. 2B). Each large 
cell produced by asymmetric division produces one gonidium while its smaller sister cell produces 
a clone of somatic cells. 

By the end of cleavage the embryo is a hollow sphere in which all of the cells of both types that 
will be present in an adult of the next generation are already present, but the embryo is inside-out 
with respect to the adult configuration: its gonidia are on the outside, and the flagellar ends of its 
somatic cells face the interior. That awkward situation is rapidly corrected as the embryo turns itself 
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Figure 3. Inversion of a K carteri embryo; A) polar view; B-D) equatorial views. A,B) Shortly after the end of 
cleavage the four lips of cells flanking the phialopore curl outward and backward over the rest of the embryo. 
C) More and more of the cellular monolayer is turned right-side-out as the region of maximum curvature moves 
progressively toward the pole of the embryo opposite the phialopore. D) By about 40 minutes after inversion 
began, the entire monolayer has been turned right-side-out, with its flagella now facing the exterior. Bar: 10 îm. 

right-side-out in a process called inversion (Fig. 3). Inversion is a diagnostic feature of the family 
Volvocaceae; it is seen in all members of the family, and will be discussed in more detail shortly. 

The Formation of a Cytoplasmic-Bridge System in Volvox carteri Embryos 
Volvocacean embryos are held together during cleavage and inversion by a network of cytoplas

mic bridges. Some early papers suggesting that such bridges were produced by incomplete cytokine
siŝ '̂ '̂ ^ might have left the impression that a bridge or two was formed in each cleavage furrow. 
However, scanning electron microscope (SEM) examination of V. carteri embryos^^ revealed that 
bridges are actually formed by the hundreds in each of the first few cleavage furrows (Fig. 4A). Then 
at each division all preexisting bridges are preserved and divided between the daughter cells while 
many additional bridges are being formed in the furrow between them. Thus, for example, each cell 
of an 8-cell embryo is Hnked to its neighbors by -250 bridges, half of which were inherited, and half 
of which were newly formed during the third division. Bridge transmission and formation continues 
throughout cleavage, resulting in a progressive increase in the total number of bridges in the em
bryo—although the number of bridges per cell decreases, as the cells become smaller. By the end of 
cleavage the embryo contains about 100,000 bridges, and an average cell is connected to its neigh
bors by about 25 bridges.^^ 

It is important to note that these cytoplasmic bridges are not located randomly on the cells. They 
are organized into closely packed, curved bands of bridges (Fig. 4B) that are concentric with the 
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Figure 4. Scanning electron micrographs (SEMs) of fragments of V. carteri embryos that were dissected after they 
had been fixed and dried. A) One half of a 4-ceil embryo. Broken cytoplasmic bridges appear as bumps (or 
sometimes shallow pits) on the surface of the cell, and are arranged in curved bands that are concentric with the 
inner surface of the embryo. B) A bridge band on a 4-cell embryo at higher magnification; note the close packing 
and regular spacing of the broken bridges. Bars: 5 lim. Reproduced from: Green KJ, Kirk DL. J Cell Biol 1981; 
91:743-755,^^ by copyright permission of the Rockefeller University Press. 

inner surface of the hollow embryo, closer to the end of the cell with the nucleus and basal body 
than to the end of the cell containing the chloroplast (Fig. 4A). Transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) of thin sections reveals that throughout cleavage, the bridge bands are present at a level that 
is occupied on the cellular interior by a bowl-shaped zone of Golgi-rich cytoplasm that cups the 
nucleus and separates it from the chloroplast."^^ Most importantly, the bridge bands of all cells are 
aligned and connected, forming a single, coherent cytoplasmic-bridge system that is continuous 
throughout the embryo, and that holds it together. ̂ '̂"̂ ^ 

The position of the cytoplasmic-bridge bands on the dividing cells is Unked to the mechanism by 
which they are formed during cytokinesis."^^ As alluded to in the preceding paragraph, all cells of the 
cleaving embryo have a very regular, polarized organization: the basal bodies (BBs) are located at the 
inner tip of each cell, the nucleus is positioned just below the BBs and is surrounded by cytoplasm 
containing numerous Golgi bodies and vesicles. The large chloroplast fills the outer portion of the 
cell. Each cell is girdled by an extensive array of cortical microtubules (MTs) that originate near the 
basal bodies and extend toward the chloroplast end of the cell just under the plasma membrane. As 
sister nuclei are formed during mitotic telophase, parallel sheets of additional MTs emanating from 
the vicinity of the (now-separated) sister BBs extend through the cytoplasm in the inter-nuclear 
region. These parallel M T arrays are called the cleavage MTs, and they are part of the "phycoplast", 
a characteristic cytoskeletal array that delineates the plane of cell division in most green algal cells. 
Division of the BB/nuclear end of the cell occurs by an ingressive furrow that is similar to the furrow 
often seen in metazoan cytokinesis. However, cytokinesis in the sub-nuclear region of the cell occurs 
by a different mechanism: by MT-guided alignment and fusion of Golgi-derived vesicles—much 
like the formation of a cell plate in higher-plant cytokinesis.'^^ The cytoplasmic bridges are appar
ently formed at the regularly spaced places where these vesicles fail to fuse, and the bridges remain in 
this sub-nuclear region, closely associated with the nearby M T arrays, throughout the rest of the 
cleavage period. 
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Structural Features of the V carteri Cytoplasmic-Bridge System 
The cytoplasmic bridges of the V. carteri embryo are extremely regular in appearance. They are 

"200 nm in diameter, spaced 500 nm center-to-center on average (Fig. 4B), and are associated with 
at least two types of conspicuous membrane specializations. The inner face of the plasma membrane 
throughout the bridge region is coated with electron-dense material that appears to be thickest in 
the center of each bridge, so that the bridges appear as dark rings when sectioned transversely (Fig. 
5A,D). Intimately associated with (or embedded in) that electron-dense coating is an extensive array 
of concentric or spiral cortical striations with a spacing of -25 nm that not only girdle each bridge 
throughout its length (Fig. 5B), they continue out under the adjacent plasma membrane of the cell 
body as concentric rings that abut the rings surrounding neighboring bridges (Fig. 5A). In bridges 
that have been sectioned longitudinally, these cortical striations often appear as a series of short, 
uniformly spaced parallel line segments, near the cell surface (Fig. 5C). Extremely similar cortical 
striations in the bridge region were first observed by Jeremy Pickett-Heaps in V. tertius embryos, ̂ ^ 
and were later seen in the cytoplasmic bridges oiEudorina elegans embryos. ̂ ^ The molecular nature 
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Figure 5. Transmission electron micrographs (TEMs) of cytoplasmic bridges in cleaving V. carteri embryos. A) 
In a thick section parallel to a cleavage furrow, each cytoplasmic bridge is cut transversely and appears as a dark 
ring. Note the concentric cortical striations surrounding each bridge. B) The electron dense coating on the inner 
surface of the plasma membrane is apparent at the upper end of this glancing section along the length of a 
cytoplasmic bridge, and the regular series of cortical striations is apparent at the lower end. C) A longitudinal 
thin section through two bridges. Note the electron-dense coating on the inner face of the plasma membrane 
throughout the bridge region. The arrows mark regions where the plasma membrane is cut slightly obliquely 
and the cortical striations appear as a series of regularly spaced short line segments. D) A thick section through 
the bridge region reveals the numerous cortical MTs that are found in the vicinity of all bridges. E) In a thick 
section through the bridge region of an inverting embryo it can be seen that the bridges appear to be linked to 
one another by a fibrous network. Bars: 200 nm. Reproduced from: Green KJ. J Cell Biol 1981; 91:756-769,^^ 
by copyright permission of the Rockefeller University Press. 
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of the cortical striations is unknown, but there is some evidence supporting the notion that they 
serve to strengthen the membrane in the bridge region.^^ 

Of particular significance with respect to the role that the cytoplasmic bridges will play during 
inversion is the fact (mentioned earlier) that throughout embryogenesis the bridges are associated 
with niunerous cortical MTs that originate in the BB region and run to the opposite end of the cell 
(Fig. 5D). During cleavage, additional MTs are often seen running into or through cytoplasmic 
bridges, at an angle to the main M T arrays, but such MTs are no longer seen during inversion. 
However, a second type of cytoskeletal element is seen in association with the bridges during inver
sion—a set of fibers of unknown composition that connect neighboring bridges (Fig. 5E). It has 
been postulated that these fibers account for the observation that the center-to-center spacing of the 
bridges is essentially constant during inversion, despite the considerable stresses that the bridge 
system appears to experience."^^ Although strands of ER have been seen within the cytoplasmic 
bridges of other species of Volvox^ '̂ ' ' none have been seen in the cytoplasmic bridges of V. carteri 
embryos."^ ̂  

The Function of the Cytoplasmic-Bridge System in Cleaving Embryos 
The most obvious function of the cytoplasmic-bridge system in a volvocacean embryo is to hold 

the embryo together. The best evidence that they actually do this is as follows: the cytoplasmic 
bridges of V. carteri embryos routinely break down shortly after inversion—but normally only after 
enough extracellular matrix (ECM) has been assembled to hold the cells together once the bridges 
are gone. However, if assembly of the ECM is blocked with a specific inhibitor, the bridges break 
down on schedule, and the juvenile then falls apart into a suspension of single cells.'̂ '̂  

It has been postulated that the cytoplasmic-bridge system also provides the communication chan
nels for signals that synchronize mitotic cycling in the cleaving embryo. Mitotic activities are so well 
synchronized in V. carteri that, for example, when one cell is in anaphase (which lasts only five 
minutes), all cells are in anaphase. ̂ ^ However, as appealing as it is to propose that such perfect 
mitotic synchrony is mediated by chemical signals passing through the cytoplasmic bridges, there is 
no direct evidence that this is the case. 

The Function of the Cytoplasmic-Bridge System in Inverting Embryos 
The role of the cytoplasmic-bridge system in synchronizing mitosis may be in doubt, but there 

can be little doubt that the bridge system plays a central role in inversion. ̂ '̂̂ '̂"̂ ^ The bridge system 
that is formed during cleavage, and in which all the bridges of all cells are aligned and linked into a 
single, coherent network, remains intact during inversion. It constitutes the only structural frame
work against which the cells can exert force in order to turn the embryo inside out. And they do 
indeed exert force against it. 

By the end of cleavage the cytoplasmic-bridge system links the cells at their widest points, just 
below the level of their nuclei (Fig. 6A). The only place where the neighboring cells are not linked by 
the cytoplasmic-bridge system in this way is across the phialopore, an opening at the anterior end of 
the embryo that is formed in very early cleavage, and that is the site where inversion begins. The 
outward curling of the cellular monolayer begins when cells near the phialopore execute two coordi
nated activities: (i) they change shape, forming long, narrow, MT-reinforced "stalks" at their outer 
(chloroplast) ends and (ii) they move inward individually relative to the cytoplasmic-bridge system, 
going as far as they can go in that direction. In combination, these two changes cause the cells to go 
from being linked at their widest points in the sub-nuclear region to being linked at their slender 
outermost tips. And that, in turn, forces the cellular monolayer to curl outward (Fig. 6B). 

Subsequently the region of maximum curvature moves toward the posterior pole of the embryo 
as cells that have passed through the region of curvature withdraw their stalks and take on the 
appearance of a simple columnar epithelium, while other cells that were located further from the 
phialopore move into the region of curvature by changing shape and moving relative to the 
cytoplasmic-bridge system—^just as the cells closer to the phialopore did earlier. 

By this process, the embryo turns itself right-side-out in about 40 minutes, the BB/flagellar ends 
of all cells are brought to the outer surface, and all of the cells are now linked by the cytoplasmic-bridge 
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Figure 6, viewed on next page. Diagrammatic representation of the cellular mechanism of inversion as deduced 
from EM analysis of inverting embryos. A) Before inversion the cytoplasmic-bridge system (red line) links the 
cells (green oudines) at their widest points, just below the nuclei (blue). The opening at the top of the embryo 
is the phialopore, which was formed in early cleavage. B) Inversion begins when cells bordering the phialopore 
undergo two changes: (1) they extend long, thin, MT-reinforced stalks at their outer ends (outward-pointing 
arrows), and (2) they move inward individually, past the cytoplasmic-bridge system (inward-pointing arrows). 
As a result, these cells go from being linked at their widest points to being linked at their narrowest, outermost 
tips, and that forces the cell sheet to bend outward. Inversion will continue as cells further from the phialopore 
change shape and move, entering the bend region, while cells that have passed through the bend region change 
to a simple columnar shape. 

Figure 7, viewed on next page. Inversion arrest in an invAr mutant embryo. A) The mutant appears to begin 
inverting quite normally, but it then stops abruptly after the lips of cells bordering the phialopore have just 
begun to curl backward. B) In a closer view of the cells circled in (A) the reason for the inversion arrest is obvious: 
the cells have changed shape, but they have failed to move relative to the bridges that link them to their neighbors 
(arrowheads). Reprinted from: Nishii I et al. Cell 113:743-753,^^ ©2003 with permission from Elsevier. 

Figure 8, viewed on next page. Immunofluorescent localization of the InvA kinesin. TubuUn is labeled green, InvA 
red, and DNA blue. Each arrowhead marks the inner end of a cell whose outermost tip is marked with a small 
arrow. A) In a preinversion embryo, InvA is located in a narrow band near the equator of each cell, the region 
where earlier EM studies have shown that the cytoplasmic-bridge system is located before inversion (compare 
with Fig. 6A). B) During early inversion the InvA label is found progressively closer to the outer tips of the cells 
in cells that are progressively closer to the phialopore, and it is located at the outermost tips of cells in the bend 
region. Again, this corresponds with the location of the cytoplasmic bridge system in early inversion (compare 
with Fig. 6B). Reprinted from: Nishii I et al. Cell 113:743-753,^^ ©2003 with permission from Elsevier. 

system at their (now-innermost) chloroplast ends.̂ '̂̂ '̂̂ ^ Shortly after inversion a primary layer of 
ECM is formed that encircles the embryo and holds all of the cells in a fixed orientation,^ and then 
the cytoplasmic bridges disappear by a process that has yet to be analyzed. 

Inversion is a hallmark of the family Volvocaceae. But how general is the cellular mechanism 
of inversion that has been described for V. carter?. The first EM-level examination of inversion was 
performed by Jeremy Pickett-Heaps, studying V. tertius}^ He reported that although cells in cleaving 
embryos had cytoplasmic bridges at the sub-nuclear level, by the end of inversion they were con
nected only at the chloroplast ends. He inferred (but provided no evidence) that the cells were 
initially connected at both the sub-nuclear and chloroplast regions, but that during inversion the 
sub-nuclear bridges were broken, leaving the bridges at the chloroplast ends of the cells to serve as 
"hinges*' that would allow the cells to swing outward. Subsequently, investigators studying Pandorina 
morum and Eudorina elegans^^'^^ made observations and drew conclusions very similar to those 
of Pickett-Heaps. However, none of the micrographs in any of those four reports shows cells 
Unked simultaneously in the sub-nuclear and chloroplast regions: the only bridges shovsm in cleaving 
embryos are sub-nuclear, and bridges at the chloroplast ends of the cells are shown only in 
post-inversion cells.^ ̂ '̂ '̂̂  ' Thus, all published micrographs are consistent with the concept that 
in P. morum, E. elegans and V. tertius—as in V. carteri—each cell possesses a single band of cyto
plasmic bridges that is located in the sub-nuclear region during cleavage, but that ends up at the 
chloroplast end of the cells by the end of inversion. This, in turn, is consistent with the idea that 
the structure of the cytoplasmic-bridge system, and its function during inversion, is similar in all 
volvocacean embryos. 

An Inversion Motor in the Cytoplasmic Bridges 
The development of a transposon-tagging system for V. carter?'^ provided an effective way of 

cloning develop men tally important genes."^ '"̂^ The first inversion-specific eene tagged with this 
transposon (which was wajXM^di Jordan because it jumped so well) was invA. In mutants in which 
invA has been inactivated by 2i Jordan insertion, inversion appears to start in the usual way, but 
then it stops abruptly as soon as the lips of cells flanking the phialopore have curled outward 
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Figure 6. Please see figure legend on previous page. 

Figure 7. Please see figure legend on previous page. 

Figure 8. Please see figure legend on previous page. 
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partway (Fig. 7A). Although the mutant cells change shape as wild-type cells do during inversion, 
they fail to move with respect to the cytoplasmic-bridge system (Fig. 7B). This mobility defect 
and the resulting inversion block can both be cured in either of two ways: (i) by excision o^Jordan 
from the invA locus, or (ii) by transformation of the mutant strain with a wild-type invA transgene.^ 
These findings led to the conclusion that embryonic cells require InvA (the protein product of the 
invA gene) to move with respect to the cytoplasmic-bridge system, in order to complete the inver
sion process. 

Sequencing revealed that InvA was a novel type of kinesin. Although the amino acid sequence 
of its motor domain is rather similar to that of the KIF4/chromokinesin subfamily of kinesins, 
outside of the motor domain it has no significant similarity to any of the hundreds of kinesins 
from other organisms that have been characterized to date (with the exception of an InvA orthologue 
that we have cloned from a closely related alga, as discussed below). 

Immunolocalization studies revealed that InvA is located in the cytoplasmic-bridge region 
th roughout embryogenesis (Figs. 8,9). Its sequence indicated that it is most likely a 
plus-end-directed microtubule motor,^ and the numerous cortical MTs that run past each cyto
plasmic bridge (Fig. 5D) are known to be oriented with their minus ends proximal to the basal 
bodies and their plus ends toward the opposite end of the cell. These facts led to the following 
simple model for the way that InvA functions during inversion: When InvA is activated during 
inversion it attempts to "walk" along the adjacent cortical MTs toward their distal ends. But InvA 
is not free to move, because it is anchored in the cytoplasmic bridges. Therefore, the force it exerts 
on the MTs results in the MTs—and with them the entire cell—moving in the opposite direction, 
past the cytoplasmic-bridge system (see Fig. 10), thereby generating the curvature that turns the 
cell sheet inside out (as shown in Fig, 6B). 

Although no kinesins orthologous to InvA have been found outside of the green algae, an invA 
orthologue was cloned from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, the closest unicellular relative oiV. carteri. 
It encodes a kinesin that is 90% identical to InvA in the motor domain, and 82% identical to it 
overall. More recently we have used an affinity-purified anti-InvA antibody to probe Western 
blots, and have detected a cross-reacting protein of the same size as InvA in protein extracts of 
Gonium pectoralcy Pandorina morum, Eudorina elegans and Pleodorina californica, all of which are 
volvocaceans that are intermediate between Chlamydomonas and Volvox in size and complexity (I. 
Nishii, to be published). Our working hypothesis is that these InvA homologues all play a similar 
role in the inversion of the corresponding embryos. Attempts to determine the function of the 
InvA orthologue in unicellular Chlamydomonas are in progress. 

The Evolutionary Origins of Cytoplasmic Bridges That Persist in the Adult 
As noted earlier, in about half of the species of Volvox—and in all of the smaller and simpler 

volvocaceans—the cytoplasmic bridges that are present during embryonic stages break down after 
inversion, and are absent from adults. That clearly is the ancestral pattern. However, in certain 
species of Volvox the cytoplasmic bridges persist throughout the life of the adult. Smith believed that 
such bridges were so significant that in his 1944 taxonomic treatment of the genus Volvox he pro
posed that the genus be subdivided into four sections that differed with respect to the nature of the 
cytoplasmic bridges in the adult."^^ In the section Merillosphaera he placed eight Volvox species 
(including V cartert) that lack any bridges in the adult. The section Copelandosphaera was reserved 
for V dissipatrix, in which adult cells are connected by "delicate cytoplasmic strands smaller in 
diameter than flagella". The section Janetosphaera was reserved for V aureus, in which adult cells are 
connected by "cytoplasmic strands approximately the same diameter as flagella". The remaining 
eight species, in which the cytoplasmic bridges in adults are so broad that the cells appear star-shaped 
when viewed from their flagellar ends, were placed by Smith in the section Euvolvox. 

Smith's decision to sort Volvox species with persistent cytoplasmic bridges into three separate 
sections of the genus has been validated recently by a molecular phylogenetic analysis of 59 volvocine 
algae, which indicates that the retention of cytoplasmic bridges in the adult has evolved indepen
dently in each of those three sections of the genus (Fig. 11). 
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Figure 9. Immunogold localization of the 
InvA kinesin at the EM level. A section 
through the outermost tips of three cells that 
are connected by four cytoplasmic bridges 
(outlined with dashed lines) in the bend re
gion of an immunogold-labeled embryo. Ar
rows point to individual immunogold par
ticles. Significant numbers of gold particles 
were found only in the immediate vicinity of 
the cytoplasmic bridges. Reprinted from: 
Nishii I et al. Cell 113:743-753,^^' ©2003 
with permission from Elsevier. 
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Figure 10. A model indicating how InvA is thought to drive inversion. InvA is a plus-end-directed M T motor that 
is firmly attached to the cytoplasmic bridges, which are all connected in turn to the rest of the cytoplasmic-bridge 
system. When InvA is activated during inversion, it attempts to walk to the plus ends of the cortical MTs that are 
at the chloroplast end of the cell. But neither InvA nor the bridges in which it is activated are free to move away 
from the rest of the cytoplasmic-bridge system. Therefore, the force exerted on the MTs by InvA causes the MTs— 
and thus the cell in which they are embedded—to move inward, past the cytoplasmic-bridge system. This, in turn 
generates the bend region required to turn the cell sheet inside out, as diagrammed in Figure 7. Reprinted from: 
Nishii I et al. Cell 113:743-753,^^' ©2003 with permission from Elsevier. 
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Figure 11. Phylogenetic relationships among 33 taxa of volvocine algae. Adapted (with simplifications approved 
by the author) from the minimum-evolution tree derived by Nozaki^'^ from the sequences of five chloroplast genes. 
Symbols to the right of the species names: +, cytoplasmic bridges present in adults; - , no cytoplasmic bridges 
present in adults; NA, not applicable. Right-hand column: the sections of the genus Voivox m which Smith "̂ '̂  placed 
the various V^/t'ox species that are included in this analysis. Note that retention of cytoplasmic bridges in the adult 
is a trait that appears to have evolved independently in three lineages that correspond exactly to the three sections 
of the genus Voivox into which Smith distributed such species 60 years ago. 

Structure and Formation of Persistent Cytoplasmic Bridges in Voivox^ 
Section Euvolvox 

Nearly a century and a half after Eherenburg discovered the cytoplasmic bridges of V. giobator^ 

Ikushima and Maruyama first examined them with the EM,* and found that the cytoplasmic bridges 

of embryos and adults were extremely different in number, size and structure.^ In cleaving embryos, 

the bridges were about 100 nm in diameter and so numerous that multiple bridges were seen in 

every thin section. In contrast, the adult bridges were much greater in diameter, but much less 

*They called the alga that they found in a local pond a ''giobator type," because they were not exactly certain 
what species it belonged to, but it clearly was a member of Smith's section Euvolvox, and for simplicity we refer 
to it as Vgiobator. 
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numerous. Each adult cell had only four to six bridges connecting it to its neighbors, but those 
bridges were so broad that they made the cells appear star-shaped. Of particular interest was the 
structure of the "granule" that had long been known to be present in the cytoplasmic bridges of all 
members of the section Euvolvox, mid-way between the cells connected by that bridge. The gran
ule, they discovered, was actually a disk-like structure that was different from anything seen in the 
embryonic bridges of any other volvocacean species or in the adult cytoplasmic bridges of V. aureus 
(section Janetosphaera—the only other species of Volvox with adult cytoplasmic bridges that had 
been examined).^'^ They named this structure the "medial body". Each medial body was --200 nm 
thick, and consisted of two 40-nm-thick electron-dense discs separated by a less-dense region --120 
nm thick. Although the medial bodies in their published micrographs ranged in diameter from 
about 300 to 1,000 nm, each of them fully spanned the region of the bridge in which it was located. 
In the surprisingly common cases in which two or three medial bodies were located edge-to-edge, 
the cytoplasmic bridge was split into that number of branches on each side of the medial body 
region, with one medial body spanning each branch of the bridge. At first glance the medial bodies 
appeared to occlude the bridges, but on closer examination it was found that they were traversed by 
numerous "canaliculi"^ (probably ER tubules). 

This study raised—but did not answer—the question of how the many thin cytoplasmic bridges 
of the embryo might be related developmentally to the much smaller number of broad bridges that 
connect adult somatic cells. Nor did it provide any information about how the medial bodies are 
formed, or about the structure of the cytoplasmic bridges that are known to connect adult somatic 
cells to developing embryos in the section Euvolvox.^ One of us (Hoops) made some observations 
relative to those issues during an ultrastructural analysis of the flagellar apparatus in another species 
in the section Euvolvox, V. rousseletii,^^ which had previously been the object of several developmen
tal studies.^'^^'^^ His previously unpublished observations regarding V rousseletii cytopl^ismic bridges 
will be reviewed next. 

There are at least three types of cytoplasmic bridges in V rousseletii: "E-E" bridges linking embry
onic cells to each other, "S-S" bridges linking adult somatic cells to each other, and "S-E" bridges 
linking adult somatic cells to developing embryos (Fig. 12). 

In certain respects, the E-E bridges of V. rousseletii resemble those of V. carteri embryos that were 
discussed above: they are about 170 nm in diameter, occur in regularly spaced clusters (Figs. 12, 
13A,B) that are located at the sub-nuclear level in cleaving embryos (Fig. 12, upper set of E-E 
bridges), but at the chloroplast ends of the cells by the time inversion has been completed (Fig. 13A). 
They differ from the V. carteri bridges in one important respect, however: an ER tubule traverses 
each V. rousseletii E-E bridge (Fig. 13A,B), whereas ER has not yet been detected in any of the 
cytoplasmic bridges of V. carteri embryos."^^ (We note with great interest, however, that ER tubules 
also traverse the cytoplasmic bridges in V. aureus}'^ a member of the section Janetosphaera, in which 
persistent cytoplasmic bridges apparently evolved independently). 

During embryonic stages, ribosomes are generally absent from much of the ER tubule that is 
located within a bridge (Fig. 13A, arrow), even though these same tubules are studded heavily with 
ribosomes in the cell body. Moreover, a little later—by the time the spheroid is beginning to accu
mulate extracellular matrix and expand—ribosomes are entirely absent from the part of the ER 
tubule located within the bridge (Fig. 13C). At this time the ER tubule within the bridge also 
becomes markedly swollen, and electron-dense material that is different from anything seen in the 
cell body begins to accumulate between the ER membrane and the bridge plasma membrane (Fig. 
13D). We believe that this accumulation of electron-dense material in the bridge represents an early 
step in medial body formation, but so far we have not observed other intermediate stages of medial 
body construction. Nor have we detected any differences between S-S bridges and prospective S-E 
bridges during these early stages of medial body formation. 

The medial bodies in S-S bridges between two adult somatic cells are symmetrical, with two flat 
--40 nm-thick electron dense disks separated by a less dense disc of about the same thickness (Fig. 14A). 
They range fairly widely on either side of the average diameter of --250 nm, but (as in V. globator) 
whatever the diameter of a medial body, it appears to completely span the part of the cytoplasmic 
bridge where it is located. ER elements continue to traverse the bridges after the medial bodies have 
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Embryo 

Figure 12. Three types of bridges in an adult spheroid of V rousseletii that contains a developing embryo. S-S, 
a bridge connecting two somatic cells of the adult; S-E, a bridge connecting an adult somatic cell to a cell of 
the embryo; E-E, bridges connecting cells of the developing embryo to one another (in the upper example, 
"E-E" identifies two bridges that have been cut longitudinally, whereas in the lower one it identifies a cluster 
of bridges that have been cut transversely.). Bar: 2 ^im. 

appeared (Fig. 14A, arrows). In a longitudinal section through the edge of a bridge, some of those ER 
elements are seen to be branched and convoluted (Fig. 14B, arrow), and in transverse sections (not 
shown) the ER elements are often seen to be arranged in a ring near the bridge periphery. Whereas the 
ER elements within the bridges appeared to be dilated during the early-post-embryonic stage, by this 
time the portions within the bridge are narrower, appearing to be pinched by the medial body. 

The medial bodies of S-E bridges also have two electron dense layers surrounding a more 
electron lucent layer (Fig. 14C,D), but they are hourglass-shaped rather than disk-shaped as are 
the medial bodies between somatic ceils. The minimum diameters of the S-E medial bodies are 
only slightly larger than the S-S medial bodies. However, the plate on the side towards the somatic 
cell is convex and both it and the electron lucent layer are slightly thicker than the comparable 
structures between somatic cells. More importantly, the dense structure on the side toward the 
developing embryo is about five times as thick as a disk in an S-S bridge (and about 4 times 
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Figure 13. Cytoplasmic bridges in V. rousseletii embryos and juveniles. A) Longitudinal section through bridges 
connecting cells of a recendy inverted embryo. Note the ribosome-studded ER (arrow) traversing at least two of 
these bridges. B) Transverse sections of bridges similar to those in (A). Each bridge contains an ER tubule (arrow). 
C) Longitudinal section of a bridge in a juvenile in which the cells have begun to move apart, owing to the deposition 
of ECM between them. The ER tubule that is traversing this bridge is studded with ribosomes in the cell to the 
right, but is swollen and free of ribosomes within the bridge. Note the electron-dense material that has begun to 
accumulate in the space between this ER tubule and the plasma membrane (arrow). D) Bridges at the same stage 
as those in (C), but sectioned transversely. In the upper bridge, which is sectioned through its midpoint, electron-dense 
material completely fills the space between the ER and the plasma membrane (arrow). Bars: 200 nm. 

thicker than the disk on the somatic cell side of the same medial body). It has a highly crenulated 
outer edge (Fig. 14C,D). Thus the S-E medial body is highly asymmetric, unlike the S-S medial 
body. Similar numbers of ER elements are seen on both sides of the medial body in an S-E bridge 
(Fig. '^ACyDy arrows), and we believe that some or all of these ER strands extend through it. 
However, owing to the thickness and opacity of the medial body, we have not been able to estab
lish with certainty that they do. 

When either S-S or S-E medial bodies are initially formed, and the cell bodies are still close 
together, the cytoplasmic bridges are widest next to the cell bodies and taper from both sides 
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Figure 14. Cytoplasmic bridges in V. rousseletii young adults (early in the period of ECM deposition and 
spheroid expansion). A) an S-S bridge connecting two young adult somatic cells. A symmetrical medial body, 
consisting of two similar electron-dense layers separated by an less-dense intermediate layer, is present in the 
middle of the bridge. Note ER tubules that traverse the bridge and the medial body (arrows). B) A section near 
the edge of a medial body like the one in (A) reveals a convoluted and branching ER element traversing the bridge 
(arrow). C) Two S-E bridges connecting the somatic cell on the left to a cell of an embryo on the right. Note 
that in distinction to the medial body in the S-S bridge, these medial bodies are very asymmetric, with the 
electron-dense structure on the side toward the embryo much thicker and more irregular than the part on the 
somatic side. D) Another S-E bridge joining a somatic cell on the left with a cell of the embryo on the r ight . 
Note the ER elements that appear to enter the medial body from the somatic cell and lead away from the medial 
body on the embryonic side (arrows). Bars: 200 nm. 
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toward the medial body, which lies in the narrowest part of the bridge at that stage (Fig. 14). 
However, as adjacent cell bodies are moved apart by the process of ECM deposition and spheroid 
expansion, the cytoplasmic bridges become drawn out into increasingly narrow strands, leaving 
the medial body region to become the widest part of the bridge.^'^^ As in V. globator, whenever 
two V. rousseletii medial bodies are found side-by-side, the bridge is bifurcated in that region 
(Fig. 14C). 

What Is the Relationship between Embryonic and Adult 
Cytoplasmic Bridges? 

The above studies do not address the question of how the four to six broad bridges that are 
present in V. rousseletii adult somatic cells are related developmentally to the many, thin cytoplasmic 
bridges present in an embryo. Because there is no evidence that new cytoplasmic bridges can be 
formed in any volvocacean after cleavage and inversion, we believe that the medial body-containing 
bridges of the adult almost certainly develop from the more numerous, but smaller bridges found in 
the embryo. How might this happen? Two possibilities suggest themselves: either a few of the em
bryonic bridges might enlarge and become transformed into adult bridges while the rest of the 
bridges break down, or each adult bridge might be formed by fusion of several embryonic bridges 
(followed by additional changes in structure, of course). 

We strongly prefer the latter possibility. Among our reasons are the following: (i) Whereas each 
bridge in the embryo is traversed by a single ER tubule (Fig. 13), each adult bridge is traversed by 
multiple ER tubules (Fig. 14). We find it easier to visualize how multiple ER elements traversing 
each bridge might result from side-to-side fusion of several small bridges that had one tubule each 
than by the de novo development of multiple tubules within an existing bridge, (ii) Pocock was the 
first to observe that in V. rousseletii adults many cytoplasmic bridges are seen that branch in the 
middle and connect one cell to two others. Such Y-shaped bridges have since been documented in 
all published light micrographs that show an adult Euvolvox spheroid at a magnification and focal 
plane such that numerous adult bridges are visible. '5.9,30,32 ^ Y-shaped bridge could not be formed 
by enlargement of a single embryonic bridge, because each embryonic bridge is unbranched and 
always connects only two cells—sister cells. However, a branching bridge could be formed by fusion 
of two bridges that were located near one another on one cell, a, but that connected cell a to two 
different sister cells, b, and c (because those bridges had been formed in two different division 
cycles). We believe that the regular presence of Y-shaped bridges in Euvolvox adults provides the 
strongest evidence supporting the hypothesis that adult cytoplasmic bridges are formed by fusion of 
embryonic bridges. 

A very different kind of support for the notion that such a fusion of bridges might be possible 
comes from the observation that treatment of a fully cleaved V. carteri embryo with concanavalin A 
can cause adjacent embryonic bridges to fuse.^^ 

The Functions of Persistent Cytoplasmic Bridges 
In the 1830s, Ehrenburg considered Volvox glohator to be a "social animal** composed of thou

sands of sentient individuals that cooperate to establish and achieve common goals—such as swim
ming toward the light.^ When he discovered that the individual "animals" (now known as somatic 
cells) of a V. glohator spheroid were all interconnected by "filamentous tubes'* (a.k.a., cytoplasmic 
bridges) he had no hesitation about assigning those tubes a function. To him it seemed obvious that 
they must be the channels by which the individual animals communicated with each other to set 
and achieve their common goals. The idea that the cytoplasmic bridges probably functioned for 
intercellular communication and coordination of photo tactic behavior persisted for decades after Y 
glohator hsid come to be thought of as a multicellular alga, rather than as a social animal. But Meyer 
cast serious doubt on this idea when he reported in 1896 that Volvox tertius adults lack any intercel
lular connections, but are just as well coordinated, and swim toward the light just as well as V 
glohator adults do. A decade later Mast used microsurgery to show that even in species such as V 
glohator in which the cytoplasmic bridges persist in the adult, those bridges are not required for 
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photo tactic coordination. No evidence inconsistent with Mast*s conclusion has ever been pub
lished. Nevertheless, the notion that the bridges might serve for communication and phototactic 
coordination continues to raise its head from time to time (e.g., see ref. 9). 

Another idea that has surfaced occasionally is that persistent bridges are required to hold adult 
Euvolvox cells in fixed positions. Pocock provided evidence that this is not the case: she reported 
that the bridges in V. rousseUtii adults tended to break down under adverse environmental condi
tions, but that a spheroid remained intact even after all cytoplasmic bridges had disappeared from an 
entire quadrant of it. Clearly, in the section Euvolvox, as in the section Merillosphaera, once an 
ECM has been assembled it is able to hold the cells in place in the absence of cytoplasmic bridges. 

The third function for persistent bridges that has been proposed—and the one that we find most 
attractive—is that they serve to channel materials from the somatic cells to the developing embryos. 
This idea was first proposed by Ferdinand Cohn in 1875 in one of the most important papers on 
Volvox development of the 19th century. Much more recendy it has reappeared as one form of the 
source-sink hypothesis that Bell proposed to account for the evolution of sterile somatic cells in 
Volvox. If such an asymmetric flow of materials from somatic to germ cells were proven to take 
place through the cytoplasmic bridges in members of the section Euvolvox, it would be analogous 
(but clearly not homologous) to the asymmetric flow of materials through plasmodesmata in higher 
plants (see ref. 36 for a review), or the flow of materials from nurse cells to developing oocytes in 
Drosophila and other dipterans (see ref 37 for a review). 

In evaluating this material-flow hypothesis, it is important to consider the following important 
fact: In all three of the V /̂t/ox lineages in which persistent cytoplasmic bridges have evolved indepen-
dendy (Fig. 11), they have coevolved with a novel form of asexual reproduction. In all species of 
Volvox that lack bridges in the adult—plus all of the smaller volvocaceans, and hundreds of other 
species of green algae—^asexual reproduction involves "multiple fission", rather than the more famil
iar binary fission. In multiple fission, an asexual reproductive cell (or "gonidium") first grows 2"-fold 
and then executes n rapid division in the absence of any further growth, thereby forming 2" daugh
ter cells.̂ ^ This clearly is the ancestral pattern of cell division in the volvocine algae. However, in all 
three sections of the genus Volvox in which cytoplasmic bridges are present in the adult, a different 
pattern is observed: Gonidia in species of Volvox with persistent bridges begin to divide while they 
are not a great deal larger than somatic cells, and then they grow before they divide again, nearly 
doubling in mass between successive divisions. Although this resembles the pattern of growth and 
development characteristic of the land plants and animals with which most people are more familiar, 
it clearly is a novel, evolutionarily derived trait in the volvocine algae. And—it bears repeating—this 
same deviation from the ancestral pattern appears to have coevolved with persistent cytoplasmic 
bridges in three independent lineages. We interpret this to mean that the two phenomena are linked 
in terms of their selective value: that is, that the new pattern of embryonic growth provides a selec
tive advantage only in the presence of persistent cytoplasmic bridges through which materials can 
flow, and vice versa. 

The asymmetric structure of the medial body in an S-E bridge (Fig. 14C,D) is consistent with 
the hypothesis that the bridges and/or their medial bodies may function asymmetrically, permitting 
unidirectional flow of nutrients. 

The rate of growth of a Euvolvox embryo can be prodigious; it can nearly double its mass, and 
then divide, every hour for 12-15 hours. This is a growth rate considerably greater than even lab 
strains of yeast can achieve, and it may well be a eukaryotic record worthy of Guinness-Book recog
nition. Considering this rather astonishing growth rate, Ferdinand Cohn stated matter-of-facdy, 
with respect to Vglobator, that ".. .it becomes obvious that the substances produced in the sum of 
the somatic cells during their life (carbohydrates, protoplasm, chlorophyll) aid the eight reproduc
tive cells, so that the young colonies are not exclusively nurtured by the mother cells, but also by the 
united efforts of the whole cell family*.^ Mary Agard Pocock, in contrast, expressed the opposite 
opinion—that in V rousseletiiy "...the bulk of the necessary food, which must be considerable, is 
manufactured by the daughter [the embryo] itself*'. However—astute observer and objective scien
tist that she was—she went on to provide what remains about the best evidence indicating that the 
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somatic cells do export materials to the developing embryos through the cytoplasmic bridges. She 
noted that that the somatic cells immediately surrounding a developing embryo usually are "nearly 
devoid of starch", which she took to indicate that at least some of the nutrient required for growth of 
the embryo came to it from somatic cells, through the cytoplasmic bridges. She also pointed out that 
V. rousseletii somatic cells always grow until the gonidia begin to divide, at which time they stop 
growing and then later decrease in size, "particularly in the posterior region*' of the spheroid where 
the developing embryos are located.^ She also noted that a V. rousseletii somatic cell that had suffered 
accidental severance of all of its cytoplasmic bridges was larger than its neighbors, and suggested that 
this probably was because it was unable to export materials through the cytoplasmic-bridge sys
tem—thereby implying once more that somatic cells normally do export such materials. 

Altogether, then, there is a fair amount of indirect evidence compatible with the hypothesis that 
in Volvox species that have persistent cytoplasmic bridges, material may flow through the bridges 
from somatic cells ("the source") to gonidia and/or embryos ("the sink").^^ But as yet there is no 
direct evidence that this is the case. However, with all of the methods that have been developed for 
labeling various cytoplasmic components and monitoring their subsequent distribution, direct tests 
of this hypothesis should now be feasible. 

Assuming that material does flow from somatic cells to embryos, what path would it be most 
likely to take through the cytoplasmic bridges? We assume that the ER would be involved, because 
adult cytoplasmic bridges that evolved independendy in two sections of the genus Volvox—the sec
tions Janetosphaera and Euvolvox—are both traversed by ER (unfortunately, EM studies of the 
cytoplasmic bridges in the section Copelandosphaera have not been reported to date.). One possi
bility is that materials are moved in the space between the ER and the plasma membrane by 
ER-associated molecular motors, as in the movement of certain cargos through plasmodesmata 
(reviewed in ref. 36). In the micrographs in Figure 14, the space between the ER and the plasma 
membrane is filled with electron-dense material that would appear to be a barrier to transport; but 
we have no way to rule out the possibility that this material is more permeable than it appears. It 
may even be that its apparent density is at least partially a fixation artifact (much as the often-observed 
"neck constriction" in plasmodesmata is thought to be at least partially an artifact of tissue prepara
tion and fixation).^^ So it is possible that the medial body is more open in living cells than it appears 
to be in electron micrographs. Nevertheless, we believe that the morphology of the medial bodies 
favors the notion that material flow occurs via the ER lumen. Higher plants provide a precedent for 
such transport, because although much of the transport through plasmodesmata is believed to occur 
outside the ER (as mentioned above), there are some cases where the movement of materials appears 
to be through the "dilated desmotubules" (modified ER) instead.^^ 

If the ER lumen were to provide the conduits for material flow, what role might the medial 
bodies play? We note the lack of precedent for motor proteins within the ER cisternae and wonder 
if the medial bodies might supply contractile activity from the exterior, causing something resem
bling peristaltic waves in the ER? As we noted earlier, in fixed specimens the ER tubules of adult 
bridges look as though they are being pinched by the medial bodies; but in life might such pinching 
be a dynamic process, promoting unidirectional flow through the ER lumen? Immunocytology of 
medial bodies with antibodies directed against a variety of cytoskeletal and motor proteins could 
provide a step toward learning whether something of that sort might be possible. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Vegetative Hyphal Fusion 
in Filamentous Fungi 
Nick D. Read* and M. Gabriela Roca 

Abstract 

The formation of channels between fungal hyphae by self fusion is a defining feature of 
filamentous fungi and results in the fungal colony being a complex interconnected 
network of hyphae. During the vegetative phase hyphal fusions are commonly formed 

during colony establishment by specialized conidial anastomosis tubes (CATs) and then later by 
specialized fusion hyphae in the mature colony. CAT induction, homing and fusion in Neurospora 
crassa provides an excellent model in which to study the process of vegetative hyphal fusion because 
it is simple and experimentally very amenable. Various mutants compromised in hyphal fusion have 
been isolated and characterized. Although the self-signalling ligand(s) involved in CAT induction 
and homing has/have not been identified, MAP kinase signalling is downstream of the initial 
ligand-receptor interaction(s), and has features in common with MAP kinase signalling during mat
ing cell interactions in the budding yeast and during fungal infection structure (appressorium) for
mation. Hyphal fusion also resembles yeast cell mating and appressorium formation in other ways. 
Vegetative hyphal fusion between hyphae of different genotypes (nonself fusion) usually results in a 
form of programmed cell death which normally prevents heterokaryons from developing further. 
This process in Â . crassa is controlled by heterokaryon incompatibility {het) loci. Understanding 
hyphal fusion in the model fungus, A'̂  crassay provides a paradigm for self-signalling mechanisms in 
eukaryotic microbes and might also provide a model for understanding somatic cell fusion in other 
eukaryotic species. 

Introduction 
Cell fusion occurs at various stages and serves numerous functions during the vegetative and 

sexual phases of the filamentous fungal life cycle. This review is concerned with vegetative cell 
fusion which can occur between hyphae of the same genotype (i.e., self fusion) or different geno
types (i.e., nonself fusion). The latter normally results in an incompatible response and a form of 
programmed cell death.^'^ 

BuUer was the first to provide a detailed description of the process of vegetative hyphal fusion in 
1931, '^ and show how it gives rise to the fungal colony as a complex interconnected hyphal net
work (Fig. 1).^ Remarkably, it is only recently that a systematic analysis of the cell biology and 
genetics of vegetative hyphal fusion has been initiated, ̂ '̂ '̂  and most of this work has been done with 
the model filamentous fungus, Neurospora crassa. ' Here we review: (1) the different types of veg
etative hyphal fusion that occur in filamentous fungi, (2) their possible roles, (3) features that veg
etative hyphal fusion has in common with yeast cell mating and infection structure differentiation in 
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Figure 1. Buller s classic figure showing that hyphal fiision produces a fungal colony (in this case a colony of 
Coprinus sterquilinus) with an interconneaed network of hyphae. a) a basidiospore which has germinated; b) and 
c) leading hyphae at the colony periphery which are avoiding each other; d) clamp connections; e) fusion hyphae 
prior to fusion; f) fusion hyphae which have anastomosed. (Reproduced from ref 4.) 

fungal pathogens, and (4) the heterokaryon incompatibility response that results from nonself fu
sions. Particular attention is given to recent work on Â . crassa. 

Fusion between Spores and Spore Germlings 
During the early stages of colony establishment, fungal spores (or the germ tubes which arise 

from them) commonly fuse. This process has been best described between conidia and conidial 
germlings in ascomycete and mitosporic fungi (Fig. 2A).̂ '̂ '̂̂ ^ Fiowever, fusions between ascospore 
and urediospore germlings have also been shown (Fig. 2B). '̂ '̂̂ ^ 

Fusion between conidia or conidial germlings involves the formation and interaction of special
ized hyphae called conidial anastomosis tubes (CATs) which are morphologically and physiologically 
distinct from germ tubes,̂ '̂ "̂̂ '̂  and under separate genetic control. ̂ ^ CATs are short, thin, usually 
unbranched hyphae that arise from conidia or conidial germ tubes.̂ '̂ -̂̂ 2 What had not been appre
ciated until recently is that CAT fusion is an extremely common process that has been described in 
at least 73 species of 21 genera, including many plant pathogens, and thus is probably a common 
feature of colony establishment in ascomycete and mitosporic fungi.^ How widespread fusion is 
between other types of spores and spore germlings remains to be determined. 
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Figure 2. A) Germinated macroconidia oiNeurospora crassa widi long germ germ tubes avoiding each other and 
conidial anastomosis tubes which have homed and fused (asterisks). (Reproduced from ref. 11 with permission.) B) 
Germinated ascospores of Sordaria macrospora showing fusion between germlings (asterisk). (Reproduced with 
permission from: Read ND, Beckett A. Mycol Res 100:1281-1314, ©1996 British Mycological Society.̂ )̂ The 
samples were prepared using low-temperature scanning electron microscopy. Bar =10 îm. 

In Neurospora crassa, CAT fr)rmation is conidium density dependent and thus may involve quo
rum sensing. ̂ ^ The nature of the CAT inducer is unknown but it activates a mitogen-activated 
protein (MAP) kinase cascade which has orthologs in the MAP kinase pathway involved in: (1) 
pheromone signalling in Saccharomyces cerevisiae} '^^ and (2) appressorium formation in fungal 
plant pathogens. ̂ '̂"̂ ® Mutations in the genes encoding the MAP kinase kinase kinase, NRC-1, and 
the MAP kinase, MAK-2, are unable to form CATs (Fig. 3).^^ Increased phosphorylation of MAK-2 
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Figure 3. Conidial anastomosis tube induction, homing and fusion in Neurospora crassUy and signalling which 
occurs during CAT induction and homing. A) Mutants blocked in CAT induction and homing. B) Model of the 
signalHng pathways involved in CAT induction and homing. 04612.1 is the Â . crassa NCU number 
(http:www.broad.mit.edu/annotation/fungi/neurospora/) for the predicted ortholog of STE7 in Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae. (Reproduced with permission from: Roca MG et al. FEMS Microbiol Lett 2005; 249:191-198.^) 

was shown to correlate with the onset of fusion between conidial germlings during colony establish
ment.^^ The downstream target of these MAP kinases seems to be the transcription factor,/>/>-/ 
which is an ortholoe of the budding yeast ste-llJ' ' HAM-2, a putative transmembrane protein of 
unknown function, has also been implicated in CAT induction because it is unable to form CATs. 

CATs home towards each other, CAT homing has been shown to involve the secretion and 
reception of a chemoattractant at CAT tips of Neurospora by using optical tweezers as a novel experi
mental tool to move spores or germlings relative to each other. ̂ ^ 
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The identities of the CAT inducer and CAT chemoattractant are unknown, but conceivably 
could be the same self-signalling ligand. However, it is known that neither signalling molecule is 
cAMP in Neurospora because CATs form and home in a mutant that lacks cAMP.^^ 

Another Neurospora gene, so encodes a protein which plays a role in the biochemical machinery 
involved in the synthesis and/or secretion of the CAT chemoattractant, or in the signalling appara
tus involved in the perception and/or transduction of the chemoattractant signal. This mutant forms 
CATs but they are unable to home towards or fuse with other CATs of the so mutant or wild 
type (Fig. ?>)P 

Once two CAT tips make contact, they adhere, a fusion pore forms between them, and organelle 
and cytoplasmic mixing occurs. The movement of organelles between fusion partners is very slow.'' 

Fusion between Hyphae in the Mature Colony 
A detailed description of vegetative hyphal fusion in mature colonies of Â . crassa has been pro

vided by Hickey et al using confocal microscopy to perform time lapse imaging of living hyphae."^ 
Three basic phases in the process leading up to hyphal fusion have been defined: (1) pre-contact, (2) 
post-contact, and (3) post-fusion. '̂̂ '"̂  The different stages involved in these three phases are sum
marized in Figure 4. Hickey et al"̂  demonstrated that during the precontact phase specialized fusion 
hyphae that are fusion-competent exhibit positive tropisms by growing (homing) towards each other, 
and their close vicinity to other hyphae can induce the formation of further fusion hyphae (Fig. 5). 
During the post-contact phase, these hyphae make contact, adhere, commonly swell at their tips, 
and their intervening cell walls break down. Finally, during the post-fusion phase the plasma mem
branes of the two hyphae fuse providing cytoplasmic continuity and allowing the movement of 
organelles between them. The bulk flow of organelles and cytoplasm from one hypha to another 
through the connecting channel can often be very rapid resulting in their immediate mixing. The 
fusion pore usually increases in size following fusion (Fig. 5) and septa often form in the vicinity of 
the site effusion. 

The formation and homing of fusion hyphae were shown to be intimately associated with the 
dynamic behaviour of the Spitzenkorper, a cluster of secretory vesicles, cytoskeletal elements, and 
other proteins which plays a crucial role in hyphal extension."^^ However, in contrast to vegetative 
hyphae, the Spitzenkorper in fusion hyphae persists after they have made cont3iCt with each other, 
stopped growing and a fusion pore formed. This suggests that the Spitzenkorper in fusion hyphae 
continues to provide secretory vesicles for wall synthesis during cell swelling, adhesive molecules for 
adhesion, and lytic enzymes to allow dissolution of cell wall material."^ 

All of the mutants {nrc-1, mak-2, ham-2 and so) which are compromised in CAT induction and 
homing (Fig. 3) are also unable to undergo hyphal fusion in mature colonies. However, we do not 
know the precise stages at which the fusion process is blocked in mature colonies. 

Nematophagous fungi undergo a specialized type of self-fusion which results in the formation of 
simple rings (Fig. 6A), complex rings that can form net-like structures (Fig. 6B), or constricting 
rings. These structures are all designed to trap nematodes either by ensnaring them passively (with 
simple and complex rings), or actively (with constricting rings)."^ The development of these struc
tures can be elicited by the presence of nematodes. Pramer and StoU"̂ ^ coined the term nemin to 
describe the iuducer. Nordbring-Hertz^^ later showed that di- and tri-peptides containing valine 
were very effective in inducing traps under nutrient poor conditions. 

CAT Fusion as a Model for Studying Vegetative Hyphal Fusion 
Initial studies to systematically analyse the cell biology and genetics of vegetative hyphal fusion in 

Â . crassa have concentrated on fusion between hyphae in mature colonies. ̂ '̂̂ '̂"̂ "̂  Research is now 
shifting to focusing more on fusion between conidia and conidial germlings '̂̂ '̂̂ '̂"^^ because they 
provide a much simpler and more experimentally amenable system in which to study the process of 
vegetative hyphal fusion.^ CAT fusion is thus being used as a model to study basic fundamental 
aspects of vegetative hyphal fusion. However, although there are many features of CAT fusion which 
are common to the fusion of hyphae in the mature colony, there are also some differences. Firstly, 
CATs are short (Fig. 2)^'^^ whilst fusion hyphae vary from being short peg-like structures (Fig. 5) to 
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Figure 4. Diagram showing the precontact, post-contact and post-fusion stages involved in vegetative hyphal 
fusion in the mature colony (diagram modified from that shown in ref. 1). Two types of precontact behaviour are 
shown: (a) a tip of a fusion hypha induces a branch of a new fusion hypha with which it subsequendy fuses (shown 
in stages 1 and 2); and (b) two tips of fusion hyphae grow towards each other and subsequently fuse (shown in 
stage 3). A third type of precontact behaviour (not shown here) involves tip-to-side fiision."^ Nuclei are coloured 
grey and white to indicate that they belong to different hyphae and not necessarily because they are genetically 
different. Stage 1: a tip of a fusion hyphae secretes an unknown, diffusible, extracellular signal (small arrow) which 
induces Spitzenkorper formation; it is not known whether the other secretes a chemotropic signal at this stage. 
Stages 2 and 3: tips of fusion hyphae each secrete diffusible, extracellular chemotropic signals (small arrows) that 
regulate Spitzenkorper behaviour; hyphal tips grow towards each other. Stage 4: cell walls of hyphal tips make 
contact; hyphal tip extension ceases and the Spitzenkorper persists. Stage 5: secretion of adhesive material at the 
hyphal tips. Stage 6: switch from polarized to more isotropic growth, resulting in swelling of adherent hyphal tips. 
Stage 7: dissolution of cell wall and adhesive material; plasma membranes of two hyphal tips make contact. Stage 
8: plasma membranes of hyphal tips fuse and the fusion pore forms; the Spitzenkorper remains associated with 
the fusion pore as it begins to widen and cytoplasm starts flow between hyphae. Stage 9: the fusion pore widens 
and the Spitzenkorper disappears; organelles (such as nuclei, vacuoles and mitochondria) commonly exhibit rapid 
bulk flow between the fused hyphae, possibly due to differences in turgor pressure. 
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Figure 5. Confocal microscopy showing the induction, homing and fusion of fusion hyphae in the mature 
colony oiNeurospora crassa after staining with FM1 -43. Note the growth of three branches (1 -3) from one hypha 
towards two short branches on the opposite hypha (4 and 5). After 39 min, a further branch (6) has been initiated 
on the lower hypha. Branches 7 and 8 fused prior to time 0 min. Different stages in fusion pore formation 
(arrows) can be observed after 3 and 39 min. Bar =10 |im. (Reproduced with permission from: Hickey PC et 
al. Fungal Genet Biol 2002; 37:109-119.^^) 

being reasonably long (Fig. 5), and often dichotomously branched hyphae."^ The isolation and char
acterization of mutants which form fusion hyphae but not CATs (or vica versa) should be useful to 
understand the significance of the morphological variation between these diflFerent types of hyphae. 
The second difference relates to fusion hyphae and CATs being in a different physiological state. 
Cytoplasmic and organelle mixing is usually very rapid between hyphae in the mature colony but is 
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Figure 6. Low-temperature scanning electron microscopy of ring traps produced by the nematophagous fungus 
Arthrobotrys oligospora. A) Simple ring trap. B) Net-like ring traps. Bars =10 jim. 

very slow between fused CATs. We have speculated that there might be slight differences in the turgor 
pressures of fusion hyphae which results in the rapid bulk flow of cytoplasm and organelles.^ It may 
be that the turgor pressure differential between fusing CATs is much less or nonexistent. 

Functions of Vegetative Hyphal Fusion 
We have suggested that CAT fusion may have two roles. ̂  Firsdy, CAT fusion may function in 

improving the chances of colony establishment by allowing heterogeneously distributed nutrients or 
water within the environment to be shared between different conidial germlings. Secondly, CAT 
fusion may play an important role in providing a mechanism for gene transfer as a prelude to nonmeiotic 
gene recombination following nonself fusion.̂ '"̂ '̂̂ ^ Our preliminary results indicate that the incom
patible response following heterokaryon formation, that normally results in a form of programmed 
cell death (see below), is suppressed for an extended period during the early stages of colony establish
ment.^ CAT fusion during this period may provide a 'window of opportunity' for nonmeiotic recom
bination to occur. If true, then this may provide a mechanism to explain how much of the genetic 
variation arises in species in which sexual forms are rare or nonexistent in nature.^ 

Within the mature colony, vegetative hyphal fusion seems to serve a number of different func
tions. By interconnecting hyphae within the fungal colony (Fig. 1), hyphal fusion significantly 
contributes to its supracellular state. The supracellular fungal colony is a combination of being 
a syncytium (in which hyphae have fused together) and a coenocyte (in which individual mitoses 
are not associated with individual cell divisions). Indeed, adjacent hyphal compartments are sepa
rated by septa possessing pores which are commonly open and allow movement of cytoplasm and 
organelles between hyphal compartments. The supracellular nature of the colony of a filamentous 
fungus allows it to act as a cooperative, and confers novel yet little understood mechanisms for 
long distance communication, translocation of water, and transport of nutrients within the typi
cally heterogeneous environments in which they reside.̂ ^ This can be particularly important for 
the flow of nutrients and water to fruitbodies and other multicellular structures.^ Furthermore, 
self fusion between multiple colonies can allow them to act cooperatively in supporting one or 
more large fruitbodies such as toadstools. In general terms, hyphal fusion must contribute sig
nificantly to the overall homeostasis of a fungal colony. 

Features of Hyphal Fusion in Common with Yeast Cell Mating 
and Appressorium Formation 

Our initial studies on the intracellular signal transduction pathways involved in vegetative hy
phal fusion indicate that this process of self fusion exhibits similarities (e.g., with regard to MAP 
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kinase signalling) to that of the nonself fusion involved in mating cell fusion in the budding yeast. 
The latter involves cells of each mating type producing a different peptide pheromone (a- or a-factor).^^ 
However, it seems likely that the process of hyphal self fusion involves the production of the same 
self-signalling ligand by the CATs or fusion hyphae which are going to fuse. How a self-signalling 
ligand can provide recognition between two hyphae of the same genotype to orchestrate their induc
tion and homing prior to fusion, is at present a mystery. However, it seems probable that this CAT 
inducer/CAT chemoattractant, which may or may not be the same molecular species, is a peptide 
because this would provide specificity^ ^ (the homing and fusion of CATs has been shown to be 
strongly species specific).^^ Other features which hyphal fusion and yeast cell mating have in com
mon are that they both involve chemotropic growth of cells towards each other, cell adhesion and 
cell wall digestion.^ 

Hyphal fusion also exhibits a number of similarities with the formation of an appresorium (a 
type of infection structure) and its penetration of a plant host cell. Firstly, mutations in mak-2 
homologues in various plant pathogens inhibit appressorium induction indicating that MAP kinase 
signalling of the type involved CAT induction and in hyphal fusion in the mature colony, is involved 
in this process too.̂ '̂ '"^^ Secondly, both hyphal fusion and appressorium formation typically involve 
cell adhesion, swelling, and cell wall digestion.^ '̂ ^ 

It will be interesting to determine how much of the genetic and biochemical machinery involved 
in hyphal fusion is also involved in yeast cell mating and in appressorium formation. 

Vegetative Hyphal Fusion and Heterokaryon Incompatibility 
Vegetative hyphal fusion between different colonies carries risks of transmitting infectious cyto

plasmic elements such as mycoviruses^ and senescence plasmids,^^ as well as risks of nuclear parasit
ism.^^ As a cellular defence mechanism, filamentous fungi have evolved means for recognizing fu
sions between hyphae of different genotypes and this typically results in an incompatible reaction 
which prevents heterokaryons from developing further." '̂̂ '̂ ^ 

In N. crassa, heterokaryon incompatibility results from allelic differences at heterokaryon in
compatibility {het) loci. Fusion between /?^^incompatible hyphae typically results in rapid hyphal 
compartmentation and death of the hyphal fusion cell (Fig. 7). This involves the plugging of 
septal pores to compartmentalize and physically isolate hyphal segments, increased vacuolarisation 
of the cytoplasm, increased permeability of the plasma membrane and organelle membranes, the 
release of hydrolytic enzymes into the cytoplasm, and organelle degradation."^'^ The destruction 
of the heterokaryotic cell (and often some surrounding cells) can be complete within 30 min 
following hyphal fusion. ^ 

In N. crassa there are 11 het loci with two or three alleles at each locus. Five of these het genes 
(mat A'ly mat a-l, het-c, het-6 Oind un-24) have been cloned and the products of these genes have 
been found to be very diverse indicating that each het locus involves a different mechanism of non-
self recognition.'^ Nonself recognition at the het-c locus has been shown to be mediated by a 
heterocomplex of polypeptides encoded by het-c alleles of alternative specificity and to be localized 
at the plasma membrane. ^ 

Wand vih-l have been found to be downstream effectors of heterokaryon incompatibility in N. 
crassa: tol suppresses mat heterokaryon incompatibility ^' whilst vib-1 (which encodes a putative 
transcription factor) suppresses both mat and het-c incompatibility. ^' ^ 

Concluding Comments 
Although much is known about nonself fusion between nonidentical cells (e.g., sperm and egg in 

animals; mating cells in yeast), little is known about self fusion between genetically identical cells 
(e.g., between myoblasts during muscle formation), and particularly with regard to the mechanistic 
basis of self-signalling. Self fusion, in the form of hyphal fusion, is a defining feature of colony 
morphogenesis in filamentous fungi. Understanding hyphal fusion in the model genetic system Â . 
crassa, provides a paradigm for self-signalling mechanisms in eukaryotic microbes and might also 
provide a model for understanding somatic cell fusion in other eukaryotic species.^ 
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Figure 7. Heterokaryon incompatibility in a mature colony oiNeurospora crassa resulting from the fusion of 
het-P and het-c^ strains. Both strains are stained with the membrane-selective dye FM4-64 and the nuclei in 
the het'C strain are labelled with H1-GFP. ^ A) Brightfield image demonstrating that a thin fusion hypha has 
fused with the underside of a thick hypha (asterisk). B) Confocal image of the same field of view as illustrated 
in (A) showing the migration of nuclei (fluorescing green) from the het-P^ sxxsim into the het-(P^ strain lacking 
fluorescently labelled nuclei. Bar = 20 ^m. C) Incompatible response 1 h after fusion. Note firstly the intense 
staining of cytoplasm of the fusion cell due to the increased permeability of the plasma membrane to the 
FM4-64 dye, and secondly, the loss in GFP fluorescence from nuclei due to their breakdown. Bar = 20 |im. (Roca 
MG, Glass NL and Read N D , unpublished). 
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CHAPTER 6 

Plasmodesmata: 
Cell-Cell Channels in Plants 
Yoselin Benitez Alfonso, Laurence Cantrill and David Jackson* 

Abstract 

P lasmodesmata (PD) permit diffusion of small metabolites and proteins, as well as active 
trafficking of specific RNAs and proteins. Their structure and distribution vary according 
to species, cell type, physiological function and stage of development. 

Two mechanisms for PD trafficking have been described: targeted and nontargeted. Transgenic 
plants expressing cytoplasmic GFP (Green Fluorescent Protein), illustrate nontargeted transport, as 
GFP moves freely between immature cells by diffusion. The transport through PD of viral proteins 
is the most studied example of targeted movement. 

PD are also involved in the regulation of cell fate and development, as PD transport of transcrip
tion factors and RNAs, which act as short and long distance signals, has also been reported. 

Cell-cell communication is highly regulated by developmental and environmental factors. Blocking 
or selective occlusion of PD has been reported during stomatal development, regeneration of plant 
tissues, embryogenesis, phloem development and reproductive development. 

Here we review current models of PD structure and function, though many of their molecular 
components are still unknown. 

Introduction 
Communication between cells regulates development in both animals and plants. In plants 

this involves two pathways: the apoplastic pathway, which is ofi:en mediated by receptor-ligand 
interacdons, and the symplastic pathway. The symplastic pathway is mediated by plasmodesmata 
(PD): intercellular channels that function to exchange electrical signals, small metabolites,^ and 
nucleic acids and proteins. '̂ ^ 

Trafficking through plasmodesmata can be classified in two kinds: targeted trafficking, which is 
selective and actively regulated, and nontargeted trafficking, which is nonselective and presumably 
passive. ' Nontargeted trafficking has been shown for small cytoplasmic proteins, which likely 
move between cells by simple diffusion. The size limit for molecules that can move passively through 
PD is called the size exclusion limit (SEL). In animals, passive transport can also occur through gap 
junctions, but usually only of smaller ions and metabolites^'^^ (reviewed in the chapter "Gap Junc
tions: Cell-Cell Channels in Animals" in this volume). 

Targeted trafficking is illustrated by proteins that interact with PD to change the SEL, allowing 
their own movement.^'^"^ Viruses and viroids use this as a mechanism to spread their infection,^'^ '̂ ^ 
for example by using virally encoded Movement Proteins (MPs) (reviewed in the chapter "Viral 
Movement Proteins Target Cell-Cell Channels in Prokaryotes and Plants" in this volume). 
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Macromolecular transport through symplastic cell-cell connections is not restricted to the plant 
kingdom; as similar structures have been recendy discovered in animal systems. These "tunneling 
nanotubes" (TNTs) are channels established between animal cells that allow transport of endosomes. 
Formation and function of these channels, as for PDs, appears to be dependent on the actin-myosin 
system (see the chapter "Tunneling Nannotubes as Cell-Cell Channels in Animal Cells" in this 
volume). 

This chapter will review the current knowledge about the structure of plasmodesmata channels, 
and the mechanisms proposed for protein and RNA trafficking. 

Structure of Plasmodesmata 
The structure of plasmodesmata is a topic that is far from being resolved. Due to the limits of 

electron microscopy, the difficulty in separating component proteins of PD from plant cell 
wallŝ '̂̂ ^ and the likely lethality of most plasmodesmal structural mutants^ the model we have of 
PD is frustratingly incomplete. Our current vision of the plasmodesma is based on EM images 
and has developed over many decades from different processing and staining techniques applied 
to a wide range of tissue types. The standard model describes a simple unbranched channel com
posed of a plasma membrane-lined tube traversing the cell wall between the cytoplasm of adjacent 
cells (Fig. 1). The membrane-lined tube is continuous with the plasma membrane of each cell and 
it encloses a cytoplasmic sleeve or annulus, which in turn surrounds an axial desmotubule that is 
continuous with the endomembranes (endoplasmic reticulum or ER) of the adjacent cells. 

Primary PD are formed during cytokinesis, at sites where ER tubules become trapped by wall 
material deposited by Golgi vesicles at the cell plate.̂ '̂"̂ ^ In contrast, secondary PD are formed 
through existing cell walls."̂ '̂̂ ^ However they cannot be distinguished structurally from primary 
PD, other than by their existence between previously separated cells or their location in non division 
walls.2^26 3Q^J^ 

primary and secondary PD can exist in simple or branched forms. Simple single 
channels are thought to be the initial PD structure, which is later modified into complex branched 
structures with central cavities, as observed during the source-sink transition in leaves."̂ ® The mecha
nism of secondary PD formation has been reviewed extensively by Kollmann and Glockmann. 

Interpretation of the internal substructure of PD has been the subject of intense debate about 
the components of the desmotubule and cytoplasmic annulus. In transverse section, the gap be
tween the plasma membrane and the desmotubule is seen to consist of electron dense regions 
delineating electron lucent particles. The latter have been interpreted as unstained protein par
ticles of around 4.5 nm in diameter, separated by cytoplasmic gaps of between 2.6 and 3.6 nm."̂ '̂ ^ 
These dimensions correspond to the Stokes radii of fluorescent molecules known to move pas
sively from cell to cell.̂ '"̂ ^ In other studies, the electron dense regions of the cytoplasmic annulus 
have been interpreted as spokes linking the appressed ER to the plasma membrane, with the 
unstained regions in the annulus providing gaps for intercellular movement."^^ The desmotubule 
itself has been characterized as a solid proteinaceous rod or as a membrane based cylinder with 
an internal lumen,^^ a view that is currently the most favoured. Despite such differing opinions, 
most studies propose a heUcal arrangement of protein particles in the central part of the plas
modesma. These partially block the cytoplasmic annulus and alternate with spaces that together 
provide a series of small channels through which molecules might "spiral" from cell to cell in a 
size-restricted way 

Surrounding each plasmodesma in the cell wall matrix is an electron lucent region. Modifica
tions observed within this region include external spirals,"̂ '̂̂ ^ electron dense strands between the 
plasma membrane and the stained part of the wall,^ and particulate sphincters^^ as well as callose 
collars in the neck of the channel.̂ '̂̂ ^ Callose constrictions in many cases might be artifacts 
caused by wound induced deposition of callose during fixation, as they are absent from material 
fixed in the presence of a callose synthase inhibitor.^^ This treatment also showed PD with a more 
open appearance, providing an explanation for underestimations of SEL in earlier work. Finally, 
at a higher order of organization, PD are frequently clustered together in pit fields, and the cell 
wall in these regions appears to be thinner than usual.̂ ^ 
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Figure 1. Model of a simple unbranched plasmodesma based on electron micrographs and immunohistochem-
istry. In the transverse section (TS), the plasmodesma appears as a circular structure delineated by an outer ring 
of plasma membrane surrounding the cytoplasmic sleeve and the central desmotubule. Within the cytoplasmic 
sleeve, electron lucent regions are surrounded by an electron dense matrix. In the longitudinal section (LS), 
particles are arranged helically around the desmotubule and these might be complexes of actin and myosin. 
These complexes could connect the plasma membrane to the desmotubule and regulate the size exclusion limit 
within the cytoplasmic sleeve or provide a motile system for trafficking macromolecules from cell to cell. The 
axial desmotubule (LS view) is composed of appressed endoplasmic reticulum (ER) with a narrow central lumen 
(TS view) that might provide an additional route for intercellular movement of substances. Contractile proteins 
such as centrin possibly Hnk the plasma membrane to the ER in the neck region or interact within regions of 
plasma membrane to control the plasmodesmal aperture. Particulate extracellular sphincters and spirals of 
electron dense material could regulate the outer dimensions of the plasmodesma and provide structural stability. 
Model adapted with permission from Overall and Blackman (1996).^"^ 
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It is widely accepted that the cytoplasmic annulus or sleeve provides the main passage for inter
cellular movement. Fluorescent probes that have been microinjected^ ' ^ or loaded passively across 
cell membranes or via the phloem ^' ^ are thought to diffuse intercellularly along this pathway. 
Macromolecules in the form of RNAs and proteins are also thought to pass along the cytoplasmic 
sleeve during active trafficking^^ or passive diffusion. The idea of an SEL for passive movement 
was introduced early in the history of microinjection studies,^ though with advances in technology 
and exploration of a wider variety of cell types the estimates of SEL have expanded from around 
IkDa^ up to nearly 70 kDa in specific cell types.̂ '̂̂ ^ Despite this apparent lack of control, it is clear 
that many tissues maintain a tight regulation on their SEL, with even small molecules being ex
cluded from intercellular movement at certain stages of development.̂ ^"^^ 

The cytoplasmic sleeve might not be the only route for intercellular movement through PDs. 
Growing evidence suggests the desmotubule provides an additional pathway for the movement of 
substances between cells. Dyes microinjected into the cortical ER can move from cell to cell, and 
fluorescent lipid analogues diffuse from cell to cell via the endomembrane network, even though 
similar labelling of the plasma membrane results in no label movement. PD with open desmotubules 
have been described in tobacco trichomes^^ and Lazzaro and Thomson in 1996^^ even demonstrated 
vacuole continuity through PD in secretory trichomes of chickpea. They speculated that vacuole 
membranes rather than ER might be present in the PD of many mature plant cells. They also pro
posed the vacuolar-tubular continuum as a pathway for solute diffusion, a concept elaborated by 
Gamalei et al in 1994^^ and Velikanov et al in 2005 into a vacuolar/ER/desmotubule symplast that 
runs in parallel with the cytoplasmic symplast. Roberts and Oparka in 2003^^ have also pointed out 
the potential for ER-mediated transport between companion cells and sieve elements, as the latter 
contain little cytoplasm but retain parietal ER. Furthermore there is tantalising evidence that plant 
viruses might use aspects of the ER network to target both the secretory pathway and PD. '̂ ^ 

To date, no PD specific genes have been identified, but a great deal of effort has been dedicated 
to this problem and a range of methods are identifying proteins closely associated with PDs. An 
initial approach involved rhodamine phalloidin staining and antibodies against actin to demon
strate the presence of this key cytoskeletal protein in PD. ^ ^ Following this, a whole suite of 
well-known proteins were found to be present in PD, including myosin, ' centrin, calreticulin,"^ '̂ 
a pathogenesis-related protein ^ and ubiquitin. ^ These findings have contributed greatly to the 
conception of the current structural model.̂ "̂ ' ^ Early attempts at biochemical characterization of 
PD proteins from maize mesocotyl identified PAP26, which was found to cross-react with anti 
connexin antibodies (connexins are gap junction proteins) however these findings have not been 
reproduced.̂ ® Later, antibodies against a 41 kDa protein isolated from a plasmodesmal extract were 
shown to localize to PD.^ A proteomics approach by Blackman et al in 1998^^^ identified four 
putative PD associated proteins in the alga Chara corallina, and antibodies raised against a 45 kDa 
protein localized to PD. More recently Faulkner et al in 2005^^ have extended this work by identi
fying several new peptide sequences, and have shown that two previously identified proteins, heat 
shock cognate 70 and cp-wapl3 are also associated with PD in this species. Using different 
proteomics strategies a reversibly glycosylated polypeptide has also been identified by several groups 
as a PD associated protein.̂ '̂̂ '̂̂  Finally, in a recent innovative genomics approach, 12 GFP fusion 
proteins from a Nicotiana benthamiana random cDNA overexpression library have been localized to 
PD.5^ Whether these proteins localize to PDs in their native form, and if they are structural or 
regulatory is yet to be determined. 

Mechanisms of Protein and RNA Transport through PDs 
Models for macromolecular transport through PD need to explain the different modes of trans

port. Two general routes for protein transport have been proposed. The nontargeted diffusion of 
small molecular weight proteins through the cytoplasmic sleeve may be important to provide signal
ing coordination between large groups of cells.̂ '̂̂ "̂ '̂ ^ In addition, PDs apparently interact with 
some larger proteins and RNAs, allowing their transport by a targeted pathway.̂ '̂ '̂̂ "̂  
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Nontargeted Trafficking 
Nontargeted movement depends on the abundance of the protein in the qrtoplasm, and on its 

molecular weight/^ Studies that support this theory were mosdy carried out using the heterologous 
protein, GFP, and it remains to be shown how the findings relate to native plant proteins. Cytoplas-
mically localized GFP can move fi^eely from cell to cell in many plants and cell types. How
ever, GFP carrying a nuclear localization signal (NLS) is unable to move from cell to cell, or moves 
less extensively than cytoplasmically localized proteins of a similar size. This restriction may be based 
purely on the size of the nuclear localized protein, or on other factors, such as interaction with 
chromatin.^'^®'^^ Targeting to other sub-cellular locations can also limit nontargeted protein move
ment. For example, addition of cytoskeletal localization sequences or of ER targeting and retention 
sequences to GFP blocks its ability to move. '̂ '̂̂  

Nontargeted trafficking of a single plant protein, LEAFY (LFY), has been reported, and similar 
to GFP, the movement of different LFY fusion proteins is correlated with their size and subcellular 
localization.^^ 

Targeted Trafficking 
The spreading of plant viral infection was the earliest characterized system involving tar

geted protein trafficking. '̂  Viral movement proteins (MPs) interact with PD to increase the 
SEL and allow trafficking of the MP-associated viral genome, and even of viral particles.^ 
Many structure-function studies of MPs have been published; one recent example of the red 
clover necrotic mosaic virus MP suggested a correlation between movement and targeting to 
the plant cell wall. Mutations in this MP showed that different domains are involved in its 
movement and in its intracellular localization, supporting the idea that movement in this case 
is targeted. 

Recendy, a number of plant proteins and sub-cellular structures that may be involved in viral 
movement have been described. For example, heat shock cognate 70 related chaperones, the 
actin-myosin cytoskeleton, the endoplasmic reticulum,^^'^® calcium-dependent and independent 
protein kinases,^^'^^ pectin methyl esterase,^^'^ and several proteins of unknown function are asso
ciated with PDs and in some cases interact with viral MPs and/or play a role in PD gating. In the 
following paragraphs some of these will be described. 

A tobacco PD-associated protein kinase (PAPK) was recently identified by Lee and coworkers.^ 
PAPK belongs to the casein kinase I family and localizes to PD. It phosphorylates tobacco mosaic 
virus movement protein (TMV MP) in vitro, and this phosphorylation is known to affect MP 
function.^ Another kinase from tobacco (NtRIO) that is homologous to the yeast protein kinase 
Riolp (Right Open reading frame Ip) was isolated by a far-Western screening using a recombinant 
tomato mosaic virus movement protein (ToMV MP) . The association appears to be 
phosphorylation-dependent suggesting that NtRIO might have a role in the negative regulation of 
MP trafficking. 

Calreticulin, a lectin-like chaperone involved in the regulation of intracellular Ca"̂ ^ homeostasis 
and in the folding of newly-synthesized glycoproteins, has been reported to interfere with the spreading 
of viral infection."^ This protein accumulates in PD, and interacts directly with the viral MP. Plants 
overexpressing calreticulin redirect the TMV MP from PD to microtubules, restricting cell-cell move
ment of the MP.^^ 

Last but not least, a plant protein that interacts with a plant paralog of a viral MP has been 
identified. This protein, NON-CELL AUTONOMOUS PATHWAY PROTEINl (NCAPPl), is a 
putative receptor in the PD trafficking pathway.^^ NCAPPl is related to GP40, a protein localized 
at the nuclear periphery that participates in nuclear protein import. ̂ ^ This observation supports the 
idea that trafficking through PD may be mechanistically related to nuclear import and export through 
nuclear pores.^ Alteration of NCAPPl expression blocks viral MP and PP16 (MP related Phloem 
Protein 16) transport, but does not affect trafficking of KNOTTED-1, the first plant protein found 
to traffic cell to cell (see next section) .̂ ^ 
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Plasmodesmata as a Route for Trafficking of Developmental Signals 
Remarkably, some plant transcription factors might function as short distance signals by traffick

ing between cells.^ Evidence suggests that most of them, like KNOTTED-1 (KNl)^^'^^ and SHORT 
ROOT,^^ move selectively through PD. These transcription factors play a role in specification of cell 
fate. The mechanism of transcription factor movement and its implications in development are 
discussed in the chapter "Cell-Cell Transport of Transcription Factors in Plants" by Alexis Maizel in 
this volume. 

The trafficking of mRNA has also been suggested to provide intercellular as well as long distance 
signals throughout the plant.̂ '̂̂ '̂̂ ^ For instance, microinjection experiments showed that KNl 
mRNA can traffic between cells, but only in the presence of the KNl protein.^^ This result was 
confirmed using a trichome rescue assay system.̂ ® This assay is based on the transformation of 
glabrous 1 (gll) mutant plants, which lack trichomes, with a vector that carries a fijsion of KNl to 
GLl under the control of the Arabidopsis rubisco small subunit 2b {RbcS2b) promoter. This pro
moter drives expression in mesophyll cells; therefore expression of the cell autonomous GLl protein 
alone does not rescue trichomes. When GLl is fused to KNl, the fusion protein traffics into the 
epidermal cell layer and rescues trichomes. A variation of this system in which a stop codon was 
inserted between GLl and KNl was used to show that the KNl mRNA could also be transported to 
the epidermis, but again only in the presence of the KNl protein.̂ ® 

Grafting experiments in tomato support the hypothesis that long distance transport of regula
tory mRNAs also occurs in plants.^^ The Mouse ears {Me) mutation results from the expression of a 
gene fusion between a pyrophosphate-dependent phosphofructokinase (PFP) gene and the LeT6 
KNOX (KNl-related homeobox) gene, controlled by the native PFP promoter. This fusion causes 
overexpression of the PFP-LeT6 fusion protein. When a wild type scion was grafted onto a Mouse 
ears {Me) mutant rootstock, the Me phenotype developed in the wild type shoot. This phenotypic 
transmission was correlated with trafficking of the Z^715 f̂usion mRNA from the stock to the devel
oping scion shoot through the phloem.^^ 

Haywood and coworkers^^ have also described the transport of GIBBERELLIC 
ACID-INSENSITIVE (GAI) transcripts from the phloem sap into sink tissues. GAI encodes a 
transcriptional regulator that functions in gibberellic acid signaling. When dominant 
gain-of-function constructs of GAI genes from pumpkin and Arabidopsis were expressed in the 
phloem sap of tomato plants, the transgenic RNA was able to exit the phloem and move into the 
shoot apex, resulting in a leaf phenotype.^^ Both the LeT6 and GAI studies show that ectopic 
expression of regulatory mRNAs can result in phenotypic changes, but neither prove that the 
RNA itself is the signal. 

The trafficking of RNAs has also been characterized by the study of viruses and viroids.^^ Viral 
RNAs move as ribonucleoprotein complexes with MPs, which bind RNAs nonspecifically. More 
recendy, evidence for specificity in RNA transport was described. The discovery of specific sequence 
motifs necessary for the directional trafficking of the potato spindle tuber viroid RNA from bundle 
sheath into mesophyll cells suggests a developmental regulatory strategy for RNA transport.̂ "^ 

The isolation of the phloem proteins PPl, PP2, PP16 and some lectins, which show RNA-binding 
activity and the capacity to increase PD SEL, provides additional evidence that plant RNAs also 
traffic as ribonucleoprotein complexes in the phloem.̂ '̂̂ ^ 

Phloem RNA trafficking may also be involved in the systemic propagation of post transcrip
tional gene silencing / RNAi.^^ For example, single-stranded RNAs of around 25 nucleotides in 
length have been found in the phloem sap of pumpkin.^^ The isolation of the phloem protein 
CmPSRPl (C. maxima Phloem Small RNA Binding Protein 1), which binds selectively to 25-nucle-
otide single stranded RNAs, suggests that small RNAs also require RNA binding proteins to medi
ate their cell-cell trafficking.^^ 

Developmental and Environmental Regulation of PD SEL 
Biotic and abiotic factors such as turgor, hypoxia, secondary messengers, or treatment with so

dium azide, cytoskeletal antagonists or divalent cations all have an influence on the function of PD 
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(reviewed by Gillespie and Oparka in 2005).^^ Transport between cells is likely to be controlled via 
rapid conformation changes in plasmodesmal proteins, such as actin or myosin. PD transport 
may also be regulated over longer time periods by gross structural modification of PD. For example, 
wounding induces callose deposition ^̂ ^ and this polymer is also implicated in the inhibition of virus 
movement from cell to cell.̂ ®^ Local callose synthesis is also central to the regulation of symplasmic 
organisation during dormancy cycling in shoot apices.̂ ^"^ 

On a broader level, regulation of intercellular transport can be observed in the formation and 
occlusion of PD. de novo formation of secondary PD seems to accompany cell wall elongation and 
cell expansion^^^'^^ and allows the establishment of new regions of intercellular communication.'^^ 
Aniline blue staining shows that callose accumulates in PD during the rapid phase of cotton fiber 
elongation, leading to PD closure. The duration of closure positively correlates with fiber length and 
the expression of a fiber-specific beta-l,3-glucanase (which is involved in degradation of callose) 
appears to be related with PD reopening. ̂ ^̂  Permanent occlusion of PD has been demonstrated 
most clearly during stomatal development, where new wall material is deposited across the channels 
leaving the cells completely isolated from the surrounding epidermis. ̂ ^̂ '̂ ^̂  During regeneration in 
tissue cultures, selective occlusion of PD and even the complete removal of PD from some walls have 
been observed, and this process is thought to define symplasmic domains in embryogenic tissue 
cultures as well as in reproductive tissues in vivo (and references cited).^^ 

The analysis of fluorescent tracer uptake during embryogenesis has provided a system to investi
gate the relation between PD SEL and differentiation.^^'^^^ Kim et al^^ in 2002 have shown that the 
trafficking of fluorescent tracers of around 10 kDa is permitted during early stages of embryogenesis 
but that there is a downregulation of PD SEL after the torpedo stage. Trafficking during embryo 
development was more carefully analyzed using transgenic lines that express a cell autonomous GPP 
targeted to the endoplasmic reticulum (erGFP) and either cytoplasmic GFP (sGFP) or a fusion of 
two copies of cytoplasmic GFP (2XsGFP) controlled by a tandem array of GAL4 upstream activa
tion sequences (UAS). These lines were generated by transformation of the Arabidopsis enhancer 
trap line J2341 (which expresses erGFP) with constructs that express sGFP or 2XsGFP under the 
control of the UASs. In the J2341 line, a shoot meristem region specific enhancer drove GAL4 
expression, and induced the expression of erGFP in this region.^^ In contrast, sGFP expressed using 
this enhancer line spread throughout the entire embryo at all developmental stages analyzed (heart, 
late heart and mid-torpedo). Furthermore, plants expressing 2XsGFP revealed a decrease in PD 
permeability during development of the embryo. ̂ ^ 

Another interesting example of developmental regulation of PD SEL can be observed in the 
formation of the vascular system. A comprehensive study to characterize the SEL of PDs in the 
different domains formed during phloem development has been published by Stadler et ai^^ in 
2005. After differentiation, the cells of the phloem system show a higher PD SEL than other mature 
tissues. Quantitative analysis has been performed by studying unloading of a range of GFP-fusion 
proteins expressed under the control of the phloem companion cell (CC) specific y4ASf/C2 {Arabidopsis 
thaliana sucrose transporter 2) promoter in transgenic Arabidopsis plants. This study suggested that 
the SEL of PDs between sieve elements (SEs) and CCs is around G7 kDa, and revealed new symplasmic 
domains around the root protophloem.^^ These studies provide new tools to study symplasmic 
domains during development. 

Independent studies analyzing cell-cell transport during reproductive development also support 
the idea of developmental regulation of PD permeability. For example, intercellular communication 
in the shoot apical meristem decreases during the initiation of floral development, and it is hypoth
esized that this may be functionally significant in limiting the trafficking of floral repressors. 

As summarized above, increasing evidence indicates a dynamic regulation of PD SEL during 
development and in response to biotic and abiotic factors. For this reason, quantifying changes in 
PD permeability remains an important goal. A new method which measures the coefficient of con
ductivity for cell-to-cell movement of GFP in transgenic Nicotiana benthamiana plants has been 
reported.^^^ This value evaluates the capacity for diffusion through PD in different environmental 
conditions, including during pathogen infection. 
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Future Perspectives 
We are starting to learn some of the molecular components of PD, though we are still lacking 

any PD specific proteins or a detailed structure function model of PD transport. Clearly there is 
great diversity in PD form and function in different cell types and developmental stages, and the 
challenge is to understand which components of PD are modified to generate this developmental 
flexibility, and what are the core components of these intriguing channels. 

We described novel genomic and proteomic approaches that promise to identify new functional 
components of the PD pathway. Other strategies to characterize PD are emerging, as well as a 
number of new fluorescent techniques to analyze PD trafficking.^^ One of the main problems in 
applying proteomics approaches to the study of PDs is the difficulty in their isolation from the plant 
cell wall. In a recent attempt to obtain material for PD proteomics, the frequency and features of 
PDs in Arabidopsis suspension cells has been explored. ̂ ^ 

A genetic approach to isolate genes specifically involved in the regulation of transport through 
PD is another promising approach. A screen based on the movement of fluorescent tracers in em
bryo defective mutants was performed,^^ and two mutants with increased size exclusion limit {ise) of 
the embryo PD were identified. ISEl encodes a DEAD-box RNA helicase putatively involved in an 
intercellular signaling pathway that regulates embryo development.^^ By EMS mutagenesis of 
transgenic Arabidopsis plants that express GFP under the control of the SUC2 promoter, several 
candidate protein trafficking mutants have also been obtained (Benitez-Alfonso and Jackson, un
published). These mutants show a restriction in GFP unloading from the phloem to the meristem-
atic cells of the root tip. Mapping the genes responsible for these phenotypes is currendy in progress 
and hopefully will identify new components involved in PD function or structure. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Sieve-Pore Pluming Mechanisms 
AartJ.E. van Bel* 

Abstract 

S ieve tubes seem to dispose of diverse mechanisms which are able to seal or plug sieve pores— 
very specialized and evolutionarily transformed cell-cell channels—in response to injury. Two 
major devices for their closure are distinguished: a putative rapid (several seconds) plugging 

by phloem-specific proteins and a slower (several minutes) sealing by callose. Sieve-pore plugging is 
probably executed by several classes of phloem-specific proteins such as water-soluble proteins, pro
teins which occur as a fine meshwork in the sieve-element lumen, parietal proteins attached to the 
sieve-element plasma membrane and proteins ordered in so-called forisomes. A striking feature of 
the forisomes is the calcium-mediated reversibility of dispersion and contraction, even in vitro. The 
calcium-dependence of forisome conformation and callose production suggests a general calcium 
regulation of sieve-pore closure. 

Cell Biology of the Sieve Element/Companion Cell Complex 
Sieve tubes in angiosperms are longitudinally arranged modules of sieve element/companion cell 

complexes (SE/CCs) which extend by successive differentiation at their meristematic ends. ̂  During 
ontogeny, the SE/CC-precursor divides longitudinally giving rise to two completely disparate cells."^ 
One may or may not divide transversely, producing metabolically active companion cells (CCs) 
with a dense cytoplasm. The other cell goes through a "semi-apoptosis" during which most of the 
cellular outfit is sacrificed to the transport function by partial autolysis leading to the differentiation 
of a sieve element (SE). 

A mature SE is delineated by a plasma membrane and only contains a few mitochondria, a 
reduced ER and SE plastids, all in a parietal position.^'^'^ In addition to that, SEs in dicotyledons are 
lined with parietal proteins. Between SEs and CCs, special plasmodesmata (FPUs) occur with nu
merous branches at CC-side and one single corridor at the SE side.^ Plasmodesmata are absent at 
other SE-interfaces.^ Standard plasmodesmata (PDs) occur at the interface between CCs and 
phloem parenchyma cells (PPCs). As a third PD-type of the SE/CC, meristematic PDs between SE 
mother cells are transformed into sieve pores during differentiation of the SE/CC in order to in
crease mass flow capacity through the sieve tubes.^ 

The absence of a nucleus makes an SE virtually fully dependent on the genetic and metabolic 
activities of its CC(s). Consequendy, turnover of macromolecular SE components must take place 
in the CCs and trafficked through the PPUs.^^ Evidence for the production of SE proteins in CCs 
and protein turnover in SEs has been provided by experiments using ^^S-methionine. ̂  '̂̂ ^ The genes 
for the phloem lectin PP2 ^ and the filamentous phloem-specific protein PPl^ have shown to be 
expressed exclusively in the CCs of cucurbits. The rate of expression is related to the vascular differ
entiation.^^ Carrier proteins engaged in sucrose uptake by SEs were also found to be produced in 
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CCs.^^ It is therefore likely that all phloem-specific proteins are produced in CCs and transported to 
SEs via the FPUs.̂ '̂̂ 2'̂ 7-2i 

The nature of the intercellular CC-to-SE transfer is still a mystery,̂ '̂ ''̂ ^ the more as the proteins 
trafficked have diverse molecular weights and do not show common motifs. ̂ ^ The current belief is 
that the proteins are actively carried by cytoskeleton components through the PPUs.^^ 

Mass Flow and Phloem-Specific Proteins 
Mass flow is created by a hydrostatic difference between sources and sinks. Continuous collec

tion of photassimilates by the source ends of the sieve tubes results in a high local turgor pressure in 
the leaf vein ends. By contrast, substances are released at the sink ends of the sieve tubes, resulting in 
a local drop of turgor potential. The difference in turgor potential drives a mass flow of sieve tube 
sap which contains a multitude of solutes and soluble macromolecules. The phloem-specific pro
teins belong the longer known classes of sieve-tube-specific macromolecules.^' ^They occur in SEs 
in mostly soluble and several nonsoluble forms. Predictions on their number go up to approx. 500, 
although only some 200 have been shown with certainty. ' 

Presumably most of the phloem-specific proteins are in a soluble form, a few are present as 
insoluble deposits along the SE plasma membrane of dicotyledons,^'^ whereas again others are dis
persed as a fine meshwork throughout the SE lumina."^^ Apart from these proteins free-lying in the 
sieve tube lumen, proteins in a more enclosed form have been described. In many plant families, 
proteinaceous bodies are enclosed in so-called SE plastids. These plastids occur in SEs of all an-
giosperms and are of a smaller size (<1M-) than plastids in other cell types. ' In SEs of legumes, 
spindle-like protein bodies up to a size of 100 micron in length have been found.̂ '̂̂ ^ 

Their species-specificity has been employed to show that phloem-specific proteins are 
phloem-mobile. Stock-specific proteins were found in phloem exudates collected from scions of 
intergeneric grafts of cucurbits.^^ These proteins were immunolocalized in SEs of scions.̂ '̂  RNA 
blot analysis and reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction indicate that proteins rather than 
their transcripts are translocated across the graft border.^ Even structural proteins can cross interge
neric graft borders of cucurbit species. The filamentous PPl of Cucurbita maxima can undergo 
transformational changes and is translocated fn a 88 kDa globular form.̂ ^ 

Sieve-Plate Plugging by Phloem-Specific Proteins 
The function of phloem-specific proteins is largely unknown with one obvious exception: 

phloem-specific proteins are involved in plugging sieve plates after wounding. It explains why 
such diverse proteinaceous forms have been found in sieve tubes in electron microscopic (EM) 
pictures published in the seventies.^ Thick clots of proteins deposited on the sieve plates in these EM 
pictures ' ^ elicited a fierce debate between the proponents of mass flow and those who advocated 
other mechanisms for phloem translocation. However, as the sieve pores in EM pictures were 
virtually empty after careful preparation, '̂ > ^ ^ ^^^ massive protein deposits on sieve plates are 
now considered to be artefacts induced by wounding. Apparently, preparative cutting for EM trig
gered plugging reactions induced by wounding. 

Mass flow of solutes through the sieve tubes has been visualized by CLSM. Experiments in 
which CFDA (carboxyflorescein diacetate) was introduced into the sieve tubes of intact plants showed 
rapid CF translocation unhindered by sieve plates.^^ CLSM pictures also evidence that mass flow is 
not impeded by protein deposition onto sieve plates of ViciafabaP Some degree of protein plug
ging of sieve plates leaving corridors for mass flow has also been found in EM pictures of Vtciafaba 
phloem tissue exposed to "gende" frxation.̂ ^ The occurrence of mass flow explains the need for 
extensive anchoring of SE plastids, mitochondria and ER between each other and the SE plasma 
membrane. The resultant myctoplasmic sheath along the SE plasma membrane is entangled with 
the SE plasma membrane by anchors of unknown molecular origin."^^ 

Sealing of sieve plates is presented in most textbooks as a means against leakage of the precious 
phloem sap under pressure. More than any other cell type SEs are endangered to act as a massive leak 
for plant saps. The internal pressure is high, the sieve pores between the SEs are large and 
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down-regulation of turgor pressure is difficult due to an inadequate cellular machinery. However, 
the function of plugging may be less obvious than it may appear. When leaves or twigs are snatched 
away by wind or herbivores, the driving force for phloem mass flow is dissipated due to removal of 
the source; phloem sap is not exuding under these circumstances. Therefore, maintenance of the 
pressure conditions in the plant or a defence against phytopathogens are more likely functions of SE 
plugging. Severed sieve tubes give easy access to phytopathogens. The lectin character of PP2 in 
Cucurbita phloem sap ^ may be meaningful in this frame. It should be noted that the above leakage 
argument may still hold for tree stem browsing by herbivores or beedes. 

Mechanisms of Sieve-Plate Sealing 
Plugging of sieve pores may be a closure response to cell damage evolutionarily inherited from 

standard PDs. Abrupt damage-related changes in turgor may be responsible for PD closure, as sud
den changes in turgor pressure brought about PD closure in tobacco leaf hairs. ^ Yet, it remains 
unclear whether the closure mechanisms of PDs and sieve pores are actually similar. PD closure has 
often been related to production of callose in the walls around the PD neck region. '̂̂ ^ In this way, 
callose does not cause plugging but rather "strangling" of PD orifices. The same would hold for sieve 
pore closure provided that the callose production mechanisms around PDs and sieve pores are simi
lar. Production of callose around the sieve pores may be too slow to meet the demands for rapid 
sealing of sieve pores. Therefore, proteins seem to be more likely candidates responsible for a sudden 
sieve plate plugging presenting a provisional line of defence, whereas sealing by callose may have a 
more definitive nature.^ 

In Vicia faha sieve tubes, parietal phloem-specific proteins as well as the spindle-like proteins 
seem to be responsible for sieve plate sealing. Both are instantly deposited onto the sieve plate in 
response to damage. It is not excluded that also water-soluble proteins are also involved in sealing, 
but I am not aware of any convincing report on this point. Among the best investigated phloem-specific 
proteins are the so-called forisomes in legume sieve tubes which used to be designated as crystalline 
protein bodies. These "crystalline protein bodies " have only been observed in members of the 
Fabaceae?^'^'^ 

Dispersion and Contraction of Forisomes 
The striped appearance of forisomes in EM pictures led to the belief that they had crystalline 

properties. Recent investigation have shown that forisomes do not possess a crystalline structure 
(Peters et al unpublished). Forisomes presumably occur exclusively in the SEs oiFabaceae and their 
size often corresponds with the SE diameter. They mostly posses a spindle-like form with or without 
tails,^^' are up to 100 fim in length as in Canavallia (Hanakam et al, unpublished) and are com
posed of numerous subunits (Knoblauch et al unpublished). Quite recently, sequencing of forisome 
proteins has been accomplished, but their spatial structure remains unresolved as yet (Noll et al, 
unpublished). 

Forisomes disperse in response to damage or to turgor disturbance and seem to recontract spon
taneously in sieve tubes. ̂  The expansion which can amount to 300% of the contracted volume has 
been linked to calcium influx caused by damage. Both in vivo and in vitro (isolated forisomes), 
forisomes disperse in reaction to calcium supply and contract upon addition of the calcium chelator 
EDTA.^ '̂ ^ None of the other (divalent) ions has the same effect on forisomes.^ As for the turgor 
effect, the involvement of mechanoreceptors has been postulated: either mechano-receptive calcium 
channels or mechanoreceptors linked with calcium channels.^ 

Physiological Triggers of the Sieve-Plate Plugging 
The source of calcium set free into the SE lumen may be in the cell wall or in the SE ER. 

Fluorochrome-recorded Ca^^-influx into SEs is mosdy seen as a narrow fluorescent lining along the 
SE plasma membrane. This points to the narrow parietal ER as the storage compartment for cal-
cium^^ set free in response to injury. On the other hand, forisome dispersion in reaction to exter
nally supplied calcium^ and to electrical potential waves (Haflce et al, unpublished) speaks for the 
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cell wall as the source of calcium. The latter events have been linked to the activity of calcium 
channels residing in the plasma membrane, although calcium channels have been identified in SEs 
only once. In vivo spontaneous recontraction of the forisomes after a turgor shock or an electrical 
stimulus have been ascribed tentatively to the activity of calcium pumps. Ongoing experiments 
using SE protoplasts are expected to elucidate presence and nature of calcium channels and pumps 
in the SE plasma membrane. 

How dispersion and contraction of forisomes operate in the absence of ATP or other organic 
energy suppliers is unknown. Perhaps, sudden binding of calcium at vital amino-acid cross-links 
modifies the molecular protein structure allowing a drastic influx of water. How the escape of water 
also provides energy^^ and how a forisome attains its original structure after withdrawal of calcium 
remains a mystery. 

In addition to Ca"̂ ,̂ oxygen may be responsible for coagulation of phloem-specific proteins. 
Usually, oxygen concentration in the phloem is close to 1%.̂ ^ By consequence, wounding is accom
panied by a sharp rise in oxygen which may result in clogging of some proteins. A high reactivity of 
cucurbit phloem sap to oxygen has been ascribed to the coagulation of certain proteins.^^ It may 
explain why phloem sap in aphid stylets starts gelling after microcauterisation and why collection of 
phloem sap by microcapillaries has hardly been successful thus far. However, clogging of sieve ele
ment sap inside cut aphid stylets may also be due to the absence of saliva components which may 
prevent protein clogging in several putative ways.^^ 
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Abstract 

P lasmodesmata (PD) are cell-cell channels interconnecting all the cells of the plant body into 
a huge syncytium, which makes plants 'supracellular' organisms. Recent studies have clearly 
revealed that both the targeting and gating of PD is highly regulated. Importantly, it is known 

that molecules below the size exclusion limits, such as auxin and calcium, cannot pass freely through 
plasmodesmata, strongly implicating a very effective sieve-like structure within PD. Even though 
the first PD-resident proteins emerge from recent molecular studies, the majority of these elusive 
proteins remain to be unveiled. Convincing evidence suggests that F-actin meshworks, supported by 
myosins of class VIII and perhaps also by ARP2/3 proteins and other actin-binding proteins, are 
components of gateable PD and potentially involved in sieve-like nature of these cell-cell channels. 
Interestingly, there are several structural and functional similarities between PD and nuclear pores. 
For example, homeodomain transcription factors are able to pass through both nuclear pores as well 
as PD via similar mechanisms. Some cells are also symplasmically isolated such as stomata and 
trichoblasts initiating root hairs, and root cap statocytes. The root cap statocytes and their PD are 
depleted in both F-actin and myosin VIII, implying that these cytoskeletal molecules are essential 
for transport through PD. Gravistimulation triggers the opening of a special subset of PD in the root 
cap statocytes suggesting that a physical force, such as gravity, is capable of targeting molecules/ 
processes which regulate the gating of PD. 

Introduction 
Plasmodesmata (PD) are cell-cell channels which traverse the cell walls of neighbouring plant 

cells providing a symplasmic continuum between these cells organized into complex tissues and/ 
or organs. In this way almost all plant cells within an organ are interconnected and the plant body 
can be considered as a large syncytium. PD not only provide physical cell-cell connectivity but 
also, and more importantly, play a crucial role in intercellular transport of nutrients, RNAs, 
signalling molecules, transcription factors and the spread of diverse plant viruses. A broad spec
trum of molecules destined for intercellular transport is first targeted to PD and then transported 
across them in order to reach the next cell. Mechanisms controlling this transport have just started 
to be unveiled during recent years. Accordingly, knowledge of the structural components of PD 
has also improved (reviewed by ref. 1). Here we are focusing on the actomyosin cytoskeleton, 
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which represents an important structural and functional component of PD. In particular, we 
would like to highlight the potential functions of the actomyosin cytoskeleton in loading of PD 
and transport of cargo through the PD apparatus. 

How Are Proteins and Other Molecules Targeted to PD? 
Two principal mechanisms of protein targeting to PD are plausible; involving either nontargeted 

movement via diffusion through cytoplasm, or targeted movement based on association of the trans
ported protein to other endomembrane proteins and/or to cytoskeletal proteins with subsequent 
transport along cytoskeletal arrays. 

The most comprehensive information comes from screens for interaction partners of virus 
movement proteins (see other chapters in this volume) as well as studies focused on targeting of 
these proteins to PD. These movement proteins are absolutely essential for virus spread and associate 
with other proteins, such as SNAREs and small GTPases of the Rab family, which are involved in 
fusion and movement of intracellular vesicles. For example, the movement protein of cauliflower 
mosaic virus (CMV) directly interacts with protein PRAl (prenylated Rab acceptor) which further 
associates both with Rab and SNAP (v-SNARE), while the movement protein of grape vine fan leaf 
virus interacts with cytokinesis-specific syntaxin KNOLLE, a plant t-SNARE protein involved in 
membrane fusion events.̂ '^ Additionally, GFP-tagged N-terminal part of Rabl 1 localizes to PD 
when expressed in Nicotiana benthamiana leaf cells, while expression of antisense construct of 
LeRablla in tomato plants causes a pleiotropic phenotype encompassing impaired growth, reduced 
apical dominance, abnormal floral structure with branched inflorescences, and ectopic shoot growth 
on leaves.^ This phenotype might be related to the specific function of LeRablla in the movement 
mechanism of proteins through PD. Altogether, these data suggest a possible role of vesicular 
trafficking in subcellular targeting of movement proteins to PD. 

On the other hand, the movement protein of tobacco mosaic virus as well as NtNCAPPl and 
CmPPl6, two proteins that participate in its movement, all localize to the ER.̂ '̂  Since the ER, 
along with the plasma membrane, is also continuous from cell-to-cell through PD, in the form of 
the PD desmotubule, and closely associates with the cytoskeleton, this might represent an alterna
tive mechanism of protein delivery to PD. Although the ER nature of the desmotubule is widely 
accepted and almost unquestioned, there are new data which suggest that tubular vacuoles can also 
traverse PD. For instance, pulsed field gradient NMR technique revealed vacuolar transport of water 
from cell-to-cell in root apices.̂ '̂ ^ Moreover, in vivo studies revealed that tubular and dynamic 
vacuoles invade the phragmoplast̂ '̂̂ *̂  and obviously traverse the forming cell plates in dividing 
BY-2 ceUs.̂ 2 

Proteins destined for targeted cell-cell traffic through PD are usually described as 
noncell-autonomous proteins. Interestingly, homeodomain transcription factors such as KNOT-
TEDl (KNl), LEAFY (LFY) and SHORT-ROOT (SHR) are able to move actively from cell-to-cell 
by their effective passage through plamodesmata. Moreover, these noncell-autonomous proteins can 
get enriched in target cells, switching and controlling their developmental fate.̂ '̂̂ ^ This discovery 
was surprising since these proteins are much bigger than the size exclusion limit (SEL) of the basal 
PD pore, which is normally 800-1200Da. However, PD behave as very dynamic structures which 
are able to dilate their pores allowing the passage of molecules that are bigger than 40 kDa. This 
unique feature of PD enables RNAs and proteins to move between cells. While LFY is moved by 
diffusion from the LI to L2 and L3 cell layers in the floral primordium,̂ "^ SHR is moved by targeted 
movement from the stele, where it is originally expressed, outwards to the endodermis cell layer in 
roots and gets enriched in nuclei of these target cells.̂ ^ For this cell-cell movement, SHR must be 
present in the cytoplasm. ̂ ^ Passing of SHR through the endodermis to the cortex is prevented by a 
strong nuclear localization signal.̂ ^ 

How Are Molecules Transported through PD? 
Gating of PD is highly selective. Although small cytoplasmic molecules below the SEL can pass 

PD by diffusion, and this is also true to a limited extent and only under certain circumstances for 
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some bigger molecules, there are some examples for the active exclusion of these small molecules. 
For instance small signalling molecules such as calcium and auxin can not pass freely across PD. 
Other molecules need the active transport machinery for their transport through the PD channel. 
As described above, some trafficking proteins likely form multi-protein complexes with specialized 
proteins associated with endomembranes including the membranes of vesicles, endosomes and/or 
ER. These target them efficiently to PD with the involvement of the cytoskeleton. 

After reaching the PD, there are three possible ways that vesicle-associated proteins can traverse 
them. First, after selective vesicle degradation, the enclosed proteins are released and accomplish 
chaperone-assisted transport through PD. Secondly, proteins associated with the surface of vesicles 
are released for their cell-cell transport after selective ftision of vesicles with the PM near the PD. The 
third possibility encompasses a recently discovered mode of cell-cell transport both in plants'^ and 
in cultured animal cells, ̂ ^ where entire vesicles containing, for instance, intact replication 
complexes'^ and/or entire endosomes'^ are transported either through PD or in the case of animal 
cells through tunnelling nanotubes (TNTs) representing cytoplasmic bridges between adjacent cells'^ 
which have some resemblance to PD.'^'"^^ Interestingly, these TNTs contain filamentous actin 
organized obviously in a sieve-like meshwork preventing passage of'unlicensed' molecules as well as 
providing a cytoskeletal track along which endosomes and other vesicles move. Disruption of the 
actin cytoskeleton abolishes intercellular movement. '^ Recently, similar F-actin and myosin 
V enriched TNTs have been described in neuronal astrocytes, in which these cell-cell channels are 
induced via reactive oxygen species (ROS) and the MAPK signalling pathways."^' 

For several years, it has been known that PD are enriched with actin and myosin in algal and 
plant cells.'̂ '̂ '•^^ Additionally, manipulating the integrity of the actin cytoskeleton by cytoskeletal 
drugs that disrupt the F-actin-based cytoskeleton, such as cytochalasin D and latrunculin B, or by 
profilin microinjection, alter PD architecture and also interfere with both the gating of PD and 
transport of soluble molecules.^^ Structural models describe actin filaments and associated 
myosin motors traversing the cytoplasmic sleeve and providing cytoskeletal tracks for noncell 
autonomous proteins through the pore, implicating a role for actomyosin in the gating of PD.^^'^ '^'^ 
Indeed, actin filaments traverse myosin Vlll-enriched PD in Arabidopsis and maize root apices 
(Fig. 1A,B). Similar transcellular structures have already been described in detail (Fig. 1C,D) by 
Bohumil Nemec in 1901.^^ He also provided convincing data revealing that these axial structures 
are involved in transmission of excitability along the cell files as well as th roughout the 
whole root apices. 

Recently, it was shown that microinjection of myosin VIII antibody into epidermis cells of roots 
and leaves oi Arabidopsis resulted in an enhanced movement of Lucifer Yellow and FITC-labelled 
dextrans between cells. This enhanced cell-to-cell movement of fluorescent tracers was likely 
connected to an increased SEL of PD, suggesting that myosin VIII is required to limit transit through 
the PD pores in actively transporting PD. Thus, in addition to a role in the gating mechanism, 
myosin VIII and F-actin may also play roles in molecular transport through the PD pores. 

Actin and Myosin VIII in PD of Algae and Herbaceous Plants 
Actin and myosin were localized to PD of Cham corallincf'^'^ and several herbaceous species 

including maize, cress, barley, onion and Arabidopsis using immunofluorescence, confocal 
laser scanning microscopy and immunogold EM localization techniques with heterologous and/or 
ATMl-specific antibodies (class VIII plant myosins).^^'^^'^^''^^ Interestingly, BDM treatment, 
interfering with the ATPase activity of myosins, caused a strong constriction of the neck region of 
PD^^ further supporting a role of myosins in controlling PD structure and/or gating. Recently, it 
was shown by immunofluorescence that myosin VIII is recruited to PD and pit fields of plasmolysed 
root cap cells upon osmotic stress.^^ The same myosin is also recruited to the surface of plastids in 
gravi-sensing columella cells. Moreover, actin meshworks associated with PD"^^ can be controlled via 
actin-branching proteins of the ARP2/3 family, since these proteins have been localized to PD in 
maize and tobacco as well.^^ These dynamic meshworks not only exert mechanical work but can 

34 35 even store memory. 
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Figure 1. A) In vivo localization of actin in plasmodesmata (indicated by arrowheads) in living cortical cells of 
Arabidopsis voox. treated with mild osmoticum (100 mM NaCl). Actin is visualized in green colour with GFP-FABD2 
construct^^ and cell walls are counterstained red with propidium iodide. B) In situ localization of myosin VIII in 
pit-field (indicated by arrowheads) of cortical root cells of maize using immunogold EM labelling (for more detail 
information see ref 26). C,D) Actin cables resembling structures traversing cross-walls of root apices oiAllium cepa 
(C) and Cucurbita melopepo (D). Reprinted with permission from the relatives of Bohumil Nemec. Scale bars 
= 2 ^m (A), 200 nm (B). 

Root Cap Statocytes Are Symplasmically Isolated and Depleted 
in Myosin VIII 

Nonlinear multiphoton laser scanning microscopy, combined with noninvasive near-infrared 
femtosecond laser-assisted targeted loading/permeation of propidium iodide into selected cells of 
the root tips is a novel technique that facilitates vital imaging of plasmodesmal gating.^ '̂̂ "^ Using this 
technique it has been demonstrated that during root hair initiation the trichoblasts are symplasmically 
isolated from the adjacent cells, and also that some cells within the root apex have 'one-way' PD 
(facilitating unidirectional transport of molecules) precluding their movement into adjacent cells.̂ "^ 
The existence of such unidirectional 'one-way' PD are also know from studies on the shoot apex.^^ 
Moreover, it is now well know that the PD of the differentiated stomatal guard cells are permanently 
closed, unlike those of the root trichoblasts which are temporarily closed. 

We have recently taken advantage of the novel non-linear mul t iphoton laser scanning 
microscopy in combination with noninvasive near-infrared femtosecond laser-assisted dye loading 
protocol to show experimental data/evidence that root cap statocytes in Arabidopsis have 
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Figure 2. A) Schematic representation oiArabidopsis root apex with highlighted columella root cap cells (numbered 
1-12) which were used for plasmodesmal gating experiments. B-E) Noninvasive near-infrared femtosecond 
laser-assisted loading/ permeation of targeted root cap cells with propidium iodide and concomitant visualisation 
of dye-coupling with multiphoton laser scanning microscopy in vertically growing (B,C) and gravistimulated 
Arabidopsis root tips. Note that only after gravistimulation the root cap cell in position 5 (D) shows selective 
unidirectional gating of plasmodesmata towards the lower side of the root whereas the neighbouring cell, in 
position 6, (E) has closed plasmodesmata (for more details see refs. 36,37). 

temporarily closed PD (Fig. 2A-C). Surprisingly, this closed PD state can be rapidly relieved in 

gravistimulated root caps, at least in some of the outermost statocytes (Fig. 2D,E). This finding 

suggests that plant cells can selectively—and rapidly—regulate the gateability of their PD in 
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Figure 3. A,B) Immunofluorescence labelling oiArabidopsis root apices with myosin VIII antibody. Note that 
central root cap statocytes are depleted in myosin VIII but show faintly labeled nuclei. Scale bars = 1 8 ^im (A,B)-

response to physical phenomena such as gravity. As gating of PD was also reported to be sensitive 
to light,^^ it is conceivable that they act as sensors of the external physical environment. 

The root cap is built of unique tissue as its cells are progressively heading towards the loss of their 
multicellular, or, more precisely, supracellular state, since all cells will eventually be sloughed off 
from the plant body at the root cap periphery. ^ These so-called border cells proved to be viable, 
despite predictions to the contrary, and in fact are very important for the root rhizosphere as they 
protect roots as well as communicate with diverse microorganisms associated with the root surface. 
This process reveals that, despite their supracellular state, plant cells are able to revert back to a 
unicellular state. As myosin VIII is known to be associated with the cell periphery ^ and emerges as 
the elusive linker molecule between the cytoskeleton and cell wall components,^"^' ^ it is perhaps not 
surprising that root cap cells express only small amounts of myosin VIII, which is not associated 
with root cap PD (Fig. 3A,B; see also refs. 32,42). 

PD which are active in cell-cell transport have large amounts of myosin VIII and F-actin."^^ 
Additionally, immunodepletion of endogenous class VIII myosins using microinjection of myosin 
VIII antibody into living cells results in unspecific opening of PD.^^ Root cap cells rapidly up-regulate 
myosin VIII and target it to pit-fields if they are challenged with mechanical stresses associated with 
protoplast formation, osmotic stress, or cell wall weakening due to the enzymatic degradation of cell 
wall components.^"^ These latter findings suggest that myosin VIII expression, localization, and in 
due course also its fiinction, are closely related to mechanical stresses. Thus, myosin VIII perhaps 
represents a molecular component of the elusive mechanosensor of plant cells.^^' As already pointed 
out, this myosin Vlll-based function might be closely associated with PD gating mechanisms as 
these are also known to be mechanosensitive. 

PD and Nuclear Pores: Common Structural and Functional Aspects 
PD and nuclear pores share several features. First of all, their structural architecture shows striking 

similarities. ^ Both are membraneous channels supported by a central element which is mechanically 
supported via spokes interlinking the central elements with rim structures. The most obvious 
structural difference is that PD are more complex due to the fact that the central element is 
membranous in nature (typically considered to be a compressed ER element) and are also lined by 
the plasma membranes at their peripheries. The functional similarities are even more striking as 
both these channels are highly selective, having typical exclusion limits, but still not allowing passage 
of some critical signalling molecules below this limit. Moreover, both the PD and nuclear pores can 
be targeted by the same homeodomain proteins. 

There are also evolutionary parallels between the nuclear pores and PD. As nuclei emerge as 
descendants of endosymbiotic cells which entered the host cells before mitochondria and plastids, 
one can consider nuclear pores as highly specialized cell-cell channels. ̂ ^ Moreover, cell-cell channels 
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are obvious at all levels of cellular complexity, starting with viruses and ending with complex eukaryotic 
cells.^^ Therefore, it is not surprising that homeodomain transcription factors can traverse both 
nuclear pores and PD. ' ^ Furthermore, there are several reports indicating that these transcription 
factors can also move from cell to cell in animals, although the nature of this intercellular transport 
is still unclear. ' As for nuclear pores, PD are complex channels which are highly gateable. They 
too allow passage of very large molecules—whilst still being extremely selective and preventing 
passage of small molecules which, in theory, should be freely permeable. This feature implies the 
existence of a complex apparatus that can recognize the identity of approaching molecules and take 
'decisions* as to their mode of passage through these cell-cell channels. 

We have localized calreticulin to plant PD and hypothesized that it might control the gating of 
PD via regulation of calcium levels.^^'^^ This accumulation of calreticulin to PD was confirmed 
recently by other groups, both in vitro and in vivo,̂ ^*^ and calreticulin is now known to interact 
direcdy with tobacco mosaic virus movement protein within PD.^ Calreticulin over-expression 
interferes with targeting of this movement protein to PD suggesting that the interaction between the 
movement protein and calreticulin is essential for the cellular export of viruses across PD.^ Intriguingly 
in this respect, calreticulin was also identified as a protein regulating nucleocytoplasmic transport, 
acting as a receptor for the calcium-dependent nuclear export in mammalian cells.^^ In addition, 
plant and animal homeodomain proteins use similar mechanisms for their cell-cell transport which 
closely resemble their transport across nuclear pores.^^ Specific mutations in K N O T T E D ! and in 
other homedomain proteins compromise their cell-cell transfer and transport across nuclear pores, 
both in plant and animal cells. Even more surprisingly, nuclear transport proved to be relevant for 
cell-cell transfer of these proteins. 

Last but not least, the nuclear pore complex might turn out to be regulated via contractile 
proteins such as actin and myosins, as is the case for PD. Nuclear actin and myosins were proposed 
as critical molecules regulating nucleocytoplasmic transport^ and myosin heavy chain-like proteins 
were localized to nuclear pores.^^ Recendy, these ideas were supported further^^ and actin as well as 
filaments composed of 4.1 protein have been located to the nuclear pore complexes.^^ Moreover, 
large coil-coil proteins located on the nucleoplasmic side of pore complexes have similarity to myosins 
and are involved in the nuclear export of heterogeneous ribonucleoproteins.^® Finally, very recent 
paper revealed that, as it is the case with the PD, also nuclear pore trafficking is based on the actin 
cytoskeleton. 

PD and Cell Plates: Endocytic Connections? 
New PD arise first during cell plate formation, and there are further parallels between nuclear 

pores, PD, and cytokinetic cell plates in plant cells. WPP-domain proteins associate with the outer 
nuclear membrane in the vicinity of nuclear pores and are also targeted to the growing cell plate. ' 
The WPP domain is necessary and sufficient for protein targeting both to the cell plate and nuclear 
pores.̂ "^ What might be the link between cell plate and nuclear pores? Recent data suggest that an 
endocytic machinery drives cell plate formation,^ ' ^ and also supports molecular trafficking 
between cells via PD. ' ^ Moreover, endocytic proteins such as clathrin and adaptin share a 
common molecular architecture with seven proteins of the yNup84/vNupl07-160 subcomplex of 
the nuclear pore complex. ^ Myosin VIII antibody faintly labels nuclei in root cap statocytes (Fig. 
3A,B) and, in accordance with this, bioinformatics predicts localization of myosin VIII to nuclei 
(Andrej Hlavacka, unpublished data). In addition, while myosin VIII does not localize to phragmoplast 
during the early stages of cell plate formation (Fig. 4A-H), it rapidly redistributes to the cell plate 
after disassembly of phragmoplast microtubules and actin filaments (Fig. 4E-H). New PD are formed 
within callosic cell plates which are also enriched in calreticulin (Fig. 41). Thus, both myosin VIII 
and calreticulin localize to the cell plate and PD. Interestingly, treatment with caffeine or 
2,6-dichlorobenzonitrile, interfering with the cell plate assembly, results in increased amounts of 
myosin VIII localized to the cell periphery, aberrant callose-enriched cell plates, and increased 
callose at PD (Fig. 4J,K,M). Surprisingly, this resembles the situation observed in root cells recovering 
from F-actin-depletion after latrunculin B treatment (Fig. 4L). It might be that the mechanically 
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Figure4. Immunofluorescence localization of tubulin (A,C,E), actin (G), myosin VIII (B,D,F,HJ,L.M), calreticulin 
(I), and fluorescence localization of callose (K) in meristematic cells of maize root apices. Note that myosin VIII 
does not localize to phragmoplast (B-H) but rapidly redistributes to the early cell plate after depolymerization 
of both microtubules and actin filaments (D,F,H, indicated by arrowheads). Calreticulin also localizes 
abundantly to the cell plate (I, indicated by arrowhead). Inhibition of cellulose biosynthesis with DCB results 
in aberrant cell plates (indicated by arrowheads) which cannot complete cytokinesis and are enriched in both 
myosin VIII (J) and callose (K). Chaotic division planes in latruncuHn B-treated cells (L) and absence of 
cytokinesis in caffeine-treated cells (M) are associated with enhanced myosin VIII presence at the cell peripheries/ 
plasmodesmata and absence of myosin Vlll-enriched cell plates. Scale bars = 5 \im (A, B), 8 ̂ im (C-H), 10 p,m (I-M). 

stressed cells lacking F-actin respond similarly to osmotically stressed cells which are recruiting myosin 
VIII and callose to cell periphery domains. 

Calreticulin is an interacting partner not only for the virus movement protein but also for 
KNOLLE, the SNARE which resides in endosomes^^ and drives cell plate formation.^^ Moreover, 
virus movement protein also accumulates at the cell plate during cytokinesis, similar to KNOLLE 
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and calreticulin.^^ All this suggest very close links between endoqmc machinery, cell plate assembly 
and PD formation, as well as cell-cell transport across mature PD. 

Cytoskeleton, Endocytosis and PD 
Fluid-phase endocytosis of the marker dye Lucifer Yellow (LY) was detected preferentially at 

F-actin- and myosin Vlll-enriched PD and pit-field domains in the inner cortex cells of maize 
roots.^^ Tubulo-vesicular protrusions of the PM at PD and pit-fields (Fig. 5), similar to 
plasmatubules,'^ are involved in endocytic uptake of LY which requires both F-actin and 
myosin-based forces.^^ This internalisation is completely blocked or inhibited by the cytoskeletal 
drugs latrunculin and 2,3 butanedione monoxime (BDM) which disrupt the actin cytoskeleton 
and myosin function, respectively. Previously, we have shown that the myosin inhibitor BDM 

Figure 5. A-C) Transmission electronmicrographs showing plasmatubules, tubulo-vesicular protrusions and 
multivesicular bodies associated with primary plasmodesmata of transverse cell walls in inner cortex of maize roots. 
Note that multilamellar bodies are also present in the vicinity of plasmodesmata (A). Arrowheads highlight 
multilamellar endosomes. Scale bars = 700 nm (A-C). 
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causes cytoskeletal and endomembrane changes in PD domains, e.g., it promoted the accumula
tion of cortical microtubules around PD which can be involved in blocking endocytotic uptake 
at these domains/^ Microtubules are not required for fluid-phase endocytosis since the microtu-
bular drugs show positive effects on LY uptake, strengthening the hypothesis about steric hin
drance of endocytosis by cortical microtubules located close to the PM.^^ Actin and myosin VIII 
are inherent not only for PD of primary plant tissues but also for secondary tissues generated by 
cambium activities during wood formation. This topic is in focus of the second part of our 
chapter. 

Actin and Myosin VIII in PD of Woody Tissues in Trees 

Preamble 
The plant-related contributions in this volume primarily relate to the primary plant body—that 

formed by the action of primary meristems of the root and shoot systems—reflecting our greater 
knowledge of those tissues. However, as we become more confident in the study of plant biology, 
attention is rightly being directed to the secondary plant body—tissues made by the action of 
secondary meristems, e.g., the vascular cambium. Study of these aspects of plant anatomy is still 
largely in its infancy, but, given the importance of such vascular cambial derivatives as wood—as a 
fuel source in many local economies, on the one hand, and as a modulator of global climate on the 
other—is long overdue. ̂ ^ 

Although this section will concentrate on cytoskeletal aspects of PD in the secondary vascular 
system (SVS—the vascular cambium and its derivatives—secondary phloem and secondary xylem) 
of woody plants, it should be read in conjunction with Barnetts chapter in this volume on cell-cell 
channels in wood. 

Necessary Anatomical Background to Woody Tissues in Trees 
The SVS of both angiosperm and gymnosperm trees comprises the vascular cambium—a sheath 

of meristematic cells that encircles the shoot/root—and its derivatives—secondary phloem ('inner 
bark', produced to the outside of the cambium) and secondary xylem ('wood', produced to the 
inside of the cambium) (Fig. 6A). Although cell types differ between the two tree types mentioned, 
in angiosperms the cambium consists of two cell types—long, thin fusiform cells (which give rise to 
the vertical elements of the secondary vascular tissues—fibres, tracheids, vessel and sieve elements, 
companion cells, and axial parenchyma), and more cuboid ray cells that generate the ray cells of 
both vascular tissues (and which extend horizontally through the SVS from phloem through the 
cambium and into the xylem). At maturity, xylem and phloem fibres, vessel elements and tracheids 
are dead and devoid of cell contents; all other cell types—particularly the ray cells of both vascular 
tissues—remain alive for periods of up to several years. 

What Do WeKnow^ 
To date, studies on actin and myosin associated with PD in woody plants are largely those of 

Chaffey and Barlow, using indirect immunofluorescence procedures with actin and myosin VIII 
antibodies on thick, chemically-fixed sections, imaged with epifluorescence or confocal laser scanning 
microscopy (CLSM). At the fluorescence microscope level individual PD are not visible; instead, 
sites of plasmodesma(ta) are inferred by the distribution of callose immunolocalisation.^ Such sites 
are compared with myosin immunolocalisations,"^^'^^ and further corroborated by transmission 
electron microscope (TEM) studies of PDl location/distribution in angiosperm trees.̂ ^ 

Due to space constraints, we will primarily consider cytoskeletal aspects of PD within the long-lived 
ray cells of the secondary xylem tissues of the two angiosperm trees studied—Aesculus hippocastanum 
L. (horse-chesmut) and Populus tremula L. x /? tremuloides Michx. (hybrid aspen). 

Within the cell walls of neighbouring mature xylem ray cells, both myosin and actin are localised 
to the pit fields—regions of extremely thin primary wall with high densities of PD—of tangential 
walls, between neighbouring cells within the same radial file, and transverse walls, between vertically 
adjacent ray cells (Fig. 6B,C). 
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Figure 6. Aspects of the cytoskeleton in the secondary vascular system (SVS) of woody angiosperm trees: A is a 
bright field light micrograph, B-E are two-colour confocal laser scanning micrographs of FITC (fluorescein 
isothiocyanate)-tagged indirect immunolocalisations of actin (B) and myosin VIII (C-E) in radial longitudinal 
(B,C,E) and transverse (A,D) sections of stem (A-C,E) and root (D) tissues of hybrid aspen (A-D) and horse-chestnut 
(E). A) SVS showing the major tissues (CZ, cambial zone, SX, secondary xylem, SP, secondary phloem) and some 
important cell types (F, fibres, VE, vessel elements, R, ray cells, f, fusiform cambial cells, r, ray cambial cells). B) 
Two vertically adjacent xylem ray cells—note the axially arranged actin microfilament strands extending from one 
end of the cell to the other and actin at the pit fields in the transverse walls (ellipse). C) Similar to B, but showing 
anti-myosin localisation at pit fields in transverse (ellipse) and tangential (T) walls. D) Myosin localisation at pit 
fields in radial walls between adjacent axial parenchyma (A) and ray (R) cells. E. Myosin at pit fields between axial 
(A) and ray (R) cells of the secondary phloem. C,E) Modified from reference 73. B,D) Modified from reference 
29. Scale bars = 40 ^m (A), 20 ^m (C,E), 10 ^im (B,D). 
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Xylem rays in these angiosperm trees are predominantly one-cell wide, hence there is limited 
potential for radial (circumferential) symplasmic continuity within the rays. However, axial parenchyma 
cells are produced towards the end of a year's growth—at the growth ring boundary. Like the xylem 
ray cells, axial parenchyma cells are alive at maturity and long-lived. Myosin is immunolocalised at 
the pit fields between radially adjacent axial parenchyma cells, between vertically adjoining axial 
parenchyma cells, and between axial parenchyma cells and radially adjacent xylem ray cells (Fig. 
6D). Presence of this second living cell type within the wood not only allows the possibility of 
symplasmic transport between adjacent, but otherwise symplasmically isolated, xylem rays at any 
given level in the stem or root (albeit probably only at growth ring boundaries), but also provides an 
opportunity for symplasmic transport between xylem rays at different levels within the organs. 

The complexity of the potential symplasmic network within the tree SVS is increased by the 
more extensive cell-cell transport channels that permeate the living cells of the secondary phloem. 
Apart from the fibres, all of the other cells of this secondary vascular tissue are alive at maturity and 
live for up to a few years before they are crushed as a result of outwards expansion of the cambial 
cylinder. Although presence of actin has not been specifically examined at the PD here, myosin is 
immunolocalised at the pit fields (Fig. 6E) and it is reasonable to infer that actin should be found 
here, too. 

Although the existence of a 3-dimensional symplasmic continuum in the wood could probably 
have been inferred from TEM studies of pit field/PD distributions in and between different secondary 
xylem cell types, the recent immunolocalisation work extends its significance by indicating 
the potential for such a transport pathway to be controlled by PD 'gating' using an actomyosin 
complex within both the wood and the secondary phloem. Any such gating could permit the selective 
transfer of 'information' (whether molecular or otherwise) from one domain of the organism to 
another, or assist in (re)directing photosynthate/storage reserves. 

What Don't We Knowf 
Work in this area is limited—primarily due to the technical challenges of the material,^^ and is 

thus of a rather preliminary nature. However, what is known indicates interesting possibilities for 
manipulation of tree physiology,"^^ particularly in efforts to alter the ratio of the two secondary 
vascular tissues that are made, or influence biomass production. 

However, whilst it is attractive to suggest existence of a previously unsuspected 3-D transport 
superhighway ramifying throughout the tree invoking cytoskeletal gating of PD between cells, 
possibly associated with microtubule-microfilament-facilitated intracellular transport,^^ it is much 
better to speculate from a position of knowledge, and several important questions remain to be 
answered. For example: Does the type of myosin present at the PD act in concert with actin? Can 
any actomyosin complex envisaged contract/expand as anticipated, and hence control the diameter 
of the PD transport route? How are the various cytoskeletal proteins arranged at/in the PD? Such 
information is probably crucial to any attempt to realistically infer function from structure at these 
important sites. What effect(s)—if any—would manipulating the symplasmic transport pathway 
within the SVS have on subsequent development of the woody tissues in trees? 

Conclusions and Outlook: From the Actomyosin-Based PD in Plants 
to the Actomyosin-Based Cell-Cell Channels in Animals 

The actomyosin cytoskeleton represents an integral structural component of PD which is likely 
involved in both gating and transport through PD. Future functional studies will unveil specific 
interactions among actin, myosins, transport machinery proteins, transported cargo and molecules 
(e.g., proteins and RNAs), as well as mechanistic details of how this PD transport is regulated in 
diverse plant tissues. Surprisingly, these plant data might turn out to be highly relevant also for 
animal biology and medicine as myosin- and F-actin-enriched cell-cell channels are present also in 
animal and human cells (see also this volume).̂ '̂"^ '̂̂ " '̂̂ ^ Moreover, the cell-cell spread of homeodomain 
proteins is accomplished via very similar mechanisms and plant homeodomain proteins can accomplish 
cell-cell transport in animal cells, further minimizing the differences between plant and animal cells. 
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Last but not least, it is known that plant viral movement proteins which gate PD in plant cells can 
induce F-actin-and myosin-enriched cell-cell channels in insect cells (Taiyun Wei, personal commu
nication). Future studies will shed more light on these exciting topics, which are relevant not only 
for basic cell biology but also for applied biology, especially in biomedicine. 
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CHAPTER 9 

Cell-Cell Communication in Wood 
John R. Barnett* 

Abstract 

The sapwood of trees contains living ceils in the form of ray and axial parenchyma. Commu
nication between these cells is important in controlling the differentiation of xylem cells, 
movement of nutrients and water, defence against pathogens and damage repair. These 

parenchyma cells are therefore linked symplasmically by plasmodesmata enabling them to coordi
nate their activities. This chapter reviews the distribution of plasmodesmata in mature sapwood 
and the cambium and differentiation zone in an attempt to explain their role in the wood. The 
extent to which symplasmic connections are important in unloading nutrients into the cambium 
and zone of differentiating wood cells is confused by the fact that many of the differentiating cells 
appear to be isolated from the symplasm. This suggests that these cells rely on the apoplasmic 
pathway for input of nutrients, and that secondary formation of plasmodesmata may be one 
factor in the control of the fate of differentiating wood cells. 

Introduction 
It is a common misconception that wood in trees is a dead tissue whose sole functions are to 

provide support for the crown and a system of channels for water flow from roots to leaves. If this 
were indeed the case then there would be no need for cell-cell communication in wood. However, 
the sapwood of all trees comprises a substantial proportion of living parenchyma (Fig. 1A-C) in
volved in nutrient storage and mobilization, water movement and hydraulic safety, defence against 
pathogens, and damage repair. In older trees, the conversion of sapwood to heartwood involves 
active metabolic processes requiring living parenchyma capable of remaining metabolically active 
for many years after being formed by the vascular cambium. All of these processes must take place in 
a coordinated way which requires that the parenchyma cells communicate with each other. The 
parenchyma die only when the sapwood in which they are embedded has been converted to heart-
wood, which is truly dead tissue. 

Wood is usually considered by anatomists to comprise two cell systems, the axial and the ray 
systems, but it might equally be considered to consist of a living parenchyma network embedded in 
a mass of dead supportive and conductive tissue. If it were possible to remove one system leaving the 
other in place, either would be seen to form a continuous network throughout the stem. On the 
other hand, the two systems are not isolated physiologically. Rays remove water and mineral nutri
ents from the conducting system in the xylem, and photosynthates from the phloem and distribute 
them to the vascular cambium and its differentiating derivatives. 

The process of wood formation by the vascular cambium is also a highly coordinated process, 
requiring input of water, minerals and nitrogen from the mature xylem and photosynthates 
from the phloem."^ The fact that each species has its own characteristic anatomical arrangement 
of cell types implies communication between meristematic cells of the cambial zone to ensure 
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Figure 1. Parenchyma in wood of oak. A) Cross section through a stem of Quercus suber. About 50% of the wood 
(the lighter-shaded radial streaks (arrow)) is made up of broad multiseriate rays comprised of living parenchyma. 
Scale bar = 1 cm. B) Low magnification light micrograph of a transverse section through sapwood of Quercus 
robur. A line of parenchyma cells (terminal parenchyma) marks the growth ring boundaries (arrows). A broad 
parenchymatous multiseriate ray runs from top to bottom of the micrograph (R). Scale bar = 1 mm. C) Greater 
magnification oi Quercus w^«r sapwood showing part of a multiseriate ray at the left of the micrograph (MSR), 
a number of parenchymatous uniseriate rays (R), the terminal parenchyma of the growth ring boundary (T), 
vessel-associated parenchyma (VAP) and noncontact axial parenchyma, identifiable by the presence of cell 
contents (P). Scale bar = 0.1 mm. 

coordinated development. For example, in a species with solitary vessels, a fusiform initial vv^hich 
has just given rise to a vessel element must "knovvr'' that it should not produce another one 
immediately, but must instead produce a different wood cell type. This means that information 
must be entering the cell about the nature of the differentiation pathway being followed by its 
own previously-formed derivatives and those of cells produced by adjacent cambiai cells. This 
information is essential to ensure switching of the gene expression required for formation of 
each wood cell in the pattern.^ 

The primary functions of cell-cell communication in wood therefore involve: 
• Transport of nutrients and water within the parenchyma system, and to the cambium and 

developing xylem 
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• Transfer of signals about the physiological state of the wood, producing responses such as 
release of nutrients or stimulation of defence reactions in parenchyma 

• Movement of growth regulators and molecules controlling gene expression within the cam
bium and zone of differentiating wood cells 

Communication may be symplasmic, with protoplasts of adjacent cells being linked by plas-
modesmata through pit fields, or apoplasmic involving movement of material through unlignified 
cell walls or intercellular spaces associated with rays. Metabolites may move between the symplasm 
and apoplasm by crossing the plasmalemma. Plasmodesmata may form primarily in the cell plate at 
the time of cytokinesis or secondarily in a preexisting primary wall. The apoplasmic route is prob
ably the one taken by water and solutes"^ and it seems likely that the symplasmic route is used where 
more careful control over movement of materials such as signalling molecules is required. These 
aspects are considered in more detail below. 

Xylem Parenchyma 
Parenchyma cells in a woody stem may be categorised in two ways. The first is purely anatomical, 

may be applied to both angiosperms and gymnosperms, and classifies them as either ray parenchyma 
or axial parenchyma. 

Ray parenchyma are organised into radiating arms which vary in size and structure between 
species (Fig. lA-C). Although rayless species, such as are found in the genus Hebe do occur, the 
majority of woody taxa which have been investigated have rays occupying between 20 and 40% of 
the volume of the wood, occasionally reaching 75% as in Dillenia indica. The individual cells are 
classified as procumbent (longer radially than vertically) or upright (longer vertically than radially). 
According to species, the rays may be entirely of one type (homogeneous) or made up of a combina
tion of more than one type (heterogeneous). The physiological basis for these differences is not 
understood. The cells have numerous plasmodesmata linking their protoplasts with those of other 
ray parenchyma. Where there has been secondary thickening of the wall, the plasmodesmata may be 
confined to pit fields comprising areas of unthickened primary wall, although plasmodesmata that 
have been overgrown by secondary wall deposition are common (Fig. 2). 

Ray cells have also been sub-divided into contact cells, which have a pitted wall in common with 
a vessel, and isolation cells having no pitting to vessels (Fig. 3). The contact pits between the paren
chyma cell and the vessel have a loosely woven microfibrillar membrane. There are no functional 
plasmodesmata in the membrane, so uptake of water and solutes from the vessel into the contact 
parenchyma is apoplasmic. It was found that the contact parenchyma cells have a loose-textured, 
porous layer lining the wall, the so-called protective layer (see also Figs. 3,4).^ It has been hypothesised 
that this increases the surface area of the plasmalemma of the cell in contact with the apoplast, 
increasing the rate at which water and solutes from the vessel can be taken up by the contact cell 
protoplast."^ However, Chafe and Chauret recorded the presence of a protective layer in isolation 
parenchyma, so it appears that this layer may have a role in apoplasmic transport beyond the con
tact cells.^'^^ This view has been supported by Wiesniewski et al who found that xylem parenchyma 
cells were impermeable to a solution of lanthanum nitrate used as an apoplasmic tracer, except 
around their pit membranes and in the protective layer. ̂ ^ Van Bel and van der Schoot also suggested 
that the loose pectocellulosic structure of the protective layer would permit easy and massive passage 
of solutes at the apoplasm/symplasm interface. ̂ ^ 

Sauter and Kloth found that in rays, contact cells had fewer plasmodesmata per unit area of 
tangential wall than isolation cells, suggesting that they were less involved in radial transport. ̂ ^ They 
calculated that the flow rate of sugars through isolation cell plasmodesmata, based on figures pre
sented for plasmodesmata in other cell types by Gunning and Robards,^"^ was sufficient to explain 
observed movements in the tree. It was proposed that isolation cells were the main pathway for 
symplasmic movement of sugars. Contact cells of rays and axial parenchyma were suggested as un
loading organic nitrogen compounds synthesised in the roots from the xylem vessels apoplasmically, 
then taking them into the symplasm before passing them via plasmodesmata into the isolation cells,^ 
This behaviour is analogous to that of companion cells or albuminous cells in the phloem.^^ 
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Figure 2. Plasmodesmata passing through pit fieick in the tangential wall between a maturing ray cell (bottom) and 
a ray cell of the cambial zone (top). Note the wall thickenings in the maturing cell have overgrown some plasmodes
mata (arrow). Scale bar = 1 fim. From reference 29, with kind permission of Springer Science+Business Media, 
©1982 Springer-Verlag. 

Figure 3. Transmission electron micrograph of a contact parenchyma cell with pit (P) to a vessel element (V) in 
Quercus robur. There are no plasmodesmata in the pit membrane. To the right is an isolation cell connected 
symplasmically with the contact cell by plasmodesmata through the common pit membrane (white arrows). Note 
the loose-textured protective-layer Uning the pit membrane and the cell wall (black arrows). Scale bar = 1 p.m. 

Axial parenchyma cells are produced by several transverse divisions of a cambial derivative to 
produce a vertical file of cells known as a parenchyma strand. The arrangement of parenchyma 
strands in wood as seen in transverse section varies according to species. In some, they appear iso
lated (solitary) and embedded among other cell types. In others, they may be associated with vessels 
individually or form an almost continuous layer or layers surrounding the vessel. In still others they 
may form bands alternating with bands of vessels and fibres. The variety of arrangements is almost 
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Figure 4. Transmission electron micrograph of a pit between a vessel and a contact parenchyma cell in Sorbus 
aucupara. Note the loose-textured protective layer (P) lining the secondary wall of the parenchyma cell (W). 
Scale bar = 1 p,m. 

endless and is a major tool in wood identification. Whatever the arrangement, however, protoplasts 
of axial parenchyma cells of a strand are connected symplasmically to each other and to cells of other 
parenchyma strands or rays by plasmodesmata (Figs. 5,6). 

Another classification of xylem parenchyma is based on function and divides them into stor
age or specialized cells.^ Storage cells can be either ray or axial parenchyma cells and, in addition 
to the usual storage substances (starch, lipid, protein), they can contain tannins and crystals of, 
for example, calcium oxalate. Specialized cells are always contiguous with a vessel and hence only 
occur in angiosperms. Czaninski further sub-divided specialized cells into contact cells and 
vessel-associated cells. Sauter et al considered contact cells to have a role in the control of water 
movement through metabolically controlled breakdown of stored starch and release of sucrose 
into the adjacent vessel through the pit membrane. ̂ ^ This would explain the observation, first 
made by Hartig,^'' that the xylem sap in vessels of some deciduous trees contains sugars in solu
tion in winter and early spring. Species showing this phenomenon include members of the genera 
Acer, BetuLzy Carpinus, Alnus and Populus} Braun proposed that this activity enables temperate 
deciduous trees to take up and move water prior to dormancy breakage and leaf emergence in the 
spring, and tropical trees to move water at times when relative humidity is too high for transpira
tion to occur. 

According to Czaninski, vessel-associated cells have distinct and characteristic cytological and 
cytochemical properties.^ She found that they had a dense and active cytoplasm containing no 
significant quantities of starch at any time of year. The primary cell wall in the pit fields between 
the cell and its adjacent vessel is composed of comprised mainly pectin and cellulose and had no 
plasmodesmata, whereas the membrane between neighbouring storage parenchyma was some
times lignified and had plasmodesmata. Not all the parenchyma cells contiguous with a vessel 
were of the same type, however. The primary function of these vessel-associated cells was believed 
to be in tylose formation or secretion of defensive compounds such as phenolics into the vessel. It 
was also suggested that they might provide an alternative route for water movement around a 
damaged region of a vessel. 
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Figure 5. Transmission electron micrograph of a pit membrane in Querbus rohur containing numerous plas-
modesmata between laterally adjacent axial parenchyma cells. Scale bar = 1 ^im. From reference 29, with kind 
permission of Springer Science+Business Media, ©1982 Springer-Verlag. 

Figure 6. Pit membranes between an axial parenchyma cell (A) and a ray parenchyma cell (R) in Quercus rohur. 
Scale bar = 1 ^m. 
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Origin and Function of Rays 
The first rays are extensions of the medullary rays in the primary stem, but new ones are initiated 

throughout the life of the tree. Bannan suggested that fusiform cambial cells in coniferous trees need 
to be in contact with a ray in order to survive. ̂ ^ Those which are not either differentiate terminally, 
or divide to produce a new set of ray initials. In this way the frequency of rays in the wood and hence 
the frequency of ray contacts with the fusiform initials are maintained. Ziegler suggested that since 
the cambium is supplied by the rays this enables a feedback system regulating equidistant spacing 
between rays. Philipson et al also suggested that conversion of fusiform initials with poor ray 
contacts into ray initials ensured that the ratio of ray to fusiform initials was maintained. 

Ethylene is known to stimulate ray production in secondary xylem."̂ "̂  Eklund proposed that rays 
drain ethylene (or a precursor) from the xylem where it is formed during differentiation of xylem 
elements,"^^ leading Lev Yadun and Aloni to suggest that a cambial cell which was not close to or in 
contact with a ray would experience a higher concentration of ethylene and be stimulated to form 
ray initials."^^ 

All rays are continuous from the point in the wood at which they were initiated, through the 
cambial zone to the phloem (Fig. 7). Here they become loaded with photosynthates from the sieve 
elements of the phloem via phloem companion cells in angiosperms or the albuminous cells of phloem 
rays in gymnosperms. The ray thus provides a transport system for moving nutrients from the active 
phloem, and water with solutes from the active xylem to the vascular cambium and differentiating 

Figure 7. Light micrograph of a transverse section through phloem (P), cambium (C) and xylem (X) of a mature 
tree oiPyrus communis. The rays (arrow) are continuous through all three tissues except where they have moved 
out of the plane of section. In this specimen the cambium was dormant and the rays contain large amounts of 
storage materials. Scale bar = 0.1 mm. 
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secondary xylem and phloem cells."̂  Materials not required for the moment by the cambium and its 
differentiating derivatives are stored in the rays or the axial parenchyma with which they are in contact 
(Fig. 7). This storage process has been reported to take place towards the end of the growing season 
when cambial activity is declining.̂ "^^^ The stored carbohydrate, lipid and protein can be mobilised as 
required, for example in early spring, when cambial activity and differentiation of secondary tissues 
begins and the leaves have not yet fully formed or become net exporters. 

As the vascular cambium moves outwards away from the wood cells it has produced, older paren
chyma cells are left behind and become more remote from the source of photosynthate and from the 
metabolite sink formed by the cambium and differentiating xylem cells. The continuity of the sym-
plasm, however, ensures that ray cells and axial parenchyma deep within sapwood can be supplied 
with sufficient raw materials to enable them to maintain their metabolic activity until they are 
required to participate in heartwood formation. If the axial parenchyma were isolated and sur
rounded only by dead fibres, tracheids and vessel elements, they would be unUkely to be able to 
sustain themselves using the nutrients with which they had been endowed on their formation from 
the cambium. They would also be isolated from signals controlling their physiological roles in nutri
ent storage and distribution, water movement, wound repair and heartwood formation and would 
not have the resources to fulfil these roles. Cell-cell communication is therefore essential in ensuring 
maintenance of living tissue in wood. 

Symplasmic movement of materials through the rays and axial parenchyma system has been 
discussed by Chaffey and Barlow. ^ Immunofluorescence studies of the distribution of actin, myosin 
and tubulin in the ray and axial parenchyma system ofAesculus hippocastanum rootwood led them to 
support the suggestion of Overall et al, that a contractile acto-myosin complex is involved in pump
ing materials through plasmodesmata."^^ They suggested that the more randomly organised cytosk-
eleton in the cambial zone allows release oi transportate for sequestration by the cambial zone and 
zone of cell differentiation. Such a model provides a mechanism for, and is in keeping with the 
suggestion of Sauter and Kloth, that transport through the ray system is mainly symplasmic. ̂ ^ 

Distribution of Plasmodesmata in Nonparenchymatous ^ ^ o d Cells 
In addition to parenchyma, wood is made up of some or all of three different cell types: trache

ids, vessel elements, and fibres. Their presence or absence, arrangement and proportions varies ac
cording to species. They are dead at maturity and have neither protoplast nor active plasmodesmata. 
The mature pits in their walls act as channels for water and solute movement from one cell to the 
next. The pits between fibres and between fibres and parenchyma cells often have vestigial plas
modesmata in their membranes, relics of the active plasmodesmata present in the differentiating 
cells wall."̂ ^ In some species, in which tracheary elements have a thickened torus-like structure in the 
mature pit membrane, vestigial plasmodesmata may also be present. These form secondarily in pit 
fields in the radial walls of fusiform cambium cells and become concentrated in the pit membrane 
thickening during the phase of secondary wall formation (Figs. 8,9).̂ '̂̂ ^ 

A cell type intermediate in form between fibres and tracheids called the fibre tracheid is present 
in many species although there is still disagreement about how these should be defined. According 
to the International Association of Wood Anatomists,̂ "^ a fibre tracheid is thick-walled with lenticu
lar- to slit-shaped bordered pit apertures. This distinguishes it from a tracheid which has circular pit 
apertures and a fibre which has simple pits. The situation with regard to fibre tracheids is confused 
by the fact that there is a continuum of structural variation with regard to the size, shape and 
number of bordered pits from thick-walled fibres through to thinner-walled tracheids. In this re
spect, analysis of plasmodesmatal distribution in the pit membranes of these cells during their devel
opment can be of help. Barnett found evidence to suggest that the developing pit membranes of 
fibres possess plasmodesmata, while those of tracheids do not.'̂ ^ Thus, presence or absence of plas
modesmata during the development of a cell may indicate whether it leans more to the fibre or the 
tracheid side of the fibre/tracheid continuum. It was also suggested that the evolutionary origins of 
fibre tracheids from either fibres or tracheids might be indicated by the presence or absence of 
plasmodesmata. 
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Figure 8. High voltage transmission electron micro
graph of a thick (1 p,m) section in the plane of the 
radial wall of a fusiform cambial cell of Sorbus 
aucuparia. The lighter region is the primary pit field 
containing randomly dispersed plasmodesmata 
which appear as black spots (arrows). These have 
arisen secondarily. Scale bar = 1 ^im. Reproduced 
with permission from reference 30, ©1987 The 
Annals of Botany Company. 

Figure 9. High voltage transmission electron micro
graph of a thick (1 ^im) section in the plane of the 
radial wall between developing fibres in Sorbus 
aucuparia. The oval structure is a swollen pit mem
brane in which the dispersed plasmodesmata present 
in the pit field of the cambial cell (Fig. 8) have aggre
gated and become closely packed (arrows). Scale bar 
= 1 Jim. Reproduced with permission from reference 
30, ©1987 The Annals of Botany Company 
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Plasmodesmata in Differentiating Xylem 
Plasmodesmata are increasingly being recognised as the channels through which pass a range of 

molecules involved in the control of plant tissue differentiation. '̂̂ ^ They might therefore be ex
pected to play a major role in the differentiation of wood cells, controlling the development of the 
anatomical arrangement of cell types. In addition, the fusiform cells of the cambium and their 
differentiating xylem derivatives represent the major sink for transportates from the rays. Movement 
of materials into meristematic and differentiating cells must be through the radial walls, although it 
is not known for certain whether this movement is symplasmic, apoplasmic or a combination of 
both. The distribution and abundance of plasmodesmata might be expected, therefore, to provide 
some clues to their role in both processes. 

At the moment, however, evidence for the presence of plasmodesmata in the radial walls between 
ray parenchyma and differentiating fusiform cells is equivocal. In some cases such as Pinus radiata^ 
and primitive woody angiosperm dicotyledonous plants such as members of the Winteraceae and 
Trochodendraceae, which have only tracheitis, there are none.^^ In the more advanced woody an-
giosperms, however, they are present in greater or lesser numbers according to the differentiating 
fusiform cell type."̂ ^ 

The distribution of plasmodesmata in the cell walls of vascular cambium and differentiating 
xylem has received relatively little attention and few species have been examined with this in mind. 
Cronshaw and Wardrop carried out the first electron microscope investigation of sections through 
differentiating secondary xylem elements and noted that plasmodesmata were absent from the sites 
of bordered pit development in Pinus radiata?^ This was confirmed for the same species by Barnett 
and Harris who also observed that plasmodesmata were apparently absent from any part of the wall 
of the developing tracheitis, including the tangential wall formed at cell division.^^ Examination of 
fusiform cells in the cambial zone also failed to find plasmodesmata in either their radial or tangen
tial walls. On the other hand, plasmodesmata were abundant in the radial and horizontal walls 
between ray cells at all stages of development. This means that the fusiform cambial cells and their 
derivatives communicate with their neighbouring cells only via the apoplasm; an interesting obser
vation in that it paralleled the observed isolation from the symplasm of cells in tissue culture by loss 
of plasmodesmata prior to their differentiation into tracheary elements. An alternative control 
mechanism for the formation of vessel elements has been recently proposed by Barlow, who suggests 
that a new vessel element is determined as a result of contact between a new ray and a fusiform cell."*̂  
A stimulus (possibly auxin) produced by the newly developing vessel element then travels vertically 
downwards causing fusiform cells below to also develop into vessel elements. It is also suggested that 
the time taken for this process could account for vessels crossing growth ring boundaries. If this idea 
is correct, then the anatomical arrangement of vessels should be related to the distribution pattern of 
rays. Vessel multiples would arise from almost simultaneous formation of new rays in close vertical 
alignment at different heights in the stem. A careful analysis of ray distribution and initiation could 
help to test this interesting idea. 

Czaninski reported that plasmodesmata were absent from the pit membranes of vessel elements,^ 
an observation confirmed by Barnett in a study of differentiating secondary xylem in angiosperm 
woods."^^ Cells destined to become fibres and axial parenchyma had plasmodesmata in their devel
oping pit membranes whereas those differentiating into vessel elements and tracheitis had none. The 
pit membranes of developing tracheitis in the primitive vessel-less angiosperms Drimys winteri and 
Trochodendron aralioides also lacked plasmodesmata.^^ The situation is not clear-cut, however. A 
recent quantitative study of numbers of plasmodesmata in developing xylem of one-year-old and 
20-year-old hybrid aspen {Populus tremula x tremuloides), however, showed plasmodesmata in the 
walls between enlarging vessel elements and enlarging fibres and between enlarging vessel elements 
and rays, albeit in smaller numbers than in the walls of parenchyma or developing fibres (unpub
lished observations). 

It may be significant that the fusiform cambial cells in the majority of coniferous trees produce 
only tracheitis. There is thus no need for information concerning the fate of neighbouring cells to 
enter the cambial cells or differentiating tracheitis via the symplasm. The metabolites required by the 
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developing fusiform cells presumably enter by the apoplasmic pathway having moved out of the 
symplasm of the rays. Exceptions to tracheid formation occur when resin canals are formed towards 
the end of the growing season, or sparsely distributed axial parenchyma are formed in species such as 
larch and redwood. Whether plasmodesmatal connections are present in the walls of these cells 
during their development has still to be investigated, but it is possible that insertion of secondary 
plasmodesmata may be a controlling factor in their formation. 

The situation with regard to the origin of plasmodesmata in developing wood of angiosperms is 
complicated by the fact that during the cell enlargement stage of xylem cell differentiation, the 
circumference of a putative vessel and the length of a putative fibre may each increase by several 
hundred percent. There is thus a constant josding and shuffling of cells resulting in the formation of 
many new cell contacts and the loss of others. In the case of vessel element enlargement in Quercus, 
for example, the original cambial derivative from which the vessel element differentiates would have 
been in lateral contact with a maximum of six other cambial zone cells; after enlargement as many as 
twenty or more cells may be found to share a common wall with the vessel (Fig. 1C). Fibres increase 
in length by tip growth and may force their way between the derivatives of several vertical files of 
cambial cells. Plasmodesmata between cells which have come into contact during growth must have 
formed secondarily, while it is probable that many connections present in the cambium are broken. 

Formation of Plasmodesmata in Cambium and Developing Wood Cells 
While plasmodesmata in tangential walls between ray parenchyma are almost certainly formed 

primarily through this wall at the cell plate stage of development, there can be no doubt that 
plasmodesmata in developing fusiform xylem cells are formed secondarily. A study of a transverse 
section of a gymnosperm wood reveals long radial files of tracheids, produced by an uninter
rupted sequence of periclinal divisions of single fusiform initials (Fig. 10). These files have long 
common ancestral radial walls whose thickness and integrity have been maintained by addition of 

Figure 10. Transverse section through wood o£Pinus sylvestris. The radial direction in the wood is from top to 
bottom of the micrograph. Note the long uninterrupted rows of cells with common radial ancestral walls. Scale 
bar = 0.1 mm. 
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new wall material at each division. There is no opportunity for the primary formation of plas-
modesmata in these walls; yet in angiosperms, it is these radial walls which contain most plas-
modesmata, usually in the form of clusters in developing pit membranes in fibres or parenchyma 
cells.̂ ®'̂ ^ On the other hand, and contrary to expectation, plasmodesmata are rare in the tangen
tial walls formed at periclinal division. This suggests that where such connections are lacking, 
they have never been formed, rather than being lost during differentiation. That plasmodesmata 
are rare in the walls of developing vessel elements and tracheids, but common in the walls of 
developing fibres and parenchyma, suggests further that active production of secondary plas
modesmata may be used as one element in controlling the fate of a cambial derivative. Isolation of 
cells into symplasmic domains by closing of plasmodesmatal connections is now thought to allow 
groups of cells to differentiate into distinct types. An alternative method of creating domains 
may function in wood by leaving cells destined to become tracheary elements at the meristematic 
stage isolated from the symplasm. 

In conclusion, cell-cell channels in the form of plasmodesmata are important in wood in convey
ing materials from both xylem and phloem to the meristematic zone producing wood (and second
ary phloem). The large numbers of plasmodesmata in the tangential walls between ray parenchyma 
support this view. However, the relatively small numbers, or even a total lack of plasmodesmata 
between these ray parenchyma and cells of the developing xylem suggest that materials leave the rays 
to enter the cambial cells and their developing derivatives apoplasmically. Such plasmodesmata as 
exist in the walls of the latter may function as channels for messengers controlling the direction of 
cell differentiation in symplasmic domains. 
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CHAPTER 10 

TMV Movement Protein Targets Cell-Cell 
Channels in Plants and Prokaryotes: 
Possible Roles of Tubulin- and FtsZ-Based Cytoskeletons 

Manfred Heinlein* 

Abstract 

Cell-to-cell communication in plants occurs via plasmodesmata (Pd), dynamic membrane-
lined pores in the plant cell wall that provide symplasmic continuity between adjacent cells. 
Communication through Pd involves the trafficking of protein and RNA macromolecules, 

and also includes the trafficking of viruses. Virus movement depends on virus-encoded movement 
proteins (MP), of which the MP of Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) has been most thoroughly studied. 
The many cellular activities of this protein include the interaction with Pd, which results in the 
deposition of fibrous material in the Pd cavity as well as in an increased size-exclusion limit of the 
channel. The protein also interacts with plant microtubules and actin filaments, and the alignment 
of the protein to microtubules has been correlated with the function of this protein. Intriguingly, the 
protein also interacts with the cell junctions of the multicellular cyznoh2iCt&n\im Anabaena suggest
ing a degree of fiinctional analogy between intercellular communication mechanisms of multicellu
lar prokaryotes and plants. In Anabaena^ MP induces the formation of MP-associated filaments 
which traverse the intercellular septa and which may be similar in nature to the fibrous MP-associated 
material localized to Pd in MP-expressing plants. These observations may suggest the involvement 
of conserved cytoskeletal elements in the MP-dependent modification and plasticity of intercellular 
connections in evolutionary divergent species. 

Plasmodesmata and Intercellular Communication in Plants 
Intercellular communication delivers crucial information for the position-dependent specifi

cation of cell fate and, therefore, is an essential biological process during the coordination of 
development in multicellular organisms. Communication in animals is mediated by receptoriligand 
interactions as well as through gap junctions, proteinaceous channels that interconnect contigu
ous cells and function in transport of small molecules of less that 1 kDa. Moreover, recent obser
vations of 'tunneling nanotubes' suggest that animal cells also have the potential to form cytoplas
mic bridges to exchange macromolecules symplasmically. ̂  Similar pathways for intercellular 
communication exist in plants: whereas the apoplasmic pathway mediates communication via 
receptordigand-interactions,'^ the symplasmic pathway allows the direct intercellular exchange of 
macromolecules through cytoplasmic bridges in the cell wall termed plasmodesmata (Pd).̂ '̂ ^ 
The system of Pd is connected to the phloem sieve elements in the vascular veins and stems and, 
thus, forms a cell-to-cell and long-distance communication network that enables plants to rap-
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idly disseminate information and metabolites, thereby coordinating cellular activities at a level 
above that of the individual cell.^ The conductivity of Pd is under developmental and physiologi
cal control and thus defines cell-to-cell communication within and between 'supracellular do
mains. ̂ ^ For example, when leaves mature and undergo the sink-to-source transition there are 
conspicuous changes in Pd conductivity and structure. ̂ ^ Long-term decreases and increases in Pd 
conductivity have also been correlated with the local deposition and removal of callose.^ '^^ In 
addition, Pd are intrinsically dynamic and can be gated by non-cell-autonomous proteins 
(NCAPs).^'^'^^ These rather short -term dynamic changes in the size-exclusion limit (SEL) of Pd 
may involve Pd-associated cytoskeletal elements. ' ' 

The ability of specific NCAPs to gate Pd allows their own trafficking and is involved in the 
transport of RNA molecules.^'^ Communication through Pd indeed includes the controlled cell-to-cell 
and systemic trafficking of a whole range of RNA and protein macromolecules, such as 
non-cell-autonomous transcription factors, RNA-based silencing signals, and messenger 
j ^ ^ 4,9.11,20-24 However, although direct communication via RNA and protein trafficking through 
Pd has likely evolved to accelerate efficient cell-to-cell and systemic signaling, it also represents an 
Achilles heel, since RNA viruses use this feature to spread infection. Yet, for the researcher, RNA 
viruses are excellent keys to the molecular mechanisms that govern intercellular macromolecular 
trafficking and intercellular communication through Pd. ''̂ ^ 

The Movement Protein of TMV Interacts with the Plant Cytoskeleton 
and Plasmodesmata to Facilitate Intercellular Spread of the Virus 

The spread of most, if not all, viruses depends on specialized virus-encoded NCAPs, termed 
Movement Proteins (MP). '̂ '"̂  Pioneering studies performed with the MP of Tobacco mosaic virus 
(TMV)^ '̂"^^ have demonstrated that this protein targets Pd (Fig. lA) and modifies their ^YLP 
Furthermore, upon transient expression or microinjection, the protein spreads from cell to cell.̂ ® 
Since plants themselves encode endogenous NCAPs that are functionally analogous to viral MPs,^'^' 
the function of MP may directly reflect mechanisms of macromolecular Pd transport in normal 
plants that are exploited by viruses for the movement of their genomes. 

The mechanism by which TMV and the plant host coordinate the trafficking of the viral RNA 
genome (vRNA) is not well understood. Although the targeting of Pd by MP may be sufficient for 
its own spread, it is in itself not sufficient to drive vRNA movement. Several MP mutants have been 
described which accumulate in Pd but are dysfunctional with respect to vRNA movement.^^'^ 
Moreover, sink tissues with Pd characterized by large SELs allow movement of macromolecules of 
sizes up to 50 kD but still require MP for intercellular transport of vRNA.^^ Apparendy, neither the 
presence of MP in Pd nor an increased SEL of the channel is sufficient for virus movement, indicat
ing that the transport of vRNA depends on additional functions of MP. Indeed, since the size of 
vRNA amounts to several megadaltons, the MP probably interacts with an active translocation 
mechanism for transport of the vRNA through the viscous cytoplasm.^^'^^ 

In vitro studies have revealed that the MP binds to single-stranded nucleic acids which results in 
the formation of an unfolded, elongated ribonucleoprotein complex (vRNP) with apparent dimen
sions compatible with translocation through dilated Pd.^^'^^ Although in vivo evidence for the for
mation of an MPivRNA complex is still lacking, it seems likely that the MP binds to vRNA in vivo, 
thus forming the core of the infectious particle that spreads between cells. This hypothesis \s sup
ported by the fact that the coat protein (CP) of TMV is dispensable for the cell-to-cell movement of 
infection, ' thus indicating that vRNA is indeed transported in a nonencapsidated form. Recent 
observations suggest that vRNA moves in the form of larger, membrane-associated replication com
plexes. Earlier studies reported the association of MP with cytoskeletal elements suggesting a 
role of microtubules, actin filaments, and associated motor proteins in the transport of infection. 
Further in vivo studies showed that vRNA transport, but not the targeting of MP to Pd, is tightly 
correlated with the ability of MP to bind microtubules^^'^ ' ^ suggesting that MP utilizes micro
tubules for vRNA transport rather than for its own targeting to Pd. Other subsequent experiments 
involved treatments of infected Â . benthamiana and Â . tabacum plants with cytoskeletal inhibitors 
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Figure 1. The MP of TMV targets Pd and leads to the deposition of fibrous material within the Pd cavity. A) 
MP fused to GFP (MP:GFP) localizes to Pd (arrows) in TMV-MP:GFP-infected Nicotiana benthamiana 
epidermal cells. Bar is 10 [im. Reprinted with permission from Heinlein M et al, Plant Cell 10:1107-1120, 
©1998 American Society of Plant Biologists. B) Deposition of fibrous material within Pd of MP-expressing 
Nicotiana tabacum plants. Bar is 0.25 ^m. C) Presence of MP within Pd of MP-expressing Nicotiana tabacum 
plants, as shown by immuno-labeling. Bar is 0.25 ^m. B,C) Reprinted with permission from Moore PJ et al, 
Protoplasma 170:115-127,^^ ©1992 Springer Verlag. 

and indicated that vRNA movement is actin- rather than microtubule-dependent.'*'^'^^ This latter 
finding supports a role of the actin cytoskeleton during infection. ' Since actin has been localized 
to Pd, ^ and since the association of MP with Pd seems not to require prior association of MP with 
microtubules,̂ " '̂̂  it appears possible that actin filaments are involved in the targeting or anchorage 
oftheMPtoPd. 

Microtubules, although involved, may not be essential for movement in Nicotiana species. As an 
alternative or additional function, it has been proposed that microtubules may support virus infec
tion by targeting the protein for degradation, ^ a hypothesis that gained further support by observa
tions indicating that the level and localization of MP is changed in the presence of proteasome 
inhibitors. ̂ '̂̂ ^ However, recent studies in our laboratory clearly argue against this possibility by 
showing that although poly-ubiquitinylated MP accumulates during infection and is detected in 
total cell extracts, microtubule-associated MP is not ubiquitinylated (manuscript in preparation). 
We recently localized MP to mobile, microtubule-associated granules in cells at the leading front of 
infection (manuscript in preparation). However, whether these MP-associated particle movements 
are indeed related to viral cell-to-cell transport remains to be shown. There is accumulating evidence 
that microtubules play a role during infection by viruses belonging to diverse families. ̂ "̂ '̂ ^ Cer
tainly, further in planta studies are required to elucidate the roles of the cytoskeleton during virus 
replication and the cell-to-cell spread of infection in plants. 

Results of studies in vitro (manuscript in preparation), and of studies in which the MP of TMV 
was expressed in transfected mammalian cells, indicate that the MP intrinsically associates with 
microtubules and does not require additional factors for this activity. The direct interaction of MP 
with the microtubule may be mediated by a domain with similarity to the M-loop of a, p, and 
y-tubulin, as has been suggested by single amino acid exchange mutations, which rendered the 
protein temperature-sensitive with respect to in vivo microtubule association and function in vRNA 
movement.^ Although further tests are needed to verify that this domain is direcdy involved in 
microtubule association, one can speculate that this domain allows the MP to emulate the binding 
forces of M-loop/N-loop contacts between adjacent microtubule protofilaments and thus to directly 
manipulate microtubule assembly/disassembly dynamics. Because of the presence of this homology 
with tubulin, it has been speculated that MP may coassemble with the microtubule and incorporate 
into the microtubule lattice. However, in vivo experiments employing fluorescence recovery after 
photobleaching indicate that MP behaves like a MAP and binds to the surface of microtubules 
rather than moving laterally within the dynamic polymer. Moreover, in vitro, the MP is able to 
directly bind to preformed and dynamically stabilized microtubules (manuscript in preparation). 
Thus, the requirement of microtubule assembly dynamics for complex formation appears unlikely. 

The potential ability of MP to modify microtubule dynamics is supported by the observation 
that in transfected mammalian cells, the transient expression of MP has profound effects on the 
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Figure 2. Tobacco BY-2 protoplasts form MP:GFP-containing protrusions upon infection with TMV-MP:GFP. 
Bar is 5 ̂ m. Reprinted with permission from Heinlein M, Cell Mol Life Sci 59:58-82, ©2002 Birkhauser Verlag.̂ ^ 

structure of the microtubule array and on centrosomal microtubule-nucleation activity.^ The ob
served changes correlate with an apparent lack of y-tubulin from the centrosome, suggesting that the 
MP might be able to interact with microtubule-organizing complexes to manipulate the cytoskel-
eton in yet unknown ways. In plants, the MP seems not to induce such strong microtubule rear
rangements as those observed in mammalian cells. However, such strong effects may indeed not be 
expected since, unlike in mammalian cells, microtubule-organizing activity in plant cells is dispersed 
throughout the cytoskeleton.^^'^^ Given that microtubule nucleation events are dispersed, the ex
pression of MP may impose only subde changes in the overall structure of the array. Preliminary 
observations made in our laboratory suggest the involvement of local microtubule rearrangements 
in the formation of plasma membrane projections that protrude of the surface of cell wall-lacking 
protoplasts infected with T M V (Fig- 2). Analogous to the movement mechanism of 
'tubule-forming' viruses, these projections may reflect the formation of transport tubules required 
for the viral transport event through Pd. Although TMV infection has not been reported to result in 
the formation of tubules within Pd, the interaction of MP with Pd nevertheless results in the depo
sition of fibrous material within the Pd cavity^^ (Fig. IB). The fibers are associated with MP (Fig. 
IC), but whether the fibers solely consist of MP, or are associated with an underlying cytoskeletal 
element remains unknown. However, the correlation between the possible role of microtubules in 
the formation of MP-containing membrane protrusions in protoplasts and the occurrence of 
MP-associated fibrous structures in Pd of plant epidermal cells may suggest that vRNA movement 
depends upon the local reorganization of the cytoskeletal array and the formation of a virus-induced 
cytoskeletal transport structure within Pd. The mechanism of cell-to-cell spread of T M V in plants 
might then be similar to that which facilitates the spread oi Human T-cell leukemia virus (HTLV-1) 
or of Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) between lymphocytes, a process which involves the 
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virus-induced reorientation of the microtubule-organizing center (MTOC) and the polarization of 
the cytoskeieton to induce unique cell-ceil adhesion domains (virological synapse) through which 
the spread of viral material occurs.̂ '̂̂ '̂  

The Movement Protein of TMV Targets and Modifies Cell-Cell Junctions 
in Anabaena 

A potential role of cytoskeletal elements in the manipulation of intercellular communication 
by MP is also indicated by surprising results obtained upon expression of MP in the cyanobacterium 
Anabaena sp. strain PCC 7120. This is a multicellular prokaryotic organism, in which the pat
terned differentiation of heterocysts as well as normal growth of the bacterial filament depends on 
intercellular communication and a set of specific genes. One of these genes is patS^ which 
encodes a diffusible peptide. ^ The expression oipatS is localized primarily in proheterocysts and 
heterocysts, and since its overexpression inhibits heterocyst differentiation, it has been proposed 
that the processed PatS peptide, originating from differentiating proheterocysts, diffuses between 
cells, thus creating a gradient of PatS signalling.^^ Although PatS is has been reported to inhibit 
the DNA binding activity of the transcriptional activator HetR,^^ the mechanism of intercellular 
communication by PatS has not been further addressed. It has been proposed that PatS may 
diffuse through the periplasmic space and be taken up by neighbouring cells. ^ However, the 
peptide may also diffuse directly between physically connected cells. Morphological evidence for 
direct intercellular connections between cells of filamentous multicellular cyanobacteria has been 
discovered (Fig. 3) and described as intercellular connections,^^ porelike structures,̂ '̂̂ ^ pores,^^ 
intercalary perforations (Fig. 3), plasmodesmata,^^'^^ and microplasmodesmata (mPd,'̂ '̂̂ )̂. 

Figure 3. Transmission electron microscopy micrograph oi Anabaena variabilis showing intercellular perfora
tion (arrows) o f - 2 4 nm in diameter in the cross walls of neighbouring cells. Bar is 0.4 p,m. Reprinted with 
permission from Palinska KA, Krumbein WE, J Phycol 36:139-145, ©2000 Blackwell Publishing/^ 
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Figure 4. Bacterial filaments ofAnabaenasp. strain PCC 7120 expressing the MP of TMV at levels, which do not 
interfere with intercellular communication. A) Immuno-labeled MP (yellow) localizes to the cell junctions. Bar 
is 1.5 îm. B) Electron microscopical image of a thin section showing the localization of immunogold-labeled MP 
at the cell junction (arrows). Bar is 0.5 ̂ im. Reprinted with permission from Heinlein M et al, Plant J 14:345-351, 
©1998 Blackwell Publishing.^° A color version of this figure is available online at www.Eurekah.com. 

Because of their small outer diameter (10-20 nm) and lack of either a discernable core (porelike 
structures) or plasma membrane continuity, these intercellular connections are structurally well 
distinguished from Pd of higher plants. Surprisingly, when MP was expressed in transgenic >4«^-
baendy it was found that high level expression of this protein prevented diazotrophic growth and 
heterocyst differentiation, indicating that the MP perturbs cell-to-cell communication. In a 
subsequent study, the MP was immunolabelled and found to localize to the cell junctions^^ (Fig. 
4). At low concentrations of MP, which did not interfere with heterocyst differentiation, the 
protein was localized to ring-like structures that flank the intercellular septum at both sides (Fig. 
4). In cells expressing the protein at levels that interfere with intercellular communication and 
heterocyst differentiation, the MP antibody again labelled the ring-like structures, but also la
belled a tubular arrangement of filaments that not only traversed the length of the cells, but also 
extended across the septa connecting adjacent cells (Fig. 5). This observation is exciting because, 
despite the distant evolutionary relationship between higher plants and multicellular prokaryotes, 
MP might target both Pd and cyanobacterium cell-cell junctions by a functionally conserved 
mechanism. This finding indicates that a degree of functional homology exists between cell-cell 
channels of bacteria and plants. Moreover, the formation of intercellular filaments by MP high
lights cytoskeletal elements as being involved in the MP-dependent modification and plasticity of 
intercellular connections in evolutionary divergent species. 

The diameter of the MP-associated filament bundle formed within the cyanobacterial cell junc
tions was found to be 150 nm and, therefore, much larger than the diameter of mPd (20 nm,^^) that 
connect Anabaena cells.^^ Conceivable then, the filament constituents of the bundle may traverse 
the septa by passing individually through a large group of mPd, or the bundle may extend as a whole 
through much larger septal pores that are either derived from mPd or newly formed in the presence 
ofMR^o 

The ring-like structures that are localized adjacent to the cell junctions and to which MP also 
localizes^® are equally intriguing. This ring-Uke distribution of the MP may indicate that the protein 
associates with ih^t Anabaena homolog^^ of the essential procaryotic cell division protein FtsZ.^" '̂̂ ^ 
In Escherichia coli, FtsZ is a highly abundant protein that polymerizes in a GTP-dependent man
ner to form a circumferential ring (the Z-ring) that constricts at the leading edge of the invaginating 
septum to separate the two daughter cells.̂ " '̂̂ ^ The molecular structure of FtsZ is congruous with 
that of eukaryotic tubulin,^ '̂ ^ confirming the homology and probable common ancestry of these 
proteins. Although FtsZ exhibits only low sequence identity to tubuHn (10-18% at the amino acid 
level), its structural homology to tubulin may be sufficient for interactions with MP, either directly 
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Figure 5. Bacterial filaments oiAnabaena sp. strain PCC 7120 expressing the MP of T M V at levels that interfere 
with intercellular communication. A,B) Immuno-labeled MP (yellow) localizes to filaments that span the cells 
(A) and traverse the septum between cells (B). Bar is 1.5 |im. C) Thin section of a cell j unction showing filaments 
that expand from cell to cell (arrows). The intercellular filaments are immunogold-labeled with antibody against 
MP. Bar is 0.5 M«m. D) The intercellular filaments and MP-specific immunogold labeling are absent in wild-type 
Anabaena cells. Bar is 1 ^m. E) Electron micrograph enlargement of the septal junction between contiguous 
cells. The strand that links both cells is - 150 nm in diameter and characterized by a filamentous substructure. 
The immunogold labeling of the MP can be seen decorating individual filaments of the strand. Stereoclectron 
micrographs®^ show that the filaments form a tubular arrangement within the bundle. Bar is 0.2 \im. F) 
Enlargements of the central area of (E) to highlight the filamentous substructure of the bundle traversing the 
septum. Bar is 0.2 [im. Reprinted with permission from Heinlein M et al. Plant J 14:345-351, ©1998 Blackwell 
Publishing.®^ A color version of this figure is available online at www.Eurekah.com. 

or via FtsZ-associated proteins.^^ With respect to the nature of the MP-induced filaments described 
above it appears interesting that when overexpressed, the FtsZ protein forms long tubules in E. coli 
cells.^^ Thus, it may be possible that overexpression of MP in Anabaena causes sequestration or 
displacement of FtsZ-associated factors and subsequent aggregation of overabundant FtsZ and asso
ciated MP into filaments. Another conceivable scenario for the formation of the filaments is that 
MP may mimic bacterial MAPs such as FtsA and ZipA. These proteins bind to FtsZ and support the 
formation and stabilization of the Z ring.̂ ®'̂ ^ Moreover, both proteins carry C-terminal sequences 
that tether the ring to the membrane. The ability of these proteins to bind to both FtsZ and mem
brane is indeed reminiscent of MP, w^hich binds to tubulin but also carries hydrophobic transmem
brane domains that mediate its interaction with membranes.^^'^^ Thus, the MP may function as a 
modifying cytoskeleton-to-membrane linker, just Uke FtsA.^^ The ability of FtsA to bind FtsZ de
pends on its membrane association. Interestingly, when FtsA fails to interact with the membrane 
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and, as a consequence, also with FtsZ, it forms rods.^^ Thus, if the MP is a MAP as described above, 
the MP-associated filaments observed in Anabaena cells over-expressing the protein^® may be inde
pendent of FtsZ and formed by excess MP. Clearly, further supporting evidence is required before a 
statement concerning the interaction of MP with the FtsZ machinery can be made. In fact, the 
MP-labelled rings that are found adjacent to the septum in Anabaena remain at the cell poles follow
ing cytokinesis. This appears to argue against the association of MP with the Z-ring, which, based 
on studies in Escherichia coli and Bacillus subtilis, disperses upon completion of septation.^^ Another 
possibility is that MP interacts with zones of membrane-to-wall adhesions that are referred to as 
periseptal annuli.^ This alternative hypothesis would be in agreement with the notion that the Pd 
of plants also represent sites of membrane-to-cell wall adhesion^^'^^ and as such may act as general 
targets for MP localization. 

It should be noted that in addition to the FtsZ ring, bacteria also express other cytoskeletal 
elements^'^'^^ with which the MP could potentially interact. One element related to the FtsZ ring is 
the Min system, which has long been known to be involved in defining the bacterial division site.88 
Since the MinD component of this system polymerizes into macromolecular filaments or cables in 
vitro and in vivo it may be related to the observed MP-associated filaments. Evidence for the 
interaction of MP with plant actin may suggest that the MP-associated filaments m Anabaena may 
also be caused by interaction of the protein with prokaryotic actin orthologs. Bacteria indeed are 
known to encode such orthologs, such as the cell-shape determinant MreB^^" '̂ or ParM, which is 
involved in plasmid segregation. ̂ ^̂ '̂ ^̂  

Although at the present time the correlation between the association of MP with cytoskeletal 
elements of plants and bacteria is highly speculative, the involvement of the cytoskeleton in 
MP-dependent transport structures in plant and bacterial cell junctions is consistent with infection 
strategies by certain invasive pathogenic bacteria such as Listeria, Shigella, and Rickettsia, which also 
use cytoskeleton-induced trasport structures to move intra- and intercellularly. Listeria monocytogenes 
is a facultative intracellular parasite that infects animal cells, causing Listeriosis in humans. Spread of 
Listeria occurs by formation of tubular extensions on the cell surface that extend deep into 
neighbouring cells. The neighbouring cell then takes up the bacteria by process that is sometimes 
referred to as paracytophagy.^^^ The tubular structures are required for infectivity o^Listeria and are 
formed by the ability of the bacterium to nucleate actin from the ActA protein on their surface. This 
provides the force required to deform and extend the plasma membrane (for reviews, see ref 108). 
Another example of tubule formation occurs during spread of Vaccinia virus. Following the target
ing of the viral particles to the plasma membrane by microtubules, the virus is secreted by exocytosis. 
Once outside the cell, actin polymerization below the plasma membrane leads to protrusions that 
push the virus into the adjacent cell. 

Future Prospects 
The identification of MP-interacting factors in both plants 2j^d Anabaena represents an exciting 

perspective for future studies. Since the genome o^ Anabaena has been sequenced^ ^̂  and anno
tated,^ ̂ ^ and a genome database for Cyanobacteria has been created (http://www.kazusa.or.jp/cy-
ano/index.html), Anabaena has joined the list of model organisms for studies involving functional 
genomics. However, even without knowing the detailed underlying molecular mechanisms, the ability 
of MP to enter and to modify cellular junctions in Anabaena as well as in plants is already quite 
remarkable. Cyanobacteria appeared on Earth approximately 2.7 billion years ago and demonstrate 
one of the earliest forms of intercellular communication and cellular differentiation in evolution. 
The ability of MP to interact with cell junctions in higher plants ^nd Anabaena may be indicative of 
a shared mechanism of intercellular communication that has been conserved or reinvented during 
evolution. The ability of MP to interact with cell junctions in both organisms might also shed light 
on the origin of non-cell-autonomous viruses. Indeed, these observations might suggest that viral 
MP-like factors and the ability of viruses to spread between cells evolved as soon as the first multicel
lular organisms appeared. 
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CHAPTER 11 

Viral Movement Proteins Induce Tubule 
Formation In Plant and Insect Cells 
Jan W.M. van Lent* and Corinne Schmitt-Keichinger 

Abstract 

P lant viruses move from cell to cell through plasmodesmata, which are complex gatable pores 
in the cell wall. As plasmodesmata normally allow the diffusion of only small molecules, virus 
movement is only achieved by the action of virus-encoded movement proteins that 

biochemically or structurally modify these pores to enable the passage of *naked' viral genomes or 
virus particles. For a large number of different plant viruses, the movement protein forms a transport 
tubule inside the plasmodesmal pore to transport mature virus particles. In this review we describe 
the important factors that seem to play a role in this type of transport and provide a speculative 
model for this movement mechanism. 

Introduction 
Once a virus has entered the initial cell of a compatible host plant by vector transmission or 

mechanical wounding, it rapidly replicates and moves to the neighboring uninfected cells. This 
cell-to-cell movement requires infectious entities to traverse the rigid cell wall, a plant specific barrier 
that surrounds every cell and constitutes the "skeleton** of the plant. Plant viruses make use of natural 
channels, named plasmodesmata (Pd), that are present in these cell walls ̂  and provide a route for 
intercellular communication (recent reviews in refs. 2-9). As such, Pd are of fundamental importance 
to plant development, but are also crucially involved in disease development, i.e., disease resistance 
and the spread of RNAi signals and virus. On the basis of their ontogeny, Pd are classified in two 
categories: primary Pd are formed in the growing cell plate during cytokinesis, whereas secondary 
Pd are formed after cytokinesis either by neo-formation in preexisting cell walls, and thus can bridge 
cells deriving from different (not clonally related) tissues or by modification of primary Pd, giving 
rise to structurally complex, branched Pd (for recent reviews on Pd see refs. 2-6,8). 

A general picture of the Pd is that of a pore in the cell wall through which both the plasma and 
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membranes of two cells are interconnected. Within the Pd, the con
nected ER forms a thin so-called desmotubule in the central axial region of the pore (Fig. lA). 
Several Pd associated compounds have been identified pointing to a complex molecular structure,̂ '̂̂ ^ 
which results in a limited but variable gating capacity. Pd are dynamic in conductivity and structure, 
properties that vary with the physiology and the developmental stage of the plant tissue. ̂ "̂  For 
tobacco mesophyll cells the physical diameter of the transport channels in Pd was estimated to be 
2.5 nm,̂ ^ while microinjection experiments showed a molecular gating limit of ± 1000 Da.^^ These 
estimates show that Pd are not capable of facilitating the free passage of large molecules ̂ "̂ '̂  and that 
the gating capacity of Pd must drastically increase to enable the passage of viral genomes and virions. 
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Tubule with 

desmotuliute 

Figure 1. Simplified schematic drawing of a native plasmodesma (A) and a modified plasmodesma (B), lacking the 
desmotubule and instead containing a viral transport tubule with virions. 

Most, if not all, plant viruses encode one or more so-called movement proteins (MPs) that are, 
amongst other functions, implicated in Pd dilation. These MPs are targeted to the Pd where they 
modify Pd molecular size exclusion limit (SEL)^ '̂̂ '̂̂ '̂  and enable passage of viral genomes or even 
mature virus particles. In spite of this common function there is little or no sequence homology 
between MPs from different viruses. Based on their primary structure, viral MPs have been divided 
into several superfamilies, one of which is the '30K* superfamily, related to the 30 kDa Tobacco 
mosaic virus (TMV) MP. ^ For viruses with MPs belonging to this superfamily roughly three 
mechanisms of cell-to-cell movement can be distinguished.^"^ In one mechanism, exemplified by 
TMV, the MPs reversibly adapt Pd to allow transport of a ribonucleoprotein complex. ̂ '̂"̂ '̂"̂ ^ The 
viral coat proteins are not required. This "nondestructive*' cell-to-cell movement mechanism has 
been extensively reviewed by Waigmann et al. ̂  ̂  In the second mechanism, exemplified by Cowpea 
mosaic comovirus (CPMV)^^'^® and Grapevinefanleafnepovirus (GFLV),^^'^^ the MPs aggregate into 
cell wall penetrating nanotubules for transport of mature virions or nucleocapsids. Hence, coat 
proteins in form of virions are required for this type of viral transport. A third intermediate category 
can be recognized in viruses that require the coat protein for ceil to cell movement, but not in form 
of a virus particle. The MPs of these viruses are capable of assembling tubules, but tubules are not 
essentially involved in viral transport. Examples of such viruses are found in the family of the 
Bromoviridae? '̂ ^ In this chapter, primarily the tubule-guided movement of virions, i.e., those vi
ruses that require an encapsidation competent coat protein, is discussed. 

Viruses, Transport Tubules and Plasmodesmata 
Whereas viruses that use a TMV-like movement mechanism modify the gating capacity of Pd 

without noticeable structural alteration (see also Manfred Heinlein's chapter),^^ viruses that employ 
tubules drastically modify Pd structure to allow assembly and expansion of the transporting tubule 
within the Pd pore. The presence of virus-induced nanotubules in Pd has been reported for a broad 
variety of plant viruses from different families and genera and with diflFerent types of genomes (RNA, 
DNA, double stranded or single stranded, plus- or minus-sense). The most conspicuous 
virus-transporting tubules are those that contain virus particles (Fig. 2A,A'), as have been observed 
in Pd of plants infected with viruses of the families Comoviridae [Comovirus: CPMV,"^ '̂̂ ^ Bean pod 
mottle virus (BPMV),^^ Nepovirus: Tomato nngspot virus (TomRSV),^^ GFLV],̂ '̂̂ '̂̂ ° Bromoviridae 
[Bromovirus: Olive latent virus 2; Alfamovirus: Alfalfa mosaic virus 

(AMV),^2,43 iiarvirus-. Tobacco 
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Figure 2. Electron micrographs (A-D) of negatively stained tubules of CPMV (A) andTSWV (C) formed at the 
protoplast surfiice and tubules in plasmodesmata of mesophyll cells infected with CPMV (A'), AMV (B), TSWV 
(C',D). Confocal images (E,F) of tubules protruding from the surface of a protoplast infected with CPMV (E) and 
of an insect cell expressing the CPMV MP (F). T = tubule, PM = plasma membrane, V = virion, C W = cell wall. 
Bar in F represents 5 M<m. 
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streak virus (TSV); Cucumovirus\ Tomato aspermi virus (TAV)], ^ Sequiviridae {Sequivirus)]y 
Geminiviridae [(Begomovirus)], ^ and Caulimoviridae [Caulimovirus: Dahlia mosaic virus, ^' ^ Cauli

flower mosaic virus (CaMV),^^ Badnavirus\?^ With Tomato spotted wilt virus (TSWV), a plant virus 
belonging to a family of predominantly animal-infecting viruses (the Bunyaviridae, genus Tospovirus), 
tubules have been observed in Pd without a defined particulate content (Fig. 2C,C').^^ Mature 
TSWV virions are enveloped with a diameter of 80-100 nm and accumulate in the lumen of the 
endoplasmic reticulum. It is unlikely that TSWV is transported in this form. Studies of early stages 
of TSWV infection show that few Pd are modified showing a tubular structure (Fig. 2C*), but many 
Pd contain the MP in form of fibrillar material extending into the cytoplasm of one cell (Fig. 2D; 
van Lent, unpublished). 

A common factor in the structural modification of Pd enabling the assembly of viral transport 
tubules is the absence of the desmotubule (Figs. IB, 2A',B). In addition to this, Pd can be dilated to 
accommodate the passage of larger virions. With small spherical viruses like Como- and Nepoviruses 
(particle diameter about 30 nm) no noticeable increase in the diameter of the Pd pore has been 
reported, but vAth. Alfalfa mosaic virus (AMV) the pore of MP-containing Pd appears to be nearly 
two-fold dilated in cells at the infection front. "̂  Also with Caulimoviruses '̂̂ ^ and TSWV (Fig. 
2C,C')5^'5^ die Pd diameter seems to become dilated. 

Whereas the tubules of Como-, Nepo- and Caulimoviruses persist in the Pd, steadily growing to 
lengths of several microns and eventually are embedded in a thick layer of wall deposits,^ '^^ ' '^ ^ 
with AMV and TSWV the presence of MP and tubules in the Pd, as well as dilation of the Pd pore 
appears to be transient and is observed only in cells that are in an early stage of infection.^^'^^'^^ 
Intercellular movement apparently (and logically) is an early function in the viral infection cycle and 
with many viruses the structural modification of Pd and the presence of tubules may have been 
unnoticed due to the early and transient action of the MP In plant tissues that have a more or less 
synchronized infection with TSWV and AMV (achieved by differential temperature treatment)^^'^^ 
tubule-like structures are frequently observed in Pd (van Lent, unpublished). Figure 2B,C',D shows 
such modifications of Pd in cells early (approx. 24 h) after the onset of AMV (Fig. 2B) and TSWV 
(Fig. 2C' ,D) infection and the presence of MP in these tubules has been confirmed by 
immuno-labeling (not shown). Furthermore, at the border of AMV infection, in a layer of approx. 
4 cells between infected and noninfected palisade parenchyma cells, nearly 100% of the Pd con
tain MP (Fig. 3), implicating all Pd transiently in virus movement as no MP is found in Pd outside 
this infection border. 

Figure 3. Cell wall between two AMV-infected palisade parenchyma cells within the border of infection. All 
plasmodesmata contain the viral MP, as indicated by immuno-gold labeling (A-F), and are dilated. 
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Figure 4. Confocal laser scanning micrographs of BY2 cells expressing GFLV MP fused to GFP (GFP-MP). 
A-C) tubular structures visible in cross walls. A) fluorescence visualization; B) differential interference contrast 
image (DIG) superimposed to fluorescence; G) detailed view of oriented tubules in a cross wall (fluorescence 
and DIG pictures are merged). D) Fluorescent tubules visualized in the membranous Hechtian strands of a 
plasmolysed cell. (Mannitol (0.45M) was added 10 min. before observation, fluorescence and DIG pictures 
are merged). E-F) calreticulin immunolabeled foci (red) from which MP tubules emanate (green). E) cross wall 
in face view, F) cross wall in side view. Images represent single 0.45 M̂m optical sections except in E representing 
projection of 23 optical 0.45 M̂m sections. Bars = 5 ̂ m, except in F (2 |im). Reprinted with permission from 
Laporte G et al. Plant Gell 15:2058-2075.^^ ©2003 American Society of Plant Biologists. A color version of 
this figure is available online at www.Eurekah.com. 

Apparently, tubule-forming viruses have the capability not only to modify the internal structure 
of Pd, but also to modulate the cell wall around the Pd and this recalls a so far unresolved question 
whether these viruses actually use existing (primary or complex secondary) Pd or whether a new 
(secondary) Pd in the cell wall is induced to assemble their transport tubule.^^ From the reports on 
transport tubules in Pd (and Figs. 2,3) emerges the picture that preferably unbranched Pd are used 
for tubule-guided virus transport, as tubules are rarely found in branched Pd. In many cases this 
could be explained by the fact that movement is an immediate function and viruses rapidly spread to 
and within sink (young metabolite-importing) tissues that predominantly contain the simple pri
mary Pd.̂ ^ As virion-containing tubules often persist in the Pd they can be observed long after 
effective cell-to-cell movement has been completed and tissues changed from sink to source 
(metabolite-exporting). 

Alternatively, when these viruses are able to induce the de novo formation of secondary Pd in 
the cell wall to facilitate the assembly of their transport tubule, such Pd would likely to be 
simple and not branched. Data obtained with BY2 cells expressing the GFLV MP fused to GFP 
(GFP-MP) suggest that tubules preferentially target the youngest cross-walls of the cell chain, 
associating to the cell plate during cytokinesis, and less frequently target preexisting cell walls 
(Fig. 4A-C). This observation suggests the involvement of primary Pd in tubule-guided move
ment. However, tubule-guided movement through secondary plasmodesmata, i.e., those Pd that 
connect tissues originating from different cell lineages, explains how a virus that enters an epi
dermal cell can move through mesophyll cells to the vasculature for subsequent invasion of the 
whole plant. However, whether viruses, i.e., their MP can potentiate the formation of Pd re
mains to be verified. 

With TMV,̂ ^ Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV)^'^^ and Apple chlorotic leafipot mchovirus (ACLSV)^ 
MPs have been localized to the central cavity of complex secondary Pd. However, it still remains to 
be established whether such Pd are active in virus movement.^^' ^ 
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Requirements for the Assembly of the Transport Tubules 
In plants, Pd are targeted by viral MPs where they assemble into tubules. However, intact Pd are 

not required for the assembly of MP into tubules as identical tubules (Fig. 2A,C,E) are readily 
formed in protoplasts. These isolated plant cells are enzymatically stripped from their cell wall and 
surrounded only by the plasma membrane. Hence, protoplasts lack structural integer Pd, but the 
plasma membrane may contain remnants of Pd specific compounds.^^ Many of the aforementioned 
tubule-forming viruses, CPMV,^^ GFLV,̂ ^ CaMV,^^ TSWV,^^ BMV and AMV^^ also form tubules 
upon infection of protoplasts or after transfection of these cells with the MP coding genes. '̂5S'7i-73 
These studies have revealed that the MP is the only viral requirement for tubule assembly. In proto
plasts, tubules grow from the surface of the cell outwards into the culture medium (Fig. 2E) often 
reaching lengths of several microns and they are tightly enwrapped by the plasma membrane (Fig. 
2A,C). The outward polarity of the plasma membrane engulfed tubules suggests a strong interaction 
between the tubule-forming MP and the plasma membrane or components herein. 

As plant viral MPs fulfil a unique function in plants, i.e., modification of the plant specific Pd to 
enable virus transport,^ it is amazing that these MPs are equally capable of inducing tubules with 
the same polarity in insect (animal) cells (Fig. 2F).^^'^^ Recently, similar structures called tunnelling 
nanotubes (TNT), have been found in animal cells.^ '̂ ^ These TNTs permit the selective transport 
of proteins and endomembrane vesicles between cells and it is suggested that they in some aspects 
resemble Pd.^^'^^ Some factors that are involved in TNT-formation in animal cells may well play a 
role also in MP tubule-formation. However, with TNTs, nucleating actin is providing the force for 
deformation and extension of the plasma membrane, while actin is not required for MP-tubule 
formation (see hereafter). 

Among the plant viruses mentioned, a unique position is taken by the Tospoviruses (TSWV). 
These plant-infecting viruses are also capable of replicating in their insect vector the thrips. Al
though the NSm movement protein is expressed during infection of the thrips, no aggregation into 
tubules was ever observed in cells of various thrips tissues.^^ Apparendy, this MP is capable of form
ing tubules in single cultured plant and insect cells, but not in insect cells in the context of a tissue. 
The ability of MPs to form tubules in both plant and insect cells leads to the conclusion that the host 
cell requirements for specific targeting of the MPs from the location of synthesis to the plasma 
membrane, the anchoring at this membrane and the assembly into outward protruding tubules are 
conserved across the boundaries of the plant and animal kingdom. 

In protoplasts, tubule formation seems not to be restricted to viruses that form apparent tubules 
in planta. Several of the viruses that have a MP belonging to the 30K superfamily form tubule-like 
protrusions at the surface of protoplasts. The MPs of Cucumber mosaic virus (CMV) and Brome 
mosaic virus (BMV), viruses from the Bromoviridae family, and of the flexuous Trichovirus Apple 
chlorotic leafipot virus (ACLSV) form tubules in protoplasts, although tubules have never been found 
in Pcl7®'7 '̂̂ 2 Even the MP ofTMV, representative of the nondestructive cell-to-cell movement mecha
nism, forms tubule-like protrusions at the protoplast surface^^' (see Fig. 2 in chapter by Heinlein). 
Either the biological significance of this structural manifestation of the MP has not yet been recog
nized for these viruses, or it is a more general property of the '30K' MPs, functional in intercellular 
movement of some viruses (the typical tubule-guided) and not with others. 

The MPs That Form Tubules 
The MPs of the 30K superfamily share several structural, biochemical and fiinctional proper

ties, despite a very low degree of sequence homology. Only five small regions of moderate sequence 
conservation were noted.^^ In terms of structural performance experiments with protoplasts sug
gest that assembly into tubule-like structures maybe a more common function of these MPs. This 
includes viruses like CMV, BMV and ACLSV, which require the CP for movement and show a 
discrepancy between plants (no tubules) and protoplasts (tubules), but also T M V MP which forms 
tubule-like protrusions in protoplasts and does not require the CP for movement. In planta this 
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MP is found as fibrillar material in secondary Pd cavities,^^ while in bacterial cells fibrils of this MP 
form tubular arrangements traversing the septum between cells^^ (see Fig. 5 in chapter by Heinlein). 
With TSWV, high magnification imaging of isolated tubules shows a clear fibrillar substructure 
(Fig. 2C), which has never been reported for tubules of the Como- and Nepoviruses. In TSWV-infected 
plants, Pd that contain the MP often show fibrillar material extending from the Pd-pore (Fig. 2D). 
Modification of Pd, by lining the interior with a tubular arrangement of MP fibrils may well be a 
common structural function of the 30K family MPs. Besides these structural similarities, Storms 
and coworkers showed that the MPs of TSWV and TMV also had similar effects on Pd gating^^ 
and recendy, Lewandowski and Adkins demonstrated that TSWV MP could complement the move
ment of movement-defective TMV.^^ It was known that TMV-MP could complement the func
tion of defective tubule-forming MPs, as was demonstrated for CPMV,^^ but now the reciprocal 
complementation has been demonstrated as well. 

So besides structural similarities, MPs of the 30K superfamily also share apparent biochemical 
properties. Evidence is accumulating that these MPs share the capacity to bind nucleic acid in a 
sequence nonspecific manner. This has been shown for viruses with a CP-independent movement 
mechanism like TMV,^ but also for tubule-forming and virion-transporting viruses like CPMV,^^ 
CaMV,̂ ^ AMV^ '̂̂ ^ and BMV.̂ ^ RNA-binding capacity of MPs is functional in TMV-like move
ment mechanisms, where the MP forms a movement complex with the viral RNA. It is more diffi
cult to understand this property with viruses that move as virions through tubules. In view of this, it 
has been proposed that some of these viruses, like CaMV and BMV might use two alternative 
movement strategies to establish systemic infection: movement as a viral RNA-MP complex or 
movement as a complete virion by tubule-guided mechanism.^^' In other cases, RNA-binding 
(e.g., for Como- and Nepoviruses) or tubule-forming capacity (e.g., CMV and TMV) of MPs may be 
evolutionary remnants. 

Another common factor in the '30K' MPs is a very conserved aspartic acid residue, the so-called 
D-motif, which is contained in a putative rNTP binding site.̂ ^ For TMV, CMV^^ and CPMV^^ it 
was shown that the MP specifically binds GTP in vitro and for CPMV it was further shown that the 
D-motif is essential for this binding^^ and that the GTP binding site is required for proper targeting 
of MP to the cell periphery. On the basis of the observation of Pouwels et al that multimerization of 
CPMV MP was needed for proper targeting to the plasma membrane,^ it was speculated that the 
GTP-binding site could be involved in MP multimerization. Although CPMV is so far the only 
virus for which a direct link between the GTP binding site and MP targeting to the cell periphery 
has been established, the highly conserved D-motif suggests that it is a general feature of MPs. This 
GTP-binding capacity could represent a source of energy, as already suggested by Carrington^ and 
by Ghoshroy and coworkers^^ making the assembly of MP tubules a mechanism similar to the 
formation of microtubules as speculated by Carvalho and coworkers.^^ 

Interactions between Tubules and Capsids for Cell-to-Cell Movement 
With viruses that move as mature virions through transport tubules, an interaction between 

MP and coat protein/virion is an obvious requirement. In several cases evidence has been presented 
for binding of MP and coat protein as well as virus specificity in this process. With most of these 
viruses, the C-terminal part of the MP is involved in coat protein recognition and binding. For 
CPMV it was shown that the MP C-terminus is located on the inside of the tubule,"^^ in close 
proximity to the virus particles. Incorporation of virions into the tubule was disturbed with a 
C-terminal deletion mutant of the MP, giving rise to 'empty' tubules,^^ i.e., tubules without virus 
particles. Furthermore, Carvalho et al showed specificity of MP binding to CPMV virions, but not 
to capsids of BMV, TMV or even the related Comoviruses Cowpea severe mosaic virus (CPSMV) and 
Red clover mottle virus capsids.^^ Moreover, in blot overlay assays the MP specifically bound to only 
one of the two CPMV coat proteins. Also GFLV movement is governed by a specific interaction 
between tubule and virions, as suggested by the results obtained with chimeric constructs between 
GFLV and the closely relatedy4m^/i mosaic virus. Virus spread only occurred when the 9 C-terminal 
residues of the MP were of the same viral origin as the coat protein.^^^ Thus, the C-terminus of the 
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MP protein is believed to be localised towards the inner side of the tubules where it can interact 
with virions. Similarly, in the case of CaMV, a C-terminal mutant MP was identified that kept its 
ability to form tubules but was unable to support virus movement^^^ suggesting that the 10 last 
C-terminal amino acids of the MP are involved in interactions with the virus particles. 
Sanchez-Navarro and coworkers^ showed that a chimeric BMV MP containing the AA C-terminal 
amino-acids of AMV permitted the cell to cell movement of AMV, whereas the wild type BMV 
MP did not. Furthermore, two alanine scanning mutants in the same C-terminal region of AMV 
MP, although still competent for AMV cell to cell transport, exhibited a reduced efficiency in that 
transport as well as an abolition of systemic spread, suggesting that these mutations interfere with 
MP-coat protein interactions. ̂ '̂̂  However, no direct interaction could be detected between the 
coat protein and the MP in a yeast two-hybrid system. 

The data obtained with CPMV, GFLV, CaMV and AMV suggest a high level of specificity of the 
tubule-guided virion transport for the homologous virus particle. Apparently, although very variable 
in sequence, the tubule-forming MPs share common functions resulting in a common movement 
mechanism. 

Host Factors Involved in Targeting and Assembly of the Tubules 
Data obtained with a collection of CPMV MP mutants fused to GFP and expressed either 

transiendy in protoplasts or upon infection in leaf epidermal cells, provided a sequence of distin
guishable events resulting in tubule-guided virus movement. First MP is targeted from the place of 
synthesis to the plasma membrane. At this membrane the MPs accumulate in punctuate structures 
in which they further aggregate to assemble tubules that extend into the neighbouring cell. During 
this assembly process virions are specifically included. In the next cell, the tubule destabilizes thereby 
releasing the virions for further infection.^ 

As mentioned before, GTP binding and MP multimerization seem to be important viral actors 
in targeting of MP to the cell periphery. At least for the tubule-forming viruses, MP trafficking 
should involve cellular mechanisms that are conserved among animals and plants. In recent years 
increasing evidence has been obtained that implicate the endomembrane system as well as the cy-
toskeleton as possible routes for intracellular transport of viral MPs (see reviews in refs. 11,26,103). 

With tubule-forming viruses like CPMV, the use of cytoskeletal inhibitors like latrunculin B 
(inhibits the assembly of actin filaments) and oryzalin (inhibits the assembly of microtubules) showed 
that the targeting of MP to the cell periphery was independent from either cytoskeletal element. 
Moreover, the formation of tubules was not affected. ^̂  Treatment with the fungal brefeldin A (BFA), 
an inhibitor that perturbs the endomembrane system, showed that this system is not required for 
MP targeting to the plasma membrane, but that it is required for formation of the tubules, possibly 
by interfering with the targeting of an essential host protein to the plasma membrane or because 
vesicle transport is needed for tubule formation. ^̂  Identical results where obtained by Huang and 
coworkers with the MP of CaMV, another tubule-forming virus. ̂ ^̂  For AMV, it was also shown that 
MP transport to the cell wall and tubule assembly do not rely on the cytoskeleton,^^"^ but data on the 
role of the endomembrane system are not yet available. In the case of the Nepovirus GFLV, a role for 
microtubules in the assembly of tubules is apparent.^"^ As tubules were formed preferentially in the 
youngest cross walls of BY2 cells and MP localised to the growing cell plate during cytokinesis, it was 
speculated that transport of MP could take place via the route of vesicles along microtubules. Treat
ment with BFA indeed led to a disturbed distribution of MP, showing that a functional secretory 
pathway was essential for cross wall targeting and tubule assembly. 

Depolymerization of actin filaments or stabilization of microtubules by taxol did not interfere 
with targeting of MP to the cross walls nor with tubule formation. However, depolymerization of 
microtubules resulted in tubule formation at improper locations, i.e., the side walls instead of cross 
walls. Simultaneous distortion of the actin filaments and microtubules led to the formation of aster-like 
MP structures close to the nucleus. Hence, like CPMV and CaMV, GFLV requires an intact 
endomembrane system for tubule assembly but unlike CPMV and CaMV, it needs the cytoskeleton 
for proper targeting of the MP. 
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Thus the mode of transport of these tubule-forming MPs to the plasma membrane remains an 
enigma, although it is possible that these viruses exploit both machineries for intracellular transport 
of their MPs, depending on the relative functionality of these pathways in the infected cell. So far, 
there is no evidence for such a redundancy in the properties of CaMV, CPMV or GFLV MPs but it 
is conceivable that viral proteins have evolved to hijack endogenous processes and that they have 
conserved more than one possibility to be effective in different host cell types (from the first cell 
entered to the vasculature system) at different physiological stages. 

Analysis of the interactions between viral MPs and the host cell proteome will provide further 
insight in the actors involved in the virus movement process. Several host proteins with affinity for 
viral MPs have been identified by now. The clearest functional relationship between virus movement 
and host factors has been reported for TMV, where the MP appears to interact with microtubules 
and F-actin in infected cells suggesting that these cytoskeleton elements are involved in the intracel
lular targeting of the MP-RNA complex to plasmodesma.̂ '̂̂ '̂̂ '̂̂  It has been suggested that a con
served tobamovirus MP sequence with similarity to a tubulin motif is the region that mediates the 
association of MP with microtubules during cell-to-cell movement.^ ̂ ^ Although the association of 
MP with microtubules suggests that these play a role in cell-to-cell movement of the viral RNA, 
movement of TMV can occur independently of microtubules and the microtubules may be in
volved in targeting the MP for degradation during the latter stages of infection rather than targeting 
for transport to neighboring cells.̂ ®̂ '̂ ®̂'̂ ^̂ '̂ ^̂  

Another host protein, pectin methylesterase (PME) was shown to interact with the MPs of TMV, 
CaMV and Turnip vein clearing virus, and to be localized to the cell wall around Pd.̂ ^ '̂ ^̂  PME 
plays a role in cell wall dynamics (turnover and porosity) and has been implicated in plant responses 
to pathogen attack.̂  ̂ ^ Deletion of the methylesterase binding domain in TMV MP aborts cell-to-cell 
movement. ̂ '̂̂  Furthermore, yeast two-hybrid and Far-Western screens have identified host factors 
that show affinity to MP, but in most cases the function of these factors in the movement process is 
not at all understood. Matsushita and coworkers^ ̂ ^ reported a putative transcriptional coactivator 
(KELP, a protein that modulates host gene expression during pathogenesis) to show affinity for the 
MP of Tomato mosaic tobamovirus. 

Also for tubule-forming viruses, host factors with affinity for the MP have been found. In a 
two-hybrid screening with the MP of TSWV, Soellink and coworkerŝ *̂ ® found interactions with 
DnaJ-like chaperones. These proteins have functions including protein transport in organelles and 
the regulation of the chaperone Hsp70,̂ ^^ a heat shock protein involved in the translocation of 
Closteroviruses}^^ It was additionally reported that TSWV MP is capable to bind proteins with 
homologies to myosin and kinesin, suggesting an involvement of molecular chaperones in the at
tachment of TSWV nucleocapsids to the cytoskeleton for subsequent intracellular trafficking. ̂ ^̂  

Two-hybrid screening with CaMV MP revealed affinity for an Arahidopsis protein MPI7. The 
protein was localized to punctuate spots at the cell periphery, probably representing Pd, and in vivo 
association between the MP and MPI7 was confirmed by fluorescence resonance energy transfer 
(FRET).̂ ^^ In sequence, MPI7 is related to mammalian Rab acceptor proteins (PRAl), a family of 
proteins binding Rab GTPases and vSNARE, components implicated in vesicle transport. Thus, 
although not proven, MP of CaMV might interact, via MPI7, with the vesicle transport machinery 
to get a hike to the periphery of the cell or to anchor the tubules to the plasma membrane. 

As previously mentioned the MP of CPMV binds GTP and this binding is required for MP 
targeting and tubule formation, however, the MP does not show GTPase activity.̂ ^ This GTP-binding 
may become significance if we consider the "grab a Rab" model proposed by Oparka for selective 
transport of MP to the Pd.̂ "̂ ^ RabGTPases, that play a role in specificity of vesicle transport, could 
carry the MP together with a cargo vesicle to the plasma membrane and at the same time, by GTP 
hydrolysis, it could provide the molecular switch to start MP polymerisation. At the Pd, specific 
interactions between v-SNARE (soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor adaptor protein recep
tors) and t-SNARE complexes then make the vesicles fuse with the plasma membrane. The vesicles 
could even transport necessary enzymes for cell wall degradation to enlarge the Pd channel or to 
form secondary channels for virus transport. 
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Interaction between MP and Plasma Membrane: Anchoring 
In plants transport tubules are located in the Pd pore, replacing the desmotubule, and sur

rounded by the plasma membrane (Figs. 1B,2A'). In protoplasts tubules protrude from the cell 
surface, against turgor pressure, and are also engulfed by the plasma membrane (Fig. 2A,C,E). This 
points to a close interaction between the membrane and tubule. To get some insight in the CPMV 
MP anchoring and subsequent tubule assembly, Pouwels et al^ studied the sequence of events 
from the development of peripheral MP-containing punctuate spots at the plasma membrane until 
tubule formation, by following the fate of GFP-MP in protoplasts with time laps microscopy and 
FRAP (fluorescence recovery after photobleaching). These experiments showed that the punctuate 
spots constitute fixed nucleation sites from which the MPs can aggregate into tubules. The authors 
further showed that even large membrane-associated proteins are able to diffuse into the mem
brane surrounding protruding tubules and concluded that the MP does not directly interact with 
the plasma membrane, but that it probably binds to the membrane via a plasma membrane-intrinsic 
or peripheral protein. In preliminary studies, using the CPMV/cowpea system Carvalho was able 
to identify such MP-binding proteins by affinity chromatography of purified plasma membrane 
fractions using immobilized MP.^^^ Several proteins were obtained of which four have been identi
fied up till now as subunits H, D and E of v-ATPase and aquaporin. Both proteins are ubiquitous 
and conserved membrane proteins and valid candidate MP-binding host proteins, however, the 
significance of these proteins in MP anchoring or tubule formation remains to be established. 

In the case of GFLV, attachment of MP to the cell periphery was shown by its retention in thin 
membranous Hechtian strands that emanate from Pd during plasmolysis (Fig. AD).^^ It was specu
lated that the docking receptor could be calreticulin, a protein found in ER and Pd,̂ "^ '̂̂ ^^ as MP was 
targeted to calreticulin-labeled foci in the young cross walls of BY2 cells and tubules appeared to 
extend from these foci (Fig. 4E,F). Coimmunoprecipitation experiments did not confirm a direct 
interaction between GFLV MP and calreticulin. Recently, Chen and coworkers were able to show a 
direct binding between calreticulin and the MP of TMV in vitro and to confirm this interaction also 
in vivo. Pd targeting was hampered by increased levels of calreticulin, thus showing a functional 
relationship between the calreticulin, MP and TMV cell-to-cell movement.^^^ 

A Model for Tubule-Mediated Cell-to-Cell Movement 
It is obvious that plant virus movement cannot be grasped in two simplified models like move

ment of virions through tubules assembled in structurally modified Pd (CPMV) or nondestructive 
movement of viral genomes complexed with the MP (TMV). The MPs grouped in the 30K family 
show similarities in many aspects (structural, biochemical, functional) but the viruses do not employ 
a unique mechanism for cell-to-cell movement. Several viruses clearly move as virions through trans
port tubules (e.g., CPMV, GFLV, CaMV), while others employ a mechanism best described for 
TMV. But a number of viruses show characteristics of both extremities, in particular those of the 
Bromoviridae family (AMV, BMV and CMV). 

Nevertheless, with the data accumulated so far it is tempting to speculate on a general model for 
tubule-guided transport of virions. 

From the site of virus replication and protein synthesis, which take place in a membranous viral 
compartment close to the nucleus, ' MP is trafficking to the cell periphery. This process in
volves the secretory pathway^" '̂̂ ® '̂̂ ^ .105,12 ^^^ ^^^ some viruses also the cytoskeleton (microtu
bules). Targeted trafficking of the MP depends on multimerization of the protein and 
GTP-binding,^^ and likely occurs by docking at the membranes of transport vesicles and hiking 
along the host vesicle transport system. Once such vesicles arrive and fuse at the plasma membrane, 
the MP migrates to Pd to form nucleation sites in the membrane. From these nucleation sites the 
MPs further multimerize into tubules inside the Pd pore. Hydrolysis of the MP-bound GTP by host 
cell GTPases may be the molecular switch for this perpetuate multimerization, and is possibly also 
required for destabilisation of the tubule in the neighbouring cell to release the virions. Nothing is 
known about the location where MPs and virions come together in this process. Considering the 
affinity of the MP for CP and assembled capsids, MP-virion complexes may well be targeted to the 
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plasma membrane in a similar fashion as the MP alone. It is very likely that virions are incorporated 
during assembly of the tubule, rather than that virions would traverse tubules like cars in a tunnel. 
When the virion-containing tubule reaches the neighbouring cell, the growing tubule disassembles, 
delivering the virions in the uninfected cell, where a new infection cycle starts. 

Much progress has been made in the past decade in understanding how tubules formed by 
viral MPs act in cell to cell movement, however many aspects of the tubule-guided movement 
mechanism remain unresolved. A closer look should be taken at the vesicle transport (secretory 
pathway) system as possible route for MP and virion delivery at the plasma membrane. Other 
challenges can be found in the identification of the plasma membrane anchoring place, the analy
sis of the mechanism of MP multimerization into tubules and the molecular structure of these 
tubules. No doubt that these questions will soon be addressed and answered. 
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CHAPTER 12 

Cell-Cell Movements of Transcription 
Factors in Plants 
Alexis Maizel* 

Abstract 

I n the last few years, the intercellular trafficking of regulatory proteins has emerged as a novel 
mechanism of cell-to-cell communication in plant development. Here I present a review of the 
documented cases of transcription factors movement in plants and examine the common themes 

underlying these different examples. 

Introduction 
Plant growth differs from that of animals in that most organs originate post-embryonically from 

meristems, which are groups of undifferentiated cells set aside during embryogenesis. In these struc
tures, the morphogenetic fields that guide organogenesis are established and maintained. Because 
plant cells differentiate mosdy according to positional clues rather than based on lineage,^ cell-to-cell 
communication is crucial to initiate and maintain these fields, as well as to coordinate cellular re
sponses within each field. As in animals, intercellular communication can occur through the 
extra-cellular space, via secreted ligands and interactions with receptors (apoplastic communica
tion).'^ In plants, communication also occurs wholly within the cytosol (symplastic communication) 
via specialized channels called plasmodesmata (PD), which provide cytoplasmic continuity between 
plant cells. The structure and the mechanisms of protein translocation through PD is reviewed 
extensively in a different chapter, thus I will here exclusively focus on a subset of the genes that have 
been shown to have non cell-autonomous functions: genes encoding transcription factors. Tran
scription factor orchestrate the development of organisms by regulating the expression of thousand 
of genes thus the first explanation for their nonautonomous effects is the modulation of expression 
of downstream diffusible targets that affect neighboring cells. There is however an alternative hy
pothesis: direct trafficking of the encoded protein is responsible for noncell autonomy. Numerous 
examples support this latter hypothesis. In this chapter I will first review the current examples of 
intercellular movement of transcription factors in plants and then oudine the common themes to all 
these examples. 

Noncell Autonomous Action of Transcription Factors by Direct Protein 
Transfer in Plants 

The maize KNOTTED-1 (KNl) homeodomain protein was the first plant protein found to 
traffic cell-to-cell. KNl can be detected in the epidermal layer (LI) of the maize SAM, even 
though its RNA is limited to the L2 and L3. This activity explains the noncell autonomy of 
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dominant neomorphic KNl alleles in maize leaf development,^'^^ and trafficking may also con
tribute to the normal function of KNl in stem cell maintenance/ The modification of PD size 
exclusion limit by KNl argues in favor of trafficking through PDs.^ In addition to its classical 
DNA binding function, the homeodomain acts as an intercellular trafficking signal able to drive 
movement of an unrelated protein in cis}^ In addition to KNl protein trafficking, noncell au
tonomy of the KNl mRNA has also been reported,^'^"^ and the KNl homeodomain is sufficient 
to mediate the specific intercellular trafficking of its mRNA/^ RNA binding activity of transcrip
tion factors has already been reported/^ The best-studied example is the homeodomain protein 
Bicoid, which binds caudal mK^K and represses its translation in the Drosophila embryo/ '^^ 
The homeodomain is sufficient to bind to both RNA and DNA molecules, and a specific position 
of the homeodomain DNA recognition helix discriminates RNA versus DNA binding/^ How
ever noncell autonomous activity of Bicoid has never been reported, which make the observation 
that KNl can escort its own messenger more intriguing and raises questions about the molecular 
mechanism and the signification of this transfer. 

Soon after this first example of transcription factor movement, Perbal et al^^ found that the 
Antirrhinum MADS domain protein DEFICIENS (DEF) involved in floral organs identity can 
move within developing flowers. Using genetic chimera, they showed that the DEF movement was 
directional within the meristem. DEF can move from the inside L2 layer toward the outermost 
epidermal LI layer, but not in the other direction. 

A third transcription factor shown to move within floral meristems is LEAFY (LEY) in 
Arahidopsis?^ LEY is a plant specific transcription factor specifying floral faith to newly formed 
meristems by repressing stem characteristics and triggering expression of floral organ identity genes.̂ '̂"^^ 
The most dramatic results were seen when LEY was expressed from the epidermis-specific MLl 
promoter: although the RNA was, as expected, restricted to the LI, LFY protein was found in a 
gradient that extended into several interior cell layers. The functionality of trafficked LFY protein 
was shown both by complete rescue of the mutant phenotype, and by the ability of LFY to activate 
a direct target gene in interior layers. By monitoring the extent of protein movement in the mer
istem with GEP fusion, Wu et al established that the extent of LFY movement is constrained in a 
similar fashion to the movement of a 2xGFP, a paradigm for movement by diffusion (non targeted), 
and correlate with the cytoplasmic abundance of the protein. Suspicion that LFY movement is 
actually non targeted and occurs in absence of any specific determinant in the protein other than its 
size, is strengthen by the observation that all fragments of LFY are equally able to move within the 
meristem. This result suggests that either specific movement determinants in the protein are mul
tiple or that none exist. 

Contrarily to LFY, recent work indicate that the movement of the SHORT ROOT (SHR) tran
scription factor, a member of the GRAS family, is likely to be determined by specific mechanisms. 
Similarly to the shoot, the root is formed by a meristem comprising the root initials. There are 
distinct initials that give rise to several radially organized layers in the mature root, including from 
the center to the periphery, the stele, the endodermis, the cortex, and the epidermis (Fig. lA). The 
SHR gene is required both for correct specification of the endodermal cell layer and normal pattern
ing of the root."^ In situ hybridization had revealed that SHR RNA is expressed only in the stele,^ 
but subsequent studies using both GFP fusions and immunohistochemistry showed that the protein 
product is found in both the stele and the adjacent endodermis"^^ and thus moves one cell away from 
its source of expression to the cell layer where its function is required (Fig. 1B). Using an SHR-GFP 
fusion protein expressed from its own promoter, Nakajima et al showed that SHR is both nuclear 
and cytoplasmic in the stele, but strictly nuclear in the endodermis. SHR movement was shown to 
be dependent upon its presence in the cytoplasm. Forcing nuclear targeting of SHR by adding a 
strong nuclear localization signal to SHR-GFP (SHR-NLS-GFP), blocks protein movement."^^ In
terestingly, expression of SHR-GFP in epidermal cells where the protein is also efficiently nuclear 
localized, correlate with absence of movement into adjacent layers.'̂ '̂  Altogether nuclear targeting 
seems to be a potential mechanism by which SHR trafficking is limited to the endodermis. SCARE
CROW, a GRAS family protein that functions downstream o(SHR and whose expression is specific 
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Figure 1. A) Transversal section oizn Arabidopsis root. Dashed insets indicate the tissue depicted in panels B and 
C. B) Specification of root endodermis identity by intercellular transfer of SHR from the stele to the endodermis. 
SHR is expressed in the stele where it localizes to the cytoplasm (light gray shading) and nucleus (dark gray 
circles) and accumulates in the nucleus of endodermis cells (dark gray circles) where it promotes SCR expression. 
SHR transfer is blocked between endodermis and cortex cells. Plasmodesmata are grey ovals. C) Patterning of 
Arabidopsis root epidermis by intercellular transfer of transcription factors. The network of transcription factors 
involved in nonhair and hair cell faith specification is indicated. Full arrow between genes indicates activation 
or repression, while dashed ones indicate intercellular transfer of protein through plasmodesmata. 

of the endodermis, can control SCR cellular retention in this cell layer. When SHR is expressed in 
the root epidermis in a scr mutant background, the SHR protein does not efficiently nuclear localize 
and is able to move into the adjacent cell layer. These data provide direct evidence that SHR must 
localize to the cytoplasm in order to move and indicate a role for SCR in limiting SHR movement, 
potentially by regulating the subcellular localization of SHR. The missense allele shr5 of SHR is 
entirely cytoplasmic and still does not move indicating that, contrarily to LFY, SHR movement is 
not occurring by diffiision of the cytoplasmic pool of the protein but require interaction with spe
cific cell components. 

Another beautiful example of how transcriptional regulator movement orchestrate a correct 
patterning is the development of root hairs in Arabidopsis. Root hair development results from a 
lateral inhibition mechanism where epidermal cells located at covering the junction between two 
underlying cortical cells acquire root hair identity while the surrounding epidermal cells do not 
develop root hairs. This patterning process involves several transcriptional regulators: a 
homeodomain protein, GLABRA2 (GL2); a WD-repeat protein, TRANSPARENT TESTA 
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GLABRA (TTG); an R2R3 MYB-type transcription factor, WEREWOLF (WER); two closely 
related basic helix-loop-helix proteins, GLABRA3 (GL3) and ENHANCER OF GLABRA3 
(EGL3); and three small MYB proteins, CAPRICE (CPC), TRIPTYCHON (TRY) and EN
HANCER OF TRIPTYCHON AND CAPRICE (ETC!) (for review see ref. 28). These factors 
specify epidermal cell fate through bi-directional signaling mechanism between adjacent epider
mal cells (Fig. IC). Development of hair cells is the ground state for root and acquisition of an 
hairless faith is promoted by expression of GL2 which expression is positively regulated by the 
TTG/WER/GL3/EGL3 complex. This positive regulation can be antagonized by the CPC/TRY/ 
ETCl proteins that are thought to displace WER from the TTG/WER/GL3/EGL3 complex and 
thus inhibit GL2 expression. Interestingly the CPC/77?F inhibitors genes are only expressed in 
non root hair cells but act noncell autonomously in the root hair cells. Expression of a CPC-GFP 
fusion from its native promoter elegantly established that the protein traffic from nonhair cells to 
hair cells where it accumulates in the nucleus."^^ Even though not formally established, it is postu
lated that TRY is also moving the same direction. Thus lateral inhibition, mediated by CPC/TRY, 
spread from the nonhair cell to its neighbor and repress hairless faith. Interestingly the hairless 
faith promoting factors GL3 and EGL3 are expressed preferentially in hair cell but acts noncell 
autonomously in hairless cell.^^ Here also a GL3-GFP fusion has established that GL3 traffic 
from hair cells to hairless cells. This mutual exchange of transcriptional activator and inhibitor 
between neighboring cells with opposite faith provide a nice example of patterning by bidirec
tional cross talk. 

Common Mechanistic Trends in Plant Transcription Factors Movement? 
Beyond the diversity of transcription factor movement just exposed, can general trends be iden

tified? The first question that arises is whether or not movement is due to specific signal in the 
protein (targeted movement) or the sole reflection of diffusion of protein from the producing cells as 
a consequence of PD size exclusion limit (non targeted)? The work of Wu et al"̂ ^ strongly favors that 
LEAFY movement is non targeted. This result indicate that endogenous proteins movement, in a 
similar way to GFP, can be due to passive diffusion of the free cytoplasmic pool of protein. Whether 
this conclusion holds true for all transcription factors require further study, but indicates that con-
trarily to what could have been originally thought, movement of transcription factor could be by 
default and that what's matter is retention. Limitation of transcription factor spreading is an impor
tant issue. Anarchical diffusion of these regulators could have disastrous effects on development. 
Two levels of regulation can be envisioned. The first is cellular retention by association with cofac-
tors or addressing to organelles.^^ In the case of LFY the more the cytoplasmic pool of LFY, the more 
extensive is the movement. Along this line, the MADS box API transcription factor which cannot 
move is essentially nuclear and is known to be part of multi-proteins complexes with other MADS 
box proteins. The second level can be the regulation of PD size exclusion limit. Degree of PD 
aperture in the embryo and meristems defines multiple symplasmic fields with a highly dynamic 
geometry.^^'^^ Although the physiological mechanisms of PD aperture regulation are totally un
known, they could represent an efficient way to constraint transcription factors in specific territo
ries. These mechanisms could also account for the interspecific differences in trafficking observed 
between Arabidopsis and Antirrhinum. Although the MADS box proteins DEF and GLO can move 
m Antirrhinum, the DEF homologue APETALA3 (AP3) \n Arabidopsis dj^ts not.^^'^^ This different 
of comportment is likely to reflect differences of PD aperture in Antirrhinum dead. Arabidopsis as cell 
autonomy of both AP3 and DEF is dependant of the host.^^ 

The work of the Benfey and Jackson labs on intercellular transfer of SCR and KN1 respec
tively indicates that the movement of these proteins is most likely due to specific mechanisms and 
does not reflect diffusion. The KNl homeodomain (the DNA binding domain) is necessary and 
sufficient for intercellular trafficking^^ and the M6 mutation, which maps to the N-terminal part 
of this domain, can block KNl transfer.^ Interestingly this mutation affects a putative nuclear 
localization signal (NLS) although the effect of this mutation on KNl subcellular localization has 
not been studied in plant cell, it drives the protein to the cytoplasm in animal cells (A. Joliot, 
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personal communication), suggesting a role for nuclear targeting in addressing KNl to the PD 
pathway. Although no formal demonstration of an association between transcription factors with 
targeted movement and PD has been established, the modification of PD size exclusion limit by 
KNl argues in favor of trafficking through PD.^ 

Nuclear targeting is a key component of SHR movement mechanism. SHR is both nuclear and 
cytoplasmic in the stele but stricdy nuclear in the endodermis where it activates its target SCR. SHR 
movement can be restrained by forcing the protein to the nucleus^^ and SHR nuclear targeting is 
dependant on SCR activity.̂ '̂  Thus a tentative model to constraint SHR movement in the endoder
mis could involve the activation by SHR of a cofactor in a SCR dependent manner that would drive 
SHR to the nucleus of endodermis cells and block SHR movement. A plausible candidate for this 
cofactor could be SCR itself SCR is an exclusively nuclear protein and protein-protein interactions 
between GRAS protein members have been already reported.^^ This parsimonious model is for
mally equivalent to a variant where the cofactor is a gene expressed in response to both SCR and 
SHR. Cytoplasmic components are also required to trigger SHR movement in the stele as indicated 
by the shr5 allele, which although entirely cytoplasmic is movement-deficient. This allele corre
spond to a T —> I amino-acid substitution targeting a putative phosphorylation site. The nature of 
this cofactor needs to be precised. 

Beyond the targeted or non targeted nature of transcription factors movement, it is clear that 
many regulations take place at the level of the PD itself and that these structures, similarly to the 
nuclear pore complexes should not be consider as simple holes between cells.^^ KNl and DEF show 
polarity in their transport, the proteins can traffic from L2 to LI but not from LI to L2.^ Direction
ality in trafficking through PD is a perfect example of such complex regulation occurring at the 
boundary between tissues. 

Unicity of PD pathway can also be questioned. The identification in tobacco by Lee et al of the 
Non Cell Autonomous Pathway Protein (NtNCAPPl) as a player of intercellular protein traffick
ing indicate that more than one pathway of trafficking through PD may exist. Over-expression of 
a truncated form of NtNCAPPl in tobacco (acting as dominant negative form) blocks the intercel
lular trafficking of Tobacco Mosaic Virus movement proteins (TMV-MP) and non cell autonomous 
protein CmPPl6 but did not block transfer of the Cucumber Mosaic virus movement protein 
(CMV-MP) and KNl. Over-expression of NtNCAPPl dominant negative form phenocopies some 
aspect of LFY over-expression and expansion of tobacco LFY homolog protein in the meristem is 
observed. Thus NtNCAPPl dominant negative form expression can block the transfer of some 
protein with targeted movement (TMV MP and CmPPl6), has no effect of other (KNl) and favor 
the transfer of a protein with non targeted movement (LFY). These pleiotropic effects of targeted 
and nontargeted protein movement strongly suggest that more than one pathway exist. 

Biological Significance of Transcription Factor Movement in Plants? 
Independently of the mechanism of intercellular transfer, one can speculate about the biological 

significance of transcription factor movement in plants. In the meristem, there are no striking differ
ences in RNA and protein patterns of DEF and LFY, ^ which make the biological significance of 
their movement puzzling. However it has been speculated that LFY movement presents a redundant 
mechanism to ensure that all three tissue layers in the meristem coordinately adopt floral fate. 

Direct trafficking of transcription factors is a parsimonious way to achieve specification of cell 
faith. During root epidermis development, the bi-directional signaling from hairless cell to root-hair 
cell (via CPC and possibly also TRY/ETCl) and in the other direction via GL3 (and possibly EGL3), 
is required for appropriate accumulation of GL3/EGL3 in the nonhair cell position and thus hairless 
faith acquisition. This 'back and forth' signaling between cells is conceptually similar to bidirec
tional signaling identified in other patterning models such as larval vulval cell specification in C. 
elegans. "̂  However it does not involve any receptor-mediated signal transduction pathway and di-
rectiy influence gene expression. Interestingly this situation has been formulated and theorized by 
Prochiantz and Joliot in the case of homeodomain transcription factors that can traffic from cell to 
cell in animals. 
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CHAPTER 13 

Gap Junctions: 
Cell-Cell Channels in Animals 

Fabio Mammano* 

Abstract 

G ap junctions provide one of the most common forms of intercellular communication. The 
structures underlying these communicating cell junctions were soon resolved in membrane 
associated particles forming aggregates of six subunits.^ They are composed of membrane 

proteins that form a channel that is permeable to ions and small molecules, connecting the cyto
plasm of acdjacent cells. Two unrelated protein families are involved in this function; connexins, 
which are found only in chordates, and pannexms, which are ubiquitous and present in both chor-
date and invertebrate genomes.^ In this chapter, structural and functional issues of gap junction 
channels are reviewed. Several types of pathologies associated to channel dysfunction, with an em
phasis on deafness, are also examined. 

Connexins 

Structure ofConnexin Channels 
Connexin-based gap junction channels are composed of two hemichannels, or connexons, 

each provided by one of two neighbouring cells. Two connexons join in the gap between the cells 
to form a gap junction channel that connects the cytoplasms of the two cells. A connexon is 
composed of six transmembrane proteins, called connexins (Cx), which form a multigene family. 
Connexons may be homomeric (composed of six identical connexin subunits) or heteromeric 
(composed of more than one species of connexins). The channel may be homotypic (if connexons 
are identical) or heterotypic (if the two connexons are different).^ 

At least 20 distinct human Cx isoforms have been cloned.^ Connexins are classified according 
to their molecular mass or grouped into a, p and 7 subtypes, based on sequence similarities.^'^ 
They have highly conserved sequences and may have originated from a common ancestor. In the 
human genome, the majority of p connexin genes map to two gene clusters at either Ip34-p35 or 
13ql l -q l2 .^ Connexins have four a helical transmembrane domains (Ml to M4), intracellular 
N- and C-termini, two extracellular loops (El and E2), and a cytoplasmic loop (CL).^ El and E2 
mediate the docking of the two hemichannels. "̂  The CL and the C-terminus constitute the least 
homologous regions across the connexin family, suggesting that many of the functional differ
ences between connexins reside there. ̂ ^ 

Electron cryomicroscopy of two-dimensional crystals^ ̂  permitted to derive a three-dimensional 
density map at 5.7 angstroms in-plane and 19.8 angstroms vertical resolution, and to identify the 
positions and tilt angles for the 24 alpha helices within each hemichannel. The four hydrophobic 
segments in connexin sequences were assigned to the alpha helices in the map based on biochemical 
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Figure 1. Atomic model of the transmembrane segment of a Cx26 connexon. A molecule of Lucifer Yellow, a 
fluorescent tracer commonly employed to assay cell-cell communication, is shown in the middle of the pore. 

and phylogenetic data. The final model specifies the coordinates of C-alpha atoms in the transmem
brane domain. ̂ ^ Figure 1 presents a model of the transmembrane segment of a single Cx26 connexon 
derived by the coordinates of the Ca model deposited in the Protein Data Bank (accession code 
ITXH). The six connexin molecules are currendy thought to be arranged so that M3 is the major 
pore-lining helix, together with Ml . However, due to the low resolution of the density map, the 
estimate of the helices orientation around their principal axis is affected by a large error, possibly 
larger than 90°. 

Oligomerization of connexins into hemichannels occurs in the ER-Golgi. Vesicles transport 
hemichannels to the plasma membrane shearing the general secretory pathway with other mem
brane proteins. ̂ '̂̂ ^ Although each connexin exhibits a distinct tissue distribution, many cell types 
express more than one connexin isoform. The variations in the structural composition of gap junc
tion channels allow for a greater versatility of their physiological properties, however not all connexins 
participate in the formation of hetero-connexons.^^ Indeed, it has been suggested that an "assem
bly" signal allows connexin subunits to recognize each other, thus preventing the interaction of 
incompatible connexins. 

Permeability 
Although gap junctions have been traditionally described as nonselective pores, various studies 

have revealed a high degree of selectivity among the different connexins. The unitary conductance 
(i.e., the conductance of a single gap junction channel) varies widely (25 pS for Cx45, 350 pS for 
Cx37), yet, the sequence of monovalent cation selectivity is the same (K>Na>Li>TEA) for different 
connexins.^^ Gap junction channels are permeable to soluble molecules such as metabolites or sec
ond messengers (cAMP,Ca2^andIP3).^^-22 

A classical method for evaluating connexin permeability is the intercellular transfer of membrane 
impermeant fluorescent molecules (e.g., Lucifer Yellow, see Fig. 1) delivered intracellularly to a single 
cell.*̂ ^ By employing a wide array of molecular tracers, it has been demonstrated that the selective 
transfer of molecules through gap junction channels is not dictated by size alone but is affected also 
by other parameters such as charge or rigidity. ̂ '̂"̂  Recendy, this type of analysis has been extended 
to signalling molecules (Fig. 2).̂ '̂̂ '̂̂ ^ 
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Figure 2. IP3 permeability measurement in pairs of transfected HeLa ceils expressing hCx26. A) Differential 
interference contrast (DIG) image merged with the fluorescence image of the same field illuminated at 500 nm 
showing a small cluster of HeLa cells, two of which are positive for transfection with hCx26 tagged with EYFP; 
scale bar, 15 ^im. B) False color images sampUng the time course of fura-2 fluorescence ratio changes. A/?, at the 
times shown following intracellular delivery of IP3 first to cell 1 (at time ^=5s, frames [a-c]) and, later, also to cell 
2 (frame [d]); three color-coded ROIs used in the computations are superimposed on frame [a]; scale bar, 10 fim. 
C) Top: traces from the corresponding ROIs in (B), located on the two sides of the gap junction (traces n. 1 and 
2) and over the entire cell 2 (trace n.3); vertical arrows point at the onset of IP3 delivery to cell 1 (wc I) and cell 
2 (wc II); arrowheads, labeled a-d, mark acquisition times of the corresponding frames in (B); thin hnes through 
data points are least square fits with suitable f u n c t i o n s ^ , ^ , ^ . Bottom: junctional conductance (^) monitored 
during image acquisition. D) Voltage steps appUed to cell 1 (AKi, top trace) to elicit junctional current responses 
(A/2, bottom trace) during delivery of IP3 to cell 2. E) Time course of transfer rate k = df7,ldtl{f\-f2)y during time 
interval {t\, tj) in (B); gray dashed Une indicates stationary value used to estimate permeabiHty coefficient, i.e., the 
mean total permeability due to a single gap junction channel. F) Conductance changes (g), top trace) due to gating 
of a single channel formed by hCx26 following application of a transjunctional potential difference Vj = 90 m V 
(bottom trace); estimated unitary conductance, y = 115 pS (gray dashed Une). 
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The rate of permeation of metabolites through gap junctions has been shown to be conditioned 
by connexin composition. For instance, Cx32 is permeable to both cAMP and cGMP, whereas 
heteromeric connexons composed of Cx32 and Cx26 lose permeability to cAMP, but not to cGMP.^^ 
IP3 has been shown, in transfected HeLa cells loaded with fura-2 to monitor [Ca"^ ]̂i, to permeate 
homotypic Cx32 gap junctions approximately four times more eiflciently than Cx26 and 2.5 times 
more efficiently than Cx43 gap junctions.^^ Indeed, it has been suggested that the most physiologi
cally consequential difference between different connexin channels is their differing abilities to per
mit intercellular passage of molecules (such as second messengers) considerably larger than current 
carrying ions."^^ 

Voltage Gating 
Gap junction channels exhibit voltage gating, a property shared by several ion channels, whereby 

conductance is sensitive to voltage. Voltage gating depends primarily on transjunctional voltage V̂ , i.e., 
the potential difference between the cytoplasm of the two adjacent cells (Fig. 3).̂ ® Over the last two 
decades, the view has changed from one with gap junction channel having a single transjunctional 
voltage-sensitive (Vy-sensitive) gating mechanism to one with each hemichannel of a formed channel, 
as well as unapposed hemichannels, containing two, molecularly distinct gating mechanisms.^ In few 
connexin channels, changes in membrane potential (VJJ rnay activate an additional gate (Kn gate).^^ 

The voltage sensitivity exhibited by gap junctions has the potential to uncouple communicating 
cells.^^ In homotypic channels, the intercellular conductance, ^ is an even function of V̂  (i.e., it is 
symmetric about Vy = 0): the same reduction in gp is obtained either by hyperpolarizing one cell of 
a connected pair, or by depolarizing the other cell (by the same amount). In some cases, gj does not 
decline to zero with increasing Vp but reaches a plateau or residual conductance that varies depend
ing on the Cx isoform, indicating that a wide range of voltage gating behaviours exists.^^'^^ Some 
channels exhibit fast Vj gating transitions (-1 ms) to the residual state and slow Vj gate transitions 
(--10 ms) to the fully closed state, which are mediated by molecularly distinct processes (see next 
section). It has recently been proposed that the passage of large molecules between cells, such as 
fluorescent tracer molecules and cAMP, may be controlled by transjunctional voltage differences 
that activate the connexin voltage gate while having little effect on the electrical coupling arising 
from the passage of small electrolytes.^^ 

Analysis of connexin sequences failed to reveal a region similar to ion-channels' S4, thereby 
implying that the molecular mechanisms which mediate voltage-induced closure of gap junction 
channels must be different.^ A proline in the second transmembrane domain, which is conserved 
among all members of the connexin family, may play a central role in a conformational change that 
links the voltage sensor and the voltage gate of intercellular channels.^ However, published reports 
suggest that both sensorial and gating elements of the fast gating mechanism are formed by trans
membrane and cytoplasmic components of connexins among which the N terminus is most essen
tial and which determines gating polarity.^^ Recent data are consistent with a gating model in which 
the voltage sensor is positioned in the N-terminus and its inward movement initiates Vy-gating.^^ 

Chemical Gating 
Transjunctional/transmembrane voltages are neither the sole nor the most important parameters 

capable of influencing the state of gap junction channels. Permeability can be altered also by specific 
changes in cytosolic ion composition, as well as by post-translational modifications. These alterna
tive mechanisms are termed slow or *loop' gating. A distinguishing feature of the slow gate is that the 
gating transitions consist of a series of transient substates en route to opening and closing.^® The 
slow gating mechanism is also sensitive to V̂ , but there is evidence that this gate may mediate gating 
by transmembrane voltage, VĴ , intracellular Ca^^ and pH, chemical uncouplers (Fig. 4) and gap 
junction channel opening during de novo channel formation.^® At the single channel level, the 
chemical/slow gate closes the channels slowly and completely, whereas the fast Vj gate closes the 
channels rapidly and incompletely.^ Chemical agents that reduce coupling usually do not leave a 
residual conductance and their effect is readily reversible. 
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Figure 3. Voltage dependence of gap junction conductance. Human connexins 26 and 30 were expressed either 
through the bicistronic pIRES-EGFP expression vector, or as EYFP-tagged chimera in isolated HeLa cell pairs. 
A) top: voltage commands applied to one of two neighbouring cells (conventionally, Cell 1), each one separately 
patch-clamped with a different amplifier; bottom: junctional currents recorded from the adjacent cell (Cell 2), 
which was kept at the common prestimulus holding potential (-20 mV). Cells in A were transiendy transfected 
with hCx26 cDNA hosted in a bicistronic vector that carried also the cDNA of EGFP. Dotted lines indicate 
prestimulus values of voltage and current. B) Top: voltage ramps applied to Cell 1 in a culture stably transfected 
with mCx26; bottom: whole cell currents recorded simultaneously from Cell 1 and the adjacent Cell 2, which 
was kept at the common prestimulus holding potential (-20 mV). C) Normalised conductance Gj (circles) vs. 
transjunctional potential Vj (abscissa) from steady-state data in A (currents measured 10 ms before the end of 
each voltage step). D) Normalised conductance (ordinates) vs. transjunctional voltage (abscissa) measured from 
ramp responses in cell pairs transiently transfected with the fusion product hCx26-EYFP: mean (squares), 
minima (open circles) and maxima (closed circles) of n=25 pairs. E, same as D for hCx30-EYFP (n=ll). (See 
alsoref 102). 

Chemical gating of gap junction channels is a complex phenomenon that may involve intra- and 
intermolecular interactions among connexin domains and a cytosolic molecule (possibly calmodulin) 
that may function as channel plug.^^ Some evidence suggests that low pHj affects gating via an 
increase in [Ca ^]i; in turn, Ca ^ is likely to induce gating by activation of CaM, which may act 
directly as a gating particle. The effective concentrations of both Ca"̂ ^ and H^ vary depending on cell 
type, type of connexin expressed and procedure employed to increase their cytosolic concentrations; 
however, pHi as high as 7.2 and [Ca"^ ]̂! as low as 150 nM or lower have been reported to be effective 
in some cells. At least three molecular models of channel gating have been proposed, but all of them 
are mosdy based on circumstantial evidence.^^ 
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Figure 4, Example of chemical gating. A) Confocal section through the organ of Corti of the guinea pig, labelled 
with an antibody against connexin 26 (Cx26); scale bar, 30 p.m. B) Schematics of dual patch clamp recordings. 
C) effect of gap junction inhibitors, carbenoxolone (Cbx) and CO2 on junctional conductance. Inset: fluores
cence (top) and bright field image (bottom) of pair of rat cochlear Hensen s cell loaded in situ with Oregon green 
488 BAPTA-1 through the patch-clamp pipettes. 

Regulation ofCeU-to-Cell Communication 
The number and distribution of gap junction channels is generally relatively stable under physi

ological conditions. However, the flux of connexins into and out of gap junctions is frequently 
reported to be highly dynamic.^^ New channels are added to the outside of the junctional plaque 
while older channels are internalized from the centre to be degraded. ̂ '̂̂ ^ The regulation of gap 
junction trafficking, assembly/disassembly and degradation is likely to be critical in the control of 
intercellular communication and phosphorylation has been implicated in the regulation of the 
connexin "lifecycle** at several stages.^^ The C-terminal region of connexins appears to be the pri
mary region that becomes phosphorylated on serine or threonine residues.^^' Cx26 is the only 
connexin that has been reported not to be phosphorylated. This may be due to the fact that it is 
the shortest connexin and only has a few C-terminal tail amino acids (a.a.) that could interact with 
cytoplasmic signalling elements. Clearly, connexin phosphorylation is not required for the forma
tion of all gap junction channels, as recombinant homomeric-homotypic channels formed by wild-type 
Cx26 are functional. ^ 

Intercellular Calcium Waves 
Connexin channels are permeable to some of the more important secondary messengers in

volved in cell signalling, such as cAMP,"̂ ^ and IPs,"^^ the first and the principal inositol phosphate 
that is formed from inositol lipid hydrolysis due to G protein-linked receptor stimulation of phos-
pholipase C. IP3 molecules diffuse rapidly throughout the cell, interact with specific receptors 
(IP3R) present in the endoplasmic reticulum and Ca^^ is liberated, raising its concentration ([Ca^^]i) 
in the cytosol. In some cells, these [Ca ^]i signals are targeted to control processes in limited 
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Figure 5. Mechanisms underlying the propagation of intercellular Câ * waves. Waves can be mediated by the 
intracellular transfer of signalling molecules (red arrows), such as IP3, trough gap junction channels (in green). The 
extracellular pathway involves the diffusion of different molecules, such as ATP, through the extracellular space, 
activating P2 receptors (in blue). A color version of this figure is available online at www.Eurekah.com. 

cytoplasmic domains, but in other systems long-range signalling involves intercellular Ca^^ waves. ^ 
Two pathways have been implicated so far in intercellular C2?* signalling (Fig. 5): (i) the extracellu
lar diffusion of molecules '̂ ^ such as adenosine nucleotides, glutamate and other neurotransmitters 
which, by interacting with receptors on nearby cells alter their intracellular calcium levelŝ ® and (ii) 
the diffusion of cytoplasmic messenger molecules through gap junction.^^ 

Models of Ca ^ waves that involve the production of IP3 are based on the diffusion of IP3 from 
a stimulated cell through gap junction channels into neighboring cells where it elicits Ca^^ release 
from intracellular stores.̂ " '̂̂ ^ However, more complex schemes have been proposed to account for 
the long-range periodic Ca * waves in the liver, where a messenger diffusing through gap junction 
channels appears to be regenerated in each participating cell. 

Intercellular propagation of Ca ^ waves has been described in a wide variety of cell types and is 
considered a mechanism by which cell activity is coordinated.^^ In the central nervous system, such 
waves occur among and between neurons and glial cells both under normal and pathological condi
tions.^ In summary, direct propagation of intercellular Ca"̂ ^ waves from the cytosol of one cell to an 
adjacent cell requires the presence of gap junction channels, which allow signaling molecules, such 
as IP3,'^^'^^ to be transferred across coupled cells. The alternative, but not mutually exclusive, path
way for communication of the Ca ^ signals involves the diffusion of signaling molecules, such as 
ATP, through the extracellular space, activating P2 receptors in neighboring cells that may or may 

i_ • 48 49 
not be m contact. ' 

Connexin-Related Pathologies 
Recent evidence has shown that mutations within several connexins give rise to various heredi

tary diseases in humans such as Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease and erythrokeratodermia variabilis. 
In addition to these disorders, connexin mutations are also involved in deafness, cataracts, and 
numerous skin diseases. The association of connexin mutations with an increasing number of hu
man pathologies, provides an unequivocal demonstration that gap junctional communication is 
crucial for diverse physiological processes. 

Skin Diseases 
In human skin, intercellular communication is mediated by all known P-connexin genes. Auto

somal dominant mutations in connexins genes have been linked with several skin disorders which 
involve an increased thickness of the skin outer layers. This would indicate a critical role for connexins 
in maintaining the balance between proUferation and differentiation of the epidermis.^^'^^ GJB3 
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was the first connexin gene reported to cause the autosomal dominant skin disorder 
erythrokeratodermia variabilis (EKV) and several mutations have been identified so far in its protein 
product, Cx31: G12R, G12D, C86S, R42P and F137L.^ Dominant mutations in Cx26 have also 
been described in syndromic deafness associated with skin disease. These disorders include 
keratitis-ichthyosis-deafness syndrome (KID), palmoplantar keratoderma with deafness (PPK), 
Vohwinkel syndrome (VS) and hystrix-like ichthyosis-deafhess syndrome (HID).^^'^^ Dominant 
mutations in GJB2 affect a.a residues positioned in the highly conserved first extracellular domain 
(G59A and D66H), or at the boundary of this domain with the first (DelE42) or second (R75W) 
transmembrane domain. The exact role of Cx26 in skin disease, however, can not be attributed to 
loss of Cx26 channel activity alone due to the fact that many Cx26 mutations result in nonsyndromic 
deafness (see below). This would indicate that mutant forms of Cx26 associated with skin disorders 
must impact additional genes in a manner that upsets tissue homeostasis and results in disease. 

Different missense mutations in Cx30, G11R, V37E and A88V, affecting conserved a.a. residues 
positioned in the N-terminal end and in the second transmembrane domains, have been identified 
as cause of ectodermal dysplasia (HED) ^ or Clouston syndrome. These mutations impair traffick
ing of the protein to the cell membrane and lead to cytoplasmic accumulation when transiendy 
expressed in cultured keratinocytes, thus resulting in a complete loss of gap junction function. 

Peripheral Neuropathy and Congenital Cataract 
The first disease associated to mutations in connexin genes was a form of Charcot-Marie-Tooth 

disease (GMT). Dominant and recessive X-linked mutations in the Cx32 sequence result in progres
sive degeneration of peripheral nerve and are characterized by distal muscle weakness and atrophy. 
Cx32 is present in Schmidt-Lanterman incisures and nodes of Ranvier of myelinating Schwann 
cells,^^ providing continuity between the Schwann cell body and the cytoplasmic collar of the my
elin sheath adjacent to the axon. It has been suggested that the S26L mutation of Cx32, implicated 
in X-linked GMT, alters the permeability of the gap junction to cyclic nucleotides.^^ At least another 
connexin, possibly Gx31, participates in forming gap junctions in these cells.^^ Gx31 was reported 
to be expressed in mouse auditory and sciatic nerves in a pattern similar to that of mouse Cx32. 

In the ocular lens, gap junctional communication is a key component of homeostatic mechanisms 
preventing cataract formation.^® Altered biochemical coupling, resulting from inappropriate mixing 
of Gx46 and Gx50, perturbed cellular homeostasis but not lens growth, suggesting that unique bio
chemical modes of gap junctional communication influence lens clarity and lens growth, and that 
biochemical coupling is modulated by the connexin composition of the gap junction channels.^^'^^ 

Deafness 
In developed countries deafness has an important genetic origin and at least 60% of the cases are 

inherited. In particular, the early onset forms of hearing impairment in developed countries are 
almost exclusively genetic in origin and not due to undiagnosed infections. Thirty-seven genes re
sponsible for isolated hearing impairment in humans are known to date. Mutations in one of them, 
underlying the DFNBl form of deafness, have been found to be responsible for about half of all 
cases of human deafness in countries surrounding the Mediterranean Sea. DFNBl is thus almost as 
frequent as cystic fibrosis. DFNBl can be caused by mutations in the GJB2 gene (121011), which 
encodes the gap junction protein Gx26. However the complex DFNBl locus (13ql l-ql2) has been 
shown to contain another gap junction gene GJB6 {604418, which maps to 13ql2), and encodes 
Gx30.^^ Specifically, DFNBl can also be due to a deletion of 342 Kb involving GJB6 (Ballana E, 
Ventayol M, Rabionet R, Gasparini P, Estivill X. Connexins and deafness Homepage. World wide 
web URL: http://www.crg.es/deafness) and which has been related to a dominant type of deafness in 
an Italian family.'̂  '̂ ^ 

In the cochlea, gap junctions are found in two networks of cells: the epithelial netwoik of 
supporting cells and the connective tissue netwoik of fibrocytes and cells of the stria vascularis.^^'^^ 
Cx26 is the most prominent connexin expressed in the inner ear, although it is also expressed in 
various other organs, including the proximal tubules of the kidney, the liver and the rat placenta.^ 
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Cx26 colocalizes with Cx30 between supporting cells, in the spiral limbus, the spiral ligament and 
the stria vascularis, where they may form heteromeric connexons/^'^^ Cx30 is found also in adult 
mouse brain and skin,^^ and its a.a. sequence shares 77% identity with that of Cx26.^^ 

More than 50 distinct recessive mutations of GJB2 have been described, including nonsense, 
missense, splicing, frame-shift mutations and in-frame deletions.^^ A large French dominant family 
affected by prelingual deafness showed linkage to chromosome 13ql2 (DFNA3), the same region to 
which DFNBl had been mapped.^^ An interaction between GJB2 mutations and a mitochondrial 
mutation appears to be the cause of hearing impairment in some heterozygote patients. 

In addition to Cx26 and Cx30, several other connexins are known to be expressed in the inner 
ear. Cx31 {GJB3, Ip32-p36) localize to the inner ear connective tissue. It is expressed at PI2 and 
reaches the adult pattern at VGOP Moreover, measurable mRNA levels have been detected in the 
stria vascularis for Cx43, Cx37, Cx30.2 and Cx46, although is not clear if these connexins are 
expressed in the cochlea. Cx43 is expressed in the connective tissues only during development. 
However, from P8, Cx43 is almost exclusively expressed in the bone of the otic capsule.^^ 

Not surprisingly, other connexin genes are also involved in deafness: GJBl (Cx32), which is also 
responsible forX-linked Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease type I;^^ GJB3 (Cx31), involved in deafness^^ 
or a skin disease^^ (erythrokeratodermia variabilis) depending on the location of the mutation; GJAl 
(Cx43), involved in recessive deafness.^^ 

Targeted Ablation of Inner Ear Connexins 
Gene targeting of connexins in mice has provided new insights into connexin function and the 

significance of connexin diversity.^^ Complete removal of the Cx26 gene results in neonatal lethal
ity, thereby preventing analysis of its function in hearing. This limitation was overcome through 
the generation of a cochlear specific knockout of Cx26 using the Crc—IoxP system, successfully 
deleting Cx26 in the epithelial gap junction network without effecting Cx26 expression in other 
organs. Animals with this deletion are a model of recessive deafness and displayed normal patterns of 
cochlear development, but showed an increase in postnatal cell death within the cochlea along with 
significant hearing loss. The initiation of cell death was found to occur in supporting cells proximal 
to the inner hair cells, and coincided with the onset of audition. It was hypothesized that loss of 
Cx26 prevented recycling of K^ after sound stimulation, and that elevated K^ in the extracellular 
perilymph inhibited uptake of the neurotransmitter glutamate, which accumulated and resulted in 
cell death. While the evidence concerning Cx26 is compelling, this hypothesis becomes more 
complex when considering the activity of Cx30 in the inner ear. Lautermann et al^^ have shown that 
Cx26 and Cx30 normally colocalize within the cochlea, and tissue-specific deletion of the Cx26 
gene did not alter expression patterns of Cx30.^'^ This observation complicates the role of gap junc
tional dysfunction in the onset of deafness due to the fact that Cx30 passes K^ in an efficient man
ner^ but could not prevent hearing loss in the absence of Cx26. Thus, the presence of a single type 
of connexin with similar ionic selectivity was unable to rescue the phenotype observed in these mice. 

Similar to the tissue-specific loss of Cx26, deletion of Cx30 in mice resulted in hearing loss, but 
did not alter the development of the inner ear.^^ Although development was normal, Cx30 knock
outs lacked the endocochlear potential, but maintained the [K^] of the endoplymph. In addition, 
Cx30 knockouts also presented increased apoptosis within the cochlear sensory epithelium. Dele
tion of Cx30 did not alter the cochlear expression of Cx26, again raising the question of why the 
continued expression of Cx26 was not able to compensate for the loss of Cx30. 

One possible explanation for these phenotypes is that gap junctions may have other roles in 
addition to recycling K"̂ . This idea is supported by data from functional studies showing that, 
while the K^ conductances of Cx26 and Cx30 are similar, the channels display significant differ
ences regarding the permeability to fluorescent dyes that are similar to cyclic nucleotides and 
second messengers in both size and charge. These findings indicate that specific loss of either 
Cx26 or Cx30 within cochlear epithelial cells would not simply reduce the intercellular passage of 
K^, but would also significantly alter the availability of larger solutes that could be exchanged 
between the coupled cells.^^ 
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Connexin Permeability Defects and Genetic Deafness 
Connexin permeability defects may produce a deafness phenotype by interfering with potassium 

spatial buffering by cochlear supporting cells, which most probably requires a coordinated activity. 
The identification in DFNBl patients of a recessive Cx26 mutation, V84L, that did not appreciably 
affect basic channel properties, has recently provided some insight into the molecular mechanisms 
that underlie the disease. Using state-of-the-art techniques we demonstrated that V84L channels 
exhibit an impaired permeability to IP3. The apparent permeability coefficient of V84L for IP3 is 
only 8% of that of wild-type Cx26. Thus mutated channels must have a structural modification that 
reduces the passage of IP3, without compromising that of other ions. Our report^ is the first direct 
demonstration that a connexin mutation results selectively in a defective transfer of a second-messenger 
molecule. Modification of gap-junction permeability has been suggested, on the basis of indirect 
evidence, to be at the basis of some pathological connexin mutation, e.g., the S26L mutation of 
Cx32,^^ but no direct proof that this may be the case had yet been offered. In the organ of Corti, gap 
junction blockade impairs the spreading of Ca^^ waves (Fig. 6) and the formation of a functional 

Figure 6. IP3 injection elicits intercellular Câ * waves in supporting cells of the organ of Corti. A) Cell 1 was 
contacted by a patch pipette (outlined) loaded with 500 jxM IP3. B) Fura-2 ratio changes. A/?, from the correspond
ing regions of interest in (A); intracellular delivery of IP3 started 30 s after the onset of the recording, while the 
culture was exposed to CO2 (solid black bar) to block gap junction channels. During washout (empty bar) the 1.5 
ml chamber was supervised with normal extracellular saline, flowing at 2 ml/min. C) Selected frames from the 
sequence in (B) captured at the times shown, measured from the onset of IP3 delivery. Letters in square brackets 
in (C) and below the arrowheads in (B) are matched. Suramin was omitted on purpose to allow paracrine 
propagation of the stimulus. Note spread of the Câ * rise to cells at distances >60 p.m from the patch-clamped cell 
2-3 min after washout. Scale bars, 20 |im. Reproduced with permission from Figure SI, Supplementary Informa
tion, Nat Cell Biol 2005; 7(l):63-9. A color version of this figure is available online at www.Eurekah.com. 
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synq^um. Wave propagation necessitates also a regenerative mechanism mediated by P2Y recep
tors '̂̂  and this may represent a fundamental mechanism by which cochlear supporting cells coordi
nate their responses to sound. 

Pannexins 
Database search has led to the identification of a family of proteins, the pannexins, which share 

some structural features with the gap junction forming proteins of invertebrates and vertebrates.^^ 
The pannexin genes PANXl, PANX2 and PANX3, encoding putative gap junction proteins homolo
gous to invertebrate innexins, constitute a new family of mammalian proteins. In the brain, the 
pannexins may represent a novel class of electrical synapses. 

Phylogenetic analysis revealed that pannexins are highly conserved in worms, molluscs, insects 
and mammals, pointing to their important function. Both innexins and pannexins are predicted to 
have four transmembrane regions, two extracellular loops, one intracellular loop and intracellular N 
and C termini. Both the human and mouse genomes contain three pannexin-encoding genes. Mam
malian pannexins PANXl and PANX3 are closely related, with PANX2 more distant. The human 
and mouse PANXl mRNAs are ubiquitously, although disproportionately, expressed in normal tis
sues. Hmnan PANX2 is a brain-specific gene; its mouse orthologue, Panx2y is also expressed in 
certain cell types in developing brain. In silico evaluation of Panx3 expression predicts gene expres
sion in osteoblasts and synovial fibroblasts.^^ 

On expression in Xenopus oocytes, pannexin 1 (Pxl), but not Px2 forms functional hemichannels. 
Coinjection of both pannexin RNAs results in hemichannels with functional properties that are 
different from those formed by Pxl only. In paired oocytes, Pxl, alone and in combination with 
Px2, induces the formation of intercellular channels. The functional characteristics of homomeric 
Pxl versus heteromeric Pxl/Px2 channels and the different expression patterns of Pxl and Px2 in 
the brain indicate that pannexins form cell type-specific gap junctions with distinct properties that 
may subserve different functions.^^ There is evidence for the interaction of Pxl with Px2 and that 
the pharmacological sensitivity of heteromeric Pxl/Px2 is similar to that of homomeric Pxl chan
nels. In contrast to most connexins, both Pxl and Pxl/Px2 hemichannels were not gated by external 
Ca *. In addition, they exhibited a remarkable sensitivity to blockade by carbenoxolone (with an 
IC50 of approximately 5 M^M), whereas flufenamic acid exerted only a modest inhibitory effect, thus 
indicating that gap junction blockers are able to selectively modulate pannexin and connexin chan
nels. ̂ ®̂ In the light of these findings, it is now necessary to consider pannexins as an alternative to 
connexins in vertebrate intercellular communication.^ 

Intercellular calcium wave propagation initiated by mechanical stress is a phenomenon found in 
nearly all cell types. However, the conduit for ATP has remained elusive and both a vesicular and a 
channel mediated release have been considered. Pxl channels are of large conductance and have' 
been shown to be (a) permeant for ATP, and (b) mechanosensitive, suggesting that pannexins are 
candidates for the release of ATP to the extracellular space upon mechanical stress. ̂ ^̂  
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CHAPTER 14 

Tunneling Nanotubes: 
Membranous Channels between Animal Cells 

Hans-Hermann Gerdes* and Amin Rustom 

Abstract 

I ntercellular communication is a major requirement for the development and maintainance of 
multicellular organisms. Diverse mechanisms for the exchange of signals between cells during 
evolution have been established. These mechanisms include intercellular membrane channels 

between plant cells, called plasmodesmata, and proteinaceous channels of animal cells, called gap 
junctions. Recendy, highly sensitive nanotubular structures have been described which are formed 
de novo between animal cells resulting in the formation of complex cellular networks. These mem
brane channels mediate membrane continuity between connected cells and are referred to as tunnel
ing nanotubes (TNTs). They have been shown to facilitate the intercellular transfer of organelles as 
well as, on a limited scale, of membrane components and cytoplasmic molecules. It has been pro
posed that TNTs represent a novel and general biological principle of cell interaction based on 
membrane continuity and the intercellular exchange of organelles. It is increasingly apparent that 
TNTs and TNT-related structures fulfill important functions in the physiological processes of mul
ticellular organisms. 

Introduction 
Since Schleiden and Schwann formulated the cell theory in the years 1838-39, animals have 

been regarded as an assembly of individual, membrane-bounded entities representing the building 
blocks of all higher organisms. Exceptions to this rule only became apparent during specific devel
opmental stages (this book) or under certain conditions such as viral infection when animal cells are 
caused to form syncytia. The theory of individual building blocks contrasts with the view of multi
cellular organisms in the plant kingdom which, since the discovery of plasmodesmata more than 
100 years ago, are regarded as an intercellular continuum where cells are interconnected via mem
branous channels. These differing concepts now seem to converge in an exciting new concept. The 
motivation for this rethinking was the discovery that animal cells also establish thin membrane 
channels which, like the structurally related plasmodesmata in plants, mediate membrane continu
ity between connected cells. ̂  With respect to their peculiar architecture, these structures were termed 
tunneling nanotubes (TNTs). This discovery has initiated reconsiderations of previous concepts of 
cellular interactions. The primary proposal that TNTs represent a general phenomenon of cell-to-cell 
communication in the animal kingdom was soon supported by subsequent studies showing compa
rable membrane channels in variegated cellular systems (Table 1), including primary cultures such 
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Table 1. Cell cultures shown to form TNTs 

Permanent Cell-Lines Primary Cultures 

- rat pheochromocytoma PCI 2 cells^ - between adult human endothelial progenitor 
- human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells^ cells and neonatal rat cardiomyocytes^ 
- normal rat kidney (NRK) cells^ - transformed human B cell line 721.221^ 
- between PCI 2 and HEK cells* - human macrophages prepared from peripheral 
- between HEK and NRK cells* blood^ 
- between PCI 2 and NRK cells* - murin macrophage J774 cells^ 
- THP-1 monocytes'^ - human peripheral blood NK cells + 721.221^ 

- primary cultures of medulla* 
- primary cultures of astrocytes^ ^ 
- dendritic cells cultured from peripheral blood 

monocytes'^ 

* S. Gurke, A. Rustom, H.H. Gerdes unpublished data. 

as cardiac myocytes."^ Additionally, these studies point to important physiological functions of these 
novel connections in cell-to-cell communication. In the following, we summarize the current knowl
edge of T N T and TNT-related membrane channels by focusing on three of their major aspects: 
structure, formation and function. 

Structure 
TNTs were first characterized between cultured rat pheochromocytoma PCI2 cells (Fig. lA). ' 

Here they represent thin membranous channels mediating continuity between the plasma mem
branes of connected cells (Fig. 1).^ The diameter of these channels ranges between 50 and 200 nm 
and their length reaches up to several cell diameters,^ in rare cases more than 300 |im (A. Rustom, 
H.H. Gerdes, unpublished data). TNT-related structures described for other cultured cell lines 
possess similar dimensions. For macrophages, Epstein Barr Virus (EBV) transformed human B 
cells or peripheral blood natural killer (NK) cells, an average length of 30 ^im and in some cases 
above 140 |j.m has been reported.^ In the case of human endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) and 
neonatal rat cardiac myocytes, their diameter ranges from 50 to 800 nm and their length from 5 
to 120 fim.^ The length of TNTs between THP-1 monocytes was observed to be up to 100 |i.m. 
For PC 12 cells, TNTs are stretched between interconnected cells attached at their nearest dis
tance.^ Thus, in contrast to other cellular protrusions, TNTs are not associated with the substrate, 
but hover freely in the cell culture medium. This peculiar morphology of TNTs is less evident the 
flatter and the more irregular-shaped the respective cells are (S. Gurke, A. Rustom, H.H. Gerdes, 
unpublished data). In retrospect, we believe that the apparent spheroidal shape of PC 12 cells 
significantly contributed to the discovery of TNTs by emphasizing their unique characteristics 
among the great variety of different cellular protrusions. It is of note that these characteristics 
share striking similarities with artificial phospholipid nanotubes generated between giant unilamellar 
liposomes mediating membrane continuity.^ Whereas in most cases TNTs and TNT-related struc
tures appeared as straight lines, the occurrence of branched connections could only be observed in 
rare cases. ̂ '"̂  

Another structural property of TNTs in PC 12 cell cultures is the prominent F-actin bundle 
tightly wrapped by the surrounding plasma membrane. ̂  Microtubules have not been found in TNTs 
connecting PC 12 cells. ̂  In the case of immune cells, some membrane tubes appear to contain 
F-actin while others appear to have both microtubules and F-actin (D. Davis, unpublished data). 
The presence of microtubules was also observed in membrane channels between cultured prostate 
cancer cells. 
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Figure 1. Ultrastructure and schematic representation of tunneling nanotubes (TNTs). A) Scanning electron 
microscopic (SEM) or B) transmission electron microscopic (TEM) image of a T N T connecting two cultured 
PC12 cells. The inserts in (B) depict higher resolution images of both T N T bases. C) Schematic representation 
of aTNT. Bars: 20 ^im (A); 10 ^m (B); 200 nm (insets). 
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Figure 2. Model of T N T formation. A) One cell forms an actin-driven protrusion directed towards the target cell 
(top). Fusion of the cell protrusion with the membrane of the target cell results in T N T formation (bottom). B) 
TNTs may form between adjacent cells which subsequently diverge. 

A notable property of TNTs between PC 12 cells is their extreme sensitivity to mechanical stress, 
chemical fixation and prolonged light exposure.^ The latter leads to visible vibrations and subse
quent rupture of the thin membrane tubes. ̂  Likew^ise, TNT-related structures between other cell 
types, e.g., cardiac myocytes, endothelial progenitor cells andTHP-1 monocytes, have been show^n 
to display a similar sensitivity.^' This pronounced sensitivity may be one reason why theses struc
tures were not recognized earlier and could hamper further structural and functional analyses. 

Formation 
One of the most exciting characteristics of TNTs in PC 12 cell cultures is that they can be formed 

de novo between dislodged cells. ̂  This fact contrasts with the generation of other known cell-to-cell 
channels of animal cells such as the formation of ring canals^ during Drosophila gametogenesis as 
well as the generation of primary plasmodesmata of plant cells which derive from incomplete cytoki
nesis.^ 

The de novo formation of TNTs and TNT-related structures seems to be initiated by the out-
growoih of fdopodia-like cell protrusions (Fig. 2A, top). In the case of macrophages, the velocity of 
this outgrowth was determined to be approximately 0.2 |xm per second,^ which is in the velocity 
range of actin-driven processes.^ Interestingly, in the case of PC 12 cells, the growing filopodia-like 
structures seem to be directed towards the target cell.^ This may point to a chemo-tactical guidance 
of the protrusions or the involvement of other signals. In support of this view, a directed outgrowth 
of long and thin cellular protrusions referred to as cytonemes towards a basic fibroblast growth 
factor (bFGF) gradient has been observed in in vitro cultures of drosophila cells. ̂ ^ The presence of 
F-actin in TNTs suggests that the directed outgrowth is mediated by actin polymerization. This 
notion is further corroborated by the absence of TNTs between PC 12 cells upon treatment with 
latrunculin B, an actin-depolymerising drug.^ 

After a filopodia-like structure encounters the target cell, both membranes fuse to form a stretched 
membrane connection (Fig. 2A, bottom). In the case of PC 12 cells, this process was accompanied 
by the degeneration of the remaining protrusions, possibly reflecting the existence of a feedback 
mechanism.^ The complete process of T N T formation between PC 12 cells is accomplished within 
a few minutes.^ Interestingly, T N T formation is not only a single event restricted to pairs of cells, 
but frequently leads to the formation of local networks between groups of cells. ̂ 'Theoretical calcu
lations based on transfer experiments using fluorescent membrane dyes suggest that most cultured 
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PC 12 cells are connected via TNTs (A. Rustom, H.H. Gerdes, unpublished data). In the case of 
PCI2 cells, network formation starts directly after plating of individual cells and culminates after 
two hours of plating.' However, this time schedule presumably differs with respect to the growth 
conditions and/or cell lines which are under investigation. This is exemplified for cardiac myocytes 
and EPCs, where TNT-related structures first became visible after a few hours, and whose formation 
culminated after 24 hours and declined after 48 hours.^ Because TNTs and TNT-related structures 
were frequently found between diverging cells, it is possible that they also exist between associated 
cells. This may indicate that a preexisting membrane channel between cells which are in close con
tact is elongated as they start to diverge from one another (Fig. 2C). It can be envisioned that the 
formation of TNTs is a regulated process. This view is supported by the recent finding that H2O2, 
suggested to trigger the phosphorylation of the p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), 
promoted the formation ofTNT-like structures in primary astrocyte cultures of rat.'^ 

Function(s) 
One of the most important questions concerning intercellular membrane channels concerns the 

functions they play in cell-to-cell communication. In this context, the intercellular transfer of cellu
lar components, as has been shown for plasmodesmata and gap junctions, is one apparent function. 
In contrast to plasmodesmata and gap junctions, which mediate the transfer of molecules between 
adjacent cells, TNTs and TNT-related structures were found also to accomplish long-range commu
nication between dislodged cells. This function was first suggested by video-microscopic studies of 
neuroendocrine PCI2 cells. Differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy showed bulges 
moving uni-directionally along TNTs at a speed of approximately 25 nm/s. ' This process showed 
striking similarities to the demonstrated transfer of lipid containers between liposomes connected 
via phospoUpid bilayer nanotubes.^ The assumption that the moving bulges of PC12 cells indeed 
represent membrane containers was subsequently verified by transfer experiments employing fluo
rescent markers for different cellular organelles. These experiments, performed with two differen
tially labeled PC 12 cell populations, showed that the moving containers represent small organelles 
belonging to the endosomal/lysosomal system (Fig. 3).' This, together with the finding that F-actin 
is present inside TNTs, suggests that the movement of organelles along TNTs is facilitated by an 
actin/myosin-dependent mechanism (Fig. 3). Such a view is further corroborated by the presence of 
the actin-specific motor protein myosin Va in TNTs, partly colocalising with the respective or
ganelles. ' Alternatively, the transfer of organelles could be driven by the polymerization of actin 
itself, which could be regarded as a process of intercellular "treadmilling". According to this model, 
organelles are transferred by their association with the constantly sliding F-actin rod. Irrespective of 
the existent mechanism, the uni-directional transport observed implies that the individual actin 
fibers involved inside the tubes have the same polarity. 

Apart from the transfer of small organelles, subsequent studies showed that TNT-related struc
tures also facilitate the intercellular transfer of larger organelles such as mitochondria, from cardiac 
myocytes to endothelial progenitor cells.^ Like the uni-directional transport of endosome-related 
structures between PC 12 cells, this transport seems to occur in one direction only.^ It is tempting to 
speculate that the cell which initiates the formation of a membrane tube, is also the donor cell for the 
delivery of organelles. In this respect, organelle transfer along membrane tubes could also be an 
explanation for the thus far unexplained transfer of melanosomes from melanocytes to keratinocytes'^ 
as well as for the intercellular transfer of prion proteins incorporated into vesicular structures of 
neuronal cells.'^ More generally, it is conceivable that any molecules packaged into or associated 
with endosomal structures can be transferred over long distances between cells. This opens an al
ternative route for e.g., the selective distribution of morphogens during developmental processes. 
Intercellular transport of morphogens through tubular connections via membrane containers, in 
addition to passive diffusion through extracellular space, seems plausible because morphogens such 
as sonic hedgehogMQ often closely membrane-associated.' ' 

The occurrence of an intercellular transfer of organelles raises the question as to what kind of 
information is transferred and how this information is integrated in the target cells. First, it is 
notable that the early endosomal system in particular is one of the major reloading points for a 
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Figure 3. TNT-dependent transfer of different cellular components. Markers which were tested experimentally 
appear in brackets. The asterisk indicates the transfer of a marker which appears to be cell-type dependent. 

variety of signaling complexes functioning at the cd\ surface. Second, transfer studies using PC 12 
cells revealed that after being transferred along TNTs, endosome-related structures are able to ftise 
with their counterparts in the respective target cells. ̂  These facts provoke the intriguing model that 
the transfer of organelles and their subsequent fusion with membranes of the target cell conveys 
information between connected cells. 

Initial studies of PC 12 cells showed that in addition to organelles, plasma membrane compo
nents such as lipid-anchored proteins are also transported along TNTs to the connected target cells 
(Fig. 3).' This lateral transfer in the plane of the cell surface is consistent with membrane continuity 
between the connected cells. In the case of PC 12 cells, membrane transfer is quite slow as has been 
shown by the intercellular transport of the lipid-anchored membrane marker f-EGFP' The slow 
transfer of membrane components from thin tubular projections to spherical cell surfaces has also 
been predicted by mathematical models of the process. ̂ ^ Nevertheless, in the case of cell signaling 
molecules, the lateral transfer of only a few molecules can fulfill important roles in intercellular 
communication. In this respect, the detection of M H C I complexes in TNTs between immune cells 
could point to a crucial role in the proper functioning of the immune system, in particular of the 
immunological synapse.^'^^ 

The existence of membrane continuity mediated by membrane channels should result in the 
occurrence of a cytoplasmic bridge that, in principle, facilitates the transfer of cytoplasmic material 
between interconnected cells. For this reason, it was surprising to find that TNTs between PC 12 
cells seem to impede the intercellular flow of even small molecules such as the 400 dalton dye 
molecule calcein.^ This suggests that the passive diffusion of small cytoplasmic molecules through 
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TNTs is significantly slowed. However, the transfer of actin as the structural backbone of TNTs 
could be detected,^ a finding which is consistent with the proposed intercellular "treadmilling" 
process. It is possible that the F-actin rod tightly wrapped by the surrounding membrane functions 
as a plug for passive diffusion. However, Lucifer yellow was transferred TNT-dependent between 
THP-lcel ls^andGFP seems to be transferred between TNT-connected cardiac myocytes and EPCs. 
Furthermore, calcium fluxes through relatively large diameter TNTs were observed between den
dritic cells and THP-1 monocytes. This may indicate that TNTs or TNT-related structures possess 
different permeabilities for soluble molecules which in turn may reflect the existence of a gating 
mechanism or structural differences between the respective intercellular structures of different cell 
types. In agreement with this view, different permeabilities were also found for structurally related 
plasmodesmata, e.g., during different stages of plant development.^ In addition, gating mechanism(s) 
have been proposed.^ 

Implications and Outlook 
The discovery of TNTs has revealed a novel type of intercellular communication in animal 

organisms. In particular, the ability to establish selective long-range transfer of various cellular 
components such as organelles, membrane constitutents and soluble molecules between dislodged 
cells points to important physiological functions which remain to be investigated. In this respect, 
the striking similarities between TNTs and plasmodesmata strongly suggests that knowledge of 
the functions of the latter can be instructive for understanding the role of the former and vice 
versa. In light of the finding that plasmodesmata play fundamental roles in pattern-formation 
during plant development, e.g., by RNA transfer,^ it can be anticipated that TNTs and TNT-related 
structures also orchestrate essential parts of developmental and differentiation processes in ani
mal organisms, as has recently been shown for the differentiation of endothelial progenitor cells. ̂  
Apart from these processes, TNTs could also play a crucial role in the maintenance of animal 
organisms and especially in defence mechanisms. In support of this notion, two recent studies 
present evidence for a nanotube-dependent long distance communication between various cell of 
the immune system.^ If TNTs and related structures indeed play key roles in cell-to-cell signal
ing, it can be expected that alterations in their structure and function may lead to severe patho
logical defects in the respective organisms. This may be relevant for e.g., the development and 
growth of cancer as one of the most severe modern disorders. In this respect, it has been reported 
recently that the P-glycoprotein, which mediates multidrug resistance, is transferred between 
different tumor cells in vitro and in vivo.^^ Although the underlying mechanism for this intercel
lular transfer is still unknown,^^ the data presented is consistent with a TNT-dependent transfer 
mechanism. 

Another conceivable scenario is that TNTs are misused as backdoors for the intercellular spread 
of pathogens like viruses, bacteria and prions. In a recent study showing the intercellular transfer of 
the protease resistant prion protein (PrP-res) between mouse septum neurons and primary cultures 
of adult hamster cortical neurons, it has been speculated that such a misuse of TNTs may indeed 
occur. ̂ ^ Here, the analogy to the plant system, where the transfer of pathogens through plasmodes
mata has been characterized in much detail,^ is once again striking. 

Aside from all the speculation about the physiological role of TNTs, the main challenge for the 
future will be to demonstrate their existence in tissue. If they indeed exist in cell assemblies of 
multicellular organisms, the question emerges as to how they are configured. It is almost certain 
that, due to space limitations, TNTs in tissue will not display the stretched configuration shown in 
dissociated cell cultures but may have a wound configuration following the clefts between cells. 
Innovative approaches have to come into operation to trace TNTs in their natural settings. 
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CHAPTER 15 

Cytoplasmic Bridges as Cell-Cell Channels 
of Genn Cells 
Sami Ventela* 

Abstract 

Transient intercellular bridges are seen between a wide variety of cells before the completion 
of cytokinesis.^ However, these are distinct from stable intercellular bridges that remain 
persistent after incomplete cytokinesis.^ The diameter of the cytoplasmic bridges is rather 

big, 1-10 pm, compared with the very tiny gap junctions which allow passage of only small mol
ecules or peptides (< 1-2 kDa). Among somatic cells there are a number of examples of intercellular 
bridges, for instance in muscle cells and neurons. The best studied entity at both functional and 
molecular level is cytoplasmic bridges connecting germ cells. Many conserved features exist in cyto
plasmic bridge formation and function during germ cell development: the diameters of the bridges 
increase during gametogenesis and is 1-10 pm in Drosophila oogenesis and 1-3 p-m in mammalian 
spermatogenesis depending on the developmental stage of the gametes. The transportation mecha
nisms, e.g., the importance of cytoskeleton during transportation, are quite similar in both sexes 
from insects to mammals. Obviously the function of cytoplasmic bridges is to facilitate the sharing 
of cytoplasmic constituents between neighbouring cells. This is probably most energy-efficient way 
and allows germ cell differentiation to be directed by the products of both parental chromosomes. In 
this article special features and recent investigations of cytoplasmic bridges as cell-cell channels dur
ing gametogenesis are reviewed. 

Cytoplasmic Bridges during Gametogenesis 
Stable intercellular bridges exist both in female and male gametogenesis, in which the incom

plete cytokinesis gives a possibility for sharing of nutrients and relatively large cytoplasmic granules 
and organelles. During oogenesis female germ cells are developed in clusters of interconnected cells 
called cysts. Cyst formation has recently been demonstrated to be very conserved, with small variet
ies from species to species. Cyst formation are demonstrated to occur for example in Drosophila^ C. 
elegansy^ mice and Hydra? During oogenesis each daughter cell, called cystocyte, is joined by cyto
plasmic bridges allowing the transport of organelles and specific mRNAs into one of the cystocytes. 
During oogenesis, syncytial development gives rise to only one mature oocyte while the other cells 
retract and die after contributing their cytoplasmic contents through cytoplasmic bridges to the 
oocyte.^ Most closely the cytoplasmic bridges have been studied in oogenesis o^drosophila melanogaster 
in which only one cystocyte developes to an oocyte and all others become nurse cells.^ These nurse 
cells then undergo a programmed breakdown, often at a specific time in germ cell development. 

A characteristic feature of spermatogenesis is that the dividing germ cells fail to complete cell 
division resulting in formation of stable cytoplasmic bridges that interconnect a large number of 
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cells. ̂ '̂̂ ^ Although all the spermatids (step 1-19 in rats) contain only haploid genome; each 
spermatid will finally develop into fully maturing spermatozoa. It is obvious that the spermatids 
need an efficient intercellular trafficking system where the gene products of haploid cells are shared 
between the neighbouring cells. Braun et al^^ showed with transgenic mouse strain that chimaeric 
gene product expressed only by postmeiotic cells, are evenly distributed between genotypically 
haploid spermatids. Recent findings have demonstrated that many genes, such as TRA54,^^ are 
expressed only in haploid cells. This makes the role of cytoplasmic bridges in sharing of gene products 
an even more intriguing subject to study. 

Development and Molecular Structures of Cytoplasmic Bridges 
At molecular level Drosophila oogenesesis is well characterized, although the early phases of 

cytoplasmic bridge development are not well understood."^ Early studies using electron microscopy 
revealed a highly vesiculated structure called fusome extending through cytoplasmic bridges, 
possibly fijnctioning to stabilize the cleavage furrow until the cytoplasmic bridge is established.^ '̂ ^ 
In these stabilized cleavage furrows the formation of cytoplasmic bridges starts from the outer rim 
containing F-actin, anillin, a mucin-like glycoprotein and a protein with high content of phospho-
rylated tyrosine residues. ̂ ^ Then the inner rim is formed by the deposition of actin, the Hu-li tai 
shao protein or Hts-RC,^^ the filamin encoded by the cheerio gene,^^'^^ the Tec29 and Src64 
tyrosine kinases'̂ '̂'̂ ^ and the Kelch protein."̂ "̂ '"̂ ^ Concurrently as the size of cystocytes increase the 
cytoplasmic bridges also grow in diameter from 0.5 \im up to 10 p.m. 

Similarly as in Drosophila oogenesis the presence of an electron-dense outer layer of cytoplasmic 
bridges is demonstrated to occur in rat spermatogenesis supposing to give rigidity to the bridge. ̂ ^ 
Diameter of cytoplasmic bridges in premature spermatogonia! stem cells are from 1 to 1.3 \im in 
rat.^^ Likewise in Drosophila the diameter of the cytoplasmic bridges increases as cells progress 
during spermatogenesis: at step 1 spermatids the diameter of the bridge is approximately 1.8 p-m 
and most developed spermatids, step 19, have a bridge diameter of 3.0 fxm. In mammals only few 
proteins have been demonstrated in the walls of the cytoplasmic bridges: cytoskeletal proteins actin, 
sak 57 and a heat shock factor l} ' Interestingly, a mutation in specific gene in Drosophila^ called 
cheerio,"^^ prevents the expansion of cytoplasmic bridges during oogenesis, resulting in an obvious 
malfunction of cytoplasmic material sharing. Moreover, the decrease of the size of oocyte and female 
sterility occur in cheerio mutants demonstrating the great importance of the cytoplasmic bridges 
during gametogenesis. According to the function of the found proteins it can be suggested that 
regulatory mechanisms of the transport, and possibly packaging (chaperone) functions for transported 
materials, occur in the cytoplasmic bridges. 

The Cytoplasmic Bridges in Action 
The diameters of the cytoplasmic bridges in germ cells are relatively large in all species allowing 

transportation of rather big vesicles and organelles. Kinetic analyses with time-laps video enhanced 
phase contrast microscope or scanning confocal microscopy have revealed that small vesicle and 
granule transportation occurs via cytoplasmic bridges between nurse cells and oocyte in Drosophila^'^^ 
and between haploid spermatids in the rat.̂ "̂  Throughout oogenesis the nurse cells provide cytoplas
mic components such as mRNAs, proteins and organelles to the steadily growing oocyte via 
cytoplasmic bridges.^^ The process of this transfer can be divided into two main phases. During the 
first phase the cytoplasmic constituents are transported very selectively from nurse cells to the 
oocyte, whereas during the second nonselective phase the nurse cell cytoplasm stream rapidly 
(dumping) into the oocyte leading to apoptotic cell death of nurse cells. 

During rat spermiogenesis there is very active cytoplasmic material transportation via 
cytoplasmic bridges between haploid spermatids.^^ The cytoplasm of living early sperma
tids contained a multitude of granules with diameters of approximately 0.5 |im. They move along 
defined paths in a nonrandom fashion in varying speeds and have frequent contacts with each 
other and with larger organelles, such as the Golgi complex and the male germ cell specific or
ganelle chromatoid body (Fig. 1). During the migration through the cytoplasmic bridge the aver
age velocity of the granules decreased and was approximately 47.7% lower than that in the cyto-
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Figure 1. Phase contrast image of step 2 spermatid ex vivo connected by a cytoplasmic bridge (between black 
arrowheads), showing a unidirectional movement of a granule through the cytoplasmic bridge. Representative 
positions of the granule are shown by arrows: the starting point of analysis (1), the granule locaUzation inside the 
cytoplasmic bridge (2), the end point of the analysis (3). cb = chromatoid body, Bar = 2 \ym. 

plasm. Similarly as in q^oplasmic bridges connecting the ovary and nurse cells in Drosophila?^ only 
few (ca 30%) of the granules circulating in the immediate vicinity of the bridge actually were seen 
to pass through. This suggests that selection and regulation of material takes place in the cytoplas
mic bridges, which is probably carried out by the proteins attached to the bridge. 

Content of the Vesicles 
An essential question is what gene products are packed in the small vesicles passing through the 

cytoplasmic bridges. The oocyte is transcriptionally inactive during most of Drosophila oogenesis, 
suggesting that oocyte specific mRNAs as well as the factors required for RNA localization are 
synthesized in the nurse cells and then transported into the oocyte.^^'^^ Recentiy it has been demon
strated with video microscope that at least products of exu gene and mitochondria are passing 
through the cytoplasmic bridges between the nurse cells and oocyte in Drosophila, The exu gene is 
recuired during oogenesis for bed mRNA localization to the anterior pole of oocyte which is needed 
in axis specification. Selective transportation mechanisms providing mitchondria from nurse cells to 
the oocyte is intriguing because oocytes provide all the mitochondria of the zygote at the time of 
fertilization. 

Immunohistochemical analyses have revealed that haploid cell specific monoclonal antibody 
TRA54 was localized in the granules and transported through the cytoplasmic bridges into 
neighbouring spermatid in the rat (Fig. 2). Translation of the antigenic epitope (sugar moiety) of 
TRA54 starts at early spermiogenesis and its first localization was at the Golgi complex. Then TRA54 
is packed to small granules and transported to the acrosome system of a neighbouring spermatid. 
The number of TRA54 positive granules inside the cytoplasm decreased while the spermatids 
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Figure 2. TRA54 localization in early spermatids. Squash preparations from stage I were fixed and immunostained 
withTRA54. Phase contrast (A), immunofuorescenceofTRA54 (B), cytoplasmic bridges between arrowheads (A). 
The Golgi complex (G) was highly TRA54 positive. Small granules inside the cytoplasm and cytoplasmic bridge 
wereTRA54 positive (white arrows, B). Bar = 2 |im. 

developed. Finally TRA54 was located in the middle part of the membranes surrounding the acrosomic 
system at the head of spermatid. It might be needed in recognition or fertilization process existing 
between sperm and oocyte. The observations of selective passage of cytoplasmic material together 
with morphological alterations of cytoplasmic bridges during gametogenesis suggest that these channels 
are rather active organelles connecting the germ cells. 

Organelle Transportation 
Another evolutionally conserved feature at haploid phase of germ cell differentiation is a large 

perinuclear cytoplasmic organelle. During spermatogenesis this organelle is called chromatoid body. 
In Drosophila oocytes, an analogous organelle is called sponge body^^ or yolk nucleus in humans 
fetal oocytes.^^ Recent investigations have suggested similar functions for these organelles in both 
sexes. During Drosophila oogenesis sponge body is demonstrated to locate inside the nurse cells, 
inside the oocytes and inside the cytoplasmic bridge between nurse cells and oocytes, suggesting that 
this subcellular structure is transported between the cells.^^ Sponge body contains RNA and 
is therefore probably needed in assembly and transport of mRNA during Drosophila oogenesis. 

Male germ cell specific organelle chromatoid body appears in pachytene spermatocytes at stage 
VIII of the rat and is biggest in size at the early spermiogenesis. Figueroa and Burzio have shown 
that isolated chromatoid bodies contained a complex population of RNAs; mRNA, 5.8 and 5 S 
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ribosomal RNA, but no tRNA. Previously it has also been demonstrated that chromosomal protein 
histone H4,^^ germ cell-specific DNA and RNA binding protein p48/52,^'^ hnRNPs and ribosomal 
proteins, ^ mouse VASA-homologue ' ^ and actin are localized in the chromatoid body. When 
living early spermatids are studied ex vivo under the phase contrast microscope this organelle is wide 
moving, phase contrast positive and contains two main components of the rapid movement either 
parallel or perpendicular in relation to the nuclear envelope. Moreover during parallel movement 
chromatoid body has pinocytosis-like transient engulfinents towards nuclear pale chromatin areas."̂ ^ 
It has been proposed that parallel movements over the haploid nucleus are needed for collection of 
gene products from various parts of the haploid nucleus from different chromosome territories. 
Recent demonstration that chromatoid body moves back and forth through the cytoplasmic bridge 
between neighbouring spermatids with transient contacts with nuclei of both spermatids gives 
explanation to perpendicular movement of chromatoid body (Fig. 3). The thresholded image series 
(Fig. 3, A2-E2) shows the changing lobulated morphology of the chromatoid body and the close 
transient interactions between the chromatoid body and both nuclei. The velocity of the movement 
of the chromatoid body inside the bridge was rather constant, in average 0.20 pm/s. Electron micro
scopic analyses of snap-fi-ozen specimens have revealed a very close relationship between nuclear 
pore complex with a large contact area between chromatoid body and the nuclear envelope support
ing assumption that intranuclear material is exchanged between the nucleus and chromatoid body. '̂ ° 
Interestingly there exist many molecular and functional similarities between chromatoid body and 
sponge body. Obviously these perinuclear organelles of both sexes have an important role during 
gametogenesis, since targeted disruption of VASA or its homologue genes results in sterility and 
serious defects in germ cell development in both sexes. 

Mechanisms Needed for Cytoplasmic Material Transportation 
between the Germ Cells 

Inhibition studies in Drosophila have demonstrated that polarized microtubule cytoskeleton 
reveal steps in the oocyte differentiation pathway and plays a critical role in oocyte development. ̂ '̂̂ ^ 
Moreover, immunofluorescence analyses and microtubule depolymerization studies suggested that 
minus end of the microtubules locate at the oocyte and plus ends extend through cytoplasmic bridges 
into the surrounding nurse cells providing a scaffold for the transport of cytoplasmic material from 
nurse cells to the oocyte.̂ ^'^ The first phase of cytoplasmic material transportation at the beginning 
of oogenesis is microtubule dependent and sensitive to the microtubule inhibitors. During the sec
ond rapid phase of cytoplasm transport at the end of oogenesis remaining nurse cell contents are 
pushed into the oocyte requiring a cortical actomyosin network to drive nurse cell contraction. 
Moreover cytoplasmic bridge stability and growth are dependent on the accumulation of an inner 
rim consisting of loosely bundled actin filaments.^ Finally, a dense network of hexagonally packed 
parallel actin bundles is required in the cytoplasm of nurse cells to restrain their large polyploid 
nuclei from being pushed into the cytoplasmic bridge, which would otherwise block further cyto
plasm transport. Also many genes are demonstrated to be crucial during cytoplasmic transportation 
between nurse cells and oocyte,^'^ in cytoplasmic bridge formation^^ and in organization of the 
microtubule network.̂ '̂̂ ^ 

A number of similarities has been demonstrated in cytoplasmic material exchange of Drosophila 
oogenesis and rat spermiogenesis.^ The most obvious difference between these two models is the 
number of end results: while oogenesis directs to develop one mature oocyte, the goal of spermatogen
esis is to achieve millions of mature spermatozoa. This explains why cytoplasmic material transportation is 
unidirectional during oogenesis, from nurse cells to oocyte, and bi-directional during spermatogenesis. 
Same way as in Drosophila oogenesis cytoskeleton plays a major role during cytoplasmic transportation 
between spermatids.̂ ^ Microtubule inhibitors, nocodazole and vincristine, turned the nonrandom 
cytoplasmic granule movement into random brownian motion demonstrating the importance of the 
microtubules during spermatogenesis. Moreover microtubule inhibitors disintegrate the chromatoid 
body and induce a clear separation of chromatoid material and ribosome-like granules. Likewise 
microtubule inhibitors prevented the movement of the chromatoid body. Immunohistochemical 
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analyses revealed after incubation with nocodazole that two types of spermatids developed: one showed 
haploid specific TRA54 immunostaining in the Golgi complex while the other lacked TRA54 label
ling, demonstrating the block of the transportation of TRA54 between the spermatids. Microfilament 
inhibitor cytochalasin D did not affect to morphology or the movement of the chromatoid body even 
though previously it has been demonstrated that actin is a component of the chromatoid body. This 
suggests that actin inside the chromatoid body is most probably involved in mRNA binding to the 
cytoskeletal framework demonstrated to exist in many type of cells (for reviews see refs. 59,60) and not 
in the normal movement of chromatoid body. Based on these facts the microtubules are involved in 
the normal integrity of the chromatoid body, in its movements, and in the normal Golgi complex 
derived granule traffic in the cytoplasm of spermatids and between neighbouring cells. Moreover, it is 
known that the sorting of proteins according to their final destination is performed at the Golgi com
plex and that the Golgi complex plays a main role in vesicle and granule trafficking (for reviews see refs. 
61,62). During spermatogenesis the role of Golgi complex is crucial, because of its role in formation of 
the acrosome system, which contains hydrolytic enzymes involved in fertilization and penetration 
through zona pellucida. ' When the Golgi complex was disturbed by brefeldin A, the formation of 
the acrosome system was inhibited. Also formation and transportation of TRA54 positive granules 
were inhibited by brefeldin h?^ These findings suggest that the Golgi complex plays a key role in small 
granule transportation during spermatogenesis. 

Concluding Remarks 
Digital techniques for quantification of organelle movements in living cells are useful for clarifica

tion of the possible function of certain organelles, such as the chromatoid body and Golgi complex in 
living cells. Recent studies have opened new insights to the cytoplasmic bridges: Hamer et al^^ showed 
that apoptotic signals are shared between interconnected spermatogonia, and it has also been demon
strated that certain cancer cells can assemble cytoplasmic bridges and use those in cytoplasmic material 
sharing.^'^ In the future, we will have more detailed information about the function of cytoplasmic 
bridges in living cells by using new quantitative video analyses combined with toxicological 
compounds affecting on cytoplasmic bridge formation or selective material exchange between the 
cells. 
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CHAPTER 16 

Fusome as a Cell-Cell Communication 
Channel of Drosophila Ovarian Cyst 
Jean-Ren^ Huynh* 

Abstract 

I n most animal species, female and male gametes are produced within clusters of germ cells 
which share a common cytoplasm through cell-cell channels. In Drosophila ovaries, these cells 
synchronise their divisions and specialise one cell of the cluster as the future egg. Both processes 

are organised by a germline-specific organelle of communication called the fusome. Until recently, 
the fusome has remained largely mysterious despite a hundred years of research on its composition, 
formation and functions. Novel results have now suggested several molecular mechanisms to explain 
how the fusome synchronises the divisions by controlling cell-cycle regulators and how it determines 
and polarises the future egg by organising the microtubule cytoskeleton. Importantly, a structure 
similar to the fusome has been identified during Xenopus oogenesis, suggesting that it is widely 
conserved from invertebrates to vertebrates, and that it thus serves an essential function. 

Introduction 
In most animal species, male and female gametes start their differentiation as groups of germ 

cells with synchronous phases of development, indicating extensive communication between these 
cells. ̂  Accordingly, it was found that these cells (called "cystocytes") share a common cytoplasm 
through cytoplasmic bridges, thus forming a syncytium referred to as a cyst. This specific form of 
cell-cell channel originates from a series of incomplete cell divisions of a cyst-founder cell called a 
cystoblast. The bridges are derived from persistent mid-bodies in the arrested cleavage furrows." '̂̂  
Male gametes retain these intercellular bridges during most of their differentiation. It has been 
suggested that they may serve not only to synchronise their development, but also to share gene 
products after the completion of meiosis, as half of the sperms will inherit one X chromosome and 
the other half a Y chromosome. '̂  Synchronisation and efficient sharing might thus alleviate the 
differences between advantaged and disadvantaged sperm. In females, intercellular bridges can be 
limited to the synchronous phase of divisions, as in mammalian ovaries, or they can form stable 
structures called ring canals as shown in Drosophila. In this fruitfly, communication between the 
germ cells has an additional function as it allows the specialization of one cell of the cluster as the 
oocyte (the future egg), while the remaining germ cells of the cyst become nurse cells, which provide 
the oocyte with nutrients and cytoplasmic components through the ring canals. 

A second and equally important feature oi Drosophila cyst development is the presence of a large 
cytoplasmic structure called the fusome, which links all the cells of the cluster through the ring 
canals. Although the behaviour of the fusome has been best studied in insects,^ a similar structure 
has been recently described in Xenopus laevis during the formation of female germline cysts. The 
fusome seems thus widely conserved from invertebrates to vertebrates, which su^ests that it serves 
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an important function. The fusome is mainly made of densely packed vesicles filling up the ring 
canals. It was thus first described as a "plug** within the ring canals and thought to block any com
munication between cells of the cyst. Surprisingly, it was found in Drosophila ovaries that in the 
absence of the fusome, cells of the same cluster divide asynchronously and fail to specify an oocyte, 
despite the presence of ring canals.̂ '̂ ^ This demonstrates a key role of the fusome as a channel of 
communication between the cells for the synchronisation and differentiation of the germline cyst. 
In this review, I will mainly focus on the fusome of the Drosophila ovaries, where it has been possible 
to study its formation and functions at the genetic, cellular and molecular levels. Other aspects of 
Drosophila oogenesis have been summarized elsewhere, including ring canals formation (this issue 
and^ '̂̂ )̂, germline stem cells regulation^^ and differentiation of the cyst.^ '̂ ^ 

The Drosophila ovary is composed of 16-20 ovarioles, each of which contains a chain of progres
sively more and more mature egg chambers. Germline cysts are produced throughout the life of 
the adult fly, by the divisions of germline stem cells localised in a specialised region called the germarium 
situated at the anterior tip of each ovariole (Fig. 1). The germarium has been divided into 4 regions 
according to the developmental stage of the cyst. Oogenesis begins in region 1, when a germline 
stem cell (GSC) divides asymmetrically to produce a posterior cystoblast, and a new CSC, which 
remains attached to the neighbouring somatic cells at the anterior. ' ^ The cystoblast then under
goes precisely four rounds of mitosis with incomplete cytokinesis to form a cyst of 16 germline cells, 
which are interconnected by ring canals. Once the 16 cell cyst has formed, it enters the region 2a of 
the germarium. At this stage, all the cells of one cyst look the same, but by the time it reaches region 
2b, one cell will have differentiated as an oocyte. This differentiation can be followed with several 
types of marker summarized in Figure 1. In region 2b, the cyst changes shape and becomes a one 
cell-thick disc that spans the whole width of the germarium. Oocyte-specific factors are now con
centrated into the oocyte and a microtubule organising centre (MTOC) is clearly seen in this cell. At 
the same time, somatic follicle cells start to migrate and surround the cyst. As the cyst moves down 
to region 3 (also called stage 1), it rounds up to form a sphere with the oocyte always lying at the 
posterior pole. The cyst then leaves the germarium into the vitellarium. 

Formation of the Fusome 
The fusome was first described in 1886 by Platner as Verbindungsbriicken ("bridging connec

tions") in the spermatocytes of several insects using iron hematoxylin staining and light micros
copy.̂ ^ In 1901, Giardina recorded the origin and formation of the fusome in the female germline 
cyst of the diving beetle Dytiscus} His observations and conclusions remain still valid and turn out 
to be general principles of fusome formation. Between 1960 and 1970, King, Mahowald and col
leagues described a region of the cytoplasm of the Drosophila cysts as rich in vesicles and fibrills using 
electron microscopy. ̂ '̂̂ ^ This structure was then recognized as the fusome by Telfer in 1975. More 
recendy Allan Spradlings lab, taking advantage oiDrosophila new genetic tools, described the fusome 
at the molecular and cellular levels using fluorescent immunostaining and confocal microscopy.̂ '̂ '̂"̂ '̂̂ ^ 
Finally, using transgenic flies expressing GFP-tagged markers, Mary Lillys group was able to observe 
the fusome using live confocal microscopy and photobleaching techniques."^ After more than a 
century of observations and experiments, a highly dynamic picture of the formation of fusome has 
emerged. 

A Complex Choreography 
The fusome sensu stricto appears during the first division of the cystoblast. It arises from a 

similar structure present in the germline stem cells (GSC) called a spectrosome, which is also made 
of vesicles and whose molecular composition differs only slighdy form that of the fusome."^ The 
first appearance of the spectrosome itself has been reported in the germ cells of the gastrulating 
embryo."̂ ^ In the adult, the spectrosome is stably anchored at the anterior side of the GSC, in 
contact with the adherens junctions between the GSC and the overlying cap cells (Figs. 1,2).̂ ^ 
During the GSC division, one pole of the mitotic spindle is anchored by the spectrosome thus 
orientating the division along the antero-posterior axis of the germarium (Fig. 2). '̂ '̂  The cystoblast 
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Figures. 1 Drosophila early oogenesis. Each ovariole is made of a chain of more and more mature egg chambers 
towards the posterior (P). An egg chamber comprises 16 germline cells surrounded by a monolayer of follicle 
cells. The egg chambers are produced in a speciahsed structure, called the germarium, at the anterior (A) of the 
ovariole. The germarium is divided into 4 morphological regions along the antero-posterior axis. The germline 
stem cells reside at the anterior tip of the germarium in contact with the somatic cap cells (grey cells on the left) 
and divide to produce cytoblasts, which divide four more times in region 1 to produce 16 cell germline cysts 
that are connected by ring canals. The stem cells and cystoblasts contain a spectrosome (red circles), which 
develops into a branched structure called the fusome, which orients each division of the cyst. In early region 
2a, the synaptonemal complex (SC, red lines) forms along the chromosomes of the 2 cells with 4 ring canals 
(the pro-oocytes) as they enter meiosis. The SC then appears transiently in the 2 cells with 3 ring canals, before 
becoming restricted to the pro-oocytes in late region 2a. By region 2b, the oocyte has been selected, and is the 
only cell to remain in meiosis. In region 2a, cytoplasmic proteins, mRNAs and mitochondria (green), and the 
centrosomes (blue circles) progressively accumulate at the anterior of the oocyte. In region 2b, the minus-ends 
of the microtubules are focused in the oocyte, and the plus-ends extend through the ring canals into the nurse 
cells. The follicle cells (grey) also start to migrate and surround the germline cells. As the cyst moves down to 
region 3, the oocyte adheres strongly to the posterior follicle cells and repolarises along its antero-posterior axis, 
with the M T minus-ends and specific cytoplasmic components now localised at the posterior cortex. Modified 
from reference 15. A color version of this figure is available online at www.Eurekah.com. 
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Figures 2. Formation of the fiisome. The spectrosome (red) of the GSC anchors one pole of the mitotic spindle 
and orients the division along the anterior-posterior axis. A new fusome plug forms into the transient ring canal. 
The spectrosome elongates to fuse with the plug. The cytoplasmic bridge is then severed and one third of the 
spectrosome/fusome is inherited by the cystoblast while two-third remains in the GSC, marking this division 
as clearly asymmetric. The spectrosome/fusome (red) of the cystoblast (1) interacts with one of the centrosomes 
(green and blue spheres) to anchor one pole of the mitotic spindle (green lines), during the first incomplete 
division. A fusome plug (red) forms in the arrested furrow or ring canal (blue). The spectrosome (or "original" 
fusome) and the fusome plug come together to fuse. The direction of these movements is not known (?). The 
same mechanism is repeated for division 2, 3 and 4: (1) One pole of each mitotic spindle is anchored by the 
fiisome. (2) A new fusome plug forms into each ring canal. (3) the ring canals move centripetally for the fusome 
plugs to fuse with the central fusome (black arrows). This behaviour has several crucial consequences: (1) 
cystocyte (1) has more fusome than the other cystocytes; (2) the same centrosome (green sphere) could be 
inherited by the cystocyte (1) from division 1 through division 4; and (3) the fusome always marks the anterior 
of cystocyte (1), after the clustering of the ring canals. Modified from reference 15. A color version of this figure 
is available online at www.Eurekah.com. 
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is then produced toward the posterior and the renewed GSC stays at the anterior of the germarium, 
in a specialized cellular environment called a "niche*'. At the end of telophase, a transient ring 
canal forms between the GSC and the cystoblast. New fusome material accumulates in this ring 
canal and the spectrosome elongates from the anterior side of the GSC to fuse with the new frisome. ' 
The cytoplasmic bridge is then severed and one third of the spectrosome/fiisome is inherited by the 
cystoblast while two-third remains in the GSC, marking this division as clearly asymmetric.^^'^^ The 
spectrosome relocalises to the anterior side of the GSC, while the fusome takes a spherical shape at 
one end of the cystoblast. 

The first mitosis of the cystoblast is very similar to the GSC division (Fig. 2). One pole of the 
mitotic spindle is anchored by the spherical fusome, a new fusome "plug" forms into the arrested 
furrow at the other end of the cell and comes to fuse with the "original" fusome. However, in 
contrast to the GSC division, cytokinesis is incomplete and both cells remain linked by a stable ring 
canal. Furthermore, although it is not known how the plug and the "original" fusome move to fuse 
together, the "original" fusome does not seem to elongate from one side of the cystoblast, as in the 
GSC.^^ This division is also asymmetric as one cell contains the "original" fusome plus half of the 
plug, whereas the other cell only retains the other half of the fusome plug. At the next division, the 
two mitotic spindles again orient with one pole close to the fusome and new fusome plugs form in 
the two ring canals at opposite ends."^ '̂̂ '̂̂ ^ The fusome plugs then move with their ring canal to fuse 
with the central fusome, which thus remains in the two previous cells. This asymmetric behaviour of 
the fusome is then repeated in the next two divisions (Figs. 2,3). The oldest cell, therefore, retains 
the original fusome and accumulates four halves of fusome plugs. Thus, this cell has more fusome 
than all the other cells and can be identified throughout the divisions. The current model suggests 
that this cell will become the oocyte (see below). Once the 16 cells-cyst is formed, the fusome starts 
to break down and disappears. The behaviour of the Drosophila fusome reveals general morphoge-
netic principles of how germline cysts form and has important consequences on the polarisation of 
the female cyst.̂ '̂ "^ 

Firstly, a consequence of the synchronous divisions is that the number of cells per cyst is a power 
of two: 2", with n being the number of divisions. In Drosophila male and female n equals 4 (2 =16), 
but n can range from 1 to at least 8 (256 cells) in the Strepsipteran Elenchinus japonicus}^ The 2" 
rule seems also to apply to vertebrates as Xenopus cysts go through four synchronous divisions and 
contain 16 cells. 

A second general principle is that germline cysts do not form linear clusters of cells but are 
organised along a "maximally branched" pattern of interconnections. It is a consequence of the 
anchoring of one pole of each mitotic spindle by the fusome."̂ "̂ '̂ "̂̂ "̂  This orientation of the divisions 
ensures that one cell inherits all the previous interconnections (ring canals), while a new one is 
formed at the opposite end of the cell and thus branched off the central fusome. This orientation 
also leads to an invariant pattern of interconnections between the cells, with the two central or oldest 
cells having n ring canals, their daughter cells n-1, etc. This pattern is important for the polarisation 
of the cyst as the oocyte always arises from one of the two cells with the greatest number (n) of ring 
canals.'^ 

At each interphase, the fusome plugs and the associated ring canals move centripetally to fuse 
with the central fusome. This clustering of the ring canals at the centre of the cyst with the cells 
protruding outward creates a rosette-like structure (Fig. 2). This specific geometry is a third charac
teristic of the germline cysts. ̂ '"̂  One function of the rosette shape could be to minimize the distances 
between cells inside the cyst and thus make cell-cell communication more efficient.^ This shape is 
later on stabilised by the formation of adherens junctions around the ring canals, as seen by the 
localisation of Armadillo, E-Cadherin and Bazooka and confirmed by EM sections (re£ 33 and A.P. 
Mahowald, personal communication). 

Finally, the behaviour of the fusome reveals several levels of polarisation within the female cyst. 
As already mentioned, the invariant pattern of divisions restricts the oocyte fate to the two cells with 
the greatest number of ring canals. In addition, the centripetal movement of the ring canals along 
the cell membrane to fuse with the central fusome uncovers a polarity within each cell of the cyst 
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Figures 3. Growth of the fusome observed byconfocal microscopy. Drosophilaavziics were stained with anti-aniUin 
(ring canal, green) and anti-Hts (fusome, red) antibodies. Anterior is at the top in each panel. A) A 4-cell cyst 
in early-mid interphase. Two fusome plugs have formed, one in each new ring canal. B) A 4-cell cyst in late 
interphase. The plugs have fused with the original fusome, forming one continuous structure that spans the 
three ring canals. C) A pair of 8-cell cysts in late interphase. In each cyst, the four new plugs, in the four smallest 
ring canals, have already fused. D) A 16-cell cyst in early interphase. Fusomal material is beginning to accumu
late in the new ring canals, but has not yet formed distinct plugs. Only seven of the eight new ring canals are 
visible here. E,F) 16-cell cysts in mid interphase. The plugs have enlarged and are beginning to fuse, though 
not all are fusing at the same rate. In E, only 14 ring canals are visible, the other is out oiiocus. In F, only one 
of the plugs (asterisk) has not yet fuse with the rest of the fusome. G) A16-cell cyst in late interphase. All fusome 
plugs have fused; the fusome spans all 15 ring canals. One of the two cells with the most ring canals always 
contains more fusomal material than its sisters (arrowhead). Thus, throughout cyst formation, the fusome is 
asymmetrically distributed within the cyst. (Images courtesy of Allan Spradling, Department of Embryology, 
Carnegie Institution of Washington and Development, the Company of Biologists, UK, and reprinted with 
permission from: de Cuevas M, Spradling AC. Development 1998; 125:2781-2789.^^) 

(q/^stoq^es). It is not known what drives the movement of the fusome plugs, but several evidences 
suggest that it could be microtubules based. Mutations in MT-binding proteins, Orbit/Mast and 
abnormal spindle {asp), or in an M T minus-end motor, dynein, and its associated regulator, LisU 
affect the formation of the fusome, which appears less branched.^ ̂ '̂  '̂ ^ Consequendy, mutant cysts 
are produced with less than 16 cells. It is not yet clear, however, if these mutations affect the move
ment and formation of the plugs, or the anchoring of the mitotic spindles to the fusome, or both. A 
direct role of the microtubules in fusome biogenesis has not yet been tested, using depolymerising 
drugs. The polarity of the plugs movement may be given by a difference between the two cen-
trosomes. The centrosome anchored to the fusome may have the ability to attract the plug, in con
trast to the opposite centrosome. Whatever the mechanism, it shows that the plugs are able to read 
a polarity within each cell. 
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Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that as early as the two-cell stage, the central fusome 
occupies a fix position, while it is the plugs which move toward it. The fusome therefore marks one 
side of each cell, which is at the center of the cyst (the "central** surface of each cell). In particular, in 
region 2b, the fusome remnant will always be located at the anterior of the oocyte, where all the 
cytoplasmic components accumulate to form a Balbiani body.^^ Therefore, as early as the two-cell 
stage, the "central** localisation of the fusome marks the future anterior side of the oocyte. An 
anterior-posterior axis in the oocyte is thus inherited from the polarised cyst divisions. It is tempting 
to try to go one step earlier and to relate this polarity to the cystoblast division or even to the GSC 
division. However, there is no fix referential in the cystoblast, and for the moment it is not possible 
to tell if the "original** fusome is always at the posterior of the cystoblast, or if after the first cyst 
division, it is the plug, or the "original** fusome, or both, which move to fuse."̂ "̂ '"̂ ^ Live imaging of 
these processes should help to solve these questions. 

Fusome Composition 

The Fusome Is Made of £R-Derived \^ ic l e s 
In 1901, Giardina described the fusome as a fibrillar material accumulated inside the arrested 

cleavage furrow and named it residue jusoriale to indicate that it was a remnant of the mitotic spindle."^ 
However, light microscopy could not allow the nature of the fibrillar material to be determined. A 
real breakthrough came when King, Mahowald and colleagues used electronic microscopy (EM) to 
describe the Drosophila germarium,^^'^^ They found an unusual organelle made of vesicles linking 
all the cells of the cyst through their ring canals (Fig. 4). This organelle excluded other components 
of the cytoplasm such as mitochondria and microtubules. This structure was then recognised by 
Telfer in 1975 as the fusome described earlier by Giardina and Hirschler.^'^^ The next step was then 
to identify the nature of these vesicles and it remained a mystery until very recently. Mary Lilly and 
colleagues made transgenic flies expressing GFP-tagged proteins targeted to specific cellular 
subcompartments such as the Golgi and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). They found that only 
the proteins targeted to the ER (Lys-GFP-KDEL, a lumenal ER protein and Sec6la-GFP an ER 
membrane protein) colocalised with the fusome, indicating that the fusome tubules are most similar 
to ER vesicles (Fig. 5). In an elegant experiment, they further showed that the fusome is continuous 
across all the cells of the cyst and is not made of independent vesicles packed together. They used 
Fluorescence Recovery after Photobleaching (FRAP) of Lys-GFP-KDEL and Sec6la-GFP to calcu
late their diffusion coefficient (Deff) within the fusome. They reasoned that if the fusome is made of 
discrete vesicles, both proteins should diffuse with the same speed, because their movements would 
be limited by the diffusion of the whole vesicle. In contrast, if the fusome is made of one continuous 
network of interconnected tubules, the lumenal protein Lys-GFP-KDEL should diffuse faster than 
Sec6la-GFP embedded in the more viscous ER membrane. They found the later case to be true and 
concluded that the fusome is continuous across the cyst. Moreover, they could also deplete the 
fluorescence of both proteins inside the fusome by repeatedly photobleaching the cytoplasmic ER of 
one cell of the cyst. This technique called FLIP (Fluorescence Loss in Photobleaching) demonstrates 
that the fusome is also interconnected with the cytoplasmic ER of each cell, which means that all the 
cells within a single cyst could share a common ER. These results are of primary importance as they 
could explain how the fusome synchronizes the development of the cells within the cyst by acting as 
a direct channel of communication. Interestingly, they further found that the continuity of the 
fusome is lost when the development of the cyst becomes asynchronous in region 2 of the germarium.^ 

However, we are still far from understanding how these ER-derived vesicles can form a plug 
inside a ring canal and then fuse to make a fusome. The final step of normal cytokinesis requires the 
insertion of new membranes at the cleavage furrow to separate the newly formed cells. Vesicles are 
transported to a compact structure rich in microtubules called the midbody, where they fuse with 
the existing plasma membrane. Interestingly, the fusome plugs are also formed and associated with 
the microtubules at the midbody during early interphase after each cyst division.^ It is thus possible 
that the plug is made of vesicles which are normally transported to the midbody but which, for an 
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Figures 4. Electronic microscopy of the fusome and spectrosome in wild type and mutant germarium. Thin 
sections of the anterior region of the germarium from wild type and /̂ /y mutant (inset) females shown at the same 
magnification. Anterior is to the left and posterior to the right. In the wild type germarium, a germline stem 
cell (GSC) with a large nucleus (N) lies closed to the somatic terminal filament cells (TF) at the anterior. The 
spectrosome (PF) is the region rich in vesicles between the GSC nucleus and the TF. A wild type cyst contains 
a large fusome (F) that extends through four ring canals (labeled by four pair of arrows) and associated with a 
centriole (C). The fusome can be seen to contain small membranous vesicles and to exclude most ribosomes and 
mitochondria. In hts mutant female, these vesicles are absent (inset). The ring canal pictured appears to lack 
fusomal material entirely. (Image courtesy of Allan Spradling, Department of Embryology, Carnegie Institution 
of Washington and Development, the Company of Biologists, UK, and reprinted with permission from: Lin 
H, Yue L, Spradling A, Development 1994; 120:947-956.)2^ 

unknown reason, do not fuse with the plasma membrane. This could be due to the intrinsic nature 
of these vesicles or because they are coated with specific proteins. 

Molecular Composition of the Fusome 
The first hint about the molecular composition of the fusome came from the genetic study of 

the hts (hu-li-tai shao) gene in Drosophila}^'^ hts mutant flies produce germline cysts with a 
number of cells not following the 2" rule and which usually lack an oocyte and are only made of 
nurse cells. EM analysis of hts mutant germarium revealed a complete lack of fusome vesicles, 
further indicating that Hts was a good candidate as a fusome component (Fig. 4). The molecular 
cloning of Hts identified it as the Drosophila homologue of adducin, an actin and spectrin-binding 
protein constituting part of the membrane cytoskeleton.^® The membrane cytoskeleton is made 
of a and p-spectrin dimers linked together into a meshwork by junctional complexes composed of 
adducin, actin, protein 4.1 and tropomyosin. This lattice is attached to the plasma membrane by 
ankyrin and glycophorin. In erythrocytes, where it has been best studied, the sprectrin-based 
cytoskeleton was shown to modulate the mechanical properties of the plasma membrane. In 
addition, these membrane skeletal proteins are also associated with internal organelles such as the 
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Figures 5. ER markers colocalise with the fusome. A-D) Germaria expressing the ER markers Sec61 a-GFP (A,B) 
or Lys-GFP-KDEL (C,D) were fixed and labeled with the fusome markers anti-spectrin (A-C) or anti-Hts 
(D,E). Regions of colocalisation in the merged images (yellow) appear within the ER accumulations between 
cystocytes, but not within the cystocyte cytoplasm to reveal the ER origin of fusome membranes. In A and C, 
large spectrin accumulations (spectrosomes) in stem cells are indicated by white arrows. These structure do 
contain ER-labeling, though the structure are not substantially enriched with ER accumulations. E) A cyst from 
a GalTase-G FP (Golgi marker) ovary stained with anti-Hts. No significant colocalization between these markers 
was observed. Bars, 5 |im. (Imagecourtesyof Mary Lilly, Cell Biology and MetaboHsm branch, N I H . Reprinted 
from: Snapp EL, lidaT, Frescas D et al, Mol Biol Cell 2004,15:4512-4521, with permission from The American 
Society for Cell Biology.^ ) A color version of this figure is available online at www.Eurekah.com. 

Golgi complex and the ER. ^ Accordingly, a and p-spectrin were found to be part of the spectrosome 

and fusome, while ankyrin was mostly found in the spectrosome, suggesting that the molecular 

nature of the spectrosome/fusome is developmentally regulated (Fig. 3).^''^ In contrast, Droso-

phila homologues of protein 4.1 such as Coracle, Moesin or Merlin were not seen on the fusome. 
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F-actin is not detected reliably on the fusome in Drosophila female ovaries, whereas it is a major 
component of the male fusome.^ Strong fixation protocols seem to be required to detect F-actin 
on the female fusome, suggesting that F-actin is unstable. Furthermore, it has recently been 
shown that mutations in Scr64, Tec29 and kelchy which are involved in crosslinking actin fila
ments, affect the branching and maintenance of the fusome. Scr64 and Tec29 are tyrosine ki
nases which can phosphorylate Kelch and inhibit its actin-bundling ability. It has thus been pro
posed that the branching defects in Scr64y Tec29 and kelch mutants could be due to a failure to 
loosen actin filaments crosslinking around the fusome plugs to allow their fusion with the central 
fusome. Whatever the mechanism, these results at least suggest that the actin cytoskeleton could 
play an important role in the formation of the fusome. 

In hts mutant most of the vesicles are gone, while Hts itself is only faintly detected on fusome 
remnants of a-spectrin mutant cysts.^' Although it suggests a direct role of the membrane skeletal 
proteins in the biogenesis of the fusome, their precise function remains unknown. They could be 
involved in the formation of the fusome by coating some ER-vesicles to give them a specific identity 
and/or affinity. This would create a separate subdomain of the ER allowing the fusion of these 
vesicles and the formation of a distinct continuous structure. Alternatively, they could be required 
for the maintenance of the fusome by surrounding it with a rigid cytoskeleton, prohibiting its fusion 
with the plasma membrane and the dispersal of the vesicles. 

Bam and its associated protein TER94 constitute a second class of components of the fijsome. 
Bam is a novel protein, which localises both to the fusome of all germ cells and to the cytoplasm of 
dividing cysts. bam mutant cysts are mostly stopped at the one-cell cystoblast stage and contain 
a gready reduced fusome, leading to the suggestion that Bam could be involved in the recruitment of 
vesicles to the fijsome. Mutations in the benign gonial cell neoplasm (bgcn) gene induce an almost 
identical phenotype and interestingly, bgcn cysts also fail to localise Bam protein on the fusome, 
while Hts and a-spectrin are normally localised. ^ These results suggest that Bam localisation on the 
fusome is required for its function. 

TER94 was found to directly interact with Bam in a two-hybrid screen and also to localise to the 
fusome. TER94 is a fly orthologue of the vertebrate TER proteins, required for vesicles fiision 
during the biogenesis of the ER and Golgi. This conserved fijnction of TER94 supports the view 
that the fusome is formed by the fiision of ER-derived vesicles. However, TER94 function during 
the formation of the fiisome could not be assessed as the existing alleles are cell lethal. Furthermore, 
as the bam mutant cysts do not progress beyond the one-cell stage, it remains unclear whether they 
contain a spectrosome or a fusome. One major difference between the fusome and the spectrosome 
is that the spectrosome is less dense in vesicles, which is similar to what has been described for the 
"reduced fiisome" of bam mutant cysts} ' ^ It is thus not clear if Bam is directly required for the 
formation of the fiisome, or if the defects seen in bam mutant cysts are due to an early arrest of the 
cystoblast development. 

A third class of fiisome components is made of microtubules-associated proteins including the 
plus-end binding proteins, Orbit/Mast and CLIP-190, the MT minus-end motor, dynein, and the 
Drosophila homologue of Spectraplakin, shot. Orbit/Mast shows a cell-cycle dependent localisation 
on the fusome.^^ During mitosis, it localises on the mitotic spindles and then on the spindle rem
nants at anaphase. During interphase, it is incorporated into the newly formed ring canals, the 
fusome plugs and then into the fusome. Dynein has been reported to localise on the fusome only 
during mitosis, however a clear colocalisation with known fusome components has not been dem
onstrated yet.̂ ^ Furthermore, as shown previously (see II. 1), mutations in the dynein and Orbit/ 
Mast genes lead to the formation of fragmented and unbranched fusomes indicating that both 
proteins and probably the microtubule cytoskeleton are required for the formation of the fusome. 

Finally, Shot and several other proteins have been reported to associate at least transiently with 
the fusome such as Cyclin A, P-Cyclin E, Cull, 19S-S1 and Par-1, LKBl (Par-4), Par-5.̂ '̂̂ ^ How
ever, these proteins seem to be required for the differentiation of the germline cyst rather than the 
formation of the fusome per se. Their function will thus be discussed in this context below. 
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Fusome Functions in the Fonnation and DiflFerentiation of the Germline Cyst 
In the absence of a fusome such as in hts and a-spectrin mutant cysts, the formation and differen

tiation of the germline cyst is greatly affected. These mutant cysts contain a variable number of 
cells, which are usually less than 16 and not a factor of 2". In addition, they frequently lack an oocyte 
and are only made of nurse cells. These defects arise despite the presence of ring canals, indicating 
that the fusome is likely to be the main channel of cell-cell communication for the control of the cyst 
divisions and the differentiation of the oocyte during normal development. I will review recent 
exciting results which shed new light on the role of the fusome in both of these processes. 

The Fusome and the Regulation of the Cell-Cycle 
Drosophila germline cysts are produced by four rounds of synchronous divisions with incomplete 

cytokinesis. This requires at least two levels of regulation: one mechanism synchronising the cell 
cycle of each cystocyte and a second mechanism counting the number of division to precisely four. 
Direct and reverse genetic approaches have been used to find proteins involved in both mechanisms. 
The main cell-cycle regulators, Cyclins, were obvious candidates. 

In Drosophila^ CyclinA (CycA) associates with the cyclin-dependent kinase, cdkl, to promote 
the transition from G2 phase to mitosis. Interestingly, CycA was shown to localise on the fusome 
precisely during late G2 and early prophase, while it is degraded after metaphase (Fig. G)?^ The 
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Figures 6. Cyclin A localisation on the fusome during the cystocyte divisions. (A-D) Ovaries were stained with 
antibodies raised against Drosophila CycA and the monoclonal antibody mAblBl which marks the fusome. 
DNA is labeled with DAPI. A single cyst in the indicated cell cycle stage is shown in each part. The DNA begins 
to condense at the G2/prophase transition (arrowhead). CycA precisely localises on the fusome at the G2/ 
prophase transition and starts to be degraded at metaphase. For all images, not all cells within the dividing cyst 
are in the plane of focus. Bars, 5 M-m. (Image courtesy of Mary Lilly, Cell Biology and Metabolism branch, NIH 
and the Academic Press, and reprinted with permission from: Lilly MA et al. Dev Biol 218:53-63, ©2000 
Elsevier. ̂ )̂ 
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association of CycA with the whole fusome in late G2 phase could provide a mechanism to synchronise 
the entry of all cystocytes into mitosis. However, it remains unclear how the fusome could spatially 
equalize the activation of the CycA-cdkl in all cells. One possibility is that phosphatases and kinases 
required for the activation of CycA-cdkl could also be localised on the fusome. The activation of 
CycA-cdkl at one point of the fusome could then feedback to the kinases and phosphatases and 
spread to all the cells by using in some way the fusome as a physical support. As mentioned earlier, 
in late G2 the fusome is continuous across the cyst and connect all the cells.^^ The propagation of 
the active state of CycA-cdkl would then synchronise the entry into mitosis. 

The degradation of the cyclins appears equally important for the counting mechanism. Muta
tions in the encore gene induce one extra-division of the cyst and the formation of egg chambers 
containing 32 cells and one oocyte with five ring canals. ̂ ^ Levels of CycA and Cyclin E, a G l to S 
phase promoting cyclin, were shown to be abnormally high and to persist longer in region 2 of 
encore mutant germarium than in wild type, suggesting that an excess of activated cyclins could 
cause the extra division.^^ Accordingly, the direct overexpression of CycA and CycE with a heat 
inducible promoter also induces the formation of 32-cells cysts, albeit at a low frequency.^^'^^'^^ In 
addition, mutations affecting the degradation machinery also lead to high levels of CycA and CycE 
and greatly enhance the frequency on the extra round of mitosis in encore mutant ovaries. The 
intriguing twist of the story is that several members of the ubiquitin-dependent degradation path
way such as Cull and the proteasome 19S subunit Si , as well as phosphorylated forms of CyclinE 
(P-cyclinE) marked for degradation, localise on the fusome.^^ It was further shown that Encore 
physically interacts with the proteasome and CyclinE and was required for their localisation to the 
fusome, although Encore biochemical function remains unknown. Thus, the model proposes that 
Encore recruits the proteasome to the fusome to degrade simultaneously CyclinE in all cells, which 
would end the four rounds of mitosis.^^ However, these results and the model do not explain why 
the cyst stops dividing after precisely four cycles. This question is central for developmental biolo
gists, because many other processes such as cellularization of the Drosophila embryo and differentia
tion of the peripheral nervous system are also triggered after a precise number of divisions. How cells 
count the number of mitosis is a fascinating mystery and the divisions of the Drosophila cyst pro
vides a powerful model to address it. 

The Fusome and the Determination of the Oocyte 
In Drosophila ovaries, as soon as the four divisions are complete and a 16-cells cyst is formed, 

the development of each cell of the cyst becomes asynchronous and an oocyte starts to differenti
ate. The determination of the oocyte has puzzled biologists for more than a century, because it 
arises from a syncytium of 16 sister cells that share the same cytoplasm. Several steps are required 
for one cell to become the female gamete (Fig. 1). Firstly, the oocyte needs to be selected from 16 
sister cells in region 1 of the germarium. Secondly, the oocyte has to differentiate by accumulating 
oocyte-specific proteins and mRNAs in region 2. Finally, the oocyte needs to be correctly polarised 
to maintain its identity in region 3. Although the fusome is only present in region 1 of the 
germarium, recent data suggest that it may well be required at several steps for the correct deter
mination of the oocyte (Fig. 7). 

The Fusome and the Selection of the Oocyte 
Two main models have been proposed to explain how the oocyte is selected. One model is based 

on the symmetrical behaviour of the two pro-oocytes until mid-late region 2a, and proposes that 
there is a competition between the two pro-oocytes to become the oocyte.^^'^^ The "winning" cell 
would become the oocyte, while the "losing" cell would revert to the nurse cell fate. However, the 
factor that could control this decision has remained elusive. A second model suggests that the choice 
of the oocyte is biased by the establishment of some asymmetry as early as the first cystoblast divi
sion, which is maintained until the overt differentiation of the oocyte.^^'^^ As described earlier, the 
formation of the fusome provides the strongest evidence in support of the second model."̂ "̂ '"̂ '̂̂ '̂̂ ^ 
Indeed, the asymmetric inheritance of the "original fusome" during the cyst divisions could play the 
role of such an asymmetric cue. This model is further supported by analogy with the diving beetle 
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Figures 7. The early steps in the determination and polarisation of the Drosophila oocyte. The early differen
tiation of the oocyte is a multistep process. Genes involved at each step are indicated on the figure. The lists 
are not exhaustive. Actors of the cytoplasmic differentiation are in red, whereas regulators of the cell cycle are 
in blue. The top panel shows a 4-cell cyst (a-spectrin, in red, marks the fusome and anilin, in green, marks 
the ring canals). One cell has more fusome than the other cells (arrow). The panel below shows a 16-cell cyst 
after the last division with one cell having more fusome (arrow). There are three different pathways to restrict 
the oocyte identity to one cell (asterik). The left panel shows the actin in red and the synaptonemal complex 
in green. In the middle panels, a nuclear GFP is in green, and Orb (an oocyte-specific cytoplasmic protein) 
is in red. On the right panels, the y-tubulin marks the centrosomes in red, the a-spectrin marks the fusome 
in blue, and a nuclear GFP is in green. Orb and the centrosomes are clearly seen migrating from the anterior 
of the oocyte to the posterior, revealing the repolarisation of the oocyte. (Reprinted with permission from: 
Huynh JR et al. Curr Biol l4:R438-449, ©2004 Elsevier.̂ ^) A color version of this figure is available online 
at www.Eurekah.com. 

DytiscuSy in which oogenesis is very similar to Drosophila. ' A Dytiscus cyst is formed of 15 nurse 
cells and one oocyte, resulting from four incomplete and synchronous divisions of a cystoblast. 
However, unlike Drosophila, the oocyte can be distinguished as early as the 2-cell stage because it 
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contains a large ring of highly amplified rDNA. Moreover, the cell that inherits that ring of rDNA, 
also inherits the fusome. This also suggests that the early selection of the oocyte could be a general 
feature among insects.^'^^ Unfortunately, in Drosophila most of the fusome has already degenerated 
by the time oocyte-specific proteins such BicD or Orb accumulate in a single cell in late region 2a. 
However, the preferential accumulation of the centrosomes and osky and orb mRNAs in one cell can 
be detected earlier in region 2a, and this is always the cell with the most fusome.^'^^ This is particu
larly obvious in egl and BicD mutants, in which the fusome perdures longer, and where the cen
trosomes clearly accumulate in the cell with the largest piece of fusome remnant.^ These data strongly 
suggest that the "original" fusome marks the future oocyte, in support of the second model. It does 
not rule out the possibility that both pro-oocytes can become the oocyte, but shows that if there is a 
competition, it is strongly biased. 

What is the link between the asymmetric inheritance of the fusome and the selection of the 
oocyte? The simplest model is that an oocyte determinant is asymmetrically distributed at each 
division with the "original" fusome into the future oocyte. It has been proposed that one of the 
cystoblast centrioles could stay in contact with the fusome during each division, and because of the 
semi-conservative replication of the centrosome, could be inherited by the oocyte (Green centrosome 
in Fig. 2).^° Consequendy, oocyte determinants could cosegregate with this centriole. Such a mecha
nism has been shown to mediate the segregation o^dpp and eve mRNAs into specific cells during the 
asymmetric divisions of the early Ilyanassa obsoleta embryo. Alternatively, the oocyte could inherit 
more of some protein or activity associated with the fusome, and this early bias could initiate a 
feedback loop that induces the transport of oocyte determinants towards this cell. 

The Fusome and the Difierentiation of the Oocyte 
Even though strong evidence suggest that the oocyte is selected early in region 1, its identity only 

becomes obvious two days later, in late region 2a. The cyst differentiation in region 2a is gradual and 
two-fold. In the cytoplasm, the oocyte accumulates specific components and organelles, and in the 
nucleus, it enters meiosis and arrests in prophase I. Recent results have uncovered a complex picture 
in which multiple processes function in parallel to restrict different types of oocyte-specific compo
nents to one cell (for a detailed information see our recent review). ̂ ^ However, all of these probably 
depend on the initial polarity of the fusome, which may act in three distinct ways for the differentia
tion of the oocyte. 

Firstly, the fusome organises a polarised network of dynamic microtubules (MTs) that direct 
the localisation of oocyte-specific proteins and mRNAs into one cell. Indeed, one of the main 
features of cyst differentiation is the formation of a microtubule array that is polarised towards the 
oocyte and extends through the ring canals into the other cells of the cyst.^^ Since the M T form 
along the fusome, this polarisation has been suggested to be a direct read out of the fusome 
polarity.^ MTs are essential for the determination of the oocyte, since treatments with the M T 
depolymerising drug, colchicine, result in the failure to localise the oocyte-specific proteins or 
mRNAs asymmetrically within these cysts and in the formation of egg chambers with 16 nurse 
cells and no oocyte. Furthermore, mutations in the adaptor proteins Bicaudal-D {Bic-D), egali
tarian (egl) and the dynein light chain produce a very similar phenotype, suggesting that the 
transport of these proteins and mRNAs is MT-dependent and uses the dynein-dependent trans
port of cargoes that are linked to the motor through BicD, Egl and the dynein light chain.^^'^^'^^ 
Secondly, the fusome also nucleates stable MTs that are associated with the Drosophila spectroplakin, 
Shot. Indeed, colchicine disrupts the localisation of proteins and mRNAs to the oocyte, but not 
the migration of the centrioles or the restriction of meiosis to one cell.^ '̂ ^ Since MT-destabilising 
drugs like colchicine only affect dynamic MTs, one possibility is that the centrioles migrate along 
stable MTs that are not affected by these treatments. In support of this view, it has recently been 
found that antibodies against acetylated tubulin, a marker for stable MTs, label a population of 
MTs associated with the fusome.^ Furthermore, mutations in the Drosophila spectroplakin. Shot 
disrupt these stable microtubules without affecting the fusome itself, and this blocks the migra
tion of the centrioles, as well as mRNAs and proteins, into one cell. Shot is a component of the 
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fusome, and contains a GAS domain, which has been shown to bind and stabiHse MTs. This 
suggests a model in which Shot assembles stable MTs on the fusome, along which the centrioles 
migrate. The situation is less clear for the restriction of meiosis, as it is only partially disrupted in 
shot germline clones. This raises the possibility that a third MT-independent pathway reads the 
fusome polarity directly to control the entry into meiosis.^ '̂ ^ 

In summary, the current model suggests that although the fusome starts to degenerate in early 
region 2a, it acts as a matrix to organise the restriction of oocyte-specific proteins, centrioles and 
meiosis to a single cell by at least three distinct pathways (Fig. 7). However, what molecular mecha
nisms regulate the different pathways and how these pathways interpret the fusome polarity remains 
unknown. 

The Fusome and the Early Polarisation of the Oocyte 
When a germline cyst reaches region 2b, the oocyte specific proteins and mRNAs, as well as the 

centrosomes and mitochondria have been transported along the fusome into the presumptive oo
cyte. These components remain associated with the fiisome remnants and therefore accumulate at 
the anterior of the oocyte to form a Balbiani body.^^ When the oocyte moves through region 3, all of 
the components of the Balbiani body disassociate and move around the oocyte nucleus to form a 
tight crescent at the posterior cortex. This movement is the first sign of anterior-posterior polarity in 
the oocyte, and is a crucial step in the maintenance of its identity.^^' 

The importance of this polarisation step was first demonstrated by the analysis of mutations 
affecting members of a conserved group of genes called xhcpar genes, which specifically disrupt this 
process (reviewed in ref 70). The Drosophilapar ^(^nGs, which include/>^r-i,/>^r-3 {bazooka), LKBl 
(par-4)ypar'5 {14-3-3) y par'6 2nd aPKC, were first discovered in C. elegans where they are required 
for the polarisation of the one-cell zygote. They were later shown to be widely required from C. 
elegans to Drosophila and Human for the polarisation of many cell types. In Drosophila, egg cham
bers mutant for any of the/>^r genes contains 16 nurse cells and lack an oocyte. The oocyte appears 
to be selected normally, as the centrosomes, meiotic markers, and Orb accumulate in one cell in 
region 2b/3.^^ These components do not translocate to the posterior of the oocyte in region 3, 
however, and the oocyte de-differentiates as a nurse cell, by exiting meiosis and becoming polyploid. 
Intriguingly, Par-1, LKBl (Par-4) and Par-5 localise on the fusome, while Par-3 and aPKC form 
rings of adherens junctions around the ring canal.^^' '̂̂ '̂̂ -̂  However, none of these genes seem to be 
required for the formation of the fusome itself, nor during the cyst divisions. What could be the link 
between the fusome and the early polarisation of the oocyte.** One possibility is that the/>^r genes are 
required with the fusome to polarize each cell of the cysts during its divisions in region 1. This 
polarisation of the oocyte would then organise its cytoskeleton required for the translocation of the 
Balbiani body to the posterior pole in region 3. As already mentioned, the fusome marks the "cen
tral" surface of each cell and could thus serve to asymmetrically localised the PAR proteins and 
polarise each cell of the cyst, including the future oocyte. Alternatively, as the Balbiani body forms 
around the fusome remnants, the localisation of the PAR proteins on the fusome and its remnants 
could be required directiy for the MT-dependent transport of the Balbiani vesicles to the posterior 
of the oocyte. Although mainly unexplored, the links between the fusome, the par genes and the 
early polarisation of the oocyte are promising. 

Conclusions and Perspectives 
Although I have focused on Drosophila oogenesis in this review, the role of the fusome as a 

channel of communication is likely to be widely conserved. Indeed, groups of germ cells dividing 
synchronously have been reported in females and males of most if not all animal species. Given the 
primary role of the fusome in synchronising these cells, it suggests that a fusome could exist in those 
same species at least during the divisions. In support of this view, a structure similar to the Droso
phila fusome at the morphological and molecular levels has been recently found in Xenopus.^ Indeed, 
Xenopus germline cysts are formed by four rounds of incomplete mitosis and contain a spectrin-rich 
structure branching across the cyst (Fig. 8). However, in Xenopus all the germ cells become oocyte. 
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Figures 8. Fusome oiXenopus laevis female ovaries. A) Xenopus 8-cell cyst stained with an antibody raised against 
spectrin. Long arrows point to spectrin in the cytoplasm where the primary mitochondrial clouds (PMC) and 
the fusome localise. Short arrow indicates the nucleus. B) Three-dimensional reconstruction of an 8-cell cyst. 
Cytoplasm is grey, nuclei are red, mitochondria of PMC are green, centrioles blue and ring canals are yellow. 
PMC, ring canals and centrioles face each other and are located centripetally in the "rosette" conformation. This 
reconstruction was made from 38 serial ultrathin sections. (Images courtesy of Malgorzata Kloc and Laurence 
Etkin, Department of Molecular Genetics, University of Texas, and reprinted with permission from: Kloc M 
et al. Dev Biol 266:43-61, ©2004 Elsevier.̂ ) A color version of this figure is available online atwww.Eurekah.com. 

This suggests that the role of the fusome in the selection and differentiation of the ooq^e may be a 
secondary function restricted to species which differentiate accessory germ cells such as the nurse 
cells in Drosophila. 

We are only starting to understand the origin, formation and functions of the fusome and many 
questions remain unanswered. However, rapid progresses have been made recently thanks to the use 
of powerful genetic tools available in Drosophila. Indeed, several genes required for the formation of 
the fusome and proteins associated with the fusome have been found in large scale genetic screens 
and reverse genetic approaches. In addition, it is now possible to study the fusome in vivo using 
confocal live imaging and transgenic flies expressing specific fluorescently tagged proteins.^^ Fur
thermore, the recent success in culturing GSCs in a cell medium opens exciting new possibilities to 
study the differentiation of the germline cyst in vitro.^^ The early steps o£ Drosophila oogenesis thus 
provide a useful paradigm to comprehend the role of the fusome and therefore to better understand 
the formation of functional gametes crucial to the sexual reproduction. 
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CHAPTER 17 

Cytonemes as Cell-Cell Channels 
In Human Blood Cells 
Svetlana Ivanovna Galkina,* Anatoly Georgievich Bogdanov, 
Georgy Natanovich Davidovich and Galina Fedorovna Sud'ina 

Abstract 

H uman blood cells similar to embryonic and nerve cells can project thin and very long 
extensions having the same diameter along the entire length called cytonemes. Cytonemes 
were shown to connect blood cells over a distance of several cell diameters and trans

port membrane proteins, lipids and ions from one of connected cells to another one, thus executing 
long range intercellular communications. Formation and breakage of cytonemes upon neutrophil 
rolling along the vessel walls regulate rolling velocity and control neutrophil adhesion to the endo
thelium. Direct interaction of neutrophils with platelets over a distance seems to be of great impor
tance in thrombosis. Cytonemes of B cells, peripheral NK cells, monocytes and dendritic cells can 
play a critical role in long range cellular signalling upon antigen presentation and formation 
of immune response. 

Introduction 
Blood cells secret and accept signalling molecules to communicate with other cells over a dis

tance. Recent investigations demonstrate that cells can direcdy interact with cells over a distance of 
several cell diameters using very long and very thin filopodia. Such filopodia were observed firstly in 
a variety of embryonic cells. ̂ '̂  Along with thin filopodia, a number of synonyms are used to call very 
thin intercellular connectives, such as membrane tethers, tubulovesicular extensions or thread-like 
projections, tunnelling nanotubes or nanotubular highways. Based on a connectives thickness, 
authors unite sometimes together under the same term very thin taper and thread-like filopodia, 
which differ in origin, behaviour and functions. 

The term cytoneme was firsdy used to describe "slightly beaded" thread-like filopodia with a 
diameter of approximately 0.2 p,m projected by Drosophila wing imaginal disc cells. Cytonemes in 
the present work can be determined as tubular or tubulovesicular cellular filopodia with uniform 
diameter along the entire length. Diameter of cytonemes can vary from 0.035 to 0.4 p,m and more, 
but always has the same size at their basal, middle and distal parts. The main peculiarities of cytonemes 
are their length (several cell diameters), high rate of development (1 ^m/min-40 p.m/s), flexibility 
and motility (for cytonemes with free tips). 
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Cytonemes of Embryonic Cells 
Cytonemes of blood cells resemble in size, behaviour and functions thin dynamic filopodia of sea 

urchin primary mesenchyme cells (PMCs). These filopodia seem to serve as cellular probing and 
adhesive organelles and play a role in signaling and patterning at gastrulation.^'^ During gastrulation 
of the sea urchin embryo PMCs migrate from the vegetal pole to a site below the equator of the 
embryo where they form a ring-like structure and begin producing the larval skeleton. As these cells 
migrate, they extend and retract dynamic thin filopodia which interact with the basal lamina which 
lines the blastocoel and with underlying ectoderm. For normal skeleton development PMCs have 
been shown to obtain extensive positional information from ectoderm. Thin, dynamic and rapidly 
elongating filopodia of PMCs seem to probe the inner surface of the outer epithelial cells and estab
lish cell-cell contacts with them. Bulges, sometimes moving along filopodia to the PMCs cell bodies, 
could represent transport of signaling substances from filopodia tips.^ Cells of ectoderma also 
have a capability to develop similar filopodia.^ 

Isolated PMCs are also capable of growing thin, elongated, active filopodia upon adhesion to extra
cellular matrix or fibronectin in the presence of deposits of extracellular material prepared from mesen
chyme blastula. '̂  These in vitro filopodia closely resemble the filopodia seen in vivo and exhibit 
several apparent functions: as sensory organelles, as anchoring appendages and as intercellular connectives. 
Filopodia can extend at a rate 1 nm/min from cells migrating in vitro, or as rapidly as 10-25 |Lim/min 
in vivo and can reach 30-80 jmi in length. The filopodia diameter varies from 0.2 to 0.4 |xm.^'^ 

Similar cellular extensions were observed in insect embryonic cells. To develop wing imaginal 
disc cells in Drosophila need information from signaling center associated with the anterioir/poste-
rior (A/P) and dorsal/ventral (D/V) compartment borders. This information can be delivered by 
cytonemes—long, polarized cellular extensions that were found to extend from outlining disc epi
thelial cells to the signaling A/P and D A^ centres. Decapentaplegic (Dpp) signaling was shown to 
determine appearance and orientation of cytonemes. The average length of A/P and D/V oriented 
cytonemes was 20 jim and 9 |im respectively. Dpp receptor, Thick-veins (Tkv), revealed as Tkv-GFP 
was found in the plasma membrane of expressing cells and in punctae that move along cytonemes in 
both anterograde and retrograde directions at a rate 5-7 ^im/s.^ 

Cytonemes in cultured wing disc cells can be induced in vitro in response to tissue fragments 
containing the anterior/posterior boundary. The rate of cytonemes development can overcome 15 
p.m/min and cytonemes can reach 700 p.m in length. Their diameter does not exceed 0.2 p.m.^ 

During Drosophila oogenesis, a small cluster of border cells migrate over 120 iim along the 
central surface of the nurse cells to oocyte.^ Posterior germ cells extend cell processes similar to 
cytonemes that might help them to communicate with the border cells. The germ cell processes are 
considerably larger in diameter (1-2 p,m), probably reflecting the proportionately larger size of germ 
cells compared with disc epithelial cells. 

Cytonemes of Human Blood Cells 
Human leukocytes can produce very long and thin membrane structures resembling cytonemes 

of embryonic cells: ultralong membrane tethers that were found to attach neutrophils (polymorpho
nuclear leukocytes) to platelets under physiological flow,^'^^ tubulovesicular extensions, connecting 
neutrophils to other neutrophils, erythrocytes and objects for phagocytosis; ' thread-like projections 
of activated B cells; membrane nanotubes connecting peripheral blood NK cells, macrophages and 
cells of EBV-transformed human B cell line;^^ tunnelling nanotubules in myeloid lineage dendritic 
cells and monocytes.^ 

Ultralong membrane tethers developed from neutrophil cell bodies were shown to connect 
human neutrophils to spread platelets or immobilizes P-selectin under shear stress.^'^^ Adhesive 
receptors of neutrophils belong to integrin and selectin families. Circulating leukocytes have a round 
cell shape and roll along the vessel walls, temporarily adhering to endothelial cells by selectins. 
L-selectin and PSGL-1 (P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1, common for L-, E- and P-selectins) on 
neutrophils, E- and P-selectin on the endothelium mediate rolling of neutrophils. L-selectin and 
PSGL-1 are shown to be clustered on the tips of neutrophil microvillus. 
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Formation of long membrane tethers in human neutrophils was observed by high speed, high 
resolution videomicroscopy of flowing neutrophils interacting with spread platelets.^ Thin mem
brane tethers with the average length 6 jxm were pulled from the neutrophil bodies at the average 
rate of 6-40 p,m/s after capture by spread platelets as the wall shear rate was 100-250 s'^^ Antibodies 
against P-selectin or PSGL-1, but not anti-CD 18 (common p subunit of P2 integrin) antibodies, 
blocked tether formation. The average tether lifetime was consistent with P-selectin/PSGL-1 bond 
dynamics under shear stress. It was supposed that formation of thin membrane tethers could occur 
as a result of binding of PSGL-1 located on the neutrophil microvillus tips to platelet P-selectin and 
following microvillus elongation under shear stress.^ Such long range contact interactions of neutro
phils to platelets could play a critical role in thrombosis. 

When neutrophils were perfused over P-selectin surfaces at a wall shear rate 150 s' , they rolled 
over the surface and formed thin membrane tethers similar to those observed upon interactions with 
platelets.^'^ ̂  Tethers reached 40 îm and more in length with the average length 8.9 fim. The charac
teristic jerking motion of the neutrophil over P-selectin coexisted with tether growth, whereas tether 
breakage caused an acute jump in the rolling velocity. Neutrophil seem to stabilize rolling velocity by 
rapidly adjusting tether number in response to changes in wall shear stress.̂ '̂̂ ^ Tether number was 
rapidly increased as wall shear stress rose and decreased as wall shear stress declined. 

Similar mechanism can stabilize neutrophil rolling velocity in blood vessels. Tether formation in 
circulation could occur due to binding of L-selectin and PGPL-1 clustered on the neutrophil mi
crovillus tips to E- and P-selectin on endothelial cells, lining vessel walls, and following microvillus 
elongation under shear stress. 

Scanning electron microscopy revealed cytonemes formation in human neutrophils upon adhe
sion to fibronectin-coated substrata, when cell spreading was blocked. Long microvillus-like highly 
dynamic tubulovesicular extensions developed from the cell bodies of neutrophils, plated to 
fibronectin-coated substrata in Na^-free extracellular medium or in the presence of drugs, capable of 
blocking neutrophil spreading, like the rather unspecific phospholipase A2 inhibitor 4-bromophenacyl 
bromide (BPB), presumed inhibitors of vacuolar-type ATPases N-ethylmaleimide (NEM) and 
7-chloro-4-nitrobenz-2-oxa-l ,3-diazole (NBD-Cl) and cytochalasin D. Those extensions, attached 
cells to substrata in pi-, P2-integrin-independent, but L-selectin-dependent manner and connected 
neutrophils to each other,̂ '̂̂ ^ Tubulovesicular extensions can reach 10-80 ^m in length during 20 
minutes and displayed uniform diameter along the entire length. A variety of cytonemes connecting 
neutrophils are represented on Figure 1. 

In contrast to selectin, p2-integrin Mac-1 (GDI lb /CD 18) that mediates firm adhesion of 
neutrophils is mainly located on the membrane of the cell bodies. ̂ ^ Integrin-mediated adhesion of 
neutrophils to the vessel walls occurs upon metabolic disorders such as diabetes or ischemia and 
following reperfusion and leads to the capillary closure and endothelium injury by attached neutro
phils. Leukocyte-endothelium interactions are tightly regulated by a number of mediators, 
including nitric oxide (NO) constitutively produced by both, neutrophils and endothelial cells. N O 
is shown to reduce P2-integrin-dependent leukocyte adhesion to endothelium, thus protecting vessel 
walls from the injury induced by adherent leukocytes. At the same time NO did not affect 
selectin-dependent rolling of leukocytes.̂ '̂"^^ 

How N O affect leukocyte adhesion remains to be elucidated. N O was shown to induce forma
tion of tubulovesicular extensions in human neutrophils.^^ Development of multiple very long and 
highly dynamic tubulovesicular extensions, executing cell adhesive interactions over a distance through 
L-selectin, could reduce involvement of P2-integrin located on the cell bodies in cell-cell interac
tions. NO could alter integrin-dependent adhesion of neutrophils to endothelial cells for selectin 
dependent rolling along endothelium due to development of cytonemes. 

Phagocytosis of micro organisms is the main neutrophil function. Leukocytes are also known to 
scavenge old erythrocytes from the blood stream by phagocytosis. Tubulovesicular extensions 
demonstrated a property to stick and coil around serum opsonized zymosan particles and erythrocytes 
(Fig. 2). Development of extensions increases the contact area of the cells thus stimulating finding 
and catching of objects for phagocytosis.^^ 
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Figure 1. This picture demonstrates a variety of tubulovesicular extensions in human neutrophils revealed by 
scanning electron microscopy. Flexible extensions with unattached tips (B,C,E), flexible (B-F) and strait (B,C,E) 
extensions connecting neutrophils are presented. Flexible extensions consist of tubular and/or vesicular inter
connected fragments. Strait extensions have a tubular form and contain often a number of bulges along their 
length (B,C arrows). Diameter of strait (tubular) extensions varied from 125 to 200 nm, diameter of flexible 
extensions (consisted of tubular and vesicular fragments of the same diameter) varied from 180 to 290 nm. The 
diameter of extensions did not depend on stimulating agent, since it can vary even in the same conditions (C,D). 
Neutrophils were isolated from freshly drawn donor blood on a bilayer gradient of Ficoll-Paque.̂ "^ Cells were 
plated to fibronectin-coated substrata during 20 min at 37°C in: Hank's -HEPES solution (A, control); 10 jiM 
BPB (B,C,D); 1 mM donor of NO diethylamine NONOate (E); 100 jiM NBD-Cl (F). 

In lymphocytes engagement of B-cell antigen receptor (BCR) was shown to induce forma
tion of cytoneme-like extensions. Cytonemes induced by IgM (surrogate for antigen) were 
observed in primary splenic lymphocyte and Bal 17 cells. Cytonemes had a thickness of 0.2-0.4 
|im and lengths reaching up 10 cell diameters (= 80 fim) during 30 min. The induction of 
cytonemes on B cells suggests that that they may participate in long-distance communication 
between the antigen-stimulated B cells and other immune cells in the lymphoid organs such as 
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Figure 2. The picture demonstrates involvement of cytonemes in catching and holding of objects for phagocytosis 
by human neutrophils revealed by scanning electron microscopy. Neutrophils were plated to fibronectin-coated 
cover-slips during 15 min incubation at 37°C in the presence of 1 mM donor of NO diethylamine NONOate. 
Serum-opsonized symosan particles (right panel) or erythrocytes (left panel) were added for 5 min at 'iTQP 

follicular dendritic cells and T cells. The time course of appearance of long, stable cytonemes is 
consistent with a possible role in presentation of antigen taken up via the BCR to helper T 
cells. 1̂  

Membrane nanotubes were found also to connect human peripheral blood NK cells, macroph
ages and EBV-transformed B cells. ̂ ^ Nanotubes seem to be pulled from the cell bodies during 
disassembly of the immunological synapse, as cells move apart. Nanotubes grew with a speed 0.2 
p,m/s, lasted over 15 min and reached 140 |im in length. Nanotubes were capable of transporting 
membrane GPI-anchored proteins, along the surface of the tube, from one of connected cells onto 
the surface of another cell. GFP-tagged (green fluorescent protein-tagged) cell surface class I MHC 
proteins expressed in one of the connected cells was found on the nanotubes membrane. ̂ ^ The data 
demonstrate a role of nanotubules in cell signalling communication over distance upon formation 
of immune response. 

A fluorescendy labelled antibody against class I MHC were used to visualize tunnelling nanotubules 
in myeloid-lineage dendritic cells and monocytes by confocal microscopy. ̂ ^ A network of tunnelling 
nanotubules (TNT) with the average diameter 35 nm were shown to transmit calcium fluxes stimu
lated by chemical or mechanical stimuli between interconnected cells. Microinjected fluid phase 
marker Lucifer yellow was demonstrated to be transported between cells through tunnelling 
nanotubules. Nanotubules are suggested to execute long range communication of immune cells, 
including antigen presentation. 

Formation of cytonemes-like long and thin filopodia can be induced in a variety of eukaryotic 
cells due to transfection of B144/LST1 gene. The structures are dynamically rearranging and 
sometimes connect one cell with another over a distance of 300 p,m. B144/LST1 is a gene encoded 
in human major histocompatibility complex. It is highly expressed in vitro and in vivo in dendritic 
cells of the immune system. Dendritic cells are professional antigen-presenting cells and have the 
problem of finding the occasional T cell whose receptor structure is present to recognize the antigen 
the dendritic cell is presenting. The occurrence of dynamic long cellular extensions offers a possible 
means for increasing the efficiency of this process. 

Formation and Properties of Cytonemes Connecting Blood Cells 
Human neutrophils or sea urchin PMCs upon adhesion to fibronectin-coated substrata were 

shown to develop long dynamic filopodia with unattached tips. These filopodia can probe the 
environment and establish contacts with the neighbouring cells. Appearance of multiple 
dynamic filopodia with unattached tips and their capability to stick to the neighbouring neutrophils, 
erythrocytes or zymosan particles supports this suggestion (Figs. 1,2). 
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Electron microscopy studies revealed two types of cytonemes, connecting neutrophils—strait 
tubular and flexible tubulovesicular extensions (Fig. 1).̂ 2 Strait extensions could be derived from 
flexible tubulovesicular extensions due to applied tension after attachment of the tips. But strait 
filopodia or membrane tether can be pulled from the cell bodies after binding of selectin receptors, 
as it described for neutrophil-spread platelets interactions under shear stress.^ Similar membrane 
tether can be pulled from neutrophil cell bodies by micropipette manipulation, including suction of 
latex beads coated with antibodies to proteins on the neutrophil membrane surface.^^' 

Cytonemes contained a number of bulges along their length (Fig. 1; see also refs. 5-7,9,12,13,22). 
A constant retrograde and/or anterograde motion of these bulges, observed by optic or confocal 
microscopy, is supposed to represent cytoplasm or Hpid flow representing cell-cell communication. 
The rate of bulges movement coincides with the rate of cytoneme growth. As a size of cytonemes is 
near the limit of resolution for optical microscopy, it is impossible to distinguish bulged movement 
along cytonemes from cytonemes (containing bulges) movement between connected cells. Move
ment of cytonemes, consisting of tubular and vesicular fragments, between cells could look Hke 
bulges movement along cytonemes. 

Tunnelling nanotubes of myeloid lineage were found to transport calcium ions and small mol
ecules between cells. ̂ ^ As it was shown for GPI-anchored green fluorescent protein, cell surface 
proteins also can be transported along the surface of the tube, from one of connected cells onto the 
surface of another cell. Cytonemes movement as a unit can execute transport of signalling mem
brane proteins and lipids, as well as cytoplasm ions and solutes, between interconnected cells. 

Cytonemes were shown to grow unhindered in the presence of the microtubule-destabilizing 
agents nocodazole or colchicines and found to be tubuline-negative.^'^"^'^"^ There is no agreement on 
a role of actin filaments in cytonemes. As was revealed by rodamine-phalloidin staining thin filopo
dia of PMCs and long cell filopodia of cells transfected with B144/LST1 contained actin.̂ '̂ '"̂ "̂  To 
examine the involvement of actin cytoskeleton in the formation and maintenance of B cell cytonemes, 
an actin-GFP fusion protein was expressed in Bal 17 cells. BCR cross-linking resulted in the induc
tion of cytonemes with punctuate staining for actin-GFP along the length of extension. ̂ ^ All these 
data are often used to confirm that cytonemes are actin-driven protrusions. 

Cytonemes are easily destroyed during fixation. Additional treatment with detergent is required 
for rodamine-phalloidin staining. In experiments with neutrophils treatment with a very low con
centration of detergent eliminated all cytonemes from the cell bodies. It indicated the absence of 
filamentous actin resistible to detergents, in cytonemes. Moreover, disruption of actin filaments 
with cytochalasin D induced formation of cytonemes-like dynamic filopodia in neutrophils. Treat
ment with latrunculin A was shown to relieve pulling of membrane tethers from the neutrophil 
bodies by micropipette suction of latex beads coated with antibodies to proteins on the neutrophil 
membrane surface."^ .Those results indicate that actin filaments do not drive, but rather hinder 
development of cytonemes or membrane tethers. 

To summarize all data on actin cytoskeleton together we can suppose, that cytonemes contain 
monomeric G-actin unable to drive cytonemes formation, but not filamentous F-actin. G-actin is 
diffiisely distributed in cytoplasm and punctuate staining at that can reflect vesicular structure of 
cytonemes. 

Cytoneme formation seems not depend on cytoskeleton. Model experiments, demonstrating 
formation of lipid nanotubes resembling cytonemes in size and rate of development in protein-free 
system can confirm this suggestion. Very long tubular membrane tethers with diameter 200-400 nm 
in length were observed to connect two daughter liposomes, which were formed upon mechanical 
fission of multilammelular liposomes (5-20 jLim in diameter) of different lipid composition. Me
chanical pushing of one of the daughter liposome at a rate of about 5-15 M m̂/s leaded to elongation 
of tubes to several hundreds of micrometers."^^ 

Materials (particles, small liposomes) may be transported between two nanotube-connected 
daughter liposomes by creating a difference in the surface tension of the membrane, for example by 
microinjection of buffer solution in one liposome. The similar mechanism of stimulation of intrac
ellular transport through tunneling nanotubules was described for the cells of myeloid leneage.^^ 
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Mechanical modulation of membrane tension triggered dendritic cells and monocytes to flux 
calcium through tunneling nanotubules to other cells at distance of hundreds microns away.̂ ^ 

One can suppose that electrolytes and water transport, regulating membrane tension, could 
provide a driving force for cytonemes formation. Na^-free medium is the most effective inductors of 
cytonemes in neutrophils.^ Na^-free medium could inhibit multiple electrogenic cotransporters 
and antiporters, using Na^ gradient to drive the uphill transport of solute and water into cells, thus 
inducing extrusion of cytonemes. 

Origin and Degradation of Cytonemes 
The intracellular origin of the membrane in cytonemes and its traffic pathways remain to be 

elucidated. Neutrophils or PMCs have diameter 7-8 fim but can extend a number of cytonemes 
reaching sometimes 80-700 p-m. A rate of cytoneme growth can reach 40 p.m/s. To built numerous 
and long membrane extracellular structures, additional membrane have to be quickly delivered from 
intracellular pools and inserted into the plasma membrane. Early endosomes, endoplasmic reticulum, 
lysosomes and secretory granules can supply plasmalemma with additional membrane for spreading, 
phagocytosis or surface wound repairing."̂ '̂̂ ® Tubulovesicular structures of endosomes, lysosomes 
and trans Golgi network in some cases can fuse into apparently continuous interconnected tubular 
structures in the cells. Similar integral reorganization of the cellular membrane pool seems to 
occur upon cytoneme extensions. 

As PMCs migrate, they extend and retract thin filopodia which appear to interact with the basal 
lamina and underlying ectoderm.^' Retraction of cytonemes in blood cells was not observed. In 
neutrophils formation of tubulovesicular extensions was shown to be an alternative for neutrophil 
spreading. ̂ ^ Neutrophils, having developed numerous extensions, became normally spread in few 
minutes after Na^ ions addition or in 30 min after removing of the chemical inhibitors of spreading 
by washing. 

Tubulovesicular extension of neutrophils can be observed in 15-40 min after neutrophil adhe
sion to fibronectin in the Na^-free medium or in the presence of inhibitors of spreading. ̂ ^ Further 
incubation leaded to degradation of extensions by shedding (Fig. 3, left panel), swelling and 
lysis.̂ "̂ '̂ ^ Inspection of the P-selectin-coated surface after neutrophil rolling on the surface under 
shear stress also demonstrated the existence of shed tethers overcoming 100 îm in length with a 
beaded appearance.^ Heparitinase I was shown to accelerate degradation of extensions, thus leading 
to appearance of specific holes on the neutrophil cell bodies (Fig. 3F, right panel). Such holes on 
the neutrophil cell surface resemble in size and appearance porosome—a structure universally present 
in secretory cells, from the exocrine pancreas to the neurons, where membrane-bound secretory 
vesicles transiently dock and fuse to expel vesicular contents.^^ 

Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy images of neutrophils, plated to fibronectin in the presence of 100 fiM 
NEM (right panel) or in the presence of 100 |J,M NEM plus 0.25 units/ml heparitinase (left panel).̂ ^ 
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Neutrophil tubulovesicular extensions could represent protrusions of exocytotic membrane traf
ficking, which fuse with the plasma membrane of neutrophils upon spreading, supporting it with 
additional membrane and adhesive receptors. Inhibition of fusion of tubulovesicular extensions 
with plasma membrane can lead to extrusion of exocytotic carriers from the cell bodies. The pres
ence of the holes on cell bodies after shedding and disruption of cytonemes leads to suggestion that 
cytonemes can be protruded through these structures. Those holes in the cell bodies can represent 
the common opening for "compound exocytosis" of tubular and vesicular exocytotic carriers de
scribed for neutrophils.^^ 

Conclusions 
Formation of cytonemes seems to be a wide spread phenomenon, observed in embryonic, nerve 

and blood cells. But studies of cytonemes are very complicated. Cytonemes are too small to be 
observed by optic microscopy. They are easily destroyed upon fixation for electron microscopy. 
Immunostaining of cytonemes has troubles with fixation and detergent treatments. Due to these 
difficulties recent investigations demonstrate mainly existence and possible functions of cytonemes 
in cells of different types. Mechanisms of cytonemes formation and intracellular sources of 
membranes for building of cytonemes remain to be elucidated. A manner of intercellular signalling 
between cells mediated by cytonemes also needs further studies. 
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CHAPTER 18 

Paracellular Pores in Endothelial Barriers 
Luca Manzi and Gianfranco Bazzoni* 

Abstract 

The endothelium is an efficient barrier located at the boundary between vascular and 
perivascular compartments. However, it is also regarded to as a permeable filter that 
contains aqueous pores and allows selective passage of solutes between these compartments. 

Two distinct routes of permeability have been identified, namely the transcellular pathway (which 
crosses the apical and basolateral membranes of individual cells) and the paracellular pathway (which 
passes through the intercellular tight junctions between contacting cells). Here, we focus on the 
molecular architecture of the tight junctions, as an initial attempt to oudine the molecular determi
nants of paracellular permeability. 

Endothelial Permeability 
The endothelial lining of the vessel wall is located at the interface between circulating blood and 

perivascular tissues. Because of this location, the endothelium serves two distinct functions. On one 
side, it separates tissues from blood, thus maintaining tissue homeostasis and preventing thrombo
sis. On the other side, it allows communications between the vascular and perivascular compart
ments, thus playing a central role in vascular physiology. Hence, the endothelium acts as a barrier 
but, at the same time, behaves as a permeable filter. Permeability, which consists in the transport of 
solutes across the endothelial layer, follows two distinct pathways. The paracellular route passes 
through intercellular spaces between contacting cells and is mediated by the tight junctions (TJ). At 
variance, the transcellular route crosses apical and basal cell membranes and is mediated by vesicles, 
channels, carriers, and pumps. We focus here on paracellular permeability and its molecular basis. 
For a detailed analysis of transcellular permeability in the endothelium, the reader is referred to 
excellent reviews references 1-3. 

A comparison of the two pathways is discussed in other reviews references 4-5. Here, we will just 
briefly mention that, in addition to the cellular and molecular components, the two pathways also 
differ with respect to the physical properties. Briefly, transport through the paracellular pathway is 
exclusively passive (while the transcellular pathway is either passive or active), is characterized by 
higher conductance and lower selectivity, and is not rectified (with similar conductance and selectiv
ity in either apical-to-basal or basal-to-apical directions). Nonetheless, also the paracellular pathway 
displays well-defined values of electrical conductance, charge selectivity and size selectivity. 

Tight Junctions and Paracellular Permeability 
In endothelial and epithelial cells, the junctional complex mediates adhesion and communica

tion between contacting cells. Specifically, the junctional complex is composed of TJ, adherens 
junctions, desmosomes, and gap junctions. TJ, which are the most apical component of the junc-
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tional complex, have been analyzed by electron microscopy more than forty years ago and have been 
also named zonulae occludentes. In thin sections, TJ were initially described as fusions between the 
plasma membranes of adjacent cells. Nowadays, it is clear that the membranes are not fused, but just 
in close contact to each other. The appearance of TJ as fusions between adjacent membranes, right at 
the boundary between apical and basolateral domains, suggest that TJ serve the major function of 
tightly occluding the lateral intercellular space, thus restricdng both diffusion of solutes across the 
intercellular spaces (barrier function) and movement of membrane molecules between the apical 
and basolateral domains of the plasma membrane (fence function). Still by electron microscopy, but 
in freeze-fracture preparations, TJ look like anastomosis of fibrillar strands within the plasma mem
brane. The strands are composed of particles that are preferentially localized to the internal leaflet. 
Complementary grooves are localized in correspondence of the strands, mosdy on the external leaf
let.^ It is commonly thought that the strands are the morphological and functional units of the TJ. 

Molecular Architecture of the TJ 
The junctional strands are primarily composed of proteins.^ As the molecular architecture of the 

TJ has been reviewed in detail,̂ '̂  here we will just make a brief mention to the best-characterized 
TJ molecules, which include both transmembrane and intracellular proteins. It should be noted that 
these two subclasses of proteins contribute not only to the establishment of the TJ structure and to 
the control of paracellular permeability, but also to cell polarity,^ as well as to signal transduction 
and gene expression. 

Transmembrane Proteins of the TJ 
Among the transmembrane proteins of the TJ, both occludin and the more than twenty mem

bers of the claudin family contain two extracellular loops, four membrane-spanning domains and 
two cytoplasmic termini.̂ '̂̂ ^ However, claudins are smaller than and display no sequence similarity 
with occludin. Indirect evidence suggests that occludin and claudins might contribute to cell-cell 
adhesion. For instance, upon expression in fibroblasts (which are devoid of intercellular junctions), 
exogenous occludin, ̂ ^ claudin-1 and claudin-2^^ localize to the adhesive points of cell-cell contact. 
Notably, both claudin-1 and -2 reconstitute junctional strands, even though claudin-1-based strands 
are continuous, whereas claudin-2-based strands are fragmented. The finding suggests that claudin-2 
forms more leaky TJ than claudin-1, as it will be discussed below. It is also worth mentioning that 
claudin-5 expression is restricted to endothelial cells^^ and that the expression levels of endothelial 
claudin-5 and occludin are noticeably high in brain vessels,̂ '̂'̂ ^ which are characterized by very low 
levels of paracellular permeability. 

Another transmembrane component of theTJ is the glycoprotein Junctional Adhesion Molecule-A 
(JAM-A), which is composed of an extracellular region, a transmembrane segment, and a cytoplas
mic tail.̂ "̂ '̂ ^ The extracellular segment of JAM-A comprises two immunoglobulin-like folds and 
mediates homophilic adhesion."^^ Similarly to occludin and claudins, upon transfection in Chinese 
Hamster Ovary cells, JAM-A localizes to the adhesive sites of cell-cell contact and reduces paracellular 
permeability. In addition, JAM-A contributes to the migration of leukocytes between adjacent en
dothelial cells, which occurs during inflammation."^^ More recendy, several groups have identified 
molecules that are homologous to JAM-A and that localize to the endothelial junctions, such as 
JAM-B,23'24 JAM-C,25,26 ^ J jAM-4,27 as well as Endothelial Cell-Selective Adhesion Molecule^ '̂̂ ^ 
and Coxsackie- and adenovirus receptor. 

Intracellular Molecules of the TJ 
Among the intracellular TJ molecules, the Zonula Occludens (ZO) proteins were named after 

their localization to the zonulae occludentes of epithelial and endothelial cells. They comprise ZO-1 ,̂ ^ 
ZO-2^2 and ZO-3.^^ In addition to the ZO proteins, endothelial TJ comprise several other cytoplas
mic molecules, such as AF-6/Afadin,^^ PAR-3/ASIP,^5 cingulin^^ and 7H6.^^ 

In the context of this discussion, the primary importance of defining the molecular architec
ture of theTJ relates to the need of identifying which molecular mechanisms control paracellular 
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permeability. It is known that, in endothelial cells, several permeability-inducing agents cause 
Myosin Light Chain Kinase-dependent phosphorylation of a nonmuscle isoform of myosin light 
chain, contraction of the peri junctional actomyosin ring, partial opening of the TJ, and ulti
mately increased permeability^^'^^ Predictably, centripetal contraction of the actomyosin ring 
may exert pulling ^oicts on the transmembrane proteins of the TJ. So far, however, it remains 
unclear which intracellular molecules actually transmit these forces from the contractile cytoskel-
eton to the adhesive proteins at the cell surface. It is noteworthy that several (if not all) transmem
brane proteins of theTJ are indirectly linked to actin-associated proteins. For instance, occludin, 
claudins, ^ and JAM-A •̂ ' ^ bind ZO-1. In turn, ZO-1 associates with F-actin, the actin-associated 
proteins a-catenin ^ and cortactin, and the myosin-associated protein cingulin. ^ In addition, 
JAM-A binds AF-6/Afadin^ and CASK/Lin2, which in turn associate with actin. Interestingly, 
inflammatory cytokines, besides enhancing permeability, reduce the solubility of some TJ mol
ecules in nonionic detergents, '̂ ^ which is a likely consequence of reduced association with fila
mentous actin. 

The Role of Claudins in Paracellular Permeability 
As the extracellular domains of the transmembrane TJ proteins abut the lateral intercellular 

space, it can be assumed that these domains come in close contact with the hydrophilic solutes that 
are transported along the paracellular pathway. In particular, evidence indicates that claudins (which 
are important components of theTJ strands) play a major role in paracellular permeability. Thus, it 
is reasonable to expect that claudin transfection should invariably reduce paracellular permeability. 
However, contrary to the expectation, transfection of exogenous claudins not always decreases 
paracellular permeability. For instance, expression of claudin-2 in the high-resistance kidney epithe
lial cells MDCK-I and MDCK-C7 enhances paracellular permeability. '̂ ^ A plausible explanation 
for these apparently counterintuitive results comes from the "pores in the wall" hypothesis. Accord
ing to the hypothesis, TJ strands are indeed impermeable barriers (the "walls"). Nonetheless, a series 
of permeable "pores" perforate the walls. ̂ ^ Thus, in transfection experiments, the different ability of 
each individual claudin to predominantly act as either "wall" or "pore" determines the observed 
decrease and increase in permeability, respectively. 

Actually, if claudin-2 acts as a "pore", some claudins do behaves as "walls". As a consequence, 
transfection of these claudins (mostly in the low-resistance MDCK-II cells) reduces permeability. 
For instance, expression of claudin-1,^ claudin-4,^^ claudin-8^^ and claudin-15^^ was found to 
reduce paracellular permeability. As a word of caution, it should be mentioned that the recipient cell 
lines already express a background of endogenous claudins. Thus, these transfection studies do not 
define the absolute permeability of the exogenous claudins, but rather relative changes compared to 
the background. 

Besides quantitatively regulating permeability, some claudins also regulate charge selectivity. As 
reported by Colegio et al, mutations that replace three negative to positive residues in the first 
extracellular loop of claudin-15 increase permeability to chlorine anions. At variance, a mutation 
that replaces a positive to a negative charge in the first extracellular loop of claudin-4 increases 
permeability to sodium.^'^Thus, claudin-15 and claudin-4 likely act as selective electrostatic barriers 
for anions and cations, respectively. Finally, some claudins also regulate size selectivity. The in vivo 
analysis of claudin-5 provides an interesting example of this notion. Nitta et al reported that dele
tion of claudin-5 in mice is not associated with altered development of brain vessels. In these mice, 
however, the blood brain barrier looses the selective ability to block the passage of small molecular 
weight tracers. ̂ ^ 

Even though individual claudins may act as either walls or pores, interpretation of results from 
the transfection studies requires theoretical models that keep into account not only the exogenous 
claudins, but also the background of endogenous claudins. As described by Yu, there are at least two 
possible ways, whereby exogenous claudins in theory can change permeability with respect to the 
background. In the series models novel junctional strands (which are formed by exogenous claudins) 
behave as additional barriers in series with the preexisting strands (which are formed by endogenous 
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claudins), thus decreasing paracellular permeability. For instance, claudin-1 transfection increases 
both strand number and electrical resistance. Along the same line, it has long been observed that 
electrical resistance (at least in epithelia) increases with the number of strands.^^ 

At variance, in xh^t parallel replacement modeU exogenous claudins do not form novel strands, but 
rather replace endogenous claudins in the preexisting strands. Although the model predicts that 
claudin transfection leaves the number of strands unchanged, it cannot predict the net effect on 
paracellular permeability. Actually, the effect is dependent upon the balance between intrinsic con
ductances of endogenous and exogenous claudins (that are displaced from and inserted in the preex
isting junctional strands, respectively). The reduced levels of endogenous claudin-2 (together with 
the unchanged number of junctional strands) that follow transfection of the exogenous claudin-8 
provide a likely example of parallel replacement.^^ In this model system, transfected claudin-8 re
duces sodium permeability probably because exogenous claudin-8 monomers replace the endog
enous and "leaky" claudin-2 monomers from the existing strands, and not because they form novel 
strands (composed of "tight*' claudin-8 monomers). 

Open Issues 
Over the past two decades several studies have described functional properties and molecular 

basis of endothelial permeability. However, there are still several important questions that await 
further analysis. In particular, it will be essential to understand how the complex networks of mo
lecular interactions among the numerous TJ proteins control endothelial permeability. In addition, 
defining the real nature of the aqueous pores within the junctional strands will undoubtedly neces
sitate structural studies at high resolution, even though the purification of transmembrane mol
ecules and molecular assemblies for these studies is a daunting challenge for structural biologists. 
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CHAPTER 19 

Channels across Endothelial Cells 
Radu V.Stan* 

Abstract 

The evolution of multicellular organisms entailed the formation of biological compartments 
separated by epithelial cellular barriers. As a consequence, strategies have evolved to move/ 
exchange materials between these compartments for nutrition, wastes removal and informa

tion exchange, while still maintaining their identity. These exchanges occur either across barrier cells 
(transcellular) or in between adjacent cells (paracellular). Among the strategies employed for 
transcellular exchange are the formation of physical patent channels/pores that cut through the cells 
and the formation of "functional channels" by shuttiing vesicles during transcytosis. In this chapter, 
I will summarize the knowledge of the transcellular exchange systems using the vascular endothe
lium as a barrier model. We will focus on the components, structure and function of the endothelial 
organelles such as fenestrae, vesiculo-vacuolar organelles and transendothelial channels as well as the 
vesicular carriers involved in transcytosis (i.e., plasmalemmal vesicles or caveolae), which form either 
physical or functional channels across endothelial cells. 

Introduction 
A critical step in the evolution of multicellular organisms (metazoans and higher) was the estab

lishment of different biological compartments to carry out specific functions. This entailed the 
development of epithelial cellular barriers between different environments as well as the develop
ment of strategies to selectively move molecules between compartments (i.e., for delivery of nutri
ents, elimination of wastes as well as ensuring molecular communication between distant cells and 
tissues) while maintaining their distinct composition. 

The movement of material is generally accompHshed via routes situated either across (i.e., 
transcellular) or in between (i.e., paracellular) the cells forming the barrier. While the paracellular 
transport occurs via the intercellular junctions, there are at least three transcellular routes de
scribed so far: (a) water and small molecules are moved via membrane transporters that have a 
different distribution/orientation on opposite fronts of a barrier cell; (b) transcytosis, defined as the 
transport of macromolecular cargo from one front of a polarized cell to the other within 
membrane-bounded carrier(s), and (c) pores or channels which are patent openings through the 
barrier cells with or without selective permeability for different molecules. Together, these processes 
(Fig. lA) contribute to the success of multicellular organisms (reviewed in refs. 1,2). 

The transcellular exchange systems have achieved a high level of complexity and sophistication 
in mammals. Among different types of epithelia, the vascular endothelium has the most diversified 
repertoire of specific structures that might carry out these exchanges. During decades of research on 
the topic, several endothelial subcellular structures that might participate in this function have been 
identified, such as caveolae, transendotheUal channels (TEC), vesiculo-vacuolar organelles ( W O ) , 
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Figure 1. A) Schematic of the pathways taken by molecules across a cellular barrier. Material is moved either 
between the cells via the paracellular pathway or across the cells via transcytosis, pores or membrane transporters. 
B) Schematic of the endothelial phenotypes and their content of structures that were involved in transport across 
endothelium; TEC—Transendothelial channels, WO—^vesiculo-vacuolar organelles. 

fenestrae and intercellular junctions. We will visit the endothelial structures involved in mediating 
the exchanges of water and solutes between the blood plasma and the interstitial fluid / tissues across 
endothelial cells. 

Vascular Permeability—Pathways of Transendothelial Exchange 
Vascular endothelium is a highly differentiated cellular monolayer with the organization of a 

simple squamous epithelium that lines the entire cardiovascular system. It constitutes a quasi-ubiquitous 
presence in organs and tissues throughout the body forming one of the largest vertebrate "organs*' 
(3). Endothelia have been classically defined into three main structural types, depending on their 
content of specific structures: the continuous, fenestrated and discontinuous endothelium (Fig. IB, 
reviewed in ref 1). The continuous endothelium forms an uninterrupted barrier between the blood 
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and tissues. It features a large population of caveolae or plasmalemmal vesicles, '̂  extremely few 
TEC and virtually no fenestrae. In addition to relatively much fewer caveolae (Fig. 3), the fenes
trated endothelium features pores such as fenestrae (Fig. 4), transendothelial channels (Fig. 4) and 
endothelial pockets.^'^'^^ Discontinuous or sinusoidal endothelium lines the sinusoids in the liver 
and bone marrow. It has extremely few caveolae and sinusoidal gaps and is characterized by the 
presence of pores called fenestrae or gaps, which are much larger and heterogeneous in size than the 
fenestrae of the fenestrated endothelium (reviewed in ref 12). 

Endothelium performs important functions in the physiology of vertebrates. ̂ '̂ '̂̂ ^ Its primary 
function is the control of transendothelial exchanges of water and solutes (both small and large 
molecules) between the blood plasma and the underlying tissues, also known as microvascular per
meability. By this endothelium has a critical role in the delivery of nutrients to tissues and clearing of 
wastes, as well as in the functional integration at organ and organism level allowing the information 
exchange between tissues situated at distance one from another (i.e, hormones etc). The dominant 
character of transendothelial transport is clearly expressed in the average thickness of endothelium 
of less than 0.3 |im as well as at the expression of specific structures that mediate this function. 

Although endothelium is a highly dynamic tissue, it is generally recognized that it mediates a 
"basal" microvascular permeability, defined as the permeability of microvessels to fluid and hy-
drophilic solutes that occurs in normal tissues and an increased microvascular permeability, which 
is the large increase in permeability to fluid and plasma proteins that occurs in acutely or chronically 
inflamed tissues or in tumors. The basal permeability is a continuous process that occurs with small 
physiological variations by mechanisms that are largely unknown. It is also not known whether the 
increased permeability is an exaggeration in rate of the basal mechanisms or it occurs via completely 
different mechanisms. 

Endothelium differs from other epithelia on its much higher (2-3 orders of magnitude) perme
ability to water and solutes (both small and especially large molecules). This higher permeability was 
found by physiologists to have both a diffusive and convective component. The best fitting model 
(known as the "pore theory") (Figs. lA, 2A) was that the exchange takes place through two types of 
patent (open), water-filled, cylindrical or slit-like channels: small pores with diameter of <11 nm 
and -15.1 units/^im^ and large pores with diameter of--50 nm and --0.2-0.02 units/p-m"^.^ '̂̂ ^ 

The structural aspects of the fluid and solute exchanges across endothelium have been approached 
by cell biologists mainly by electron microscopy alone or combined with in vivo tracer studies with a 
variety of probes of variable chemical and physical properties (Fig. 2B, reviewed in refs. 20,21). The 
above-mentioned tracer studies are in agreement with the pore theory in the case of the small pores 
being represented by the paracellular pathway. Also there is agreement in the case of fenestrated and 
discontinuous endothelia where structural equivalents of large pores have been found such as TEC and 
fenestrae. No porelike structural equivalents were found for the large pores by electron microscopy in 
continuous endothelia (where most of the data supporting the "pore theory" had been obtained) with 
the exception of W O s in the venular endothelium.^"^ This established a long-standing controversy 
(schematized in Fig. 2A) regarding the structural basis of capillary permeability for macromolecules 
between the capillary physiologists and the cell biologists/morphologists interested in the topic. In the 
case of the continuous endothelium, the tracer studies have instead documented the alternative con
cept/process of transcytosis the equivalent of a "functional pore" across epithelia (see below)."̂ '̂"̂ ^ 

Functional Pores across Endothelium.—Transcytosis 
At its simplest, transcytosis is the transport of macromolecular cargo from one side of a polarized 

cell to the other (e.g., apical to basolateral) within membrane-bounded carriers (i.e., vesicles). It is a 
landmark function of all epithelia where it is performed in several distinct steps (Fig. lA) such as: (1) 
endocytosis, or uptake of cargo at one front of the cells forming barrier, (2) intracellular traffick
ing of cargo in membrane bound vesicles, and, (3) exocytosis or fusion of these vesicles with the 
opposite front of the barrier cells and discharge of the cargo. The endocytotic step was shown to 
occur by either caveolae-mediated endocytosis (CAV-ME), clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME), 
macropinocytosis (MP) or noncaveolae, nonclathrin pathways (NCNC)." '̂"^ '̂"^ 
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A Transq^osis Poresi p^ .̂̂  theory 

Figure 2. A) Schematic of the controversy of transendotheHal exchange between the "pore theory" and transcytosis 
via plasmalemmal vesicles. B) EM micrograph demonstrating the involvement of vesicles in the size range of 
caveolae in the transport of tracers. Courtesy of D. Predescu (U. Illinois Chicago). 

All these pathways have been shown to operate in transq^osis in the endothelium as well. 
Clathrin-mediated endocytosis was shown to be important in endothelium of the testis for 
receptor-mediated transport of hormones such as LH/CG and FSH, as a mechanism for specific 
delivery to target organs."^ '̂̂ ^ Macropinocytosis-like pathways operate via the megalin (gp330)/ 
LDL-receptor binding protein (LRP) system involved in transport across the brain endothelium of 
beta-amyloid binding Apolipoprotein J,̂ '̂̂ ^ Receptor Associated Protein (RAP) as well as transport 
of IgG and nutrients from mother to fetus in mammalian placenta.^^"^^ In has been shown that the 
syncitiotrophoblast (STB) layer has drastically reduced levels of caveolin 1 and caveolaê '̂"̂ "̂  and that 
the transport of IgG across the STB layer occurs via the Fey Receptor IIb2 in by a N C N C pathway.^^ 
The same N C N C pathway seems to operate in the fetal endothelium where the IgG and 
FcyRIIb2.'^^'^^'^ This system might also play a role in the lung^^ and brain"^ where Fc Receptors 
were demonstrated on the endothelium. A very interesting finding was that one of the IgG receptors 
FcRn binds albumin at an acidic pH, that the lifespan of albumin is shortened in FcRn-deficient 
mice, and that the plasma albumin concentration of FcRn-deficient mice (i.e., either the a-chain or 
P2-microglobulin of the FcRn heterodimer) is less than half that of wild-type mice. The FcRn 
receptor functions in an acidic prelysosomal internal compartment where molecules destined to 
transcytosis might be sorted. Its function is to protect albumin and IgG from degradation in lysos-
omes diverting them to the opposite front of the cells. However, a direct demonstration of the 
trafficking of albumin and other relevant plasma proteins in endothelium is still lacking. 

The above transcytotic pathways exist for regulated, receptor-mediated transport across cells in 
all polarized epithelia,"^' '̂ ^ a broader tissue category to which the vascular endothelium belongs. 
However, this does not explain the higher (2-3 orders of magnitude) permeability of endothelium to 
plasma proteins that occurs in an adsorptive manner (low affinity) and does not seem to make use of 
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Figure 3. Transmission electron micrographs of endothelial caveolae demonstrating the presence (B,D) and 
absence (A,C) of stomatal diaphragms by either deep-etch of rapidly frozen samples (A-B) routine plastic embed
ding (C-D). A and B reproduced from reference 7, with permission. 

receptor mediated systems, unless these pathways could be modulated as to account for such an 
increase. Caveolae-mediated transcytosis has been proposed to fulfill this gap and to be major play
ers in basal vascular permeability. This put them at the center of the controversy outlined above and 
thereby the subject of intense study. Data pro or against caveolar were obtained in attempts to 
answer whether; (1) vesicular transport (transcytosis), although admittedly occurring, has a mean
ingful contribution to vascular permeabiHty, and (2) if yes, whether caveolae are implicated in this 
transport (for more detailed reviews see refs. 1,17,19-21,26). 

Caveolae (or plasmalemmal vesicles) (Fig. 3) were first described in the endothelium of continu
ous type by Palade but they occur in all types of endotheHa as well as most mammalian cell types 
(for reviews see refs. 1,20,26). They are morphologically defined as spherical invaginations of plasma 
membrane of regular shape and size (--70 nm outer diameter),^'^^'^^ which can occur single or in 
grape-like clusters attached to either front of the endothelium. Only in select endothelia of continu
ous type (i.e., in lung, tongue, kidney vasa recta) and in all fenestrated and sinusoidal endothelia, 
caveolae are provided with a Stomatal Diaphragm (SD).^^'^^ The SD is a thin (--5-7 nm) protein 
barrier of variable diameter (<40 nm), which occurs in their stomata (hence the name) or in between 
vesicles that are part of a cluster. The function of the SD is not known (for reviews see refs. 1,20,26). 

Among the most important arguments for caveolae as transcytotic carriers are: 
a. Endothelial caveolae are numerous, commensurate with the massive exchanges of water 

and solutes that occur continuously. By EM, rarely seen transendothelial pores in the con
tinuous endothelium are at a much lower surface density than postulated by the pore 
theory.̂ '̂ " '̂̂ ® Morphologically defined caveolae were shown to mediate the transport of 
different tracers across endothelium in situ.̂ ®'̂ '̂̂ '̂̂ '̂  Increased numbers of caveolae corre
late with increased transcytosis of tracers in experimental diabetes.'^^ Most importantly, 
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caveolae can be targeted for transport of cargo in tissue specific manner; a monoclonal 
antibody against a lung endothelial caveolar antigen was taken up and transported across 
the endothelial barrier via caveolae only in the lung thus establishing proof of principle for 
tissue targeted delivery of drugs via transcytosis7^'^^ 

b. The transport of tracers is inhibited by N-ethyl maleimide (NEM), known to interfere with 
vesicular docking and fusion to target membranes^ '̂̂ ^ and filipin, a cholesterol-binding 
drug known to disrupt caveolae.^^ Caveolae fi:om lung vasculature contain molecules in
volved in docking and fusion such as VAMP-2/2,77,78 N S F and SNAP 257^'79 

c. Caveolae contain molecules involved in vesicle fission such as dynamin^®'̂ ^ or intersectin.̂ "^ 
Importantly, endothelial caveolae pinch off^from plasma membranes in cell-free assays and 
their detachment requires dynamin2 and GTP hydrolysis in Ecs.̂ '̂̂ ^ 

d. Caveolae are capable of endocytosis in a dynamin2, glycolipid, tyrosine kinase and 
actin-dependent manner. Once internalized caveolae can either: fijse with an intracellular 
compartment called a "caveosome** or fuse with Rab5 containing early endosomes as shown 
in other cell typeŝ '̂ '̂ ^ or in endothelium.^'^^^The finding that the internalization of vesicles 
that participate in transcytosis can be modulated obviates an advantage over a system of 
rigid, permanent pores insensitive to such modulations. 

e. Evidence of a transcellular route across endothelium was obtained by live microscopy in 
situ in the rat cremaster^^^ who showed different kinetics for the transport of a small pore 
probe as compared with a vesicular transport probe (a stearyl dye that fluoresces only in 
membrane bound vesicles). 

Taken together, these data show that the transcellular transport via uncoated vesicles is a fact, 
that the integrity of lipid rafts is necessary for the transport of proteins across endothelium, that 
caveolae contain the molecules necessary for either membrane fission or membrane docking and 
fusion and that they are internalized in an inducible, regulated manner. All of these lines of evidence 
are consistent with the participation of caveolae in transcytosis. 

There are arguments against the importance of transcytosis in vascular permeability as well as 
against caveolae-mediated transcytosis. 

a. Three-dimensional reconstructions by serial sectioning of fixed tissues showed that most 
endothelial vesicles would either be fused to the plasma membrane or form branching 
structures whose lumen communicate with one cell front or another but not with both at 
the same time. Few free vesicles were encountered, which was taken as evidence against 
vesicular transport. However, only occasional TEC were recorded as well, as already pointed 
out. A counterargument used by the proponents of transcytosis was that the chemical 
fixation is a slow process and it involves mainly proteins. During its progress, many mor
phological changes could occur that could lead to result the formation of the racemose 
structures as a manifestation of the "lowest free energy*' in the system.-̂ ^ The volume 
density of caveolae in chemically fbced samples seems to be significantly higher (-70%) as 
compared with rapidly frozen specimens, ̂ ^̂ '̂ ^̂  which was used by the opponents of ve
sicular transport as an argument against its importance.̂ '̂̂ ® '̂̂ ^® Also, in continuous en
dothelium the frequency of caveolae varies widely depending on the organ. And this 
variation does not correlate with permeability, suggesting that caveolae have also other 
functions. Indeed caveolae have been also involved in eNOS signaling,^^^ lipoprotein 
metabolism^ ̂ 2'11"̂  and mechanotransduction.^^^'^^^ 

b. Capillary permeability increases with the increase in the vascular blood pressure, which 
has been explained by the existence of patent channels. An alternative explanation could 
be that transcytosis is pressure sensitive. There is some evidence that indicates that the 
number of endothelial caveolae and their loading of tracers are increased and the thick
ness of endothelium is decreased in high blood pressure.̂ ^̂ "̂ -̂ ^ The transport rate is in
sensitive to temperature downshifts and to chemical fixation by aldehydes suggesting 
that it is not active and it does not depend on proteins, respectively. ̂ '̂̂ "̂̂ ^̂ ^ No morpho
logical evidence as to the integrity of the endothelium was presented. Recent papers have 
suggested that NEM and filipin have actually an increasing effect on permeability to 
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macromolecules in an ex-vivo lung preparation as well as in a peritoneal dialysis 
model. ̂ '̂̂ -̂ '̂̂ ^̂  The perfusion times used were rather lengthy and no morphological docu
mentation of the capillary endothelium is presented to assess its integrity in such prepa
rations (discussed in refs. 21,66). Some indication for this comes from the measurements 
of albumin permeability in isolated rat hindquarters, ̂ -̂ "̂  which were several fold increased 
as compared with measurements in intact animals. ̂ -̂ ^ 

c. Cavl is essential for the formation of caveolae yet its overexpression seems to have an in
hibitory effect on the caveolar internalization and cargo uptake into other cell types than 
ECs.̂ ^®'̂ ^^ In the same vein treatment of mice with Cavl scaffolding domain fused to the 
transducing domain of antennapedia lowered the increased permeability in inflammation 
as well as that in tumors. VEGF increased permeability is also inhibited by the Cavl scaf
folding domain.^^^'^^^ It is not clear however, whether the basal and the increased perme
ability of the endothelium occur through the same mechanisms. 

d. A serious challenge to the importance of transcytosis via caveolae in basal permeability 
comes from data obtained in caveolinl -/- mice. These mice lack morphologically dis
tinct caveolae in all nonmuscle cells, endothelium included^^^'^^^ thereby showing that 
caveolin and caveolae are not essential either for the survival of these mice or for the 
normal development of their vasculature. In absence of caveolae the albumin concentra
tion in the cerebrospinal fluid is the same as in wild type. The albumin uptake into cells 
(i.e., fibroblasts) or tissues (i.e., aortic rings) was found decreased in these mice.^^^ The 
baseline permeability to albumin of large vessels (i.e., aorta) was found as decreased whereas 
the permeability of the capillaries was increased. ̂ ^̂  In keeping with this, albumin con
centration in serum was found slightly but significantly decreased. The raise in basal 
capillary permeability of CAVl-/- mice was reduced by L-nitro arginine methyl ester 
(L-NAME), a nonspecific inhibitor of endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS).^^^ This 
study, tied in with data showing that the negative regulation of eNOS by caveolin 1 
decreases the increased permeability in tumors and inflammation.^^^'^^^'^^^'^"^^ This sug
gests that in absence of caveolae, the mechanisms of increased permeability are turned 
on, which could compensate the loss of caveolae and to mediate an increase in basal 
permeability. Lastly, the failure of L-NAME to decrease the permeability in wild-type 
mice suggests that NO-independent mechanisms concur to the basal, physiological per
meability. In other words, the increased permeability in inflammation or tumors occurs 
by a different mechanism and is not just a modulation (i.e., increase) of the mechanism 
of basal permeability. 

Taken together, the consensus is that, depending on their physical properties molecules cross the 
continuous endothelium as follows: water and small molecules (e.g., ions, glucose) use a paracellular 
pathway as well as a transcellular pathway via transporters, whereas the pathway employed by mac
romolecules is transcellular. A role for membrane-bound vesicles in the transcellular pathway is not 
disputed. It is still debated whether the exchanges occur through transient TECs formed by vesicular 
fusion or by shutding vesicles during transcytosis.^^ The role of caveolae in transendothelial ex
changes is still unresolved but in the light of data from CAVl-/- mice it is unclear whether the 
control of permeability occurs via caveolae participating in transcytosis, via caveolin regulation of 
eNOS or both. In summary, the data imply several possibilities with respect to caveolar involvement 
in basal permeability: (i) Caveolae play the major role in transcytosis and in CAVl -/- mice compen
satory mechanisms are switched on in their absence, (ii) Exchange of macromolecules across endot
helium occurs via multiple partially redundant vesicular pathways, caveolae being one of them, (iii) 
Transcytosis of macromolecules occurs via a pathway other than caveolae that is sensitive to lipid 
rafts disassembly (i.e., macropinocytosis or related novel N C N C pathway). 

Pores across Endothelium 
As mentioned above, physical pores across endothelium have been found. These are the fenes-

trae, gaps, TEC and W O s . Due to space constraints, I will discuss only the morphology and func
tional data, referring the reader to more comprehensive reviews. 
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Figure 4. Pores across endothelial cells. Electron micrographs demonstrating the features of fenestrae with (B-D) 
and without (E) fenestral diaphragms, transendothelial channels (A, C) and vesiculo-vacuolar organelles (F). C and 
D reproduced from reference 7 with permission. 

Endothelial Fenestrae 
Endothelial fenestrae (Fig. 4B-E), the landmarks of the endothelia of fenestrated type, are circu

lar windows resembling "boat portholes'* that cut through the cell body. They are arranged in or
dered linear arrays within large planar clusters called "sieve plates". Individual fenestral pores have a 
remarkably constant diameter (--62-68 nm).̂ '̂ '̂  Their circumference is delineated by the fenestral 
rim that occurs where the luminal aspect of plasma membrane continues with the abluminal one 
under a sharp angle. As in the case of the SDs, electron dense material has been demonstrated in the 
cytoplasm within the sharp angle formed by the plasma membrane. The circumference of most 
fenestral pores is apparently round, but as demonstrated by Maul, 20-30% of them have an octago
nal symmetry, which can be photographically enhanced by rotating the image several times around 
its center. The octagonal symmetry has been clearly established by deep-etch of rapidly frozen 
specimens^^ and high resolution scanning EM.̂  

The fenestrae are provided with a Fenestral Diaphragm (FD)^ in all cases (i.e., in kidney peritubullar 
capillaries, all endocrine and exocrine glands, intestinal villi) except in capillaries of kidney glomeru
lus (Fig. AE)} '̂̂  ^ Although of a slightly larger diameter, the FDs are morphologically similar to 
the SDs by TEM. They appear as thin protein barriers anchored in the fenestral rim and provided 
with a central knob or density, as demonstrated in parallel and perpendicular sections. Moreover, in 
en face views obtained in oblique or grazing sections, the central density seems to be connected to 
the fenestral rim by thin fibrils.^ ^ Bearer and Orci have exquisitely demonstrated the intimate 
organization of the FD.^^ In rapidly frozen deep-etch specimens, they have shown the FD to consist 
of radial fibrils, starting at the rim and interweaving in a central mesh, the equivalent of the central 
density/knob seen by TEM. Unfortunately, the SDs of caveolae and TEC could not be resolved in 
the same detail due to their smaller size and experimental conditions (i.e., angle of shadowing). It 
was readily apparent that the caveolar diaphragms resembled those of the transendothelial channels 
both featuring a central particle. ̂ ^ Close examination also reveals hints to the same radial fibrils 
pattern as for FDs. PVl protein was shown to be a key component of the FDs, as in the case of the 
SDs.'5o-i53 
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Finally, perfusion fixation of vascular beds provided with fenestrated endothelia where the fixa
tives have been dissolved in fluorocarbons (oxygen carriers used as blood plasma expanders) com
bined with tannic acid staining, revealed the presence of large (up to 400 nm) tufts or fascinae 
fenestrae on the luminal side of FDs and their absence from the luminal side of fenestrae.^^ These 
tufi:s were absent from the caveolar SDs. The fibers forming these tufts have been interpreted as the 
morphologic equivalent of the heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) shown to reside on the lumi
nal surface of fenestrae by other means (see below). 

Fenestrated capillaries occur in organs that are involved in reabsorbtion of water and small sol
utes (e.g., kidney and intestine) or hormones (e.g., endocrine glands) from the interstitium into the 
blood. Most of the data in the literature argues that the fenestrated capillaries are highly permeable 
to water and small hydrophilic solutes but their permeability to macromolecules is basically the 
same as that of the continuous endothelium. Although, the relative contributions to permeability 
of caveolae and their SDs, TEC, fenestrae and W O s is not clear, these permeability characteristics 
have been attributed to fenestrae, which are considered the equivalents of the fiinctional pores of the 
pore theory of capillary permeability in the fenestrated endothelium (reviewed in ref 19). TEC were 
considered just double diaphragmed fenestrae and W O s did not exist as a concept yet. The low 
albumin penetrance was explained by the contribution of the proteoglycans tufts as well as the 
basement membranes to the overall permeability. It has been calculated that the permeability to 
water and small solutes could be explained with just a fraction of the fenestrae being open, therefore 
the fijnction of the proteoglycans would be that of a permeability-reducing plug.^^^ Tracer experi
ments show that all fenestrae are permeable to horseradish peroxidase ( 0 4 nm)^ whereas a few 
permit the exit of ferritin ( 0 11 nm),^ dextrans ( 0 12.5-22.5 nm) and glycogen ( 0 22 and 30 
nm).^^^ As shown by Bearer and Orci,^^ the pores in between the fibrils of fenestrae have dimensions 
of 5-6 nm, therefore the passage of the larger tracers must be accommodated by fenestrae with larger 
pores. As in the case of the fenestrae, all these tracers gained access to few caveolae past their SDs. ̂ ^̂ '̂ ^̂  
An interpretation of these data would be that the diaphragms are dynamic structures and the degree 
of their permeability could be modulated by yet unknown factors. Another possibility that cannot 
be discarded at present would be the artifact creation in perfusion experiments or during processing 
in experiments where the tracers were injected in circulation. 

In a mouse model the fenestrae and TEC were shown to disappear from the pancreatic islet 
vessels upon targeted genetic ablation of VEGF-A secretion from the pancreatic islet cells. The 
endothelium of islet capillaries became continuous with increased number of vesicles resembling 
caveolae. Functional assays of absorption of hormones secreted by the islet cells (e.g., insulin) showed 
that the effect of lack of fenestrae was a delayed absorption of these hormones. This constitutes 
strong evidence in favor of fenestrae as involved in the rapid exchange of water and small solutes 
such as peptide hormones. ̂ ^̂  

The functions of W O s have been extensively reviewed recendy. They have been involved in 
increased permeability related to inflammation and tumors, permeability to macromolecules as well 
as particulates. Interestingly, their SDs seem to play a restrictive role in the permeability of particu
lates. The results obtained in cells in culture bolster the claims for W O s as an organelle in
volved in the permeability induced by cytokines. However, it is not clear how their restricted local
ization to the venular endothelium would contribute to the overall permeability in a particular 
vascular bed, accepting the hypothesis that the bulk of transendothelial exchanges would occur at 
the level of the capillaries. 

Transendothelial Channels 
Transendothelial channels (TEC) (Figs. 4A,C) are patent pores spanning the endothelial cell 

(EC) body from one front to the other. TEC are rarely found in continuous endothelia where they 
seem to be formed by the fusion of either one caveola/plasmalemmal vesicle with both luminal and 
abluminal aspects of the plasmalemma or by chains of usually two to four caveolae.5'^'^^2 In die 
fenestrated endothelia, TEC occur in the attenuated part of the endothelial cell and are provided 
with two SD (one luminal and one abluminal).^'^' "̂ '̂ ^̂  As in the case of caveolar SDs, the fine 
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structure of the SDs of TEC could not be clearly resolved by the deep-etch procedure of Bearer and 
Orel due to technical limitations.^^ However, close inspections of the micrographs reveal the same 
pattern of radial fibrils and a central density. PVl protein is also present in these diaphragms at both 
fronts opf the endothelial cell. 

^siculo'Vacuolar Organelles (WO) 
Vesiculo-vacuolar organelles (WOs) are morphologically defined as chains of interconnected 

vesicles of variable size that form intricate transendothelial channels spanning the cytoplasm of the 
endothelial cells from one front of EC to the other.^ They are usually provided with SDs at the 
connection points between vesicles and vacuoles as well as at the level of their stoma or conmiunica-
tion with the extracellular space.^^^ The SDs of the W O s closely-resemble those of caveolae by 
TEM. A recent review discusses the biology of W O s in great detail."^^ 

W O s have been first described in the tumor vasculature^^^ and subsequently in the normal 
endothelium of the post-capillary venules. ' The definition of W O s is purely morphological 
therefore there is a difficulty in discerning W O s from clusters of caveolae or other vesicles that 
occur in most endothelial'^ in absence of specific biochemical markers. This raised doubts as to their 
status as a bona fide, novel organelle, but this status might be bolstered by recent EM data show
ing that in caveolin 1 -/- mice (lacking caveolae in all nonmuscle cell types, endothelia included), the 
venules were still provided with structures resembUng W O s (Fig. 4F).2^'^^'^^5 However, the rela
tionship between these structures and W O s remains to be clarified following biochemical evaluation. 

Endothelial Pockets 
These are infrequent structures that by EM resemble a pocket or a large vacuole formed by 

cellular processes that contain fenestrae with the usual structure^° (reviewed in ref 1). The informa
tion on these is scarce and, so far, they seem to occur in very low numbers only in the fenestrated 
endothelia. No functional data is available on these structures. 

Conclusions 
Undoubtedly our understanding of the mechanisms of the exchanges across cellular barriers has 

gready advanced in the last years. What is clear is that there are many pathways by which material 
can be moved from one side of the barrier to the other. Which pathways are important for each 
individual molecule is a matter of further inquiry. As for the mechanisms of transendothelial ex
change, the controversy is still there, as we still do not have clear information on the molecular 
players that allow its increased and continuous protein leakage 
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CHAPTER 20 

Molecular Transfers through Transient 
Lymphoid Cell-Cell Channels 
Mary Poupot, Julie Gertner and Jean-Jacques Fourni^* 

Abstract 

I ntercellular communication is inherent to life and has evolved with extremely diversified forms 
from prokaryotes to the most sophisticated multicellular eukaryotes. Haematopoietic cells from 
mammalians have adapted a transient and highly versatile means for the direct transfer of mo

lecular information through cell-cell channels. This channel takes place and operates transiently at a 
highly specialised interface now referred to as the immunological synapse. The oriented transfer of 
membrane molecules from one cell to another is now referred to as trogocytosis, a cell process 
discovered recendy, but which consequences have been described for decades without clear under
standing of its cellular basis. This article will review current state-of-the-art knowledge on trogocytosis, 
its technological use and physiological significance. 

Introduction: Transient Cell-Cell Contacts Take Place 
at the Immunological Synapse between Lymphoid Cells 

Haematopoietic cells are highly mobile, and frequendy engage numerous contacts with other 
cells. To fulfil their immunological functions, these contacts must enable the lymphoid cells to recog
nize and discriminate normal self tissues and cells from foreign ones, including microbial pathogens, 
parasites and transformed cells. The site of such meetings is variable, from blood and vasculature to 
inflamed tissues and lymphoid organs. Three successive phases characterize the cell-cell contact in
volving lymphoid cells: the attachment/scanning/activation phase, the lymphoid cell response phase 
and the cell dissociation. However, given the huge number of possible encounters and responses the 
lymphocyte has to face, cell contacts are usually transient, and adapted to the functions that immune 
cells will fulfil. In vitro, while a normal T lymphocyte may bind, scan and release an autologous 
resting T lymphocyte within ten seconds because no activation ensued the scanning of its surface, the 
same cell may engage a cognate interaction for hours with an antigen-presenting cells, till adequate 
cytokine secretion takes place. The lymphoid cell surface in tight contact with a scanned cell (we will 
refer below to this recognized cell entity as to "target cell*', regardless of the recognizing lymphoid 
cells and nature of its response) is also unstable in structure and supramolecular organization. 

The immunological synapse (Fig. 1) has been the subject of recent reviews (see for instance refs. 
1-4) and will not be discussed further here. We will focus our review on events related locally and 
temporally to this structure: the intercellular transfer of membrane patches located at the apposed 
surfaces. These have been described recendy, ' and may take place through either large synapses or 
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Figure 1. The immunological synapse of a cytolytic T lymphocyte (green membrane) attacking a B-cell lym
phoma target(red). Note the concentration of phosphoprotein signals at the center of the synapse (anti phos-
phoprotein antibody, stained blue) of the killer cell, prior to delivery of its lethal hits. A color version of this 
figure is available online at www.Eurekah.com. 

conversely very narrow structures referred to as nanotubes. Their possible role in cell communica
tion will be discussed below. 

First Findings of Intercellular Transfer of Membrane Markers through the SI 
Several reports in the 70'-80 s had described the presence of unexpected markers on the cell 

surface of lymphocyte subsets known for not expressing them, such as Ig and allogenic MHC mol
ecules on T cells '̂̂  or Mis superantigen on IE cells. Along the same line, but at the time not 
understood as the same process, was the acquisition of fluorescence derived from labelled cell targets 
by antigen-specific eflFector T cells. ̂ ^ Although of unclear significance at the time, a major break
through in this domain was brought by the demonstration that GFP-MHC molecules derived from 
antigen presenting cells could be acquired by antigen-specific CD8+ CTL through their immuno
logical synapse. ̂ •̂  Both TCR and CD28 T-cell surface receptors were found to trigger what by then 
was thought to be the mere consequence of uptake by internalization of cognate receptor/ligand 
complexes. ̂ ^ 

Further, two nearly simultaneous reports described however this process to be of wider occur
rence, being also mediated by antigen-specific B lymphocytes '̂ ^ and not restricted to capture of 
ligand molecules in T cells, where it encompasses capture of most surface molecules from the anti
gen cells. ̂ ^ Likewise, the ability of other lymphoid cell types to nibble the surface of cells to which 
they are actively conjugated was soon documented in activated 76T cellŝ "̂  and in activated NK cells 
either in vitro and in vivo. 

CD4 T lymphocytes were also found able to capture MHC Class II molecules."̂ '̂"̂  By then, it 
became clear that most lymphoid cells were fully capable to acquire/nibble/capture/transfer 
membrane-derived molecules from cells to which they bind (Fig. 2),^^ but despite little under
standing of its physiological function, this process was called "trogocytosis" from the greek trogos 
-to nibble-}^ 
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Figure 2. Example of ectopic marker Ig î chain (stained yellow) present on the surface of cytolytic T lymphocyte 
after it attacked an IgM* B-cell lymphoma target as in Figure 1. This Ig was nibbled from the B cell surface and 
has a short half-life on the T cell surface (-1-2 hr). A color version of this figure is available online at 
www.Eurekah.com. 

Two Different Ways for Cell-Cell Transfer between Lymphoid Cells 

Cell-Cell Channels by Trans-Synaptic Trogocytosis 
On the basis of published data, there is global agreement for trogocytosis as an active process 

which takes place between cells in contact through an immunological synapse, is highly polarized 
from the target cell to the effector lymphocyte, and only results in transfer of membrane molecules, 
whatever their chemical structure. Recent work suggests however that under some defined circum
stances, the transfer may be bi-directional with effector membrane transfer on the target cell sur-
face,'̂ '̂  resulting in a formal molecular swapping^^ between conjugated cell partners (Fig. 3). Here 
however, one might argue that of two cells conjugated through an immunological synapse, each one 
is the other's target, opening the possibiHty that bidirectional transfer just reflects each effector cell's 
activation. Litde -if any evidence- supports the possibiUty that target-derived cytosol molecules are 
acquired during the immunological synapse, or that any such transfer occurs in absence of cell-cell 
contact. Clearly, trogocytosis is totally different from capture of soluble secreted exosomes which 
don't need cell-cell contact to occur and are usually detected once cells which exchange exosomes 
have been coincubated for 24 hours or more. 

How then does membrane material from one cell switches onto the surface of conjugated cells? 
Much remains to be clarified on this topic, but important clues were provided in the CDS CTL/ 
target cell model, where superb electronic images of the conjugates evidenced the presence of bridges 
localised at the immunological synapse between these cells. There, small membrane continuities 
between effector and target cells bridge physically both cells through their surfaces, creating small 
pores. No such observations have ever been made with other lymphoid cell types, but it is now 
tempting to speculate that similar bridges are formed at most immunological synapses involving 
almost any lymphoid cell types. 
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Figure 3. Confocal image of a conjugate T lymphocyte-iymphoma cell undergoing trogocytosis illustrating the 
large patches of green fluorochrome-labelled membranes swapping from one cell to the other (image taken 5' 
after cell contact). A color version of this figure is available online at www.Eurekah.com. 

Cell-Cell Channels by Post Synaptic Intercellular Nanotubes 
Two recent studies have also uncovered another type of cell-cell channels, made of extremely thin 

tubular structures of 50-200 nm diameter and several tens of îm length, writh an F-actin skeleton 
and a membrane bilayer/ Not only the pheochromocytome cell line PI 2 in the initial study but also 
human lymphoid cells such as blood NK cells, macrophages, and EBV-transformed B cells make 
nanotubes (and our unpublished observations, see below). In contrast with the stable immuno
logical synapse of two intimately bound cells however, these highly labile nanotubular structures 
appear transiently at the dissociation phase of immunological cell conjugates. As one cell moves 
away, several nanotubes anchored at its previous attachement appear as unfolded from the pseudopode 
of the amoeboid shape of the motile, crawling lymphocyte, in a "webspider" style (Fig. 4), Thus, 
short-lived nanotubular networks could be assembled de novo and rapidly erased between post 
synaptic, moving immune cells. Since such structures actively transport selected endosome-like or
ganelles and membrane proteins or lipids but not cytosolic metabolites,^ the tubular networks might 
play some yet unclear role in late cell-cell communication.^^ Unfortunately, adequate experimental 
methods for analyzing the role and function of nanotubes are scarce, since shear force applied on 
cells along flow cytometry analysis for instance is inadequate to maintain these labile structures, and 
their study in vivo does not seem much easier either. Nanotubes are described in greater detail in 
another chapter of this book. 

In addition, the relation of trogocytosis to nanotubular highways remains thus far unknown, 
although our current understanding of both processes would strongly favour a temporal separation 
of both entities: trogocytosis and then nanotubular networking. A main characteristic of trogocytosis 
is its propensity to increase with effector cell activation, and most likely with duration of the immu
nological synapse. Since this latter reflects the counting process, i.e., the integration of activatory 
signaling cascades below the synapse, it is thus also the consequence of activating ligand detected on 
the target cell surface. Therefore, analytic techniques have been developed that monitor trogocytosis 
as a readout for immunological activation of effector cells. 
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Figure 4. Cell-cell nanotubes (nt) progressively formed at the dissociation of an immunological synapse between 
a y<5T lymphocyte and an anaplastic lymphoma cell target. The intracellular cytolytic granules of 7<5T lympho
cytes are stained red using Lyso-Tracker, while the anaplastic lymphoma cytoplasm is stained green with Calcein 
for viability and its cell membrane is stained blue using the PTIR271 dye (reagent provided by courtesy of B. 
Gray, PTIR-Research Labs, Ex, IL). Note also the trogocytosis taking place in the upper left side conjugate, seen 
as blue membrane accumulated at the attacking yi5T cell synapse. A color version of this figure is available online 
at www.Eurekah.com. 
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A Mechanistic Model of Trogocytosis 
The main features of intercellular transfer through cell-cell channels referred to as trogocytosis 

involve: its strict localization (and time dependence to immunological synapses), its restriction to 
membrane material, and the main polarization of transferred molecules from target to the effector 
cell. In addition, there is of as yet no selectivity in the structural class of membrane molecules that 
shift from one cell to the other, suggesting the whole lipidic bilayer is involved in this movement. We 
present below a model for trogocytosis which integrates these features (Fig. 5). 

This model involves a progressive acquisition of target cell membrane patches by the effector 
cell, only once the synapse has been formed. This latter relies upon effector cell activation by the 
antigen/ activating stimuli scanned at the target surface during the synapse existence. This model 
has the following implications: 

• The structure of the immunological synapse must involve membrane bridges in all kinds of 
cell conjugates where trogocytosis takes place. 

• The whole cell membrane structure may pass in the form of patches and integrates with the 
same orientation on the effector cell membrane. 

• The effector cell actively "sucks" the target cell surface, since its pretreatment with inhibi
tory drugs abrogate this activity, 

• Dissociation may release live cells with surface markers they did not encode for (ectopic 
markers), and which lifespan may enable to mediate some specific functions (selective binding 
for example, see below). 

This model also puts forward several questions: 
• How does the effector cell achieve selectivity for membrane but not cytoplasm molecules in 

its acquisition process? Alternatively, this could be formulated as: what blocks the molecu
lar diffusion or acquisition from the target cell? Are there molecular filters, physical con
straints (size, hydrophobicity, ...) induced locally and temporally, and finally is there any 
selective sorting of the respective parmers compartments at the level of these bridges? 

• Why is such a membrane acquisition polarized from target to effector? Conceivably al
though one lymphoid cell (e.g., a T lymphocyte) may recognize activating ligands (e.g., 
MHC/peptide molecules) on the bound target cell surface, it is likely that in frequent cases, 
the "target** cell is also another lymphocyte which may also recognize activating ligands on 
the "effector" cell and thus trigger its own activity en retour. Thus such situations should 
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Figure 5. A mechanistic model for trogocytosis. 
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provoke trogocytosis apparently unpolarized for they just result from the sum of two-reverse 
direction trogocytosis. 

• Is the receptor-mediated activation of one effector cell the driving force that triggered its 
nibbling activity? 

• At dissociation in the model applied to a conjugate of a non cytolytic effector and its target, 
why and how do both cells achieve separation at the very same place of the bilayer continu
ity so that they both continue existing without profound membrane chimerism? 

• Does some trogocytosis occur nonsynaptically, through other kinds of cell-cell channels? 
This question may apply to the recently discovered intercellular nanotubes described in this 
book. 

Methods and Techniques for the Monitoring of in Vitro Trogocytosis 
Confocal microscopy is a very useful tool to visualize trogocytosis. This technique was applied in 

the study from both J. Sprent s and F. Batistas groups who provided a remarkable dynamic imaging 
of T-cell and B-cell mediated antigen-specific trogocytosis, repectively.^^'^ These studies took ad
vantage of GFP-labelled specific antigen which selective capture by specific lymphocytes could be 
monitored in time and space. Trogocytosis by NK cells was also depicted using this technique. ̂ ^ 

Quantitative study of results is based on quantification of images with using counts of fluores
cence intensity on selected pixels or related image analysis. Although highly informative at the single 
cell level (see example in Fig. 6), most microscopy-based techniques were however not really ad
equate for the quantitative studies on large number of cells from whole lymphoid populations. 

In this regard, flow cytometry proved an unvaluable tool to rapidly quantify trogocytosis in 
effector cell subsets. Hudrisier's group took advantage of hydrophobic fluorochromes stably inserted 
in the cell membranes of antigen-presenting cells for demonstrating that their trogocytosis by 
antigen-specific CD8 T lymphocytes actually encompassed the capture of integral membrane patches, 
with transfer of the antigen but also of most membrane proteins and lipids, including the fluoro-
chrome tracer. ̂ ^ Using one hour in vitro cocultures of target cells prelabelled with PKH67 and alike 
fluorochromes which stably insert in membranes with unlabelled effector 76 T or NK cells, we 
showed that effector cell activation was correlated to their trogocytic acquisition of PKH.^^'^ Ex
perimental settings are quite simple, since cocultures comprise usually two cell types: one as bait and 
one as hunter, usually mixed in a five-to-one bait-to-hunter cell ratio. The assay is versatile since 
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Figure 6. Quantification of trogocytosis based on distributions of fluorescence per pixel using successive con-
focal images of cell conjugates with fluorescent target cell membranes involved in immunological synapses. (J. 
Gertner et al, unpublished). 
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highly variable coculture conditions (time, temperature, exogenous stimuli or inhibitor drugs) can 
be used. Its final readout is the mean of PKH fluorescence intensity (PKH mfi) of the whole effector 
cell population as measured by straightforward flow cytometry analysis. Statistical significance of 
the results is ensured by gating the analysis on eff̂ ector cells only, usually 30,000 cells from which the 
PKH mfi is calculated. We found most convenient to compare the PKH mfi after 0' (negative 
control) and 60' of cell coincubation, and with setting the cytometer detection sensitivity such as 1°) 
the background fluorescence PKH mfi of effector cells prior to cell contact is below the first decade 
(usually tO' mfi-^S), and 2°) stained "bait" cells have their PKH mfi above the fourth decade (usually 
tO' mfi for targets is > 5,000). While measuring the trogocytosis-induced fluorescence loss from 
target cells could represent a readout for this test, we found it far less sensitive than the reciprocal 
measure of its appearance on unlabelled effectors. 

Usually, quantification of trogocytosis may be based on arithmetic or geometric mean of green 
fluorescence intensity from raw data, but also using the fold increase of fluorescence on effector cells 
by the formula: fold increase = log2 (PKH mfi at t607 PKH mfi at tO'). A typical example for transfer 
is given above, with increases of one order of magnitude: mfi shifi:s from 5 to 40. Their graphical 
representation may conveniendy show either raw flow cytometry results (Fig. 7), histograms or heat 
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Figure 7. Principle and basic method for measuring trogocytosis by flow cytometry. Target cells must be stained 
on their membrane by a green (or red) fluorochrome easily monitored with PMTl or PMT2 on flow cytometers. 
The analysis is gated on more than 10, 000 effector cells only ( R2 box in this example), acquired before (tO') 
and after (t60') minutes of coincubation. These increased their green fluorescence from 5 to 40 in this example. 
Note that in the example shown here, the target cells (bright green cells on Y axis did simultaneously trogocytose 
the red fluorochrome (incorporated prior to coincubation) from the surface of effector cells: bidirectional 
trogocytosis. A color version of this figure is available online at www.Eurekah.com. 
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maps of fluorescence intensity or their increase (as fold factors, see § below). Statistical comparisons 
of sets of data are usually best obtained by Mann-Whitney*s log rank sum test, since the distributions 
of cell fluorescence intensities acquired by bulks of effector and noneffector cells are not always 
corresponding to normal parametric distributions. 

Intercellular Transfer in Activated Lymphoid Cells 
In the settings described previously, the usual trogocytosis of a resting T lymphocyte towards 

autologous cells in absence of any exogenous stimulus is typically almost null, of mfi (tO) = 4.8, 
mfi (t60) = 4.8 +/- 0.2, corresponding to very little if any significant change in fluorescence. 
However, these figures are highly divergent as the target cell carries stimulating molecules, like 
antigen/MHC, or alloantigen, or mitogen for T lymphocytes: typically of mfi (tO) = 4 . 8 , mfi 
(t60) = 150 +/- 20. Activation of trogocytosis is not solely due to TCR-delivered signals how
ever, as very similar conclusions may be drawn from N K cell stimulation by adequate target cells 
harbouring activating ligands and lacking inhibitory molecules such as self HLA alleles."^^ In the 
context of such cell targets, NK sometimes trogocytose extremely high amounts of the target 
cell surface, typically up to 1-10 % of the membrane material constituting the target cell mem
brane (Fig. 8). An example is shown in Figure 8, with mfi (tO) = A.S, mfi (t60) = 1200 when 
IL2-activated NK cells trogocytose HLA-deficient or allogeneic EBV-transformed B cell line 
targets. 

The first studies in this domain ' have documented this correlate by analysing activated T 
lymphocytes: stronger amounts of target cell membrane derived fluorescence was acquired by T 
cells stimulated with increasing peptide antigen concentrations loaded on the APC target, dem
onstrating the strong dependence of trogocytosis to TCR-driven stimulation signals. Thus ef
fector cell activation was the driving force for the intercellular transfer. Further confirmation of 
this view came from another study with T cells which show an MHC-unrestricted mode of 
antigen recognition, the human y5 T lymphocytes. In this model, the T lymphocytes respond 
to exogenous soluble small nonpeptide antigens referred to as phosphoantigens.^ Using well 
established 76 T targets cell lines stained with a membrane fluorochrome and exposed for one 
hour to the 78 T cells, it was shown that the spontaneous trogocytosis of tumour cells increased 
by adding either soluble or cell phosphoantigens to the culture medium.^^ Similar conclusions 
were drawn from NK cell models, where TCR-mediated antigen specific activation is absent. In 
contrast with the relation of effector-to target in cytolytic assays, where lysis increases with the 
kil ler-to-target cell ratio, here the trogocytosis increases on the opposi te , wi th the 
target-to-effector cell ratio. This is due to the fact that any effector gets more chances to 
trogocytose and acquire fluorescence with increasing numbers of surrounding fluorescent sur
faces, i.e., target cells. 
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Figure 8. NK cell-mediated trogocytosis of EBV-transformed B-cell targets. 
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Spontaneous Homotypic Intercellular Transfer in Lymphoid Cancer Cells 
As specified above, resting lymphoqrtes do not mediate trogocytosis in absence of any stimulus. 

This can be easily demonstrated experimentally by the fully stable intensity of membrane fluores
cence (using the PKH67 fluorochrome for instance) of whole blood lymphocytes derived from one 
donor and coincubated for one hour without exogenous stimulus but with the same cells prelabelled 
with PKH67. This result is stricdy recovered whether any purified cell subset comprising the initial 
PBMC sample is tested separately. Some cancer cells however do present the unusual ability to 
strongly trogocytose cells of the same cell line, in absence of exogenous stimulus. This has been 
examplified with the Daudi Burkitt s lymphoma cell line and other lymphoma and leukaemia cell 
lines, which spontaneous self trogocytic activity is related to their constitutive autoreactivity. For the 
Daudi cells, their BCR-driven signals fully control this spontaneous auto-trogocytosis, as indicated 
by both receptor agonists and selective inhibitors of BCR signal transduction.^^ Although the physi
ological significance of this finding remains yet undetermined, it points out the possible intercellular 
transfer of tumoural cell surface markers (oncoproteins) onto surrounding nonmalignant lympho
cytes of the same subset and its physiological consequences. Our preliminary results in this topic 
tend to indicate that such cancer-to-noncancer cell trogocytosis does occur in the context of some 
hematopoietic malignancies. 

Physiological Consequences of Intercellular Transfer by T Lymphocytes 
Although different roles for trogocytosis have been proposed, none has thus far been demon

strated formally. The first reports that described intercellular transfers involving T cells, although 
this was not called trogocytosis by then, showed that thymocytes cells acquired MHC proteins from 
their surrounding cell environment.^'^ This was though to reflect a passive process,^^ but later 
intercellular transfer from antigen-presenting cells was found to be highly active, resistant to cyclo-
heximide,^^ and to ftirther drive to internalization by a surface-receptor-driven endocytic process ̂ ^ 
that involves a highly active cytoskeleton remodelling. ® In this context, MHCp capture was shown 
to result in further fratricide killing by neighbouring T cells.̂ '̂̂  ' ^ This elimination reaction "en 
chaine** was thus proposed to account for exhaustion of the immune response. Conceivably also, this 
homeostatic control could induce tolerance^^ or appearance of antigen-specific Treg cells that ac
quire alloantigen from antigen-presenting cells and present it to activated syngeneic CDS T cells, to 
provide them with death signals. Another alternative was to propose that since T cells compete in 
VIVO forAPC^^the antigen nibbling by high affinity lymphocytes exhaust it from the APC surface 
and thus promotes the in vivo selection of mature, high affinity T cell clones. This latter hypoth
esis is highly speculative however, since trogocytosis does not exhaust the APC surface from its 
structural components. Most of trogocytosis that was analysed carefully showed that quantitatively, 
it concerns at best around 1-10% of the cell surface material (most often this is rather of around l%o 
in ag-induced trogocytosis) and not its whole amount, and qualitatively that trogocytosis is not a 
selective sorting for some few cell surface markers but rather a global transfer of MHC and many 
other compartments. Accordingly, nonMHC molecules such as costimulatory molecules includ
ing CD80, CD86, B7-H1, PD-L2, B7-H3, and B7RP-1 are also acquired through trogocytosis by 
T lymphocytes and to provide their functional activities to the recipient cells. During 
transendothelial migration, activated T cells also acquire a variety of markers from endothelial cell 
plasma membranes, possibly to further deliver them to perivascular sites. These acquired endothelial 
markers include CD31, CD49d, CD54, CD61, and CD62E (along with the Upophilic dye 
(DiOC-16) used to detect the endothelial cells) ."̂^ 

The bad counterpart of nonselective T cell-mediated trogocytosis is also its unfortunate ability to 
convey viral targeting. Molecules such as OX40L, once acquired by normal reactive CD4 T cells, 
enable to stimulate latent HIV-1-infected cells to produce viral proteins via OX40 signaling. ^ Like
wise, cell contact rapidly induces polarization of the cytoskeleton of HTLV-I infected cell to the 
cell-cell junction with uninfected T cells, enabling both HTLV-I core protein complexes and its 
genome to be trogocytosed by the uninfected cell.̂ ^ In line with similar results documented earlier 
for NK cellŝ ^ (see below), it is highly likely that other lymphotropic viruses such as HFV-l may 
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similarly subvert normal T cell physiology for their propagation. The detection of HlV-specific T 
lymphocytes based on the monitoring of their ability to trogocytose an HlV-specific Tat peptide 
complexed to HLA-GFP has thus been proposed recently.̂ "^ 

Physiological Consequences of Intercellular Transfer by NK Cells: 
Protective Role of Acquired HLA Class I Alleles, Cytokine Receptor 
and Deleterious Role of Acquired Viral Receptors 

In NK cells, which surface receptors may transduce either activatory or inhibitory signaling 
cascades according to the recognized ligands,^^ the unselective acquisition of extremely high amounts 
of target cell surface markers may have opposite consequences. Since self-MHC class I alleles are 
protective against NK cell lysis, their acquisition strongly influenced the NK cell activity in vivo, 
such as ligand uptake,* "̂̂  partial inactivation of cytotoxic activity by transduction of the inhibitory 
signals from the detected protective M H C molecules of ectopic origin in vivo"̂ ^ and in vitro.^® 
Interestingly enough, a recent study has demonstrated that target cells involved in immunological 
synapses with NK cells are also able to acquire their NK receptors (KIR molecules), and that these 
molecules were associated with intracellular signling in the recipient cells, suggesting that in this 
setting, the trogocytosis was bidirectional."^^ 

Although it remains to be shown that in this case the target cell was not itself an activated 
lymphocyte recognizing stimulating ligands borne at the NK cell surface, this finding indicated that 
some synapses may be privileged sites for bidirectional information and molecules exchanges. In this 
regard, ILl 5 represents a unique illustration of a possible evolutive role of troeocytosis. ILl 5 is a well 
known survival and maturation cytokine for NK cell differentiation. Thus presence of its 
heterotrimeric receptor ILl 5R (apy chain complex) at the cell surface of maturating NK cells^^ is of 
the uttermost importance to their development. However, the mechanism by which IL-15Ra 
mediates IL-15 functions is unique among cytokines. Although initially, IL-15Ra was thought to be 
a component of this heterotrimeric receptor complex required for mediating signalling, it barely acts 
as such actually since it is dispensable for or IL-15 action in vivo and is solely expressed on mono-
cytes/dendritic cells but not by NK cells! This chain serves rather to capture and present IL-15 in 
trans through immunological synapses to cells expressing the IL-15 RPy signalling component^^ and 
involved in a direct cell-cell contact channel (trogocytosis). IL-15 trans-presentation to NK cells by 
trogocytosis operates in vivo and increase their maturation and lytic activity, thereby augmenting 
the tumour immune surveillance mechanism.^^ This explains the broad, nonlymphoid expression 
pattern of IL-15Ra and its dispensable expression by recipient lymphocytes in vivo. Hence 
trogocytosis-mediated cytokine delivery by multicomponent acquisition represents a new concept 
for lymphocyte developmental biology and haematology.^^ 

The darker face of NK cell-mediated trogocytosis of target cells is also due to the maintenance of 
functionality for cell surface receptors acquired from the target cells by the attacking NK cell. While 
NK cells establish immunological synapses with EBV-infected B cells prior to delivering their lytic 
granules, NK cells acquire their CD21 receptor for EBV infection.^^ This enables further binding of 
EBV to NK cells surface to which no attachment was otherwise possible, and permitted NK cell 
infections by EBV in vitro, which could account for clinical findings of neoplastic EBV^ NK histotypes 
in malignant infectious mononucleosis (Fig. 10). 

Technological Consequences of Trogocytosis 
As depicted above, whatever the effector/target conjugate considered, trogocytosis increases with 

activation. It is thus straightforward to use a trogocytosis assay involving a defined effector lympho
cyte and a weakly trogocytosed "bait'* cell line for the screening of new stimuli to the above lymphocyte. 
In the example shown below, the B-cell mediated trogocytosis of a bait cell Hne without exogenous 
stimulus is referred to as baseline: mfi (tO) = 4.8, mfi (t60) = 16, while mfi (t60) = 52 when a 
B-cell-specific stimulus was added to the coincubation well (Fig. 9). Accordingly, trogocytosis in
creases with: stimulus concentration, strength, bait cell number etc... , or conversely decreases with 
inhibitors of effector cells (see Src inhibitor Fig. 8). This property has been used to compare the 
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Figure 9. Exogenous B cell-specific stimulus (anti Ig^) selectively increases the trogocytosis mediated by B 
lymphocytes. Left) total PBMC (lymphocyte gate) were coincubated with PKH67-labelled Burkitt's lymphoma 
cell line (bait cells). Right) trogocytosis measured by green (PKH67) fluorescence intensity of the gated CD20* 
B cells in the specified conditions. Note that nonB cells did not increase their trogocytosis in the stimulated 
assay, as compared to control t60'. A color version of this figure is available online at www.Eurekah.com. 

potency of different phosphoantigens which selectively activated human 76 T cells, and the resulting 
ranking fully matched the results of other classic functional assays for these lymphocytes.^^ 

Trogotypes for Immuno-Monitoring the Lymphoid Cell Reactivity to Cancer 
Among the possible conceptual application of assays based on trogocytosis to measure lympho

cyte reactivity to soluble or cell antigens presented in the previous paragraph, one was indeed to 
monitor the lymphoid cell reactivity to cancer cells. The ability of the immune system to "see "tu
mour cells in a cancer patient is currendy a crucial question to oncologists.^^ It is important because 
if cancer cells are seen but the immune response is qualitatively inadequate, this prompts the clini
cian for other kinds of therapeutic directions than if the cancer cells are totally ignored by the 
immune system (in which case better issues may be expected by reenabUng its detection). We thus 
monitored lymphoid cell contact with cancer cells through trogocytosis by a two-step process wherein 
the tumour cell are labelled with PKH67, prior to 60' (or 0') coincubation vsdth whole un-separated 
PBMC from the patients, the labelling of PBMC subsets with anti-CD lymphoid cell typing re
agents and measuring each subset-specific trogocytosis of the tumour cell. This techniques enables 
the direct and individual quantification of all cell interactions with the proposed bait cell, and is 
highly versatile as it is amenable to declinations as various as (i) identification of a reactive blood cell 
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Figure 10. Model for trans-synaptic infections of NK cells by EBV. Left) conventional mode of EBV infection. 
Right) trogocytosis-promoted infection. 

subset, (ii) identification of die possible contact cell, (iii) screening and/or identification of exog
enous stimuli enabling the trogocytosis and its activation. By multiplexing this analysis to one 
human PBMC donor tested against several cancer cells simultaneously, one can produce a global 
mapping of the whole PBMC trogocytic ability to a large panel representative of several different 
cancer cells. This map, defined as the trogotype (Fig. 10), constitutes a stable and characteristic 
profile for any individual's ability to "see" cancer cells. As required above for clinical issues, we are 
currently analysing the temporal changes associated in the trogotype of defined cancer patients 
monitored through longitudinal follow-ups of their clinical evolution, possibly meaningful for their 
treatment. 

Transynaptic Acquisition of Functional Markers in Oncology 
Novel studies about haematological but also in nonhaematological cells now appear more and 

more frequendy, that describe intercellular transfers mediated through cell contacts, with features 
corresponding to trogocytosis as described in this article. This concerned the intercellular transfer of 
chemokine receptor CCR5 from HIV-infected macrophages which may lead to HIV infection of 
tissues without endogenous CCR5 expression,^ but also of the intercellular transfer of cell trans
porters such as the P-glycoprotein (P-gp) by human cancer cells. In this latter case, the transfer was 
demonstrated in vitro and in vivo, and led to acquisition of the multidrug resistance (MDR) pheno-
type by human neuroblastoma cells. This example documented trogocytosis through cell-cell 
contact distinct from the conventional immunological synapse, but clearly evidenced the selective 
advantage acquired by the recipient cell upon acquisition of the functional molecules. The trogocytosis 
here enabled recipient cells to resist to chemotherapy, and this selective advantage enabled investiga
tors to evidence the progressive spread of P-gp recipient cells through a whole cancer cell population 
that does not encode for this marker. Former reports had indeed mentioned the increased resistance 

Figure 11. Trogotype of a healthy adult donor to cancer cells. 24 different cancer cell lines (columns) were tested 
for trogocytosis by 5 distinct lymphoid cell subsets (lines) from this donor. Intensity of the trogocytosis here 
shown as A mfi (t60'minus tO') from raw flow cytometry data is represented as a heatmap of green colour scale. 
A color version of this figure is available online at www.Eurekah.com. 
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to toxic molecules in a mixed coculture with resistant and sensitive cells^ '̂̂ ^ or in vivo around the 
tumour mass.^^'^^ The finding of proteins with unexpected patterns of cell expression, notably in 
tissues known for not expressing the corresponding genes is thus likely to increase in the near future. 
These findings, in the light of our current understanding of trogocytosis, should also induce for 
more carefiil appraisal of the proteome profilings currently undertaken to characterize cancer cells in 
their local microenvironment. Of great importance will be the careful assignment of their original 
producing cell, which is also appearing as a wimess of past interactions with the tumours. 

Concluding Remarks 
This article as reviewed current features associated with a recently discovered field of cell biol

ogy, namely the frequent acquisition of ectopic and functional cell markers through immunologi
cal and possibly other nonimmunological cell synapses. Indeed cell-cell channels have always been 
considered a central aspect of cell biology. With haematopoietic cells and trogocytosis however, 
these appear to provide a more and more versatile way of cell communication, with its so far not 
sufficiently appreciated consequences in cell biology. At the higher scale of whole, mixed cell popu
lations, tissues and organism biology, these cell-cell transfers are very likely to lead to the appear
ance of complex and transient phenotypes not present in each of the selective cell components of 
the population taken separately. This new combinatorial dimension of system biology may thus 
uncover the appearance of complex and transient phenotypes which careful analysis at the single 
cell level will be hardly evaluated using our current tools of biological science. Novel techniques 
will need to be designed to bring such complexity into a tractable scientific arena. 
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CHAPTER 21 

Cell-Cell Transport of Homeoproteins: 
With or Without Channels? 
Alain Joliot* and Alain Prochiantz 

Abstract 

H omeoproteins are a class of transcription factors that have the unusual property of 
intercellular transfer, both in metaphytes and in metazoans. Here we discuss the cellular 
mechanisms and the function of this transfer. 

Introduction 
Intercellular communication is critical in all aspects of life, from infection by bacterial pathogens 

to the spatial organization of multi-cellular organisms. Multiple mechanisms have thus arisen 
during evolution to achieve this task. Many of them are based on ligand receptor binding followed 
by the activation of intracellular transduction cascades. However, direct protein intercellular trans
fer, leading to the nuclear or cytosolic of the transferred protein, accumulation was also described. In 
metaphytes, the latter process (symplasmic transfer) is achieved through specialized inter-cytoplasmic 
channels called plasmodesmata. The discovery of thin extensions connecting animal cells, cytonemes,^ 
and more recendy tunneling nanotubes (TNTs) that allow the passage of larger organelles (endosomes, 
mitochondria), suggest that this mode of transfer also takes place in metazoans. 

In the recent years, we have shown that homeoproteins, a family of transcription factors, can 
transfer between animal cells. In this review, we shall describe the cellular mechanisms involved and 
discuss the differences and similarities between plants and animals. 

Intercellular Transfer of Homeoproteins in Animals 

Cellular Aspects 
Homeoprotein intercellular transfer between animal cells has first been described in coculture 

models^ where the protein transiently expressed in a donor cell type (donor cells) is detected in the 
other cell type (recipient cells). The transfer leads to the accumulation of the intact homeoprotein 
primarily in the cytosol and nucleus of the recipient cells, and not in a vesicular compartment. 
Although homeoprotein transfer does not require close cellular contacts, such as plasma membrane 
apposition, it is mainly restricted to cells in the vicinity of the donor cell, demonstrating high 
capture efficiency. Homeoproteins are retrieved in the 100 000 g supernatant of the conditioned 
media. They are thus secreted under a soluble form in spite of the fact that are devoid of classical 
N-terminus secretion signal sequence, suggesting an unconventional mechanism of secretion. 
Secretion of the protein is tighdy correlated with its accumulation in intra-vesicular compartments,^ 
with the physical chemical properties of caveolae, enriched in cholesterol and glycosphingolipids.^ 
Unexpectedly, the transit of the protein through the nucleus seems required for its subsequent 
addressing to a secretion vesicular compartment.^ 
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These unique features of homeoprotein intercellular transfer do no formally rule out the 
involvement of TNTs. Due to the extreme fragility of these structures, their breakdown during the 
collection of the conditioned media, leading to extra-cellular leakage, cannot be precluded. Indeed, 
homeoproteins also associate with the external face of vesicles that might be transported through 
TNTs. However, we consider the TNT hypothesis as unlikely on the following premises. First, an 
important characteristic of channel-based communication is that transported intracellular proteins 
never reach the extra-cellular compartment. Second, mutational analysis demonstrates that 
homeoprotein secretion is correlated with their passage into a luminal compartment.^ Third, 
recombinant homeoproteins when directly added into the extra-cellular medium are efficiently 
internalized by live cells and accumulate in their cytosol and nucleus.^''^ Finally, 
internalization-deficient homeoprotein mutants have lost their transfer ability.^ We thus favor the 
idea that homeoprotein intercellular transfer is a two steps mechanism, involving vesicular secretion 
into the medium and internalization through an endocytosis-independent mechanism that still need 
to be fiilly characterized (for a review see ref 8). 

Molecular Aspects 
Homeoproteins are defined by the structure of their DNA binding domain, the homeodomain. 

We have demonstrated that the latter is driving protein transfer,̂  suggesting that this property might 
be shared by several members of this family of transcription factors. However, the presence of a 
homeodomain can not univocally predict transfer as few bona fide homeodomains do not transfer^ 
(and unpublished data). Within the 60 amino acid long sequence of the homeodomain, we have 
identified two specific motifs that have a critical role in internalization and secretion, respectively. 
The existence of two distinct sequences for secretion and internalization reinforces the idea that the 
two steps are based on distinct mechanisms. Indeed, secretion, but not internalization,^° is inhibited 
at low temperature and the internalization sequence corresponding to the third helix of the 
homeodomain (also known as Penetratin^^), is efficiently internalized,^^ but is not secreted in 
absence of the secretion sequence^ (and unpublished data). 

Phylogenesis of Homeoprotein Intercellular Transfer 
Homeoproteins represent an interesting paradigm to approach the diversity of intercellular transfer 

mechanisms. First, they are present in all eukaryote organisms (unicellular and multi-cellular). 
Secondly, they are transferred both in metazoans and in metaphytes. In the latter case, it is widely 
accepted that transfer occurs through plasmodesmata. Recendy, we have demonstrated that the 
transfer mechanisms in metaphytes and metazoans share striking similarities, despite radically dif
ferent multi-cellular organizations. The homeodomain of Knotted 1 (KNl), a maize homeoprotein 
showing strong intercellular transfer in metaphytes, ̂ '̂̂  is efficiendy transferred between animal 
cells.^ In both phyla, the homeodomain is necessary and sufficient for this process.̂ '̂ ^ Most strikingly, 
a same mutation within the homeodomain abolishes transfer in plantŝ '̂̂  and secredon—therefore 
transfer—in animal cells in culture. It is also noteworthy that in the same experimental conditions 
the homeodomain of the plant Bellringer homeoprotein is not transferred, neither between plant 
cells ̂ ^ nor between animal cells.^ Taken together, these results strongly argue for the existence of 
similarities between intercellular transfer mechanisms at stake in both embranchments. 

Although we can not rule out that intercellular transfer has arisen independendy during evolution 
in different organisms and phyla, the latter results obtained with wild type and mutated homeoproteins 
strongly suggest the existence of a common ancestral mechanism. Direct transfer of soluble proteins, 
including transcription factors, is used by some pathogens during the phase of bacteria infection. 
As for unicellular eukaryotes, the action of homeoproteins is often associated with cell fusion during 
mating,̂ '̂̂ ^ an extreme case of direct intercellular transfer! More generally, it can be suggested that 
channel-based and non channel-based intercellular transfer are two related mechanisms. Indeed, 
members of the Hsc70^^ and of the thioredoxin"^® families transfer through plasmodesmata and are 
secreted by animal cells by unconventional mechanisms. ' In metaphytes, the presence of a 
cellulose cell wall, which strongly impairs the diffusion of large molecules, could have spatially 
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restricted intercellular communication pathways at the level of plasmodesmata, but these pathways 
might be heterogeneous. A good evidence of this heterogeneity is the existence of conditions in 
which the transfer of small molecules (10 kD FITC-Dextran) or proteins (GFP, LEAPY) is inhibited, 
whereas other proteins, including K N l , are still able to transfer. ' ' '̂ ^ Thus, a provocative 
hypothesis based on the similar behaviors of some homeoproteins in plants and animals, is that 
unconventional secretion and internalization pathways in animal cells and intercellular channels are 
in part functionally similar and evolutionary equivalent. 

The similarities of homeoprotein intercellular transfer mechanisms between plants and animals 
can be at different steps. First, the protein has to be addressed at the plasma membrane. Since 
homeoproteins are mainly localized in the nucleus, a conserved intracellular pathway could allow 
their targeting towards the plasma membrane. We have shown that, in animal cells, homeoproteins 
must pass through the nucleus to gain access to a vesicular secretion compartment.^ A mutation 
within the nuclear localization signal (nls) of KNl homeodomain strongly decreases nuclear 
accumulation and secretion of the protein in the animal model, both effects being reverted by the 
addition of an ectopic nls (SV40 nls). Similarly, the deletion of its nls also abolished the transfer of 
KNl homeodomain in plants. ̂ ^ In strong contrast to the nuclear accumulation of an other type of 
transcription factor, SHR, antagonizes the symplasmic transfer of this protein in plants.^^ 

Once at the plasma membrane, intercellular transfer proper takes place. In metaphytes, KNl 
transfer correlates with an increase in the size exclusion limit of the plamodesmata, illustrated by the 
cotransfer of FITC-Dextran.^^ In animals, homeoprotein transfer requires secretion and in
ternalization. Although both series of events seem to have little in common, recombinant plant 
KNl homeodomain added in the extra-cellular medium is efficiendy internalized by animal cells,^ a 
process clearly distinct from the intra cellular addressing of the protein to the plasma membrane. It 
will be interesting to test in plants the transfer of wild type animal homeoproteins and of internalization 
mutants. 

Function of Intercellular Transfer 
Direa protein transfer must preserve the maintenance of distinct cellular properties. This implies 

that the transfer must be precisely regulated, both quantitatively and qualitadvely. Transfer selectivity is 
illustrated by the behavior of the soluble reporter protein GFP which does not pass through TNTs 
and shows limited diffusion through plasmodesmata, in comparison with actively transported 
molecules (e.g., KNl , viral movement proteins). In the case of homeoproteins, regions outside of 
the homeodomain can regulate the intercellular transfer between animal cells. Phosphorylation of a 
small serine-rich domain by protein kinase CK2 in its N-terminal strongly inhibits the secretion of 
Engrailed-2 homeoprotein."^^ In the rat embryonic mesencephalon, endogenous Engrailed 
homeoprotein is highly phosphorylated,"^^ suggesting that its transfer is actively regulated in vivo. 
Due to the low degree of sequence conservation outside the homeodomain, each homeoprotein may 
have its own mechanism of transfer regulation. In plants, unidirectional KNl passage through plas
modesmata between epidermis and mesophyll also demonstrates transfer regulation. 

What is the function of homeoprotein transfer in animals? An obvious hypothesis is that the 
protein has retained its transcriptional function, as observed in plants. Indeed, homeoproteins added 
in the extra-cellular medium accumulate in the nuclear compartment and are able to regulate the 
expression of specific target genes, similarly to the intracellular synthesized protein.^^'^^ However, 
we have not been able to detect a direct transcriptional activity of homeoproteins following intercel
lular transfer. A possible explanation is the low amount of transferred protein in our ex vivo culture 
modeP (5% of the intracellular pool). In a physiological situation, an amplification loop and the 
presence of appropriate nuclear coactivators may amplify the initial amount of protein or 
promote its paracrine activity. In fact, several homeoproteins activate their own expression, directly 
or indirectly (for a review see ref 32). 

A growing number of studies demonstrate that homeoproteins also act as translational regula-
tors.^^'^^ Recently we have demonstrated that local application of an extra-cellular gradient of 
Engrailed-2, in the nM range, regulates axonal guidance in retinal ganglion cells.^^ This effect 
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follows Engrailed-2 internalization by the growth cones and is translation-dependent, with 
no transcription involved. This illustrates how translational regulation could be an important mode 
of action of transferred homeoproteins. In addition, the access to distinct sub-cellular compart
ments (e.g., the growth cone of neurons) through internalization could reflect a specific function of 
the transferred homeoprotein compared to resident homeoproteins. It is also possible that 
homeoproteins acquire new functions following their transfer, either through conformational or 
post-translational modification during this process. 

Although the physiological function of direct transfer between animal cells still remains poorly 
understood, we speculate that it presents several specificities compared to ligand/receptor mode of 
signalization. First, it does not obligatorily require the presence of cell surface receptors. Secondly, 
although the signal may need an amplification step, similarly to ligand/receptor dependent pathways, 
second messenger cascades would not play a central role. Transcriptional and translational regulations 
are indeed good candidates for signal amplification, as observed for retinoids, a class of small 
hydrophobic molecules that direcdy transfer between cells. Finally, this new mode of cell-cell 
signalization would broaden the spectrum of cellular targets that can respond to paracrine stimuli. 
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CHAPTER 22 

Virological Synapse for Cell-Cell 
Spread of Viruses 
Eduardo Garcia and Vincent Piguet* 

Abstract 

Cell-to-cell spread of retroviruses via virological synapse (VS) contributes to overall progression 
of disease. VS are specialized pathogen-induced cellular structures that facilitate 
cell-to-cell transfer of HIV-1 and HTLV-1. VS provide a mechanistic explanation for 

cell-associated retroviral replication. While VS share some common features with neurological or 
immunological synapses, they also exhibit important differences. The role of VS might not be lim
ited to human retroviruses and the emerging role of a plant synapse suggests that VS might well be 
conserved structures for cell-cell spreading of both animal and plant viruses. Dissection of the VS is 
just at its beginning, but already offers ample information and fascinating insights into mechanisms 
of viral replication and cell-to-cell communication. 

Neural, Immunological and Virological Synapse 
The complex functioning of biological systems requires the capacity of cells to interact in a 

synchronized manner. The capacity of cells to come in close contact with one another enables rapid 
exchange of information through directed secretion. In complex systems such as the nervous and 
immune systems, characteristic rearrangements of plasma membrane proteins appear at the cell-cell 
junction, called synapse. A synapse is defined as "a stable adhesive junction across which informa
tion is relayed by directed secretion".^ 

The concept of the neural synapse (NS) was first introduced over a century ago and was depicted 
as a stable structure organized and specialized in intercellular signaling between neurons. Plasma 
membranes of the pre and post-synaptic neurons are contiguous and information is conveyed to the 
downstream cell via secretion of neurotransmitters. In order to generate a favorable microenviron-
ment, stabilization of synapse by scaffolding proteins, mainly cadherins and other adhesion 
molecules, is required (reviewed in re£ 1). 

In the immune system, interactions between T cells and antigen presenting cells (APC) are essen
tial for an effective adaptive immune response. By analogy with the nervous system, these specialized 
interactions occur via an immunological synapse (IS). The concept of the IS has been extended to 
several types of cell-cell interactions within the context of the immune system (signaling via receptor 
engagement, lytic granules, directed secretion of cytokines) since its first description 20 years ago 
(reviewed in refs. 2,3). Although the IS shares many similarities with the NS, it also differs in two 
aspects. First, the panel of receptors and adhesion proteins recruited to the IS diverges from those in 
the neural synapse: integrins play the central role in stabilizing IS. Second, the establishment of an 
IS is a dynamic process between moving cells, whereas the neural synapse is long-lived. Therefore, in 
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order to permit immune responses to take place, ISs need to be assembled and disassembled quickly. 
An example is CTL-mediated killing, where a single effector cell has been shown to contact sequen
tially target cells through several stable IS (for reviews see in refs. 1,5-7). 

In recent years, the concept of the synapse has been further extended to cell-cell contacts during 
viral replication. To initiate an infection, viruses need to gain access to the replicative machinery of 
the host cell. In the cell-free virus model, viruses do so by crossing the plasma membrane of the 
target cell after binding to surface receptors. Nevertheless, some viruses use direct passage from 
cell-to-cell to spread within their host achieving, in the process, protection from neutralizing anti
bodies^ and complement as well as higher kinetics of replication (reviewed in ref 9). Recent articles 
have described virological synapses (VS) for two retroviruses, human T cell leukemia virus type 1 
(HTLV-1) and human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-l)^°-^5 (reviewed in ref 16). VS, like 
their neural and immunological counterparts, suit the minimal criteria that define a synapse: both 
pre and post-synaptic cells implied in cell-cell contact remain discrete cells (no plasma membrane 
fusion), a stable adhesive connection is established between the two cells and directed transmission 
of information (viral genome) occurs from the infected cell (presynaptic cell) to the uninfected cell 
(post-synaptic). 

Virological Synapse during Retroviral Infection 
Although viral cell-to-cell transfer has been identified many years ago,̂ '̂ '̂"̂ ® we gained only 

recently some insight into the mechanisms of this mode of viral transmission. Cell-free HTLV-1 
ineffectively infects T lymphocytes and spreads within and between individuals via cell-to-cell transfer. 
With the partial unraveling of the mechanisms involved in HTLV-1 dissemination from lymphocyte to 
lymphocyte via VS,^®'̂ '̂̂ ^ puzzling questions, such as HTLV-1 cell tropism, regardless of the 
ubiquitous expression of its surface receptor, have found satisfying explanations. 

Other retroviruses, such as HFV-l and SIV, also use VS to propagate within their respective 
hosts. Efficient HFV-l infection requires permissive target cells to be located in close vicinity in 
order to initiate infection and subsequent spreading throughout different tissues. At least three modes 
of propagation have been described for HIV-1. Firstly, cell-free transmission of HIV-1 is well 
characterized. Cell-free HIV-1 binds surface receptors/coreceptors (CD4/CCR5 and CXCR4) of 
permissive cells before fusing with the plasma membrane of the target cell and following the subse
quent steps of the viral replication cycle. Secondly, HIV is able to propagate through infection 
in trans. Cells such as dendritic cells (DC) capture virions through viral binding to cell-surface 
receptors such as C-type lectins. HIV-l^ DCs, not necessarily infected themselves, then present the 
virus to target cells in trans via a VS or an Infectious Synapse. Thirdly, HFV-l -infected cells (also 
termed effector cells) are able to transmit the virus to uninfected target cells, without the previous 
requirement of virus budding in the extracellular milieu, illustrating direct cell-to-cell viral transmission 
through a VS. ̂ "̂  Until now, three types of VS have been described for HFV-l: the DC-T cell VS, also 
referred to as "Infectious Synapse", ' the T cell-T cell VS and the mononuclear cell-mucosal 
epithelial VS, impUcated in HFV transcytosis through mucosal epithelia.^^'^^ 

The use of VS for viral transmission is probably not limited to retroviruses and is exploited by 
other intracellular pathogens in order to disseminate through their host. Early in vitro experiments 
show a VS-like structure possibly contributing to SARS-coronavirus (SARS-CoV) dissemination 
from DCs to target cells.^ 

As the concept of infectious or virological synapse is further applied to other organisms, such as 
plants,^^ VS emerges as a general mechanism of cell-to-cell transmission for many pathogens and 
parasites. 

Virological Synapses during HIV Infection 

Dendritic Cell-T CeU Infectious Synapse during HFV Sexual Transmission 
In model systems of sexual transmission, myeloid dermal DCs and Langerhans cells (LC) play a 

central role in the early steps of HFV-l propagation (reviewed in refs. 36-40). DCs locate to the skin 
and mucosal tissues in an immature state (iDC) until coming across pathogen-derived antigens. D C 
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activation and diflFerentiation into mature APC^ -̂̂ ^ results from contact with different stimuli such 
as bacterial products, TNF family ligands, '̂ double-stranded ^ and single-stranded RNA. 
Migration of mature DCs (mDC) from the periphery to secondary lymphoid organs is strongly 
associated with maturation and allows DCs to encounter antigen-specific T cells in order to initiate 
adequate immune responses. '̂̂ ^ Although HIV-l infects CD4^T cells more effectively, LC and 
other DC types support low levels of viral replication, both in vivo and in vitro. ̂  '̂ ^ DC are also able 
to capture HIV-l in an infectious form and transfer such virions to target CD4*T cells without the 
need of virus replication within the effector cell (here the DC)̂ '̂̂ '̂ (reviewed in refs. 37,61). 
Recognitions of adhesion molecules inserted in the viral envelope ' or binding through lectin 
receptors, such as DC-SIGN, mannose receptor or langerin, allow DCs to bind HIV-l effi-
ciendy^ '̂̂ '̂̂ '̂ ^ The C-type lectin DC-SIGN (CD209), strongly expressed in iDCs, plays a crucial 
role in capture and transfer of HIV-l to T cells in trans. ' ^ DC-SIGN was shown to mediate VS 
(or rather infectious synapse) formation in vitro between DCs and autologous resting T cells, favor
ing transfer of a CXCR4-using HIV-l .̂  As a major attachment factor on DCs, DC-SIGN has been 
shown to bind many viruses such as HIV-l, HIV-2, simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV),^^'^^ 
Dengue virus,^^ Cytomegalovirus (CMV),^^ Ebola viruŝ ® and SARS-CoV.^^ 

Professional APCs play a central role in antigen processing. As the archetypal APC, DCs are rich 
in degradative compartments."^^ Nevertheless, efficient digestion of HIV-l occurs in DCs, but a 
small fraction DC-SIGN-internalized virus remains infectious for extended periods of time^ '̂'̂ " '̂̂ ^ 
and can be transferred in trans to target cells. The characteristic DC lysosomal degradative functions 
are activated upon DC maturation. Several studies suggest that HIV-l-induced maturation is 
only partial and might fail to induce a full activation of the lysosomal system.̂ ^' HIV-loaded DCs 
retains a population of infectious virus within an intracellular compartment that, until recently, was 
poorly described. Surprisingly, dissection of non repHcating (CXCR4-using) HIV-l trafficking 
pathways in monocyte-derived DCs revealed that, virus does not accumulate in lysosomes after 
capture but in a novel mildly acidic nonconventional compartment distinct from the classical late 
endosome/multivesicular body (MVB). This novel endosome targeted by HIV after capture by DCs 
is enriched in specific tetraspanins (CD81 and CD9) but contains only little CD63 (marker of 
MVB) and virtually no LAMP-1 (marker of lysosomes). ̂ ^ This tetraspanin rich compartment 
targeted by HIV-l after capture by DCs is also rich in MVB. This is reminiscent of the situation in 
macrophages, a DC-related cell type, where HIV-l assembles in late endosomes exploiting the ma
chinery implicated in MVB biogenesis. Viral release from macrophages happens subsequently by 
exocytosis.̂ '̂̂ ^ Although the tetraspanin rich endosome targeted by HIV in DCs^^ resembles the 
structures where HIV assembles in macrophages,^^ the location and mechanisms of HIV-l replica
tion and budding within DCs remain to be characterized.̂ '̂  

Importantly, both HIV-infected and HIV-pulsed DCs are able to transmit a strong infection to 
T cells in trans. ̂ '̂'̂ '̂̂  The recent depiction of a VS formed between uninfected T lymphocytes 
and DCs pulsed with fluorescently tagged HIV-l has shed some light on the molecular processes at 
play.̂ ^ The DC-T cell VS has also been termed "Infectious Synapse". In the DC-T cell situation the 
dendritic cell is not necessarily replicating virus and is transferring HIV to a target cell in trans, 
whereas in the T cell-T cells VS both cells (pre and postsynaptic) are productively infected. For the 
purpose of clarity in this review we will use the term VS also in the case of the DC-T cell Infectious 
Synapse. In DC-T cells conjugates, virions polarize to the contact surface between the adjacent cells. 
Simultaneously, HIV-l receptors (CD4) and coreceptors (CXCR4/CCR5) seem to be at least 
partially enriched on the T cell side of the junction with the DC^ ̂  (EG and VP, unpublished obser
vations). VS formation is possibly initiated by normal cellular interactions in which T cells "scan" 
DC in an antigen-independent fashion, searching for the cognate peptide presented by the APC.^^ 
Upon contact with T cells, internalized HIV-l relocates rapidly to the VS in which the tetraspanins 
CD81 and CD9 are also redistributed.^^ Given the apparent role of CD81 as an element of the 
ĵ 86,87 (reviewed in see refs. 6,88), HIV-l subverts a pathway involved in IS formation and T cell 
activation to spread from DCs to uninfected CD4^T cells. ̂ ^ On the T cell side of the synapse, 
engagement of the CD81 receptor might also play a role in increasing viral gene expression.^^ 
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The dissection of the DC-T cell VS is still ongoing and many questions remain to be answered. 
Is VS formation relevant in the context of sexual transmission of HIV-1? Shown to facilitate 
nonreplicative HIV-1/SIV transfer in DC-T cell conjugates,^^'^^'^^ DC-T cell VS usage by HIV-1 
has to be confirmed with replicative CCR5-using strains. What is the relationship between the 
DC-T cell immunological synapse and the DC-T cell VS.** The molecular basis of DC-T cell VS 
assembly remains poorly understood. Interference studies using receptor-blocking antibod
ies, inhibitors of cellular processes involved in cytoskeletal rearrangements and signaling, and RNA 
interference of surface receptor expression are ongoing in order to address this issue. 

HIV-l T Cell'T Cell Virological Synapse 
Upon cell-to-cell contact, HIV-l-infected T cells are able to induce rapid clustering of viral 

receptors on uninfected T cells.̂ '̂̂ "^ The molecular interactions behind this process were recently 
detailed and led to the description of an HIV-l induced VS between T cells. ̂ "̂  Interactions between 
HIV-l Env protein on the effector cell with CD4 and CXC chemokine receptor 4 (CXCR4) on the 
naive T cell are essential to induce a fast actin-dependent recruitment of viral receptors and 
lymphocyte-associated antigen 1 (LFA-1) to the VS.̂ "̂  F-actin disassembly/reassembly is central to 
the mobilization of all players within the T cell VS, as demonstrated by inhibitors for both 
processes. ̂ "̂  Indeed, stable antigen-independent clusters between CD4^T cells seldom occur when 
compared with antigen-dependant DC-T cell clusters. Therefore, stabilization of T cell-T 
cell contacts must be triggered by a specific signal. In the case of HIV-l VS, Env seems to function 
as the triggering signal. Blocking antibodies and chemical inhibitors preventing Env binding to 
CD4 and CXCR4 on the naive T cell reduce T cell VS formation as well as T cell-T cell conjugates. ̂ "̂  

Virological Synapse and HIV-l Transcytosis across Mucosal Epithelia 
Mucosal epithelia are the first line of defense of the human body against sexual transmission of 

HIV-1. The virus needs to circumvent this obstacle in order to gain a foothold within a new individual. 
In addition to capture by DCs or Dendritic Cells residing in mucosal epithelia, transcytosis of 
infectious virions across epithelial cells at mucosal sites of exposure may well be a strategy used by 
HIV-1. Early studies showed convincingly that transcytosis with cell-associated HIV-l was much 
more efficient than transcytosis of cell-free virions through epithelial cell layers. ̂ '̂̂ '̂̂ ^ Virological 
synapses, in which HIV-1-infected blood mononuclear cells establish contacts with mucosal epithelial 
cells, were recently described, providing a likely explanation for this cell-to-cell vial transmission. 
In this context, HIV-l buds locally from the effector cell, followed by endocytosis and transcytosis 
without fusion from the apical to the serosal pole of epithelial cells.^^ Infection grants HIV-l-loaded 
cells the ability to interact with epithelial cells by upregulating the expression of surface adhesion 
molecules^ and by the presence of the viral envelope proteins gpl20 and gp4l. Epithelial cells also 
take part in VS formation and stabilization as well as in proper initiation of HIV-l transcytosis. The 
heparan sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) agrin, present in the scaffolding complexes of neural and 
immunological synapses, ' serves as an HIV-1 attachment receptor through gp4l-binding, 
reinforcing virion interactions with its previously described endocytic receptor galactosyl ceramide 
(GalCer).^^ Nevertheless, this is not sufficient to initiate HIV-l trancytosis and additional signals 
supplied by the synaptic scaffold are crucial. Stable interactions between epithelial cells and 
HIV-1-infected PBMCs result partially from epithelial expression of the RGD-dependant Beta-1 
integrin. Contacts between RGD-containing molecules, either at the surface of HIV-l-infected 
PBMCs or released as soluble factors,^ with Beta-1 integrins potentially initiate the signaling pathways 
leading to an efficient HIV-l trancytosis and its subsequent spread throughout the host.^ 

These three examples of HIV-l VS demonstrate that VS play a central role in HIV cell-to-cell 
transmission. The benefit of VS for HIV spread is observed so far in vitro, but suggests an important 
function for VS in vivo. 

Virological Synapse for HTLV-1 Replication 
HTLV-1 is an oncogenic retrovirus spreading from infected T lymphocytes to uninfected T 

lymphocytes through VS, with little if any contribution from cell-free virions.^^ Upon cell-to-cell 
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Figure 1. DC-T cell HIV-l Virological Synapse. Left) Immature Dendritic Cells (DC) were incubated with HIV-1 
for 24 hrs at 37°C. HIV-1 accumulates in an intracellular "viral endosome". Right) Lipopolysaccharide-matured 
Dendritic Cells (DC) were incubated with HIV-1 for 2 hrs at 37°C. Upon encountering Jurkat CD4* T cells, HIV-1 
is redistributed from this intracellular compartment to the zone of contact (infectious synapse) between the DC and 
the CD4* T cell (D center and right). Immunological synapse marker MHC-II (HLA-DR) does not appear enriched 
in the infectious synapse. (Green: Immunostaining of HIV-l p24̂ '*̂ ; Red: HLA-DR; Blue: Lamp-1) 

contact, HTLV-1 Env and Gag proteins polarize in the effector cell (presynaptic cell). On the 
post-synaptic side, talin polarizes as well at the site of cell-cell interaction and within minutes of 
synapse formation. Subsequently, HTLV-1 Gag protein transfer through VS is closely followed by 
HTLV-1 RNA genome transmission to the post-synaptic cell.̂ ^ Interestingly, HTLV-1 T cell VS 
shares a common feature with the CTL-mediated IS: in both cases, the microtubules organizing 
center (MTOC) polarizes toward the cell-cell junction within the effector cell.̂ '̂̂ ^ Recognition of 
the cognate peptide and engagement of the TCR are responsible for MTOC movement in the 
CTL-mediated IS, while in the HTLV-1-induced VS polarization occurs regardless of the potential 
antigen presented. ̂ ^ The molecular basis underUning HTLV-1 T cell VS formation have partially 
been revealed. Using an antibody-coated bead-cell assay used previously to analyze T cell activa-
tion̂ '̂̂ ®^ followed by interfering experiments, engagement of the intercellular adhesion molecule-1 
(ICAM-1) on the effector cell (presynaptic cell) by lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1 (LFA-1) 
(on the postsynaptic side) was shown to be a crucial signal causing microtubules to polarize to the 
VS."̂ ^ VS formation is also facilitated by viral encoded proteins such as HTLV-1 transcriptional 
activator protein (Tax).̂ "̂  Tax resides in the nucleus of unconjugated HTLV-1-infected T cells. ̂ '̂̂ '̂ ^̂  
Upon contact with naive T cells. Tax is found at the site of contact between cells and around the 
MTOC, in association with the cis-Golgi apparatus."^^ Transient transfection of Jurkat cells with Tax 
demonstrated a facilitating role for Tax in cell-cell contact-induced MTOC polarization, suggesting 
that Tax synergizes with ICAM-1 engagement to cause microtubule reorientation during VS forma
tion.'̂ ^ Finally, the recent identification of HTLV-1 receptor, glucose transport protein 1 (GLUT-1), 
will certainly lead to further understanding of the mechanisms involved in HTLV-1 T cell VS 
formation. 

Emerging Role for a Plant Virological Synapse 
Passage of intracellular pathogens, such as viruses, bacteria and parasites, between animal cells 

has been an area of intense scrutiny (reviewed in refs. 9,105,106). Thus it is likely that the concept 
of virological synapse or rather infectious synapse might be extended beyond animal viruses de
scribed above. Recently, the concept of synapse, including the VS has been extended to plants.^^ 
Plant viruses are known to take advantage of plasmodesmata to gain access to the next cell. 
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Plasmodesmata are cytoplasmic channels formed and maintained between neighboring plant 
cellŝ ^̂ '̂ ®^ diat selectively allow passage of macromolecules as well as viral particles. In a physiological 
context, plant synapses share limited similarities with the mammalian neuronal as well as immuno
logical synapse, allowing plants to deal with pathogen attacks, as well as establishing symbiotic 
interactions, by polarizing the endocytic and secretory machineries towards the intruding organisms 
(reviewed in ref 35). The use of a VS-like structure in plants, impUcating genetic transfer from one 
discrete cell to another has been recendy demonstrated in the case of Tobacco Mosaic Virus (TMV), 
supporting the concept ofVS in plants. ̂ ^̂  Unlike HIV-1 DC-T cell VS that originates in tetraspanin 
rich multivesicular endosomes (MVB), TMV replication originates in the endoplasmic reticulum, 
before cell-to-cell propagation across plasmodesmata.^®^ There are significant differences between 
the VS of mammalian viruses when compared to VS-like structures in plants. Plasmodesmata are 
membrane Hnked pores in plant cell walls that provide continuity between adjacent cells, whereas in 
the immune system contacts between cells are transient and do not necessitate the formation of a 
pore. Nevertheless, cell-to-cell propagation of T M V through a plant VS-like structure is very 
reminiscent of the VS of mammalian retroviruses. 

Conclusions 
The identification and characterization of the virological synapse provides a satisfying explana

tion for cell-cell spread of retroviruses within the immune system. VS contribute to stealthy retroviral 
replication as these viruses hop from cell-to-cell across VS without possibility of neutralization by 
the immune system. Plant viruses use a plant VS-like structure, indicating that VS are conserved 
evolutionary structures facilitating replication of animal as well as plant viruses. For each virus and 
cellular context VS present themselves differendy. Only in-depth study of VS in its various forms 
will provide us with a useful knowledge that may potentially allow us to interrupt cell-cell viral 
spread. 
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CHAPTER 23 

Cell-Cell Fusion: 
Transient Channels Leading to Plasma Membrane Merger 

William A. MoUer* 

Abstract 

D espite the diversity of intercellular connections that are the subject of this book, most 
eukaryotic cells retain their distinct character as mononucleated compartments. Their 
membranes describe morphologically separate cytoplasms, while electrical connectivity and 

low-flux intercellular exchange of components occurs through small or selective channels between 
neighboring cell surfaces. However, in many instances throughout eukaryotes, pairs or groups of 
cells make a developmental decision to completely fuse their plasma membranes, allowing wholesale 
exchange and mixing of membranous, cytoplasmic and nuclear components. The products of these 
fusion events are either cell hybrids, in which chromosomes are combined into a single nucleus, or 
syncytia, wherein distinct nuclei are maintained within a single cytoplasm and plasma membrane 
(Fig. 1). While limited to very specific instances in the life cycle of any given organism, these precise 
cell fusions lead to a diverse set of dramatic developmental transitions: from formation of a new 
zygote, to construction of the musculoskeletal system, to refinement of the optical transparency of 
the developing eye. In addition, it appears possible to repair damaged cells, such as neurons, through 
the fusion of severed cellular fragments. '̂̂  This chapter will survey the various contexts for 
developmental cell fusion, examining the scant but growing knowledge of the molecules that 
initiate membrane permeability and removal of cell boundaries between merging partner cells. The 
understanding that is beginning to emerge suggests that cell-fusion channels or pores are transient 
affairs, both as structural antecedents of fully merged cell membranes, and possibly as replaceable 
molecular machines that were reinvented often through the course of evolution to drive a similar 
process by a variety of mechanisms. 

Introduction 
The predominant case for formation of cell hybrids in nature is the fertilization or conjugation 

of haploid gametes to form diploid zygotes. This of course underlies the initiation of development 
by sexual reproduction in the vast majority of plant and animal species. It also plays a role in the 
development of many unicellular eukaryotes. Nonsexual somatic cell hybrids have been described as 
well, notably during the engraftment of stem cells into rodent hepatic and neural tissues after 
experimental cellular transfer. Chemically induced fusion of cells in vitro typically results in 
death for the majority of resulting hybrids, although viable cell hybrids are often selected experimentally 
and expanded as clones. ̂ '̂̂ ^ It is unclear how prevalent the formation of somatic cell hybrids may be 
in the course of normal development and homeostasis. However, it has been reported that many 
cancer cell types are either fusogenic or are products of aberrant cell fusion,^ '̂ ^ and the formation of 
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Cell hybrid 

Syncytium 

Figure 1. Cell hybrids and syncytia, two possible products of cell-cell fusion. A cell hybrid combines the content 
of both nuclei into a single nucleus, giving rise to a mitoticaJly viable cell. A syncytium retains the distinction 
between nuclei within the giant cell formed by fusion. 

rare yet viable cell hybrids can therefore have major impacts upon the health and lifespan of 
individual animals. 

In contrast to cell hybrids, syncytia are most often formed during the terminal differentiation of 
specific cell types. In most cases, multinucleated giant cells are postmitotic and nonmotile, assuming 
a variety of roles in mature tissues. Reasoned teleologically, the functions performed by syncytial 
cells must be best accompUshed by a single cellular compartment that is too large to be maintained 
by the gene-expression potential of a single diploid nucleus. Increases in gene copy-number can also 
be accompUshed through endoreduplication of DNA.^^'^^ However, multinucleation by cell fusion 
allows for establishment of pattern and form via the migration and proliferation of the mononucleate 
precursor cells before they fuse to form the final product. Fusion also allows the giant cell to be 
expanded or regenerated by later addition of new precursors to an existing syncytium. In addition, 
the distribution of individual nuclei through the giant cell permits local differences in gene 
expression to define sub-cellular specializations, such as the post-synaptic neuromuscular junction 
of skeletal muscle fibers. ̂ '̂"̂ ^ 

Below, several cases of developmental cell fusion are surveyed, and we summarize the current 
knowledge of molecules controlling actual plasma membrane merger and discuss the possibility that 
the same effect may be brought about by a variety of mechanisms. To focus on the process of 
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membrane fusion, per se, we will avoid the discussion of die diverse regulatory pathways leading to 
the fusion-competent differentiated state in each of these cell types. In contrast to viral 
membrane-fusion pores and other forms of stable cell-cell channels covered in this book, very little 
is known about the biophysical properties of cell-fusion-initiating pores. We therefore also address 
the hypothetical involvement of initial cell-membrane fusion structures similar to those found in 
viral infection or specialized cell-cell channels between nonfusing cell types. 

Fertilization (Mouse) 
Sperm-egg fusion requires several steps prior to the actual fusion of gamete cell membranes, 

including binding of the sperm to the zona pelucida and initiation of the acrosome reaction in the 
sperm. Only sperm that have penetrated the zona, by secretion of degradative enzymes, and 
have extended an acrosomal process are competent to fuse with the egg. Izumo, an 
immunoglobulin-superfamily (IgSF) membrane glycoprotein, has been found newly presented on the 
surface of acrosome-reacted mouse sperm (Fig. 2). When Izumo is either blocked by specific 
antibodies or deleted genetically, mouse sperm become completely incapable of fertilizing wild-type 
eggs, despite retaining their ability to penetrate the zona, elaborate a normal acrosomal process, and 
bind to the egg membrane. Furthermore, once experimentally introduced into an activated egg, 
Izumo-mutant sperm contribute normally to post-fusion zygotic development. Izumo, therefore, 
stands out among a collection of molecules previously implicated in fertilization,̂ " '̂'̂ ^ as it ap
pears completely and specifically required for the fusion competence of sperm during fertilization. 

On the egg plasma membrane, a tetraspanin molecule, CD9, is also absolutely required for 
fusion of the mouse egg membrane with wild-type sperm. Some peptide sequences in CD9 that 
are known to be required for sperm-egg fusion have also been shown to mediate binding of CD9 to 
IgSF molecules.^^ Both CD9 and Izumo are encoded in the human genome, as well, suggesting that 
their role in sperm-egg fusion may be evolutionarily conserved in mammals other than mice. Yet, it 
is still a matter of conjecture whether the two molecules interact direcdy in trans to effect the membrane 
fusion reaction, or whether either molecule plays a direct role in the formation of a permeability 
pore between the two fusing cells. 

Fertilization (Nematode) 
Nematode sperm are unflagellated cells that move by amoeboid crawling. Current knowledge, 

via genetic studies of Caenorhabditis elegans fertility mutants, suggests that they also differ from 
mammalian sperm in their mechanism of sperm-egg fusion. Three different sperm-encoded 
proteins, SPE-9 (an EGF-repeat-containing membrane protein, TRP-3/SPE-41 (aTRPC-type 
calcium channel), and SPE-38 (a novel tetraspan membrane protein), are required specifically for 
sperm interaction and/or fusion with the egg.̂ '̂̂ ^ A recessive mutation in any of the three genes 
yields sperm that activate and migrate normally but fail to fertilize eggs. TRP-3 is interesting as it is 
perhaps the only ion-channel protein so far implicated specifically in a cell fusion event.^^ SPE-38, 
although containing four membrane spanning domains, does not encode a homologue of the 
mammalian CD9, but it is structurally similar to the tetraspan protein PRMl that regulates yeast 
cell fusion (see below).^^ It is worth noting that EFF-1, while required for many tissue cell fusions in 
the worm (see below), is not required for sperm-egg fusion.^^ This indicates two quite distinct 
mechanisms of membrane fusion in nematode gametes and somatic cells. 

Myoblasts (Mouse) 
In arthropods and vertebrates, precursors of skeletal muscle tissue fuse together to form 

multinucleated myotubes (Fig. 3) and ultimately muscle fibers, each of which can contain 
thousands of nuclei. This is the most prevalent form of cell fusion in most animals, and it produces 
long tube-shaped cells in which a continuously reiterated lattice of contractile filaments can extend 
uninterrupted over many centimeters in length. In addition, the neurally stimulated excitation/ 
contraction response of this "spring" is controlled by one motor-neuron synapse at a single 
neuromuscular junction on the large cell membrane. Both of these properties of myofibers suggest 
selective advantages that concur with the universal incidence of multinucleated muscle in phyla 
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Figure 2. Izumo enables fusion of acrosome-reacted sperm into the egg. A) The acrosome reaction allows 
presentation of Izumo on the surface of mouse sperm. Unreacted sperm have green fluorescence from 
acrosin-promoter::green fluorescent protein (arrows, bottom), while reacted sperm lose the green signal. 
Acrosome-reacted sperm (arrowheads, middle) react with antibodies to Izumo. B) Sperm lacking Izumo fail to 
fuse with wild-type eggs. Eggs have been loaded with the fluorescent DNA dye Hoechst 33342 to highlight 
successfully fused sperm. Reprinted with permission from: Inoue et al. Nature 2005; 434(7030):234-238; 
©2005 Nature Publishing Group (http://www.nature.com/).^^ A color version of this figure is available online 
at www.Eurekah.com. 
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Figure 3. Formation of myotubes by myoblast fusion in vitro. A mouse myoblast culture induced to differentiation 
is shown stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Many mononucleated cells have fused to form binucleate or 
multinucleated myotubes, the precursors of mature muscle fibers. 

having large muscles and jointed "lever-action** movements. Through the proliferation and fusion of 
normally quiescent satellite cells, muscle fibers can be repaired or regenerated, even late in life in 
mammals.^^ Interestingly, a microtubule-binding compound, myoseverin, has been shown to 
induce the fission of mouse myotubes in vitro, producing mononucleated fragments that could 
resume proliferation. ® This suggests that even multinucleated terminally differentiated cells 
in mammals may have much of the capacity for regeneration exhibited by similar cells in amphibians. 

Several IgSF, cadherin, and integrin proteins have been implicated in mouse myoblast fusion. 
However, each of the molecules tested directly by genetic deletion in mice has been found not to be 
required for multinucleation of muscle fibers. ^ Three members of the ADAM family of proteins, 
meltrin-a, P and y were found to be induced in differentiating myoblasts, and antibody or antisense 
inhibition of meltrin-a were reported to inhibit myoblast fusion in vitro. However, mouse knockouts 
of each of the meltrin genes (and several other ADAM-coding genes) show no apparent defects in 
myoblast fusion in vivo. '̂ Thus, the highly regulated and specific mechanism by which differen
tiating mammalian myoblasts fuse their membranes is still unknown. 

Myoblasts (Fruit Fly) 
Mutations in a variety of genes have been reported to block the fusion of myoblasts during 

formation of embryonic body-wall muscle fibers in Drosophila melanogaster. These include known 
components of the muscle contractile apparatus, '̂̂ ® as well as actin-associated, cytoplasmic, and 
integral membrane proteins (reviewed in refs. 51,52). Electron microscopy on staged embryos has 
led to a model for myoblast fusion involving trafficking of electron-dense vesicles, formation of 
electron-dense membrane plaques, and ultimate membrane fusion at the site of contact between 
fusing cells (Fig. 4),^^ The hypothesis that these vesicles and plaques contain components required 
for fusion is supported to some degree by EM images of the fusion-arrested membranes of mutant 
embryos. ̂ '̂̂  However, none of the genetically-identified proteins has yet been reported localized to 
these structures, and the functional sequence and relationship between vesicle traffic, plaque, and 
pore formation has not been reported in live cells. 

Three genes that are required for normal Drosophila myoblast fusion encode integral membrane 
IgSF proteins: Dumfounded/Kin of Irre (Duf/Kirre), Roughest/Irregular chiasm (Rst/IrreC), and 
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Figure 4. Ultrastructure of intermediate steps in Drosophila myoblast fusion. A) Myoblasts in early stage of fusion. 
Note prefiision complexes at points of cell-cell contact (arrowheads); n indicates myoblast nuclei. B) Three sets 
of paired vesicles. Note electron-dense material in the extracellular space between pairs of vesicles. C) Paired vesicles 
oriented across a vesiculating pair of plasma membranes. D) An electron-dense plaque near a region of actively 
fusing membrane; note fusion pore (arrow). E) Fusion pores in a vesiculating plasma membrane. The cytoplasm 
within and beneath the pore is free of staining material such as ribosomes. F) Later stage vesiculating plasma 
membrane. The membrane sacs have increased in width and a group of irregular clear vesicles is present (arrow
head). Bars: (A) 1 p,m; (B-D) 100 nm; (E) 250 p.m; (F) 500 pm. Figure and legend are reproduced from: J Cell 
Biol 1997; 136(6): 1249-1261, by copyright permission of the Rockefeller University Press. 

Sticks and Stones (SNS).^^'^'^ Duf/Kirre and Rst/IrreC are expressed in founder cells, 
early-differentiating myocytes that recruit fusion-competent myoblasts (fcm) for two rounds of de-
velopmentally regulated fusion to form mature muscle fibers. SNS, in contrast, is expressed only on 
the fcm cells. Models involving interaction of these receptors to produce chemoattractive and 
fusion-effecting signals are suggested by the reciprocal expression of these molecules on pairs of cells 
destined to fuse. However, while SNS can interact heterotypically with either Duf/Kirre or Rst/ 
IrreC to mediate efficient adhesion and aggregation of transfected Drosophila S2 cells in culture, 
these interactions cannot elicit the membrane fusion with which they are associated in vivo.^^ At this 
point, no molecule or combination of molecules known to be required for Drosophila myogenic 
fusion has been shown to be sufficient for membrane fusion when ectopically expressed. This 
suggests either that the actual fusion mechanism involves fusogenic molecules not yet identified, or 
that it combines the action of the known players in a way that has not been reconstituted in 
heterologous cell types. 

Placental Syncytiotrophoblast Cells (Human and Mouse) 
During uterine implantation of the early embryo in placental mammals, the trophoblast cells of 

the conceptus proliferate and invade the maternal endometrium. Subsequently, many of these cells 
fuse to form multinucleated syncytiotrophoblast cells at the interface of the maturing placenta with 
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maternal tissue.^^ The syncytiotrophoblasts may serve as a more selective barrier or regulator of 
nutrient, metabolite, gas, waste, and immune interchange between the circulatory systems of mother 
and fetus than is possible with a typical epithelium of mononucleated cells. Interestingly, in some 
species, fusion of fetal and maternal cells has been observed by electron microscopy.^® 

Syncytin-1 and -2 are developmentally regulated genes encoding human genomic copies of 
retroviral envelope glycoproteins, identified through hybridization and expression screening of pla
cental cDNA libraries and via in silico genomic analysis of human genome sequences.^ ̂ "̂  Syncytin 
expression is selectively induced during the development of the placenta, and forced overexpression 
of syncytins in cultured cells can induce fijsion of normally mononucleated cells (Fig. 5). Thus 
syncytins appear individually sufficient to induce receptor-dependent cell membrane fusion, similar 
to homologous proteins acting during infection by enveloped viruses. However, syncytin-1 and -2 
are encoded exclusively in a subset of recendy evolved primate genomes.̂ '̂̂ ^ This has precluded 
genetic tests of their necessity in syncytiotrophoblast fusion. Furthermore, if syncytin-1 and -2 do 
underlie the fusion mechanism in primate placenta, the molecules must have been adapted to the 
task recendy in evolution (apparendy within the past 40 million years), and some different fusogen(s) 
must drive cell fusion in other mammal species with fusing placental cells. 

Recently, two murine viral envelope genes have been discovered, syncytin-A and -B, that are 
evolutionarily distinct from primate syncytins, yet appear to serve the same function in the 
syncytiotrophoblasts of mice and related rodents.^^ This suggests that placental cell fusion may 
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Figure 5. Cell-cell fusion induced by expression of murine syncytins. Overexpression of syncytins A and B 
induce multinucleation of cultured mononucleated cell lines. Each protein has a different degree of fusogenic 
activity in murine (MCA205), human (293T), and canine (MDCK) cells, suggesting that each uses a different 
receptor on the host surface. Figure is reprinted with permission from: Dupressoir et al. Proc Natl Acad Sci 
USA102(3):725-730, ©2005 National Academy of Science, U.S.A^^ 
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involve a mechanism allowing fortuitous substitution of fusogenic proteins, including independent 
cooption of several different viral genes. In the mouse model system, the opportunity now exists to 
prove or disprove, through targeted gene knockouts, the necessity of syncytin genes in placental cell 
fusion. Given that the four known syncytins are not encoded in many species with fusing syncy-
tiotrophoblast cells, the alternative possibility still remains tenable: that nonsyncytin molecules may 
comprise a more evoluuonarily conserved cell fusion mechanism common to all placental mammals. 

Lens Fiber Cells (Mouse and Other Vertebrates) 
Cells of the crystalline lens also fuse extensively in the development of the amphibian, avian, and 

mammalian eye. '^° Fusion appears to occur between hexagonal fiber cells that are already termi
nally differentiated, producing progressively more and more cytoplasmic communication between 
cells with increasing age (Fig. 6). However, fused cells maintain their form as individual hexagonal 
prisms over much of their length. The central core of the lens, where fusion is most frequent, is also 
the region where fiber cells are often enucleated. Thus, fusion may enable formation of a clarified 
syncytium, in which nucleated cells at the periphery of the central zone are able to sustain the 
viability of enucleated central fibers through free exchange of cytoplasm. Presumably, this overall 
structure of the lens enhances transmission and refraction that produce an image on the retina. As 
yet, no molecules involved in this process have been described. 

Macrophages/Osteoclasts (Mouse) 
Cells of the mammalian monocyte-macrophage lineage form two major types of multinucleated 

cells: macrophage giant cells in many tissues and osteoclasts in bone.^^ In each case, the physiologi
cal roles of these cells involves endocytosis and resorption of relatively large objects, including cell 
corpses, invading pathogens, foreign bodies, and chunks of mineralized bone. The increased size 
achieved through cell fusion presumably affords the extra membrane surface area and endosome/ 
lysosome volume to achieve these tasks. In addition, it is conceivable that a larger cell can more 
safely distance the nuclei and cell body from the noxious degradative cocktails used to dispose of 
objects within the engulfment apparatus. 

MFR and CD44 are cell surface IgSF proteins implicated in the mechanism of macrophage 
and osteoclast fusion.'̂ " '̂̂ ^ The expression of each is induced transiently at the onset of fusion in 

Figure 6. Progressive cell fusion in the growing mouse lens, A syncytial central region expands during postnatal 
development. Fluorescence within living lenses from one-day-old (A), one-month-old (B) and six-month-old (C) 
mice expressing a variegated GFP transgene was imaged in the equatorial plane by confocal microscopy. Although 
the uniformly labeled lens core expands with age, the thickness of the variegated layer at the periphery (arrows) 
thins slighdy over this period. Bar, 250 ^m. Figure and legend are reprinted with permission from: Shestopalov 
and Bassnett. J Cell Sci 1 l6(Pt 20):4191-4199; ©2003 the Company of Biologists Ltd7° 
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macrophage cultures, and antibody blockade of MFR disrupts macrophage fusion in vitro. MFR 
is known to be a receptor for the constitutively expressed IgSF protein CD47, while CD44 has 
no known ligand. Despite their correlation with fusogenicity of macrophages, no genetic evi
dence for the requirement or sufficiency of these molecules in cell fusion has been reported. 
Recently, a seven-transmembrane receptor, DC-STAMP, was found to be required for macroph
age/osteoclast fusion. Knockout mice lacking DC-STAMP fail to form multinucleated osteoclasts 
or macrophage-derived giant cells, and they display a mild osteopetrotic phenotype.^^ Interest
ingly, the DC-STAMP mutation does not affect the mRNA levels of MFR, CD44, CD47, 
E-cadherin, or meltrin-a^ all molecules hypothesized to contribute to the fusion mechanism. What 
the ligand for DC-STAMP is and what the actual components of the macrophage/osteoclast fu
sion mechanism might be are still unknown. It is interesting to note, however, that mononucle-
ated DC-STAMF' osteoclasts appear to mediate reasonably normal bone development in the 
mouse, even without achieving the size of normal fused osteoclast giant cells. 

Implanted Stem Cells (Mouse and Human) 
Recent studies in mice have shown that implanted bone-marrow-derived cells undergo 

tissue-specific differentiation in host tissues via formation of cell-hybrids between donor and host 
cells.̂ '̂ '̂ '̂ ® Such donor-host fusion has even been reported in the neurons of human bone-marrow 
transplant recipients.^ In studies of hepatic disease in mice, where a selective advantage is conferred 
upon donor/host hybrids, fusion-based engraftment has been shown to rescue the viability of an 
entire organ. ̂ ' In a converse experiment, committed neuronal precursor cells cocultured with em
bryonic stem cells have been shown to produce cell-hybrids that regain pluripotent stem-cell 
character. The result of these cell-hybridizations in reprogramming gene expression is not unex
pected, given previous evidence of the plasticity of nuclei in heterokaryons.^^ But the cell fusions 
that are revealed between normally mononucleated cell types in the transplant studies is surprising. 
Although apparently quite rare events, these cell fusions might be hypothesized to proceed via simi
lar mechanisms to the more robust developmentally programmed fusions in other tissues. Given 
that bone-marrow-derived lineages give rise to fusing macrophages and osteoclast giant cells, it has 
been reasonably hypothesized that the fusion mechanism responsible is conferred by a macrophage-like 
activity in the implanted bone-marrow cells. However, without further knowledge of the fusion 
mechanism of monocyte-derived cells (see above), it will be difficult to test this hypothesis directly. 

Epithelia (Nematode) 
One third of all somatic nuclei in adult Caenorhabditis elegans are found within multinucleated 

cells.̂ '̂̂ "̂  Beginning halfway through embryogenesis, a stereotyped sequence of cell fusions between 
specific partner cells produces AA adult syncytia ranging in size from 2 nuclei to 139. A number of 
tissues contain fused cells, including muscle cells in the pharynx (but not body wall), and cells of the 
somatic gonad and excretory system. The best-studied fusions occur among polarized epitheUal cells 
in the epidermis and specialized organs derived from epidermal precursor cells, including the vulva, 
the male tail, and the lateral seam epidermis.̂ '̂̂ '̂̂  Although apparently not required for viability of 
the animal in culture, these cell fusions are essential for achieving the sleek morphology and 
reproductive proficiency of the wild type.^^ The invariance of these fusion events has allowed 
detailed observation of structural intermediates formed during the merger of two cells. 
Three-dimensional time-lapse imaging of epidermal fusions in the embryo indicates that the opening 
between fusing cells originates at a point on the apical edge of the lateral-membrane interface of two 
cells.^^ The opening then widens as a single growing aperture, in part via vesiculation of the 
conjoined membranes, and displaces intercellular junctions that can remain intact even while the 
lipid bilayers retreat (Fig. 7). The initial permeabilization of the membrane to cytoplasmic diffusion 
precedes the visible widening of the opening by 5-10 minutes (W. Mohler, unpublished observations). 

The integral membrane protein EFF-1 appears to lie at the heart of the membrane fusion 
mechanism in epidermal, vulval, and pharyngeal cells.̂ '̂̂ '̂̂ ^ Loss-of-function mutations in the 
eff'l gene block essentially all epidermal cell fusions, without disrupting the ability of epidermal 
cells to function in other respects as an intact skin epithelium.^^ Defects in the pharynx of eff-l 
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Figure 7. Structural intermediates and action of EFF-1 in fusion of C elegans epidermal cells. Two neighboring 
cells are first joined by formation of an EFF-1-induced pore allowing cytoplasmic diffusion. The opening in the 
membrane later widens to completely join the two cytoplasms. Finally, the intercellular junction dissolves 
producing the fully formed syncytium. 

mutants^^ also seem confined to cells' ability to fuse, as the organ forms and functions to feed the 
worm. In contrast, misexpression of EFF-1 in nonfusing cell types can be very lethal, causing 
inappropriate fusions that severely disrupt the normal course of development.^^'^"^ Thus EFF-1 is 
both absolutely necessary for developmentally programmed fusions and quite sufficient to induce 
fusion in nonfiision-fated cells. This combination of attributes set it apart, for now, from all other 
molecules implicated in developmental cell fusion. But EFF-1 does not account for all somatic cell 
fusions in C. elegans. Neither sperm-egg, nor anchor cell-uterus, nor seam-seam cell fusion in 
the worm appears to require EFF-1, indicating that two or more distinct molecular mechanisms 
must be at work in producing all of the fused cell in the animal. 

EFF-1 is also unique because its sequence does not match any known proteins or protein families 
in non-nematode organisms.^^ Predicted to be a single-span transmembrane protein, EFF-1 has a 
large N-terminal domain and a small cytoplasmic C-terminus. Fluorescently tagged EFF-1 remains 
in cytoplasmic pools until a fusion-fated membrane contact forms between epidermal precursor 
cells. Once fusion-fated partners touch, EFF-1 rapidly accumulates at the point of cell contact. 
Furthermore, the pattern of this localization among groups of cells suggests that EFF-1 
plasma-membrane localization is dependent upon EFF-1 expression in both parmer cells; thus EFF-1 
may interact homophilically between the surfaces of fusing membranes.^^ In the extracellular 
domain of EFF-1 lies a short extracellular hydrophobic peptide that is hvdropathically similar to 
fusion peptides and fusion loops in enveloped virus fusion proteins.^^'^ Mutations in the EHP 
abrogate cell fusion activity, implicating this region as critical to EFF-1 function. However, 
EHP-mutant EFF-1 is not properly localized to cell-fusion-fated plasma membranes.^^ Thus, it is 
unclear whether the EHP functions in targeting EFF-1 to the cell surface, in protein interactions 
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that retain the protein at the membrane, or in formation of a membrane fusion pore itself (the 
function ascribed to fusion peptides in viral fiisogens).^^' 

No other genes have been discovered in C. elegans with the fusion-defective viable phenotype 
characteristic of loss oiejf-l function. Three possible scenarios explain this finding: (1) EFF-1 is the 
only required component of the fiision mechanism; (2) other components of the fusion mechanism 
function redundantly, and yield no phenotype when mutated singly; or (3) other nonredundant 
fusion components function pleiotropically in additional aspects of development, and therefore give 
lethal loss-of-function phenotypes. Interestingly, loss of subunits of the vacuolar ATPase (V-ATPase) 
complex causes ectopic cell fusions in C. elegans embryos, among other phenotypic defects.^^ The 
V-ATPase complex is known to play critical roles in secretory pathways of mammalian and yeast 
cells. Extracellular barriers to fusion normally appear during the formation of tissues during C 
elegans development,^^ and V-ATPase function is known to affect extracellular protein activity. It 
is therefore possible that the promiscuous, delayed cell fusions caused by loss of the V-ATPase occur 
as a result of defective extracelluar matrix formation. 

Primary Mesenchyme (Sea Urchin) 
The primary mesenchyme cells of echinoderm embryos produce the pluteus larvas skeleton of 

calcified spicules. In doing so, they migrate to distinct positions in the blastocoel cavity, extend thin 
processes to one another, and fuse their plasma membranes to create a syncytial network (Fig. 8).^^'^ 

Figure 8. Migration and fusion of primary mesenchyme cells in the sea urchin embryo. Morphologies of the 
mononucleated precursors and syncytial cables are indicated, including nuclei, Golgi bodies, and microtubules. 
Figure is reproduced from: Gibbins JR et al. J Cell Biol 1969; 4l(l):201-226, by copyright permission of The 
Rockefeller University Press.̂ ^ 
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Within the q^oplasm of this synqmum, mineralized calcium is deposited to form the calcified 
spicules.^^ Cultured primary mesenchyme cells retain their ability to fuse.̂ ^® Yet they are unable to 
fuse with fiision-competent blastocoelar cells, suggesting that two distinct molecular mechanisms 
are at work in forming separate syncytial tissues simultaneously in the same same space.^^ Molecular 
players in either of these mechanisms are still unknown. 

Embryonic Blastomeres (Leech) 
An exception to the rule of fusion as part of terminal differentiation appears in the early stages of 

embryogenesis in the leech Helobdella robusta}^^ Here three large endodermal precursor cells 
undergo partial fusion to form a syncytium, which later gives rise to recellularized descendents 
lining the digestive tract. Experiments employing protein-synthesis inhibitors indicate that each cell 
in a fusion-pair must express new proteins for cell fusion to occur,^ '̂̂  but the molecules required for 
membrane fusion remain unknown. 

Haploid Mating (Yeast) 
Pheromone-induced conjugation of haploid Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells involves cell-wall re

modeling in advance of plasma membrane fusion. Mutations in a number of single genes yield 
mating-defective yeast that undergo normal morphological changes but fail to fuse, as the cell wall 
continues to separate the cell membranes. These genes are apparendy involved in degradation 
of the cell wall, and not in membrane fusion per se. Mutants in the PRMl gene, in contrast, are 
often blocked at a step after cell-wall remodeling (Fig. 9).^^ Still, Prml protein appears not to be 
completely required for fusion, because nearly half of/>r?w/ null-mutant cell pairs fuse successfully 
Recently, it was found that many/)r7w/-mutant cells undergo lysis that is specifically associated with 
the membrane fusion step of mating. Thus, Prml appears to play a role in stabilizing the cell-fusion 
interface in the two cell membranes, permitting safe and efficient membrane merger by a mecha
nism whose components remain unknown. 

Fungal Hyphae 
Many fungi propagate as multinucleated hyphae, which can form anastomoses through fu

sion. In some species, it is hypothesized that fusion-dependent exchange of nuclei can stabilize the 
genome of such a multinucleated organism, even when the individual nuclei have varying ge
nomic content, a phenonmenon termed heterokaryosis.^^^ In the genetically tractable species 
Neurospora crassa, the genes so/ham-1 and ham-2 have been implicated in the process of hyphal 
fusion,^^^'^^° and the HAM-2 protein, which has orthologs in animals and other fungi, is pre
dicted to contain three membrane-spanning domains. ̂ ®̂ As in many other model systems, how
ever, the nature of the membrane-fusion mechanism is still unclear. 

Summary of Molecules Driving Cell Fusion: Obstacles to Their Discovery 
To summarize the current understanding of molecules that drive cell membrane fusion in 

development, we know very little. Why is this? First, the fusion competent contact between cells 
is transient, and by definition self-destructive. This precludes biochemical preparation of mem
brane extracts specifically enriched in cell-membrane fusion activity. Second, the biology of each 
and every cell in an organism, including all nonfusing cell types, involves millions of intracellular 
membrane fusion events during a celFs lifetime. A fusion competent cell may fuse plasma mem
branes only once or twice with neighbors during development. Thus purifying and reconstituting 
a fusion mechanism, even from pure populations of fusing cells, is a "needle in a haystack" task. 
Third, although the fusion-fated cell must certainly change its membrane-protein content to 
become fusion competent, it typically changes its gene expression and proteome in many other 
ways while differentiating into a functioning myofiber, osteoclast, or lens fiber. This makes 
candidate-gene testing a more difficult task. 

Loss-of-function genetics and expression-cloning, combined with fimctional-genome/proteome 
profiling have yielded the best current candidates for cell membrane fusogens, as well as several 
proteins that regulate the activities of still-unknown fusion proteins. However, forward genetic 
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Figure 9. Failure of yeast gamete fusion in the absence of Prmi. Mating yeast haploids in the wild type (A) form 
zygotes with mixed cytoplasm (uniform fluorescence). Haploids v/ithprml mutations. B) fail to permeabilize their 
membranes to allow cytoplasmic mixing. C) Intact plasma membranes persists in electron micrographs, despite 
dissolution of the cell walls. Sequentially magnified regions are indicated. Figures are reproduced from: Heiman 
MG, Walter R J Cell Biol 2000; 151 (3) :719-730, by copyright permission of The Rockefeller University Press. ̂ ^̂  

screening may be frustrated by either redundancy or pleiotropy of components of the fusion 
mechanism. Furthermore, confirmation of the importance of required proteins in a tightly 
regulated fusion machine ultimately will require reconstitution of that machine from its component 
parts. This work has only begun, and we can hope that lessons learned from the first apparent 
successes will guide the discovery of new cell fusion proteins either by similar screening approaches 
or by homology/analogy between confirmed fusogens and membrane proteins found in other systems. 

Structural Origins of Cell Fusion Channels? 
The best-understood examples of exoplasmic membrane fusion are those of enveloped viruses 

and virus-infected cells. Prevailing models, based on biochemical studies of the known fusogen 
molecules and electophysiological measurements of the early fusion pores, invoke a "fence*' of 
oligomerized integral membrane proteins that span the intermembrane space and surround a 
Upid-hned pore with an inner diameter of 7-8 nm.^^^'^^^ This initial pore structure soon widens and 
eventually spreads to entirely join the two cytoplasms (Fig. 10). Synctyins, as clear orthologs of viral 
fusion proteins, fit implicitly within such models for pore formation. Lacking understanding of the 
key molecules in most other developmental fusions, we cannot yet address the structures of the pores 
in any detail. Nevertheless, time-lapse imaging in of EFF-1-induced fusions in C. elegans embryos 
indicates that (as in viral fusion) a small permeable pore forms to initiate the opening between cells, 
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Figure 10. Model of pH-dependent membrane fusion by die influenza virus hemagglutnin protein. Aggregating 
hemagglutinin proteins deploy fusion peptides to form a fusion pore through the virus and host cell membranes. 
Figure is reproduced from: Chernomordik LV et al. J Cell Biol 1998; 140(6):1369-1382, by copyright permis
sion of The Rockefeller University Press.̂ ^^ 

an aperture that can be seen visibly widening only several minutes later.^^'^^ Based on diffusion of 
fluorescendy labeled globular proteins from the egg to sperm cytoplasm, it has been concluded that 
the mouse sperm-egg fusion pore is at least 8nm in diameter. ̂ ^̂  However, like the identities of the 
pore forming molecules, an upper limit to the actual pore size has yet to be determined. 

Another plausible model has arisen with the discovery of intercellular nanotubules (or nanotubes) 
in a variety of cultured animal cell types. ̂ ^̂ '̂ "̂ ^ These thin membrane bridges appear to form quite 
frequently between nonfusing cells, allowing exchange of organelles via active transport along 
cytoskeletal filaments, but preventing appreciable diffusion of cytoplasm between cells. If nanotubules 
are indeed as prevalent in vivo as the in vitro evidence would indicate, cell fusions could simply be 
instances in which a nanotubule dilates to fully merge the two connected cells. If this were the case, 
then the cell fusion mechanism may not involve specialized membrane fusion events at all, and 
could rely on ubiquitous nano tubule-forming fusogens. The activities specific to syncytium-forming 
cells could instead be di lat ion-promoting molecules that force this transition from a 
diffusion-impermeable tubule to a large fusion aperture. The example of EFF-1 makes it clear that 
developmental fusion can involve single molecules that are both required and suflficient to form 
syncytia. Whether they form virus-like pores, expand nanotubular channels, or employ some other 
mechanism involving lipases or other catalytic enaymes, fusing cell types are likely to express pro
teins that specifically enable a precise topological change that is unfavored in the constitutive com
position of the plasma membrane. 

Evolution and Cell Fusion 
Has the mechanism of cell fusion been reinvented multiple times during evolution? To date, 

none of the membrane proteins implicated in the fusion of one cell type have been found to func
tion in another system. This fact may simply reflect a dearth of knowledge, as molecules verifiably 
essential to the fusion mechanism are unknown in most examples of cell fusion (see above). Then 
again, the syncytins and EFF-1 are the only two cases where current data strongly support the model 
of a developmentally regulated fusogenic (sufficient) membrane protein, and each of these mol
ecules appears restricted phyletically to only a few million years of evolution between closely related 
animal genomes. The syncytins, as clear orthologs of retroviral envelope proteins, present a ready 
explanation for this novelty, since their coding sequences may have simply arrived as mobile genetic 
elements that fell under the control of placenta-specific rw-regulatory DNA sequences. EFF-1, in 
contrast, is not obviously related to any known viral proteins. However, its tight sequence conserva
tion within the nematodes and apparent absence in other phyla suggest a sudden origin in the worm 
genome, possibly also by transfer from a viral or other transposable source. If so, then it is remark
able how the various cis regulatory sequences controlling eff-1 expression have been tuned to drive 
transcription in the precise and complex spatiotemporal pattern that occurs during development.^ '̂̂ "^^ 
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It is possible that developmental cell fusogens have been adopted in specific cases over only short 
spans of evolution, and that the fusion mechanisms of different cell types are radically different, even 
within the same organism. Mismatched fusion machines in distinct cell types—as are indicated in 
nematodes and echinoderms—may permit the formation of separate syncytial tissues without 
promiscuous cross-fusion of cell types. Cell fusion, a cellular function that is not required for cellular 
viability and is quite specialized to discrete developmental contexts, might be more tolerably lost 
and replaced than other more highly conserved molecular systems: at least in C. elegansy fusing not at 
all is safer than fusing too much.^^'^^'^^ Moreover, the task of inducing membrane-fusion, without 
building a stable intercellular connection, could require somewhat less molecular specificity than 
other cell-cell channels, allowing selection from a variety of protein types that can do the job. Still, 
we might expect that long-conserved syncytial structures, such as skeletal muscle, that have become 
integral to the body plans of multiple phyla, may be formed by mechanisms that have remained 
little-changed during evolution. 
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